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as i write this, events of inauguration weekend continue to energize the 
Lawrence community. those who joined us on campus enjoyed a weekend 
animated by the particular qualities of this community: provocative 
intellectual discussions, rich musical performances, inspiring speeches 
and, of course, time with friends, old and new.
 
Guests who traveled to appleton for the first time to attend the 
inauguration weekend spoke often of the warmth of Lawrence’s 
welcome as they interacted with students, faculty and alumni on 
campus.
 
For those who were unable to join us in person for the festivities, this issue 
of the magazine will offer a taste of the events. the inauguration gave us an 
excuse to celebrate our university and community. we left the weekend proud of 
what we have accomplished together over the past 166 years, excited by the momentum 
we have gained for the future. 
 
one of Lawrence’s distinctive features, and a key reason that i decided to come to 
appleton, is that this community offers to its students a rigorous academic experience 
enriched by personal attention from a dedicated faculty. each fall the Lawrence magazine 
includes profiles of a few of these faculty members. their approach to teaching, their 
scholarly interests, and their commitment to Lawrence show us how lucky we are.
 
this issue of Lawrence magazine also provides an opportunity to recognize the many 
individuals and organizations that have supported Lawrence and are a part of making 
this a great institution. every gift recorded in the annual President’s Report to Alumni 
and Donors has provided essential funds for the university. i want to take a moment to 
recognize and to thank these loyal supporters. their gifts enable Lawrence to continue to 
offer a transformational educational experience for students of all backgrounds. the good 
things we do here for students simply couldn’t happen without the generosity of those 
who personally support our efforts. i have begun to travel to meet with alumni and other 
friends of the college. i look forward to these personal encounters: to thank you individually 
for your generous support, and to look ahead with you at Lawrence’s future. 
 
Before closing, i want to pay tribute to rik warch, Lawrence’s 14th president, who passed  
away in september. i am grateful for my extended conversations with rik last winter and 
spring, including a visit to the home he shared with his wife, margot, in ellison Bay, wis. 
his deep understanding of the power of a liberal arts education, his awareness of the role 
Lawrence plays in this effort, and his love of this university were powerfully present when 
we spoke. During his 25 years as president he strengthened the university in important 
ways. he will be missed greatly. his legacy lives in us and in this great institution.
 
i want, again, to thank members of the Lawrence community for the confidence you have  
placed in me. as your 16th president, i will do everything in my power to move Lawrence 
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a history of 
Presidential Inaugurations
How to accomplish these goals through individualized 
instruction and collaboration across disciplines, 
while coping with financial pressures and societal 
expectations for “vocational/practical/relevant” 
training—these themes arise in addresses dating 
back more than a century. 
As professor of history Charles Breunig pointed 
out at Thomas Smith’s installation in 1969, those 
who have preceded us “were for the most part 
able, intelligent and innovative people intent upon 
improving the quality of education here.” These 
people and their works should be remembered, 
he suggests, even as we look to the future. So as 
we celebrate the inauguration of Mark Burstein as 
Lawrence’s 16th president, we look back here at 
some of the photographs, papers, speeches and 
stories that document presidential inaugurations 
at Lawrence over the past 160 years.
the inauguration of Lawrence university’s first president, 
rev. edward cooke, was held on June 29, 1853, in a 
well-attended ceremony that also included the laying of 
main hall’s cornerstone. rev. alfred Bronson, who gave the 
dedicatory address for the building, provided this report to 
the Northwestern Christian Advocate newspaper (reprinted
in the Appleton Crescent).
Of all the ceremonies, traditions, and pomp 
and circumstance in the life of a university, a 
presidential inauguration may be the most imbued 
with a sense of the past, present and future all at 
once. It marks a transition from the old to the new, 
a time for looking forward, setting new goals, and 
charting new territory. Meanwhile, the installation 
ceremony is full of symbolism that is decades or 
even centuries old. Perusing the texts of inaugural 
addresses by past Lawrence and Milwaukee-
Downer presidents also shows striking continuities: 
the role of “the small college in an age of bigness” 
(Johnson, 1951) is “to develop in students originality 
of mind and independence of thought” (Wriston, 
1925), “to educate men and women with the skills 
of freedom” (Warch, 1979), “to give an enlarged 
intellectual horizon, a greater soul vision, a deeper 
reflectiveness, a completer self-mastery … and 
a larger sympathy with the whole world of truth” 
(Plantz, 1894). 
rev. elias dewitt huntley’s inauguration on June 26, 1879 was 
the first to be reported in the student newspaper, the Collegian and 
Neoterian. three years later, huntley suspended the paper for the 
editors’ refusal to publish articles favorable to his administration. 
students had no newspaper after that time until the first issue of  
The Lawrentian was published in 1884. (huntley resigned in 1883.)
the original manuscript of 
president samuel plantz’s 
inaugural address, delivered 
on september 26, 1894, 
was recently donated to the 
archives by Plantz’s great-
grandson, tom remley. 
the manuscript was still 
folded lengthwise, as it 
would have been in the 
breast pocket of his jacket. 
samuel Plantz served the 
longest presidential tenure 
in Lawrence history, ending 
with his death in 1924.
By Erin Dix ’08, Lawrence University archivist
of the 16 inaugurations in 
Lawrence history, nearly half  
(seven) were held before 1900,  
when we had a succession of 
shorter-tenured presidents.
Former president henry wriston stands with nathan pusey 
at Pusey’s inauguration ceremony, october 28, 1944.
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Lucia Briggs was installed as the second president of 
milwaukee-Downer college on september 28, 1921. 
the student literary magazine, The Kodak, reported on 
the ceremonial procession: “October surely bestowed 
some of her bright blue weather upon September 
for that day … At four o’clock the chorus with the 
trumpeter led the way from Albert Hall to the Chapel 
… The senior home economics and junior classes 
followed, in white, then the seniors in cap and gown, 
the faculty, trustees, and the visiting presidents and 
delegates of the nine Wisconsin colleges and the 
state University, all in full academic regalia.” Lawrence 
president samuel Plantz was scheduled but unable to 
attend at the last minute.
at henry wriston’s inauguration on november 24, 1925, 
acting president wilson naylor stated that “the oldest 
college president of the country in length of service is 
succeeded by the youngest in years of age”—wriston 
was 36 years old. twenty-nine years later, Douglas Knight 
was installed as Lawrence president at age 32.
in the mid-20th century, we changed our numbering of the presidents and installed both nathan pusey (1944–1953) 
and douglas knight (1954–1963) as “eleventh President of Lawrence college.” (rev. william harkness sampson 
was principal of the Lawrence preparatory department from 1849 to 1853. earlier generations may have counted 
him as our first president.)
the carved black walnut Founder’s chair 
originally belonged to amos adams 
Lawrence, and his son donated it to the 
college in 1931. it had its public debut at 
Thomas Barrows’ inauguration in 1937 
and is still used at other formal ceremonies 
today. here President Douglas Knight looks 
on while Joseph hopfensperger ’52 dusts 
the chair, circa 1954.
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the presidential medallion and chain of office serves 
as the presidential badge of office and contains 
representations depicting several of the historical  
symbols of both Lawrence and milwaukee-Downer 
college. the Lawrence seal is present, as are silver 
hawthorn leaves representing milwaukee-Downer. 
Professor of art Dane Purdo created it in 1991 for  
rik warch. ■
rik warch and hannah holborn Gray (president of the university of chicago, 1978–1993) head the 
academic procession into memorial chapel at warch’s installation ceremony on november 29, 1979.
Jill Beck was installed as Lawrence’s 15th president on  
may 7, 2005. she was presented with a presidential medallion 
designed by Visiting assistant Professor of art Verna holland, 
containing historic symbols of both Lawrence and milwaukee-
Downer college.
curtis Tarr delivers his inaugural address at his installation ceremony on october 17, 1963. 
of the extant texts of inaugural addresses, the longest, at about 4,500 words, was  
delivered by henry wriston. thomas smith delivered the shortest address, about 500 
words, during his “markedly simple” ceremony on a Friday afternoon, october 31, 1969.
about the archives: the Lawrence university archives collects, preserves and makes accessible materials that document the history of 
both Lawrence university and milwaukee-Downer college. Located in the seeley G. mudd Library, it serves as a resource for Lawrence 
students, faculty, staff, alumni and members of the wider community.
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Leading by example
By Marti Gillespie
author John maxwell once said, “a leader is one who knows the 
way, goes the way and shows the way.”
in choosing mark Burstein as Lawrence university’s 16th president, 
the college has found an ambitious leader that fits maxwell’s 
definition to a t. when asked to talk about Burstein’s qualifications, 
praise from his colleagues comes easily. But perhaps the most 
poignant come from two of his closest colleagues: shirley tilghman, 
president emerita of Princeton university, under whom Burstein 
served as executive vice president; and catharine Bond hill, 
president of Vassar college, Burstein’s alma mater and where he 
serves on its board of directors.
 
“the most important quality i saw over and over again in mark 
was this native, instinctual leadership ability,” said tilghman. “he 
has the remarkable ability to inspire those around him, both those 
who work for him and those who work with him. he’s immensely 
collaborative, and is someone who does not believe in command 
and control as a way to lead an institution. his first, middle and last 
instinct is to reach out to others, to build consensus, to include 
individuals in the decision-making process of the institution.”
hill first met Burstein at alumni events in new York city and 
welcomed him to the Vassar Board of trustees in 2009. “it was 
wonderful for me to get to know him,” said hill. “i respected 
his thoughtfulness about the issues we were dealing with. and 
because he was a Vassar alumnus, he understood Vassar deeply 
and was incredibly helpful in thinking about how to move our 
institution forward.”
among his many accomplishments at Princeton and on the Vassar 
board were two crucial initiatives that had long-term benefits for 
both institutions: playing an integral role in creating a campus 
master plan and leading sustainability efforts. 
“it’s been so valuable having him on our board,” said hill. “we’ve 
worked quite closely together for four years. he’s done so much for 
us, given his background at Princeton. But i think his being on our 
board will also make him think about his job at Lawrence, because 
it gives him a fellow institution to think about how the issues we all 
face are being addressed. i think he’ll find that productive.”
tilghman praised Burstein’s management style, especially his ability 
to bring together people who are on the opposite sides of an issue. 
“he’s the best manager of people i’ve ever seen,” said tilghman. “the 
people who worked directly for him at Princeton are his biggest 
fans. that’s a tremendous testament to someone’s ability to have 
a portfolio where there are a lot of thorny issues—issues that in 
academia can lead to division and partisanship. But among mark’s 
team there was universal cohesion and focus on the prize 
as opposed to individual turf.”
when asked whether they had any presidential 
advice to share with Burstein, both said they felt he 
was already very well prepared.
“my feeling is that mark doesn’t need a lot of 
advice,” said tilghman. “he is as fully prepared to 
be a college president as anybody i know. i think 
the challenge for mark, and for any person going from a role at the 
university that was relatively behind the scenes to a role that is as 
public as a college presidency, is making the adjustment to being 
a public figure. appleton is not unlike Princeton in the sense that 
it is a college town. suddenly realizing not only are you the most 
recognizable and visible person on campus, but you’re the most 
recognizable person in the community takes some getting used to.”
“i think he’s just so cut out for this,” said hill. “i’d just say ‘be 
yourself.’ he understands how these institutions work. he 
understands the various groups that you need to work with—from 
students and faculty to alumni and the board—he has experience 
with all those groups. i think he’s going to be great.”
although Burstein’s experience was gained through the 
administrative side of the university as opposed to the academic 
side, tilghman and hill say that he possesses a unique ability to 
understand higher education at a deep and visceral level. they  
both see this as a rare quality in him that will help him to succeed 
at Lawrence. 
“his deep engagement with these issues at the higher-education 
level and his involvement in all aspects of running institutions make 
him a great choice,” said hill. “he’s also somebody who 
thinks about these issues and has a style that’s just 
very open. he’s willing to listen to people while moving 
things forward and getting things done. it made perfect 
sense that a college presidency was something he was 
interested in doing, and i certainly think he’ll be brilliant 
at it.”
as Burstein begins his tenure at Lawrence and people get to know 
him better, tilghman said she’s confident they’ll feel that he is 
likeable, immensely approachable and transparent. “i think his style 
is informal,” hill said. “he’s not going to wear the trappings of office 
regally. i think faculty and staff are going to see him around campus 
… and he’s going to want to have conversations. he’s going to be a 
walking-around president. my guess is that we’ll be celebrating him 
in 10 or 20 years when his term is finally up as one of Lawrence’s 
most important presidents.” ■
“He is as fully 
prepared to be a 
college president as 
anybody I know.”
LeFt: shirley tillghman and President Burstein
BeLow: catharine Bond hill with President Burstein
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Frontier: A State of Mind
The Inaugural Address by President Mark Burstein
i start today humbled and energized by the trust you, the 
Lawrence community, have placed in me. i will do all that is within 
my ability to fulfill this trust. after four months together i also 
know i can count on you, students, faculty, staff and alumni of 
Lawrence, to do everything in your power to move this wonderful 
institution forward.
Let me begin at our inception. 
with a $10,000 commitment and a direction to look south of 
Green Bay, three methodist clergymen, smith, sampson and 
colman, set out on a journey to found a college. Declared a territory in 
1836 when its total population reached the 10,000-person threshold, 
wisconsin was in the midst of a land rush. the area these three 
men explored was populated by native americans 
and anchored by european settlements at 
Fond du Lac and Green Bay. the Fox river itself 
provided the major transportation artery, a key food 
source (wild rice—which grew at its riverbanks) and 
a boundary between settlement to the southeast 
and untamed land to the northwest. steamer service 
on Lake winnebago would not be introduced for 
another 10 years and the upper reaches of the river 
would continue to be navigated primarily by native 
american dugouts into the 1850s.
although amos Lawrence’s correspondence focused 
frequently on land transactions and the possibility 
that the new institution would “improve the 
neighborhood of my own land,” these three clergymen—especially 
our first president william sampson—believed that Providence had 
brought them to this task and provided a unique opportunity to have 
a lasting impact on their community and the world. Describing this 
extraordinary opportunity sampson wrote about “the importance 
of this work in a republic like ours where sovereignty is vested in 
the people and the perpetuity of our civil and religious institutions 
depends on virtue and intelligence. “
of course our founders did not agree about everything. Lawrence 
tried on numerous occasions to dissuade the clergymen from their 
attempt to establish a coeducational college with both men and 
women sharing classrooms. But, letter after letter on this topic was  
ignored by sampson and his colleagues. 
once the college was founded, conditions were primitive. after 
arriving, sampson spent his first day clearing brush to create a 
field for construction. only henry colman moved with his wife 
and daughter, while sampson waited for a year to bring his family, 
allowing time to build the first house in the area. soon after the 
founding of the college, reeder smith, the third of our trio, parted 
ways with the trustees. to honor his wife, Lawrence decided to give 
the town that began to form around the college his wife’s maiden 
name: appleton. they later decided to change the story, suggesting 
it was named for her uncle ... right before they asked him to endow 
a new library.
in short the dynamics of our founding, including resource 
constraint, human ingenuity and the importance of excellent 
leadership, continue to be themes that shape the university today.
Despite these challenges, in 1857, 10 years after 
our founding, amos Lawrence wrote to his wife 
during his only trip to wisconsin that this college 
“will stand in future generations and be a 
blessing to the country and the world when we 
shall have crumbled away. it is a great and good 
work, and i am glad to have a hand in it.”
the story of our founding brings to mind 
Perry miller, whose work, Errand into the 
Wilderness, i encountered during my freshman 
year of college. reading this book confirmed 
my decision to major in history and it posits a 
theory that has two central tenets. the Puritans 
of the 1600s immigrated to new england to 
create a “city upon a hill” a phrase coined by John winthrop the 
colony’s first governor. the colonists on this errand encountered 
an environment unknown in europe, a vast wilderness. this 
combination of religious calling and pioneering in a vast unknown 
natural world gave rise to such central values of american culture 
as democracy, religious tolerance and the centrality of education. 
Frederick Jackson turner offered a similar interpretation of american 
history in a paper he presented in 1893 entitled “the significance of 
the Frontier in american history.” turner had a personal connection 
to the frontier and to wisconsin. he was born in 1861 in Portage, 
wisconsin, the piece of land used to haul boats from the wisconsin 
river, gateway to the mississippi, to the Fox river the primary 
connection to the Great Lakes. he writes in this paper, “american 
social development has been continually beginning over again on 
the frontier. this perennial rebirth, this fluidity of american life, this 
expansion westward with its new opportunities ... furnish[es] the 
forces dominating the american character.” 
the same combination of religious errand and rough, natural, 
frontier environment described by miller confronted our own 
clergymen founders at the liminal moment in our history, and 
propelled them forward. in their correspondence and writings one 
sees that their experience in a territory that was trying to become 
a full-fledged state reinforced their conviction that increasing higher 
education opportunities in wisconsin would strengthen democracy. 
Frontier life, which meant that all hands were necessary for survival 
no matter what your gender, could also have reinforced their belief 
that the university must be coeducational, even though only one 
example of a college for both sexes existed in the 1840s and their 
benefactor did not support this then-radical concept. 
now, how do we, at a time when the Fox cities-area has a larger 
population than all of the state had at our founding, sustain this 
creative sense of an institution on the frontier—the frontier of 
knowledge, social acceptance and learning? Like our founders, 
we also live in an uncertain world, on the boundary between what 
is known and what is new, where different ideas and concepts 
intersect, and new possibilities exist. For us, as it was for them, 
such a situation is critical for individual growth and for a thriving 
learning environment. how can we use our founding narrative to 
sustain this state of mind? can we find a way as a community to 
rejoin sampson and his band, struggling to lift up an institution in an 
environment full of the unknown? as Lawrentians i believe this is 
our birthright and our distinguishing characteristic. 
we know how to fully embrace the frontier, the unknown, the 
radical, the unexpected—because we have done it before.
For some, a frontier implies both a clear sense of what is core or 
central and an understanding of what is on the boundary of one’s 
physical land, intellectual concept or experience. of the many 
questions i have received since my appointment last December, the 
one most frequently asked is why have i chosen to leave the east 
coast and my home, the Princeton community, to join you here. 
since the moment David and i first visited appleton over a year ago, 
i have grown to love three central aspects of Lawrence:
we are a community that offers a rigorous academic experience 
filled with personal attention from a dedicated faculty. 
we do not tailor this experience only to the academically gifted: we 
open our community to the intellectually engaged. thus for most 
Lawrentians, time at Lawrence is truly life changing.
and we sustain an environment focused on learning and 
community. this focus permeates everything we do and are.
i believe that if we can sustain these three distinctive core 
strengths and if we can take inspiration from our founding on the 
frontier—this state of mind, of human discovery, learning and 
community values—our university, “a great and good work,” will 
continue to make important contributions to this nation and the 
world, and will thrive for the next century and beyond. 
thank you all for joining us to celebrate Lawrence, our past, present 
and future.  ■
watch videos from inauguration weekend at:
www.lawrence.edu/info/offices/president/inauguration
“The dynamics of our 
founding, including 
resource constraint, 
human ingenuity and 
the importance of 
excellent leadership, 
continue to be 
themes that shape the 
institution today.”
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A Weekend
to Remember
a crisp october morning welcomed visitors from across the country 
to memorial chapel for the inauguration of Lawrence’s 16th President 
mark Burstein.
Delegates representing more than 60 colleges, universities and 
other higher education consortia joined members of the Lawrence 
community for the historic event, which was filled with tradition yet 
sprinkled with levity.
speakers included shirley tilghman, president emerita of Princeton 
university, and catharine Bond hill, president of Vassar college.  
Both praised Burstein’s leadership skills, knowledge and experience.
“Lawrence stands for excellence and integrity in all that it aspires to 
do and mark Burstein will give new substance and expression to its 
work,” said tilghman. “if ever a marriage 
were made in heaven, i think this is it.” 
“having been drawn to higher education as 
the beneficiary of his impressive skills and 
intelligence, he’s put himself in a position not 
just to lead Lawrence, but with Lawrence, 
to contribute to the national education 
conversation,” said hill. 
appleton mayor tim hanna traced the rich 
history between the city and the college in his remarks, praising the 
collaborative relationship between the two. “Lawrence and appleton 
have always endeavored to pursue excellence,” hanna said. “we 
desire to be leaders in all that we do.” he added that he was eager  
to work with Burstein “and learn which of his Big apple experiences 
may apply to the Little Big apple.”
Green Bay Packers President mark murphy appeared via video to 
welcome Burstein to wisconsin. Following murphy’s remarks,  
hanna presented Burstein with a Packers jersey, customized 
appropriately with the number 16. those in attendance clearly  
enjoyed the break in tradition that this “only in wisconsin” moment 
provided, including tilghman, who quipped, “i believe that is a first 
in the annals of academia.” 
it was a morning filled with moving testimonials and memorable 
moments and one that those in attendance will long remember. 
“i thought each speaker was inspiring and provided a link from our past 
traditions to aspirations for our future” said cheryl kopecky ’72. “i also 
thought it was very distinctive having the procession accompanied by 
the gamelan music.” 
“i thought it was stunning,” said trustee david Blowers ’82. “i loved the 
pageantry, the colors and seeing people from all of the different colleges 
and universities from all over the country. everything was perfect.” 
“it was a very moving ceremony,” said dale schuh ’70, who led 
Lawrence’s Presidential search committee. “For all of us on the 
committee it was a finality to a process. we all feel good about our 
selection and look forward to a great futurefor mark.”
“President Burstein did a great job,” said amy hutchings ’17. 
“everyone who came to see him today, who 
shared in the moment, you can tell they love him 
and they’re excited to be part of this event.”
the installation ceremony was just one of the 
many bright spots of Lawrence’s three-day 
inauguration weekend. Friday’s events 
featured two afternoon panel discussions,  
one moderated by ABC News chief Foreign 
correspondent Terry Moran ’82. 
“i’m so glad that we had an intellectual component with the panels,” 
said Professor Beth de stasio ’82. “they were so well moderated. 
People had good questions and there was a level of engagement 
there that was fabulous. it was a wonderful showcase for Lawrence.”
Friday evening was filled with music as Lawrence conservatory 
students performed in six different venues around campus. Guests 
were encouraged to stroll casually between as many performances 
as possible during the two-hour event.
“rob and i enjoyed the music very much,” said Lawrence President 
emerita Jill Beck. “the quality of the conservatory adds so much to 
the identity of Lawrence and when you celebrate with all that music, 
it’s so much better than your normal celebration. seeing everyone so 
excited and celebrating in such diverse ways, it does our hearts good 
to see that.”
saturday evening Burstein joined a student-organized celebration—
Lawrence Jams—a rockin’ party in the warch campus center, 
complete with a life-size cutout of the president, providing a fun 
photo-op for all attendees.
 
inauguration festivities wrapped up fittingly sunday afternoon by 
reinforcing Lawrence’s engagement with the greater community. 
some 60 members of the Lawrence community joined Burstein 
in spending several volunteer hours doing some fall clean-up at 
riverview Gardens in appleton.
“the whole weekend has been about how great Lawrence is 
and President Burstein really did a great job of not making it all 
about him, but making it about this university and its students and 
faculty,” said paige koebele ’13. “i think that’s really inspirational.”
 
the inauguration of President Burstein proved to be a celebratory 
whirlwind weekend of meals and music, pomp and circumstance, 
engagement and entertainment. all who attended part or all of it 
will undoubtedly smile each time they remember it. ■
“I love Lawrence, so I loved 
everything about it. I thought 
it was well run. Everything 
was perfect to me.”
—Betty Messenger ’47
“It’s great to be an alumnus.  
It’s great to come back and shake 
hands with new friends and 
reconnect with old friends. I’m very 
happy to be part of this weekend.”
—Collin McCanna ’11
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“There’s a bright, happy mood on 
this campus; you can feel it in the 
air. People are happy, people are 
enjoying it. It’s great to get all parts 
of the university community back 
on campus at the same time … and 
to see everybody in a great mood.”
—Professor Jerry Podair
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oK. here’s the invitation i received. would i “write an article for 
Lawrence alumni magazine from the faculty perspective about what 
a new president brings, what it means to the faculty and college 
as a whole, and what You take away about being part of another 
chapter in Lawrence’s history”?
sure. i accept the invitation, though of course no one person could 
presume to speak for “the faculty … as a whole,” to speak for 
more than 100 talented individuals with home-bases in different 
disciplines, with differing perspectives even within each discipline, 
with different personalities, pedagogies, lifestyles.
i celebrate these differences. they are a key strength of Lawrence. 
exposure to different responsible points of view and to different 
strategies and tactics for delivering those viewpoints stimulates 
our students to do their own responsible thinking. if students 
are bright, work hard and attend to what are alleged to be the 
merits of each of several alternative viewpoints 
on important issues, they not only will not be 
brainwashed, they will grow their own capacity 
to make good judgments. there’s “the Lawrence 
Difference” for you, operationalized, brought 
down to earth from slogan heaven!
But what does this all have to do with the 
succession of presidents at Lawrence? well, presidents preside.
it was a dark and stormy afternoon in march 1963 when my phone 
rang. it was President Doug Knight inviting me to a job interview. i 
got the job and arrived in appleton in late summer and met curtis 
tarr, the new president. tarr was followed by Presidents tom smith, 
rik warch and Jill Beck. (Dear alum: who presided while you were 
at Lu? what are your memories?)
warch’s presidency was especially noteworthy both because of 
its duration and because he took over when morale and “the 
numbers” were low. he turned our place around. we’re still  
getting better.
as noted, presidents preside. a presider may be a micromanager. 
or, as usually happens at Lawrence, a presider may authorize 
competent people to recruit additional competent people, and then 
Presidents Preside
provide for all of them the resources, the opportunity and the freedom 
they need to do their thing(s) as best they can.
it is true of faculty (who are still learning) as it is of students (who are 
beginning to learn): the distinction between work and fun is usually 
phony. is it work or is it fun for a student to join with other intelligent 
students in a vigorous inquiry into a substantive problem? (Yes, 
substantive problems do arise within “ordinary” coursework.) is it work 
or is it fun for professors to push at the frontiers of their disciplines, 
or to figure out how best to get this particular budding student to 
bloom? if one is fully engaged in one’s activity, one does not step aside 
from the activity to ask “hey, how do i FeeL while doing this?” as 
aristotle said, happiness is activity, activity which actualizes the highest 
potentialities in an agent. how the agent feels about the action is merely 
epiphenomenal. Being happy is constituted by doing stuff worth doing 
and doing it well. Feeling happy is incidental.
i believe that Lawrence is usually a happy place, in 
aristotle’s non-trivial sense of the term “happy.” Yes, 
there are episodes of drudgery even in the most 
exciting ventures. so we pass through them, and keep 
on doing good stuff.
Presidents preside. they lead. they lead teams of 
people who constitute an ecosystem functioning to 
articulate and achieve the objectives of the system. the articulation is 
ongoing. systems and objectives change. the system called “Lawrence” 
is of course itself a part of a larger system called “society.”
our presidents have overseen and supported our work by empowering 
us. students, staff and faculty work in an atmosphere of academic 
freedom at the same time that (mirabile dictu!) no paycheck bounces 
and no financial aid goes missing. it is no easy task to pursue liberal 
learning within a predominantly commercial society.
But we’re doing it, and will continue to do it, supported by a new 
president who combines appreciation for the value of a liberal education, 
financial savvy and a sense of the history of our institution.
as hundreds of us have already said to him, and as the Lu home 
page reiterates, i say, yet again (because it’s important): welcome to 
Lawrence, President mark Burstein! ■
By John Dreher, Lee Claflin–Robert S. Ingraham Professor of Philosophy
 
“Our presidents have 
overseen and supported our 
work by empowering us.”
the Lawrence university Board of trustees has added three new members. 
Jill dolan, sarah schott ’97 and abir sen ’97 began serving three-year 
terms october 1.
Dolan is a member of the faculty at Princeton 
university, where she is the annan Professor in 
english, professor of theatre, and director of 
the program in gender and sexuality studies.
her experience at both public and private 
universities and a commitment to social justice, 
civic engagement and the arts will benefit the 
board on many fronts.
“i hope to bring empathy and understanding for Lawrence’s 
commitment to the arts, and insights that will help the university 
expand into its next era under the wonderfully capable and visionary 
stewardship of President mark Burstein,” Dolan said. “my background 
could be useful in furthering conversations i know are already in 
progress on the Lawrence board.”
Dolan said she is excited about forging relationships with her fellow 
board members, as well as members of the Lawrence community,  
as they work together toward the university’s future.
“Liberal arts colleges like Lawrence, especially those with notable 
programs in the arts, assume some of the responsibility for educating 
americans, which public universities are beginning, of economic 
necessity, to abdicate. i’m looking forward to learning firsthand 
Lawrence’s potential to craft education in the public interest, and to 
further the kinds of civic engagements and broad interdisciplinary 
frameworks in the arts and humanities i find crucial to learning.”
schott is vice president and chief 
compliance officer at northwestern  
mutual in milwaukee. she recently  
served on the Lawrence university  
alumni association board.
“i loved reconnecting with Lawrence,” schott 
said. “Lawrence is an exceptional place for 
learning, and the way the college has invested in its 
future and the future of its students is exciting. the implementation of 
the Senior Experience and Lu-r1 programs, and refresh of the physical 
plant of the campus are just a few pieces of Lawrence’s continued 
evolution that have been wonderful to see.”
citing her Lawrence education for providing her with the ability to draw 
connections, solve problems and be comfortable learning in unfamiliar 
territory, schott added that she’s eager to learn how the 
board works with and supports the administration, staff  
and students.
“i’m also really looking forward to working with  
mark Burstein,” schott said. “he brings just the kind 
of background we need right now—a commitment to 
excellence of education and deep business experience to 
help guide Lu through the challenges facing liberal arts 
colleges. i’ve enjoyed getting to know him and look forward 
to supporting Lu in its next phase under his leadership.”
sen is the co-founder and ceo 
of Gravie, a company that helps 
individuals select, buy and pay for 
their own health insurance all in 
one place. it was created to help 
consumers navigate the changes 
in health insurance brought on by 
the affordable care act.
sen has previously returned to campus to share his 
insight as a guest expert in Lawrence’s innovation and 
entrepreneurship program. 
Dolan, schott and sen join Martha olson ’77, who was 
appointed to the board in may, to make up Lawrence’s  
2013 class of trustees. ■
new trustees Welcomed
Peterson Named Trustee Emeritus
dwight peterson ’55 was appointed 
trustee emeritus at the fall meeting of 
the Lawrence Board of trustees. Peterson 
served on the board since 2005 and his insight, 
business acumen and financial expertise benefited 
many committees including academic affairs, audit, 
Development, Finance, investment, recruitment and 
retention, and the Lawrence corporation of wisconsin. he 
also played an important role in Lawrence’s More Light! 
campaign. recently Peterson and his wife established the 
Dwight a. and marjorie s. Peterson Fund for international 
experience at Lawrence university. this endowed fund will 
provide Lawrence students and faculty with opportunities 
for research, travel and experiential learning outside of the 
united states.
With a little help from our fellow alumni, we can 
make sure that Lawrence is no longer a secret.
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Watch your email—events subject to change.
what we’re doing
we in the office of communications are doing our best to enhance the Lawrence 
reputation. one of our goals is to assure that people recognize the Lawrence 
university name and associate it with the highest standards in higher education.  
to that end, we’ve been doing a few new things. Following are just a few of our 
latest efforts.
 The Lawrence Minute and This is Lawrence videos:  
we produce a weekly 60-second video featuring one interesting 
aspect of life at Lawrence. The Lawrence Minute showcases 
either academics, student life, performance or athletics, and is 
emailed to all alumni, students, parents and prospective  
students. each video is posted to the Lawrence website, 
Facebook page, Youtube channel and twitter stream in 
the hopes that it be passed along by those who find them 
interesting or entertaining. we also produce a three- to 
four-minute video on subjects that warrant more than a 
minute to explain. the monthly This is Lawrence videos 
are also shared via the same channels.
Lawrence magazine, Lawrence magazine online and the Lawrence app: 
three times a year we design, write, print and mail an 80- to 90-page magazine 
to more than 20,000 Lawrence and milwaukee-Downer alumni around the world. 
Lawrence includes news about the college and the accomplishments of our 
students, faculty and alumni. we created an online version last year and embedded 
it in the Lawrence website for those who prefer to read from a screen. our most 
recent iteration is an app that allows iPad users to enjoy an even richer experience, 
including videos, audio files and many, many more photos. every single page can 
be shared via email, Facebook, twitter, Linkedin, tumblr and Pinterest so even more 
people can learn what’s happening at Lawrence.
a secret
no Longer
We’ve probably all heard it at some time. 
Someone asks where you went to college and 
you reply, with pride as well as a little defiance, 
“Lawrence University, in Wisconsin.” The 
reaction is what you want, but not what you 
expect: “Really? Oh, I’ve heard that’s a very 
good school. Hard to get in.” You smile and nod. 
“Yes, it is.”
We’ve also heard the more familiar responses. 
“Where? Wisconsin? I thought it was in New 
York.” Or “Really? I’m not familiar with it. Where 
did you say it was?” Or “Isn’t that a music 
school? I thought you were a Biology major.”
When you talk seriously with other alumni, 
even many in the faculty, about Lawrence’s 
reputation, you’ll frequently hear, “It’s a best-
kept secret.” In other words, those who know 
Lawrence recognize it as an exceptional 
institution that produces graduates who are well 
prepared to make significant accomplishments. 
The trouble is, too few have heard of Lawrence.
It’s our job to change all that. We’re determined 
to succeed because we, too, believe that 
Lawrence is an exceptionally fine institution that 
produces extraordinary graduates.
The problem—at least part of it—is 
communications. If only more people knew 
about Lawrence, none of us would ever have 
to explain the difference between Lawrence, 
St. Lawrence, Sarah Lawrence, Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory or the University of 
Kansas at Lawrence. Potential employers 
would go out of their way to recruit us. 
Friends, neighbors and employers would afford 
Lawrence the respect we know it deserves. 
More highly qualified students would apply and 
our reputation as a selective college would grow.
an interactive campus tour: For those who have never been 
to Lawrence, nothing substitutes for a visit to campus. the newly 
created interactive campus tour, however, comes pretty close. 
created for computers, tablets or smartphones, our latest online 
creation provides a virtual tour of every building and department 
on campus. it includes videos, photos and comprehensive 
descriptions. Future versions will also include faculty profiles. 
alumni can see how the campus has changed, prospective 
students and parents can see why they’ll want to make a personal 
visit to campus, and, like most everything else we produce, visitors 
will be able to share any page using the online and social media 
channels they prefer.
research: we believe in the principal that “you can’t manage 
what you don’t measure.” in other words, unless we ask people 
exactly what they think about Lawrence, we won’t know if efforts 
to improve our reputation are having the desired impact. therefore, 
we’re about to begin a significant research project to get a firm 
handle on perceptions of Lawrence by key individuals, including 
prospective students, parents of prospective students, high school 
guidance counselors, current students and, of course, alumni. 
 social media: Lawrence was an early adopter in video 
production and the use of Youtube. our videos have been viewed 
more than 700,000 times—more than six times that of any 
other acM college. Facebook has been another popular social 
media channel, with more than 7,200 people currently following  
our main page. Lawrence has been on twitter for several years,  
but recently we’ve expanded our following significantly.
why all the attention? social media allows Lawrence to connect 
with thousands of people around the world at virtually no cost.  
those who follow us typically have hundreds or thousands 
who follow them. when they share Lawrence news with their 
own social network, we touch even more people—building our 
reputation even further.
By Craig Gagnon ’76,  
associate vice president of communications
You can make a difference
It’s the job of the Office of Communications to build the 
Lawrence reputation. But unless we spend millions, we can’t  
do it alone. It’s a job that must be shared by everyone because 
we all benefit from a Lawrence that is better known. 
January 28: the faculty jazz quartet, featuring selected 
students, at andy’s Jazz club. 
february 18: the civic Life Project will screen five student-
produced documentaries on significant community challenges: 
sex trafficking, homeless veterans, high school bullying, 
assimilation and cultural identity, and undocumented immigrants.
March 13: mark Burstein will host a panel discussion on the 
affordability of college. an alumni-only reception will precede 
the panel discussions.
april 22: cabaret. For the past 37 years, our international 
students have showcased their cultures and their talents on 
the Lawrence campus. this year, they will bring their show to 
chicago, demonstrating the diversity and international depth 
of the Lawrence community.
May 27: Lawrence students will present an evening of 
theatre, presenting four one-act plays at one of chicago’s 
prominent theatres.
Upcoming events in Chicago include:
A focus on Chicago
Beginning in January, we will bring Lawrence to chicago with monthly 
events that have a broad appeal. more people will experience what 
Lawrence has to offer without having to drive to appleton. assuming 
these events prove successful, they will be expanded to other cities. 
read, watch and share:
We share a lot of news about Lawrence: we write and post articles 
to the website, we produce videos and send email updates, we 
contribute to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and other social media, 
we prepare a magazine three times a year, in print and online.
Open your email, watch the videos and read your Lawrence 
magazine. Then share what you read: email articles to your friends, 
forward interesting videos to your colleagues, “like” the Lawrence 
Facebook page and contribute your comments and ideas, post  
to our Twitter page—@LawrenceUni—and retweet our posts.
show your pride in your alma mater: 
Our alumni are our greatest assets. As Rik Warch often said, 
“We bask in the reflected glory of your accomplishment.” By 
proclaiming Lawrence as your alma mater, you help further our 
reputation. And as the Lawrence reputation grows, it becomes 
easier to attract even better faculty and better students, it  
becomes possible to secure more grants, and it becomes  
easier for our graduates to compete in the workplace.
We’ve included a free 
Lawrence cling 
that we’d be proud 
to have you display. 
It’s a small gesture 
that can make a real 
difference.
Alumni
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Profound Professors
Lawrence alumni often cite the ability to develop close relationships with faculty members as one of Lawrence’s 
distinguishing strengths. These dedicated educators provide a nurturing environment that allows Lawrence 
students to grow in the classroom and as citizens of the world. Even after students have left Lawrence, the 
partnership between professor and pupil continues—but through roles of mentors, collaborators and friends. 
Our annual faculty profile introduces 10 individuals whose accomplishments and dedication to Lawrence—
along with those of their established colleagues—have enhanced the college’s vibrant intellectual and creative 
community and enriched the lives of its students.
dAvid BeLL
ASSOCIATe PrOfeSSOr Of MuSIC
Current reseArCh i’m on a mission to take the mystery out of learning how 
to play the clarinet. it’s all about learning how to learn. that has been the focus of my 
continuing research and thoughts about my own pedagogy for some time now.
FAvorite Course to teACh Applied Clarinet 
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements Last year we had the privilege of having 
soprano Lucy shelton on campus as part of the new music at Lawrence series. 
she is quite famous for her interpretation of Pierrot Lunaire by schoenberg, and she 
collaborated with faculty in a performance of the work. there is no substitute for 
working with a master, and it was a spectacular experience.
whAt’s AheAd this ACAdemiC YeAr i have a particularly large and diversely 
talented class of entering clarinet students and i’m eager to start working with them. 
i think the studio will be the strongest it has been since i started at Lawrence five 
years ago.
ABout teAChing At LAwrenCe the culture at Lawrence creates the 
expectation of our students that they be engaged and informed. teaching in this 
environment is as rewarding as it is challenging, regardless of your specialty. 
ABout hAving A new President there is sure to be a renewed sense of 
energy and purpose on campus. mark is clearly excited to be here, and i think he’ll 
find we’re equally excited to have him.
LAwrenCe’s strengths there’s a premium on innovation and creativity in just 
about every field. For Lawrence that’s not a “new” concept—it’s what we do. we 
don’t need to reinvent our school to make it relevant; we just need to keep doing 
what comes naturally. what a luxury!
whY LAwrenCe is A good Fit earlier in my career i actually interviewed and 
auditioned for the position at Lawrence. at that point, it really would not have been 
a good fit. i was more of a full-time performer with a teaching job on the side at 
the time, and was interested in keeping that balance. i’m still an extremely active 
performer, but no longer have the need to take every gig that comes my way. my 
teaching is what informs my performing these days. i’m also in the wonderful position 
of dividing my time between appleton and Door county, so i really have the best of 
two wonderful worlds.
something You might not know ABout me i spend a lot of time trying to 
keep a healthy balance between my love of long distance running and my enjoyment 
of great beer.
dominiCA ChAng
ASSOCIATe PrOfeSSOr Of frenCH
Current reseArCh
above all, i consider myself a scholar of 19th-century French studies. i am 
particularly interested in historical, literary and artistic representations of 
revolutionary movements in the 19th century. this said, i am also very drawn 
to questions concerning media, gender and post-colonial studies within a wide 
range of French and francophone contexts and time periods.
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
this past year i completed an article on a topic that is near and dear to my 
heart, the Paris commune of 1871, a little-known uprising that influenced global 
revolutionary politics throughout the 20th century. it was published this fall. 
also, i am currently preparing a manuscript that examines how the notions 
of repetition and mimicry negatively affected representations of revolutionary 
action in the second half of 19th-century France. Last year i also earned tenure 
at this fine institution.
FAvorite Course to teACh
i would have a hard time choosing between Freshman Studies and our 
department’s senior capstone seminar. Freshman Studies is wonderful 
because it creates its own unique community of diverse people working 
toward a common goal. so much collaboration takes place, not only among 
the instructors, but also between instructors and students. i also love 
the excitement and challenge of guiding students through material that i 
myself don’t necessarily master. on the other end of the students’ journey, 
i find teaching senior seminar extremely rewarding. it’s a pleasure to work 
so intensely with a student on a project that she is passionate about and 
that represents the culmination of her interests and abilities in French and 
francophone studies. i am often amazed at the sophistication of ideas 
expressed in spoken or written form and, moreover, in French!
ABout hAving A new President
President Burstein’s enthusiasm is infectious. he has already shown a 
remarkable ability to identify Lawrence’s strengths and areas for improvement. 
there is an undeniable sense of optimism on campus and everyone appears 
excited to work toward making Lawrence an even stronger institution.
LiBerAL Arts And onLine eduCAtion
Dadaist tristan tzara wrote that “la pensée se fait dans la bouche” [thought is 
made in the mouth]. i often share this with students as a way to encourage 
expression and revision of ideas within a group dynamic. almost all of my most 
deeply held convictions are the result of several cycles of discussion, debate, 
revision, more reflection, etc. it’s difficult for me to see how one could argue 
thoughtfully or arrive at meaningful conclusions without this dynamic human 
interaction. this is some of the best of what a small, liberal arts education has 
to offer.
something You might not know ABout me
when the mood is right, i really enjoy doing karaoke into the wee hours, 
especially if the playlist contains lots of 70s and 80s music: Journey, elton 
John, Queen, aBBa, simon & Garfunkel, elvis costello, you name it (this, to 
the great distress of neighbor, good friend and fellow faculty member mark 
urness and his family).
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sonjA downing
ASSISTAnT PrOfeSSOr Of eTHnOMuSICOLOgy
Current reseArCh
i am currently working to update my dissertation research on gender 
issues in children’s instrumental music ensembles in Bali, indonesia. i 
am interested in how children are taught and learn gamelan (traditional 
percussion-based) music in Bali, and in indigenous music pedagogy 
around the world. i am also interested in how people learn, construct 
and resist gender identities through performance, and through the 
learning process of particular kinds of music or playing particular 
instruments. aside from those long-standing interests, i have also been 
conducting research into androgynous characters in Balinese dance. 
my most recent interest is something quite different—the budding field 
of ecomusicology! i am most interested in how people from different 
societies around the world use music to connect with and to express 
their connections to their natural environments.
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
my chapter, “the newest tradition Bearers: Girls experiencing Gamelan 
education and cultural Politics in Bali,” was published in The Oxford 
Handbook of Children’s Musical Cultures. 
whAt’s AheAd this ACAdemiC YeAr
i am looking forward to hosting the annual conference of the midwest 
chapter of the society for ethnomusicology at Lawrence april 5-6, 2014. 
this will help to put Lawrence on the map within the growing field of 
ethnomusicology, and will be a wonderful opportunity for Lawrence 
students to experience the intellectual excitement of a professional-level 
academic conference.
ABout LAwrenCe students
Lawrence students come to college so ready to have their horizons 
blasted open. that they are so ready to be intellectually and creatively 
challenged makes teaching incredibly gratifying and exciting. they often 
ask questions in class that challenge me to think about my own research 
in different ways, and that stretches me to think more deeply about my 
analyses, which in turn, i think, improves my own work.
LiBerAL Arts And onLine eduCAtion
a Lawrence liberal arts education is ever more crucial these days in 
order to give students a chance to develop robust critical thinking skills 
and important interpersonal skills, both of which are not terribly well 
supported online. however, social media has allowed me to keep in touch 
with past students more closely than before. it is very satisfying to see 
their adventures and successes after they graduate.
something You might not know ABout me
Despite living a land-locked life in wisconsin, i love to surf. i learned as 
a graduate student in santa Barbara and miss it terribly. i have not yet 
surfed in sheboygan, wis., (supposedly the fresh-water surf capital of the 
world), but will try it one of these days.
dAvid gerArd
ASSOCIATe PrOfeSSOr Of eCOnOMICS
Current reseArCh
i work mostly on energy and environmental issues, though i’ve done 
more than my fair share of work on traffic safety. 
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
i was on a national academy of sciences committee looking at 
unintended acceleration in passenger vehicles stemming from those 
(purportedly) freaky toyota incidents. i got to spend a lot of time with 
some really amazing professionals—former auto industry executives, 
engineers that specialize in electromagnetic interference, accident 
reconstructionists, experts who develop those vehicle safety ratings. 
it was a great experience.
FAvorite Course to teACh
if there is joy in pure economic theory (and, believe me, there 
is), the intermediate price theory course is a good place to 
find it. why is the price to dry-clean a woman’s blouse higher 
than for a man’s shirt? Do people who live far away from apple 
orchards on average eat tastier (yet fewer) apples than people 
who live close by? are you peeling your bananas the wrong way? 
i love that class. 
ABout hAving A new President
President Burstein is an enormously talented guy, so it will be exciting 
to see him take the reins of the university. his house is right across the 
street from mine and he has a great yard, so i am hoping he is a bocce 
enthusiast. 
oPPortunities For LAwrenCe
i meet a lot of great, talented alumni who seem very interested in 
giving back to Lawrence—and we graduate more every year. i think 
the administration and faculty are really becoming more aggressive 
at developing the alumni network and capitalizing on some of these 
opportunities. these last couple classes of economics majors have been 
phenomenal, and i look forward to the time when they can share their 
professional and personal experiences with the campus community. 
whY LAwrenCe is A good Fit
i went to graduate school because i wanted to teach at a residential 
liberal arts college, but my career trajectory was a bit more complicated 
than that. i spent eight years at carnegie mellon running a research 
center and teaching in the college of engineering, as well as teaching 
undergraduate courses in the policy and management program. as i got a 
little older, i was fortunate to get an opportunity to make the jump back to 
my roots. the personal rewards at a small school are different from those 
at a research university. Lawrence is a great fit because i am teaching 
what i want to teach, and that is very rewarding. we’re also developing 
curricular and co-curricular programs that i’m excited about, and the 
students seem to be excited about, too. of course, i’m fortunate to be 
surrounded by some great colleagues inside and outside of economics.
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LenA khor
ASSISTAnT PrOfeSSOr Of engLISH
Current reseArCh
i study how literature can contribute to a more productive form of human- 
rights activism and humanitarian action at home and abroad.
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
i published my first book, Human Rights Discourse in a Global Network: 
Books beyond Borders, with ashgate. 
FAvorite Course to teACh
Topics in Human Rights: The Coming-of-Age Novel. it’s a hard course 
to teach and to take—the reading is challenging and the ideas in them 
even more so. the ideas make me (and my students, i hope) question 
almost everything i (and they, likely) believe in, especially the importance 
of going to school, of learning to read, of growing up to be a responsible 
person, of being accepting of and celebrating difference, and of helping 
others. it messes with your mind—and mine! i enjoy teaching this course 
because i’m still figuring out what i think, how i feel, and how i will 
respond to these ideas.
LiBerAL Arts And onLine eduCAtion
nothing beats the power of actual human interaction—in person, in the 
flesh. Body language and facial expressions speak volumes. they can 
signal boredom and feeling lost: they can also generate enthusiasm and 
facilitate understanding. there’s also a kind of magic that happens (or can 
happen) when you meet a group of people again and again over a period 
of time to read, talk and think together. You get to know each other bit 
by bit, growing into a group—a collective—establishing rituals, traditions, 
connections and possibly friendships over time. You also begin to learn 
how to “read” others and how to respond to them appropriately. these 
kinds of lessons are priceless: they aren’t the typical lessons taught in a 
traditional college course, but they are certainly critical “real life” lessons 
that can be learned in the college classroom. add to that the experience 
of living on campus and you’ve magnified the opportunities for learning 
“real life” skills.
whY LAwrenCe is A good Fit
there’s a lot of freedom: i can design and teach courses that i’m 
interested in. there’s a lot of support: i can bring in speakers that i think 
would benefit the students. whenever i want to try something new, 
there are people willing to help make it happen. there are also a lot of 
interesting students: the classes are small and often full of students who 
are eager to learn and willing to engage. i enjoy learning from them as 
they share with me their unique takes on things. this last (third) point 
more or less captures my ideal teaching environment.
doug mArtin
ASSOCIATe PrOfeSSOr Of PHySICS
Current reseArCh
my research lies at the interface of physics and biology, more specifically on 
microscopic processes that occur in all animal cells. i have an experimental 
laboratory here at Lawrence, and my students and i study the physics behind 
cell structure and function. currently, we’re investigating the sense of touch at a 
microscopic level.
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
several former students and i developed a new technique to measure the 
strength of individual components of a cell. these tiny, tubular components 
(unimaginatively named microtubules) are found in all animal and many plant 
cells and are similar in shape to a human hair, only approximately one thousand 
times smaller in each dimension. our technique was published in Methods in 
Cell Biology and the Journal of Visualized Experiments in the past year.
FAvorite Course to teACh
all of them! well, really whatever i’m teaching currently. so, now it is  
Quantum Mechanics, which focuses on describing and coming to grips  
with how unimaginably strange the world is at the scale of single atoms. it 
is the first place physics students are forced to confront the counterintuitive 
nature of reality—and even whether our pre-existing notions of what reality 
means must be reshaped.
ABout hAving A new President
we are a community committed to teaching, and faculty conversations 
inevitably (and rightly) turn to our teaching. Yet we are also a community of 
scholars and artists, an aspect of our community that the new president seeks 
to celebrate. i am excited about renewing conversations (individual and campus-
wide) on our existing and continuing scholarly and creative activities.
ABout LAwrenCe students
what brought me to Lawrence and continues to excite me about Lawrence is 
the students. Lawrence students are dedicated and driven, yet willing to learn 
and surprisingly humble. an example of what makes our students so fabulous 
to interact with is their ability to sustain excitement simultaneously about the 
higgs Boson, swimming and the Vr.
LAwrenCe’s strengths
the conservatory is a signal strength of Lawrence. Very few other institutions 
combine excellent liberal education with outstanding music performance 
education, and none do it as seamlessly. where else can a student who 
wants to pursue, let’s say, physics, also participate in a nationally recognized 
jazz ensemble, or combine mathematics with an oboe, viola and piano trio of 
nationally competitive performers? 
oPPortunities For LAwrenCe
Lawrence’s past excellence in residential liberal education gives us the 
credibility to contribute to the national conversation on improving higher 
education for the 21st century. Lawrence is perfectly placed to continue to 
remind us how an education is far more than just a certificate of completion.
something You might not know ABout me
at one time i played the bagpipe, competing in the united states and united 
Kingdom, and even playing as the official piper at a wedding in ephesus, turkey.
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miChAeL mizrAhi
ASSISTAnT PrOfeSSOr Of MuSIC
Current reseArCh
i am working with several composers on creating a new body 
of works for solo piano. i’ve really enjoyed the process of 
commissioning, premiering and recording these new works,  
and am especially excited to see many of the works being 
performed by others (including some of my students). 
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
i was honored and humbled to receive the 2013 award for 
excellence in creative activity at last year’s commencement 
exercises. in addition, my 2012 album, The Bright Motion, recorded 
in the Lawrence memorial chapel, was named one of the 10 best 
classical albums of the year by Time Out New York. 
FAvorite Course to teACh
i love getting the chance to work with students in a variety of 
contexts, from the intensity and focus of one-on-one piano lessons 
to the classroom setting of courses i’ve taught on the history of 
music written for keyboard. i’ve also found teaching Freshman 
Studies a wonderfully rewarding experience, one that is not 
available to most faculty in similar positions at other institutions.
the YeAr AheAd
i am excited about the buzz surrounding the new music at 
Lawrence concert series, a series that i co-founded two years ago. 
the series highlights newly composed classical music performed 
by faculty, students and guests. in october we featured an outdoor 
performance of John Luther adams’ Inuksuit, a work scored for up 
to 99 percussionists. February 2014 brings a visit by the genre-
bending vocal octet roomful of teeth.
LAwrenCe’s strengths
Lawrence is a world-class conservatory completely integrated with 
a world-class liberal arts college, something very few other schools 
in this country can say. at a time when many conservatories are 
paring down their liberal arts offerings, Lawrence is fairly unusual in 
that its conservatory students have access to top-notch liberal arts 
faculty and courses right on campus.
whY LAwrenCe is A good Fit
i have always been interested in a wide variety of subjects. in fact, 
in college i ended up with a double major in music and religion with 
a minor in physics! (in graduate school at Yale, although my degree 
was in piano performance, i loved having the opportunity to take 
courses in shakespeare, the talmud and urban planning, among 
others.) at Lawrence, unlike at so many other universities, faculty 
and students from all different disciplines really get to interact 
and collaborate—to me, this kind of cross-pollination informs my 





i am continuing to work on a book with the tentative title Language, 
Thought and Reality.
FAvorite Course to teACh
i don’t have a favorite course. honestly, i like them all.
ABout LAwrenCe students
Lawrence students are up to challenge of testing me about my 
own carefully considered views about the topics i teach. they 
are thoughtful, capable and hardworking constructive critics. 
i am excited by the continuing enthusiasm the students have 
for learning.
ABout hAving A new President
i believe a new president will bring new ideas and initiatives to the 
campus. i am doubtful that i will love them all, but i am looking 
forward to seeing what they are and how they help Lawrence 
to be a better Lawrence.
LAwrenCe’s strengths
i think the dedication of Lawrence’s faculty and staff and the kinds 
of students Lawrence attracts are our greatest strengths.
LiBerAL Arts And onLine eduCAtion
it’s about personal contact. Philosophy has been characterized as a 
great conversation. the best conversations i’ve had are face to face. 
although i use social media, i try not to involve my students. once 
they graduate, however, i like to use it to maintain contact with 
them and with what they are doing.
whY LAwrenCe is A good Fit
Lawrence is the right fit for me because i have worked to make 
myself fit for Lawrence.
something You might not know ABout me
i detest coffee.
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mArtYn smith
ASSOCIATe PrOfeSSOr Of reLIgIOuS STuDIeS
Current reseArCh
my research is primarily focused on cairo and a late medieval 
historian of cairo known as al-maqrizi. the work for which al-maqrizi 
is known is a close description of the city of cairo, describing its 
neighborhoods, markets, mosques and even churches. i have done 
a lot of work in translating portions of this text, and in this coming 
year i will be commencing a book on the experience of cairo during 
this period, which will include my translations from the arabic along 
with introductions to the chosen passages. 
a second research interest is technology and religion. i am 
finishing up an article on the connection of “personal” technology 
to the reigning individualism of our society. i do not argue that 
technologies such as the internet and cell phones constitute a 
religion in themselves, but that these technologies are powerful 
because of how they reinforce and assume shared notions of the 
individual self.
FAvorite Course to teACh
my favorite courses to teach correspond with my research 
interests. it is always a treat to teach my cairo class, though also 
a challenge as i struggle with how much i need to leave out! For 
this course i get to roll out all my own photographs of cairo. there 
is a new melancholy in this course as we reflect, too, on how 
much cairo is currently changing. another course i enjoy is “apple, 
Google, Facebook,” which examines the three companies in the 
title, but more importantly explores the way the characteristic
       products/services of each company relate to our contemporary    
notions of self/society.
     LiBerAL Arts And onLine eduCAtion
   i came to Lawrence in the fall of 2006 and immediately began 
incorporating material from social media into my classes. since 
i teach islam, websites such as Youtube or twitter offer amazing 
repositories of authentic material. the amount of material that is 
available for discussion and analysis through social media is truly 
staggering. in addition i try to use social media platforms for various 
assignments, from blogging responses to readings to the use of 
Google maps to get a feel for the geography of the middle east. 
especially at a time when so many countries of the middle east 
cannot be visited safely, social media provides a way to encounter 
opinions and views from people in these countries.
something You might not know ABout me
i spent the summer reading through the central books by charles 
Darwin. i read every page of The Voyage of the Beagle and the 
Origin of Species. i noodled in and out of other works such as 
his autobiographies, the Descent of man and even his study of 
earthworms! at the same time i have taken to visiting ponds with 
my first-grade daughter, aurora. the love of ponds began with 
catching frogs, but then our attention was drawn to the small 
creatures (larvae, worms, scuds, insects) that also live in this water. 
we have consulted several times with professor Bart De stasio to 
determine the type of creature we had found. it has made me think 
of the way religious studies and the sciences should collaborate.
AshA srinivAsAn
ASSISTAnT PrOfeSSOr Of MuSIC
Current reseArCh
i compose music for a wide array of instrumentation, including 
chamber, large ensemble and electroacoustic media. my recent 
work is focused on an exploration of stylistic commonalities 
between western and indian musical techniques in which 
i strive to create effective and interesting combinations of 
both musical styles.
reCent sChoLArLY AChievements
several of my works have been released on various cD 
compilations. most notably, Keerthanata, a work commissioned 
by alumni and faculty sara kind ’05 and Jesse dochnahl ’06, 
was released on the Music from SEAMUS volume 22 cD series. 
ablaze records will be releasing my award-winning work, Dviraag, 
on their Millennium Masters Vol. 4 album later this year.
FAvorite Course to teACh
Introduction to Electronic Music is one of my favorite courses to 
teach because the students who take the course come from a wide 
range of disciplines but all have a desire to create music. many 
may have never been in a music class or composed music before. 
technology makes it much more feasible to teach composition 
without requiring a fairly well-developed set of musical and 
notational skills. i find the students who take this course to be 
incredibly motivated and eager and i enjoy helping them develop 
keener listening abilities and hearing their fresh musical ideas.
ABout hAving A new President
change can be refreshing and rejuvenating. i am excited to see 
the president’s new approaches and new ideas for Lawrence’s 
sustainability and visibility. having a fresh and unbiased perspective, 
i think he can more clearly assess what we are doing at Lawrence 
and what we need to be doing better. 
ABout LAwrenCe students
my composition students have a thirst for knowledge and 
betterment that is infective. their energy and unfettered imagination 
helps to renew my own excitement for the discipline. as i help 
students see the innovativeness and multitude of possibilities 
within their own ideas, i too feel more creative and imaginative with 
my compositions. 
whY LAwrenCe is A good Fit
Lawrence’s small size, its focus on teaching and learning, and the 
excellent caliber of the conservatory based within a liberal arts 
setting are all the reasons why this is the right place for me. i was 
once a liberal arts college student myself and enjoyed taking a vast 
diversity of subjects outside of music, including calculus, social 
politics, hebrew and many more. my faculty appointment here, 
which includes teaching composition, music theory, and electronic 
music, is a perfect combination of my own interests and expertise. 
having such a variety of classes to teach constantly keeps 
me engaged. 
something You might not know ABout me
i was in new Zealand for four months this year. 
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DistinGuisheD aLumni
Major: english
Terry Moran is never far from the pulse of world events. During 
his extraordinary career in broadcast journalism he has covered 
the Supreme Court, served as aBc news’ chief White House 
correspondent and followed the presidential campaign of Vice 
President Al Gore. In addition, he has anchored world news tonight 
sunday and was one of three co-anchors of nightline. Before joining 
ABC Moran was a correspondent and anchor at court tV. 
In 2007 he received a Peabody Award for reporting and anchoring 
an ABC documentary about AIDS in black America.
about a Lawrence education
i carry my Lawrence education with me every day in the work i do. 
i did get the journalism bug at the Lawrentian. First as a reporter, 
and then i ended up editing the paper and i knew it was just 
something i very much wanted to do. i liked the impact you could 
have doing a good story. the other thing, more broadly: i think a 
liberal arts education, the Lawrence liberal arts experience, opened 
my mind and heart in a way that made me a better journalist. 
there’s no question about it. and it made me understand that the 
stories i uncover and the problems that i encounter in the world 
have context. they’ve got historical context, they’ve got racial 
context, they’ve got all kinds of context, and that’s the natural line 
of inquiry of a liberal arts Lawrence grad. i know that my approach 
to things is informed by what i learned at Lawrence, both on the 
paper and in the classroom.
The rewards of a residential liberal arts education
a residential college experience like Lawrence has is an adventure 
unlike anything else you are going to have the rest of your life.  
here you are with a thousand or more people your own age, 
you’re at the peak of your intellectual curiosity and openness, your 
physical and athletic energy and desire, and you’re thrown together 
in the classroom and the community. and Lawrence in particular 
has this beautiful community where people really do share their 
learning and their lives with each other in a very special way. there 
is nothing like it, and it is of enormous educational value that can’t 
be replicated.
The Lawrence difference
what i always thought Lawrence does better than any college i’ve 
ever heard of is, that there is an earnestness in the learning and 
in the inquiry at Lawrence. in other words, people really want to 
learn, and they want to teach, and they want to share it, and they 
want to bat it around. it’s an incredibly vital intellectual experience, 
unencumbered, for the most part, by a lot of the extraneous social 
or societal pressures. there’s something really special about the 
way teachers teach and students learn at Lawrence. i have never 
heard or experienced it anywhere else. it’s genuine. ■
Major: government
Anne Dooley is a respected global advertising leader whose passion 
for building powerful brands, improving marketing effectiveness and 
inspiring innovation has helped her enjoy a successful career that 
has included positions at BBDO, Kraft Foods and Leo Burnett.
At BBDO, she is a worldwide leader on AG Bayer, overseeing 
more than 50 BBDO offices and other public relations, digital and 
specialist agencies on behalf of Bayer’s Consumer Care, Animal 
Health and Crop Science business units. In 2010 internationalist 
magazine named Dooley one of its Top Global Industry Innovators.
However, Dooley’s proudest experience is being the mother to 
three amazing young adults.
Lawrence magazine recently spoke to Dooley about her  
experience at Lawrence.
a Lawrence education
in our business, which is all about quickly analyzing a new business 
opportunity for a client or dissecting a business problem, we have 
to connect a lot of data points: how it fits into the world or the 
region or the country that we’re talking about, how it impacts the 
consumers, or how the socioeconomic situation impacts them.  
i feel that the liberal arts education that i got at Lawrence taught 
me how to think analytically, and how to dive deep and make 
connections in order to make recommendations or draw conclusions.
professors who had an impact
minoo adenwalla, chong-Do hah and mojmir Povolny—these global 
citizens who were always challenging young minds to think about 
things outside the american frame of reference—all had a profound 
impact on me. i visit about 20 countries a year, and i’m always 
complimented by my colleagues and my clients about being well 
read and well versed about what’s going on with the local politics. 
while i’m an “ugly” american in that i have no other language, 
i try to be a great representative of america by really doing my 
homework, and i learned that at Lawrence. in class we would 
discuss politics and what was happening in a country and how  
the populus was responding—we had to connect all those points, 
the literature of the past, the art, the history. i love doing that, and  
i know how to do it well now, and i take a lot of pride in training the 
people who work for me in how to do that, too, but it all started for 
me at Lawrence.
My defining Lawrence moment
when Professor Bremer did his lecture on Lincoln and the civil 
war i literally had tears in my eyes when he finished, because it 
was as if it was the most beautifully written and directed movie i 
had ever seen. From the way he told the story, i could picture in 
my mind what was going on in those battlefields, and how Lincoln 
felt about it. i had a much deeper understanding of the turmoil that 
the president had faced and insight into who he was as a man. 
i’ve never seen anybody give a better lecture in my life than i did 
that day. i’ll never forget that. so whenever i am asked to make a 
presentation, i think back to what i learned from Professor Bremer, 
that any presentation is much more engaging when the presenter 
goes beyond the facts to bring the human side of the story to life.
Anne dooley ’80
Omnicom Worldwide, Co-Leader for Bayer  
BBDO Worldwide Client Services Director, Executive Vice President
terry moran ’82
ABC News Chief Foreign Correspondent
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By Richard Peterson
richard warch, known affectionately to generations 
of alumni simply as “rik,” left an indelible imprint on 
Lawrence university as the college’s 14th president. 
the second-longest-serving president in Lawrence’s 
history (1979–2004), warch died peacefully at his home in 
ellison Bay, wis., at the age of 74 on sept. 14, 2013, after a 
courageous battle with cancer. 
his life was inextricably intertwined with Lawrence, an 
institution he truly loved. he led the college for 25 years 
with verve, charm, intellect, wit and warmth. he was a 
tireless and effective champion of the residential liberal 
arts college model as a powerful and life-changing kind of 
education, especially as Lawrence practiced it. 
while maintaining an intimate view of Lawrence, 
warch was keenly aware of what he called Lawrence’s 
“circumstances in the larger context of american higher 
education, especially liberal education.” at the time of his 
retirement he said he had tried to pay attention to “issues 
that are connected to Lawrence but transcend Lawrence.” 
he felt it was important to articulate the purposes of a 
liberal education continually, because if they are not, the 
“‘transcending sense’ of what the larger purposes are can 
too easily be neglected or forgotten.”
he deftly used the matriculation convocation podium 
to extoll the virtues of liberal learning. his thoughtful 
reflections were preserved for posterity in the 2012 book 
A Matter of Style: Reflections on Liberal Education. 
“so many people had the pleasure of knowing rik as a 
colleague, friend and teacher,” said Lawrence President 
mark Burstein. “During his 25 years as president, 
he strengthened the university’s academic offerings, 
constructed much of what we call our campus today 
and fostered an engaging learning environment through 
personal charm and intellectual discourse. rik also 
revitalized Björklunden and more closely connected our 
northern campus to the university’s mission.”
Jill Beck, who succeeded rik in 2004 as Lawrence’s 15th 
president, hailed him as “the most eloquent spokesperson 
i have ever heard” on the value of liberal arts education.
“rik was a partisan advocate for the kind of 
education Lawrence offers, and his persuasive 
oratory was a model for involved, educated citizens,” 
said Beck. “i will remember his open-hearted 
manner, his warm laugh, his wit, his scholarly 
understanding. he was a beloved figure who put the 
community first while paying attention and care to 
each of its members.”
A Personal President
the importance of personal interaction outside 
of the classroom held a high priority in warch’s 
view of liberal education, and he was earnest 
in practicing that belief. he enjoyed the casual 
campus conversation with faculty and students 
and looked forward to their concerts and athletic 
events. his eclectic musical tastes made him a 
regular at everything from classical symphony 
orchestra concerts to rollicking jazz improvisations. 
the sambistas, Lawrence’s Brazilian percussion 
ensemble, was a personal favorite. 
warch also was an unabashed cheerleader of 
Lawrence athletics, and he found his way to the 
stands or sidelines of as many games, meets and 
races as his schedule permitted. he was a famous 
“pacer” behind the top row of the Banta Bowl 
bleachers on saturday afternoons. he often engaged 
student-athletes when their paths crossed on campus 
to comment on a particular play he had seen or a skill 
he admired. among his favorite unofficial presidential 
duties was reading bedtime stories to students in their 
residence halls. 
a native of new Jersey and a graduate of williams 
college and Yale university, where he earned both a 
bachelor of divinity degree and a Ph.D. in american 
studies, warch came to Lawrence in 1977 as vice 
president for academic affairs and professor of 
history. two years later he succeeded thomas smith, 
who had been president since 1969.
A  Transformative President
early in his presidency, warch launched a series of 
progressive steps, instigating a curriculum review 
that produced a new set of general education 
requirements and reinstating Lawrence’s signature 
Freshman Studies program, which was dropped for a 
brief period in the mid-1970s and reinstated as a one-
term course in 1978. warch persuaded the faculty to 
restore the program to its two-term format in 1986, 
arguing that Freshman Studies provided continuity 
within each freshman class, with everyone reading, 
discussing and writing about the same works their 
first year. 
the conservatory of music likewise enjoyed 
a transformation under warch, expanding its 
curricular scope and establishing its place firmly in 
Lawrence’s broad liberal arts curriculum. where the 
college and the conservatory once functioned as 
separate entities with different students, academic 
requirements and expectations, warch invited and 
encouraged students in both the college and the 
conservatory to experience each other’s worlds. 
a tireless and effective fundraiser, warch traversed 
the country, meeting with potential donors to 
finance student scholarships, faculty chairs and the 
campus physical plant. his efforts helped Lawrence’s 
endowment grow from $23 million at the start of his 
presidency to more than $182 million at the time of 
his retirement.
the campus landscape was changed and modernized 
on his watch, with the construction of six new 
buildings: Buchanan Kiewit center (1986);  
wriston art center (1989); shattuck hall of music 
(1991); Briggs hall (1997); science hall (2000) and 
hiett hall (2003). several others also underwent 
major renovations, including alexander Gym (1986); 
main hall (2000); Youngchild hall (2001) and the 
seeley G. mudd Library (2001), among others.
remembering Rik Warch
For a video tribute to President warch, 
see: http://youtu.be/sB_s7_u7kyY.
For more on President warch’s life and legacy see: 
http://go.lawrence.edu/chmt
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A Visionary President 
his crowning glory was the rebuilding and 
expansion of Lawrence’s presence at its 
beautiful northern campus, Björklunden, 
on Lake michigan south of Baileys harbor 
in Door county. it was warch’s vision of 
its potential that transformed the 425-
acre property into an integral part of the 
Lawrence educational experience.
when a 1993 fire irreparably damaged 
the property’s main lodge, the future of 
Björklunden hung in the balance. the 
trustees challenged him to explain how 
Björklunden could fit into Lawrence’s 
overall mission. 
“as a physical setting,” warch said, 
“Björklunden provides a place that enables 
and encourages people to confront 
themselves and others on a personal scale, 
one that is and will be at sharp contrast 
to the isolation of the autodidact or the 
anonymity of mass culture. ... [w]e should 
not dismiss the capacity of Björklunden 
to effect in us sentiments that help make 
us whole. i do not want to ignore the 
very real sense of peace and serenity 
that Björklunden affords, as these human 
needs are met with decreasing regularity 
in the modern, digitized, high-tech world. 
Björklunden can serve an aspect of our 
mission in a distinctive and important way.”
he envisioned “broad participation of 
students and faculty in determining the 
content and contours of ‘a Björklunden 
experience,’” one that would be a 
common bond shared by all Lawrentians 
and become a memorable, even pivotal, 
moment in their undergraduate education. 
he worked tirelessly to steer Björklunden’s 
growth and promise, and to secure the 
resources to realize his vision. since its 
rebirth, Björklunden has expanded steadily. 
it provided 112 seminars for nearly 1,600 
students during the last academic year.
“the revival and extension of Björklunden 
is … one thing i really care about,” warch 
said on the eve of his retirement. 
An Honored President
in retirement, a version of another vision  
he had had decades earlier—a campus 
center where the college’s constituents 
could gather and engage in various 
activities—finally became a reality. 
the project’s major (anonymous) donor 
requested the building be named the 
richard and margot warch campus center, 
in honor not only of rik, but of his wife 
margot, who also played a vital role in the 
life of the Lawrence community.
much like warch himself, the 107,000-
square-foot, LeeD-gold-certified building 
has helped transform the campus and 
stands as an architectural testament 
to his institutional imprint. 
his work went, and his legacy extends, 
far beyond the construction of buildings 
and the articulation of the importance of a 
liberal arts education. when his retirement 
called for reflection, warch hoped that 
“an idea or an atmosphere” would be 
his legacy at Lawrence. to that end, he 
said, he had “tried to use Lawrence’s 
own history and past as a way of framing 
its present and future,” drawing on “the 
larger institutional history and trajectory, 
sometimes substantively, sometimes 
humorously.” he engendered familiarity 
throughout the college and its inhabitants, 
because he believed that “familiarity can 
induce a sense of stability.”
his distinguished career in higher education 
began at Yale, where he taught history 
and american studies for nine years. 
while at Yale, he also directed its national 
humanities institute for two years and spent 
a year as associate dean of Yale college and 
director of the Visiting Faculty Program.
in addition to A Matter of Style, he 
published School of the Prophets:  
Yale College, 1701–1740 and co-edited 
the book John Brown from the Great 
Lives observed series. he also published 
numerous articles in scholarly publications 
on american religious history, u.s. history 
and liberal education.
in 1987, warch was cited as one of the 
country’s top 100 college presidents in 
the two-year study, “the effective college 
President,” which was funded by the  
exxon education Foundation.
Lawrence recognized him with an honorary 
Doctor of humane Letters degree at the 
college’s 2005 commencement while 
ripon college presented him an honorary 
Doctor of humanities degree in 1980.
in retirement in his beloved Door county, 
warch enjoyed traveling with margot, as 
well as extended visits with his children, 
grandchildren and friends. he was a 
member of the Peninsula Players Board of 
Directors, was active at the uu Fellowship, 
and was a student as well as a teacher in 
seminars at Björklunden, where he was 
head of the advisory committee.
he is survived by his wife margot; his two 
sons and their families, who live in st. Paul, 
minn.: stephen, his wife, alexandra Klass, 
and their daughters, helen and Zoe; and 
David, his wife, sarah, and their daughters, 
sydney and Georgie; and his daughter, 
Karin, a Ph.D. candidate who studies and 
teaches in London, england. he is also 
survived by his sister, Linda Fenton, his 
aunt, Betty hansen, his brothers-in-law, 
Peter Fenton and Bob moses, his sisters- 
in-law, Lois moses, marilyn moses, 
marysue moses, and their families.
a family memorial service was held at 
Björklunden on oct. 4 and a public service 
was conducted at the Lawrence memorial 
chapel on nov. 16. 
memorials in warch’s name can be directed 
to Lawrence university for the warch 
Family scholarship Fund or for the benefit 
of Björklunden. ■
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DEar LaWrEntianS,
this fall, as in all previous falls, Lawrence university 
welcomed incoming freshmen, many experiencing 
their first opportunity of total freedom from parental 
control. Lawrence welcomed transfer students 
experiencing a new and different environment 
for learning. we also welcomed new faculty, who 
will learn the challenge of inspiring and teaching 
inquisitive, intelligent and eager students. in addition, 
we welcomed and inaugurated a new president,  
mark Burstein, the 16th in a distinguished line 
of leaders of our fine institution. there is much 
excitement on campus and among the faculty, 
alumni, students and staff. if you were able to 
attend any of the inauguration events, i know you 
were excited and are looking forward to the impact 
that President Burstein will have on all aspects of 
life at Lawrence. 
Your alumni board has also welcomed eight new 
members this fall. Joining the Luaa Board of 
Directors are suzy steele Born ’78, gene redding 
clark ’64, gail cordry M-d’58, rick davis ’80, 
James L. harper Jr. ’83, sara Quandt ’73, c. paul 
snyder ’99 and perrin Tourangeau ’16.
During our august executive committee meeting 
we established four goals for the upcoming 
year: helping all alumni connect and engage with 
Lawrence; developing Lawrence for Life (advancing 
lifelong learning); increasing member participation, 
and improving visibility of Luaa. the focus and the 
work of our committees will be to advance these 
goals throughout the year. we commit to keeping 
you updated on the activities of the committees 
and the board through local events, newsletters and 
other communication streams. we welcome your 
comments, suggestions and ideas.
the Luaa Board of Directors looks forward to 
connecting with you over the next year.
sincerely,
Jeff fox ’72
P.s.—if you have a chance to attend an alumni  
event in your area, please do so.
2013–14 LuAA BoArd oF direCtors
executive committee
christine Jones Benedict ’99 (madison, wis.), president 
Jeffrey fox ’72 (Dahlonega, Ga.), vice president and Development co-chair
cathy statz ’96 (chippewa Falls, wis.), past president
karl hochkammer ’92 (Birmingham, mich.), secretary
paul Beck ’04 (appleton, wis.), connecting alumni co-chair
will Burrington ’84 (washington, D.c.), Development co-chair
ann carrott ’73 (alexandria, minn.), nominations and awards co-chair
susan chandler ’79 (edina, minn.), nominations and awards co-chair
collin Mccanna ’11 (madison, wis.), connecting alumni co-chair 
Joanna Messer Jordan ’01 (madison, wis.), connecting to campus co-chair
Thomas Boya Quill ’82 (Los angeles, calif.), connecting to campus co-chair
Members
kent allen ’83 (olate, Kan.)
Bradford aspgren ’84 (Dallas, texas)
elizabeth Benson ’69 (Falls church, Va.)
suzy steele Born ’78 (highland Park, ill.) 
gene redding clark ’64 (windom, minn.)
gail page cordry M-d’58 (inman, s.c.)
rick davis ’80 (warrenton, Va.)
cynthia estlund ’78 (new York, n.Y.)
Monita Mohammadian gray ’92  
     (st. Paul, minn.)
James harper Jr. ’83 (westwood, mass.)
Marie anne Jeruc ’15 (new Berlin, wis.)
richard king ’70 (Great Falls, Va.)
ex officio
Matt Baumler, director of alumni and constituency engagement
Mark Breseman ’78, associate vice president of alumni and constituency engagement
Linda fuerst, volunteer coordinator of alumni and constituency engagement
stephanie kramer ’08, assistant director of alumni and constituency engagement
Janice staedt, administrative assistant of alumni and constituency engagement
ABove: small groups of alumni gathered in various cities across the country, including minneapolis and Los angeles (pictured above), for the annual FalLu social hours.






On the evening of Thursday, December 5 Lawrentians will 
gather in locations across the country to enjoy a relaxing 
evening during the busy holiday season. Events are being 
planned in the following cities:
If you are interested in helping to host an event on December 5  
(or any other time) in your city, please contact Stephanie Kramer ’08 





















President Burstein Welcome Events
President mark Burstein is traveling the country and 
meeting with alumni to introduce himself and to 
celebrate the future of the college. at welcome events 
already held, Burstein met with some of the largest 
regional event alumni crowds in recent history—120 
in milwaukee and 100 in new York city.
next event: 
december 12, 2013 
washington, d.c. 
The phillips collection 
5 p.m. reception, 6 p.m. program
Plans are also in the works for President Burstein to visit 
the following cities between January and may 2014:
Boston | chicago | Los angeles | madison 
minneapolis | naples | san Francisco | scottsdale
andrew kraemer ’13 (wilmette, ill.)
cameron kramlich ’02 (san Francisco, calif.)
rousang Li ’14 (chengdu, china)
gregory Linnemanstons ’80 (appleton, wis.)
Yoriko Morita ’93 (Louisville, colo.)
colin potts ’13 (Berkeley Lake, Ga.)
sara Quandt ’73 (winston salem, n.c.)
James reiskytl ’59 (mequon, wis.)
c. paul snyder ’99 (wauwatosa, wis.)
carolyn Tomecek ’12 (riverside, ill.)
perrin Tourangeau ’16 (Denver, colo.)
J.r. Vanko ’13 (east Dundee, ill.)
Marianne Varney ’71 (naples, Fla.)
Bill Zoellner ’93 (seattle, wash.)
Save the Date!
reunion 2014  june 19–22, 2014
1930s 1940s 1950s 1960s 1970s 1980s 1990s 2000s
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admissions report
dear lawrentians,
october 14 was the first of 
our three fall open houses for 
prospective students (along 
with their parents) considering 
enrolling in the fall of 2014 
or beyond. after finishing an 
admissions presentation in  
steitz Hall, i headed over for 
lunch to the Warch Campus 
Center, enjoying along the way 
the rich scent of autumn wafting 
from the bright coppery leaves 
backed by an azure sky. in front 
of sampson House, i fell into 
step with a potential future 
lawrence mother, identifiable 
by the visitor folder under her right arm, who had just left Main Hall, 
herself headed to the same destination.
We got to talking, as often happens when i cross paths with 
prospective students, parents, current students, professors—frankly, 
anyone—on the lawrence campus. i opened with the usual, “Where 
are you visiting from?” she told me she had come in for the visit from 
Brooklyn, new York, with her son, a senior at the Beacon school on 
the upper West side.
“i apologize for the lousy weather,” i offered, ironically.
“i know. i’ve heard it’s like this all the time,” she played along.
“What prompted you to come out and see us?” i asked, doing some 
on-the-fly research.
she went on to explain how, earlier in the fall, she and her son, toting 
his guitar case, were riding the subway across town when a youngish 
man got on the subway, himself toting a trumpet case.
it takes a special kind of person to engage with a stranger on the  
new York subway—and these are special people—so they asked him 
where he studied music.
(i think you know where this is going.)
the young man brightened up, saying, “oh, it’s this great little 
conservatory that you’ve probably never heard of.”
“try us,” she offered.
financial report
dear lawrentians,
Financial results for lawrence university for the 
fiscal year that ended June 30, 2013, continued 
to reflect the slow pace of the economic 
recovery in the united states. despite the 
challenges impacting all key operating revenue 
sources, the university produced a modest 
operating surplus of just under $200,000 through 
prudent fiscal management.
income from tuition and fees before discounts 
awarded to students for 2012–13 was $58.7 
million, which is a $3.8 million or a 7 percent 
increase over tuition and fees for 2011–12. this 
increase was significantly offset by a $3.5 million 
increase in discounts that were awarded to 
students, resulting in a $300,000 or 1 percent 
increase in net tuition billed and collected from 
students. net student revenue represents just 
slightly over 59 percent of all operating revenue  
                 received during the fiscal year.
the endowment experienced strong growth for 2012–13 with $22.6 million in 
investment earnings and $4.1 million in contributions, resulting in a market value of 
$212.4 million on June 30, 2013. the endowment distribution for operations was  
$9 million, which was essentially identical to the prior year’s distribution. the 
distribution is based upon a formula that takes 5 percent of an average of the 
endowment market value for the past 12 quarters. the solid growth in recent 
quarters was offset in the calculation by prior years’ quarters when the endowment 
was negatively impacted by the economic downturn.    
total operating revenue increased by $1.1 million or 2 percent for fiscal year 2012–13. 
to achieve a modest surplus and continue to build financial strength into the balance 
sheet, faculty and staff exercised a high level of fiscal prudence in the management 
of their operating budgets. in fact, total operating expenses declined by $800,000 
from 2011–12.
the strong growth in the endowment fund and careful and prudent management 
of the operating budget were reflected in the balance sheet in different ways. the 
university continued to maintain an improved cash position and, consistent with the 
prior year, did not carry any obligation on the available line of credit. long-term debt 
obligations have been reduced by $9 million or 24 percent from a balance of $46.1 
million on June 30, 2010, to $37.1 million as of June 30, 2013. in addition, net assets, 
which reflect total assets less total liabilities against those assets, grew by $24 million 
or 8.7 percent to $299 million. 
lawrence university has made solid financial progress in the past few years in spite 
of the difficult challenges that all private colleges have been facing. this progress is 
evidenced by a recent Moody’s investors service rating update, which affirmed our 
current rating and spoke to our conservative fiscal management with strong short- and 
long-range planning. the lawrence community has done a wonderful job protecting 
and financially strengthening our renowned institution. it is critical as we move forward 
in a difficult time to continue to work together to strengthen and financially sustain the 
college for the long term. 
Brian J. riste
Vice President for Business and operations
9%
Expenses by Program 6/30/2013
instruction 24,176,751 41%
research 660,707 1%
Public service 1,614,120 3%
academic support 5,106,122 9%
student services 7,970,612 14%
auxiliary expenses 6,112,991 10%










endowment Market Value 194,312,077 212,431,926
endowment per student 138,202 147,318
debt outstanding 38,597,859 37,094,910




net tuition 32,076,427 32,394,141
net tuition/student 22,814 22,465
Sources of Revenue 6/30/2013
net student revenue 32,394,141 59.4%
room and Board 7,290,480 13.4%
endowment support 8,949,804 16.4%
Government Grants 560,180 1%
Gifts 2,938,833 5.4%








and the young man described this wonderful place in Wisconsin 
where music and academics coexist beautifully in a way he couldn’t 
find at any of the other music conservatories in the country, and he 
had considered many of the usual suspects.
the family had been considering “this wonderful place in Wisconsin” 
themselves, and were delighted to hear it affirmed by a stranger on 
the subway. We moved up a few places on their list as a result.
this brings me to my point, lawrentians, which is a simple one:
thank you.
thank you, random stranger on the subway who says great things 
about lawrence to people who ask.
thank you, retired colonel and lawrence graduate, for representing 
with admirable enthusiasm and attention to detail your alma mater, 
year after year at a college fair in Florida.
thank you, alumna in southern California, who referred a very dear 
friend of yours to your alma mater knowing that we would take great 
care of her.
thank you, Milwaukee-area lawrence alumnus who has sent us  
your son.
thank you—all of you—who, in ways big or small, expected or 
surprising, easy or difficult, wave the flag of lawrence in all the places 
where you live, work and play.
as we recruit the classes of 2014 and beyond, know that we rely on 
you to be our ambassadors to spread the lawrence message. We plan 
to give you even more and better ways to do so in the coming years.
Watch this space for details.
in the meantime, please continue spreading your love of lawrence. 
there are future lawrentians everywhere—and you can change their 
trajectories by the power of your own experience.
Collegially,
Ken anselment
dean of admissions and Financial aid
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Major Gifts for Endowment and Facilities
2012–13 RostER oF donoRs
Scholarships
Dale and Annette Schuh Scholarship
 Dale R. ’70 and Annette Schuh
Elizabeth J. Dunne Scholarship
 Elizabeth J. Dunne ’45 Estate
Klumb Wickesberg Family Scholarship
 Albert K. Wickesberg ’43
Hunting Kortenhof Family Fund
 Althea Hunting Kortenhof ’51 P’80 ’78
Maurine Campbell Scholarship
 Maurine Campbell ’43 Estate
Non-Traditional Student Scholarships
 Anonymous
Robert H. and Margaret Leverenz Scholarship




ACM Fellow in Creativity
 Associated Colleges of the Midwest
ACM-Mellon Fellowship in New Media Studies
 Associated Colleges of the Midwest
Director of Opera Studies
 Anonymous
Jean Steffen Smith Professor of Dance







 Edith G. and Edward J. +  Andrew P’88
Downer Renovation
 Thomas Charles Diener ’57 Estate
Hurvis Center
 Caerus Foundation, Inc.
 Julie Esch ’61 and J. Thomas Hurvis ’60
In-Kind Gifts
 Carol Meyer
 Muriel Mae Zuehlke Trust
Richard and Margot Warch Campus Center
 Anonymous
 Cynthia Moeller Stiehl ’89
Stansbury Theatre Renovation
 Thomas Charles Diener ’57 Estate
Preserving Björklunden
 Ruth B. Barker ’54 Trust
Academic Program Support 
Film Studies
 Caerus Foundation, Inc.
 Julie Esch ’61 and J. Thomas Hurvis ’60
Innovation & Entrepreneurship
 Scott D. ’79 and Luvie O. Myers
Jill Beck NEH Humanities Institute
 Anonymous
 Patricia Hamar ’48 and Oscar C. Boldt
 National Endowment for the Humanities
 Overton B. Parrish Jr. ’55
 Julie and David V. Uihlein Jr. ’71
Kim Hiett Jordan Piano Fund
 Kim Hiett Jordan ’58
Sustainable China
 The Henry Luce Foundation
Lawrence Fund                              
 Anonymous 
 Edith G. and Edward J. + Andrew P’88
 Thomas Charles Diener ’57 Estate
 Kim Hiett Jordan ’58
 Thomas C. ’58 and Marlene C. Kayser
 Dale R. ’70 and Annette Schuh
Other
Reputation Enhancement Plan
 Caerus Foundation, Inc.
 Julie Esch ’61 and J. Thomas Hurvis ’60
SEARCH
 Jean Steffen ’37 and Clarence W. W. Smith Trusts
MAJOR GIFTS FOR ENDOWMENT AND FACILITIES
+ Deceased
framework to allow everyone to pursue their artistic, 
educational and research efforts.
Our alumni, parents and friends volunteer their time 
and resources because they care about our students 
and their educational experience, and because they 
care about Lawrence University as an institution, and 
as a thriving member of the Appleton community.  
Each year, we honor those who help build Lawrence’s 
future through their generous financial gifts.
Their names follow and we are grateful for their 
support.
Throughout the year, Lawrence 
University was privileged to 
receive the support of generous 
donors who made contributions 
of $50,000 or more for specific 
purposes. Those contributions 
include support for capital 
construction, support for 
expansion or improvements 
of the university’s facilities and 
endowed funds supporting 
Lawrence’s faculty and student 
scholarships and programs.
Our distinguished faculty work together to provide 
a great learning environment for our students. They 
work with colleagues on and off campus in pursuit  
of their individual research interests.  
Our students work with each other in and out of the 
classroom. They work together on projects and for 
causes. They work together in musical ensembles,  
in theatrical productions and on the athletic fields 
and courts.  
Our leadership sets the vision of a strong liberal 
arts education, and our staff provides the support 
development report
dear Friends,
Gift income from private sources1 
totaled $11.1 million, a 19.6% 
decrease from last fiscal year’s 
$13.8 million. a very successful 
conclusion to the More Light! 
campaign in october 2011 likely 
contributed to last year’s results. 
Gifts from alumni and parents 
were down 22.9% and 7% 
respectively for the fiscal year. 
Gifts received from friends were 
down 38.5% with $415,998 
received this [fiscal] year versus 
$676,634 last fiscal year. another 
aspect of giving—bequest 
income—was down over last 
year at $2.56 million versus $3.27 
million. Gifts from organizations 
(corporations and foundations) 
were up 12.8% overall.
Use of Funds Received
of the $11.1 million received, $1.7 million was received in gifts directed 
to the physical plant, $3.4 million for the endowment and $20,000 for 
life-income gifts. the college received $2.1 million in restricted current 
gifts. Gifts to the lawrence Fund tallied $3.38 million, and $304,627 
was received in other budget-relieving gifts. approximately $210,000 
remains undesignated, pending discussions with donors regarding 
permanent allocations.
realized bequest income totaled $2,560,074, a decrease from last 
year’s $3,271,971. Membership in the lawrence-downer legacy Circle 
grew to 852 living members from 842 in fiscal 2012. Corporate and 
foundation support for fiscal 2013 was $1,460,544 versus $1,294,389 
received in [fiscal] 2012 and $967,278 in [fiscal] 2011.
Lawrence Fund
lawrence secured $3,384,463 in lawrence Fund gifts for fiscal 2013, 
which reflects a 4.5% decrease from last [fiscal] year’s $3,542,830 
and a slight decrease from fiscal 2011’s $3,417,749 in gifts secured. 
the largest decrease in lawrence Fund support came from gifts from 
friends, which was down 27.2% from last [fiscal] year. We experienced a 
modest increase in lawrence Fund support from corporations (11.3%).  
Founders Club membership was down slightly for fiscal 2013 with 724 
members versus 731 last year (the record is 773 members set in fiscal 
2008). Founders Club members contributed $2.25 million or 66.3% of 
gifts to the lawrence Fund versus $2.35 million or 66.5% of gifts to 
the lawrence Fund in fiscal 2012.
support for Björklunden via the Boynton society for operating gifts 
was down this year—$206,875 compared to last year’s $240,601 and 
$214,987 the prior year. However, we surpassed the fund-raising goal 
of $200,000.
in fiscal 2013, Milestone reunion classes, which group also includes 
our Cluster reunions this year, contributed $462,090 or 13.7% of all 
gifts to the lawrence Fund. When including gifts, multi-year pledges, 
restricted gifts and planned gifts (for the 50th reunion), the Classes 
of 2003, 1997, 1998, 1999, 1988, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1973 and 1963 
collectively committed over $2.6 million.
the alumni donor participation rate dropped slightly again this year 
to 37.5% from 38.1%, and the number of alumni donors declined to 
5,292 from 5,377 last year and 5,619 in fiscal 2011. 
lawrence’s overall alumni renewal rate has remained very consistent, 
and is something of which we are extremely proud. the annual Giving 
office has been keeping a historical record of the alumni renewal rate:







*in a blog posted by dan allenby, who currently serves as assistant 
vice president for annual giving at Boston university and as chair of 
Case’s senior annual Giving Conference, he provides grading scores 
for retention rates. a retention rate of more than 75% receives an 
“a.” over the past two decades, dan allenby has worked, written 
and spoken on the subject of annual Giving and founded the annual 
Giving network, a group at linkedin where thousands of fund raisers 
exchange ideas and share best practices.
Endowment and Physical Plant
Gifts to the endowment totaled $3.39 million, a slight decrease from 
the $3.9 million received last year. Within the $1.7 million plant gifts, 
$482,000 was received for the Hurvis Center / downer Commons 
renovation, $286,000 for the Warch Campus Center, $436,000 for 
the stansbury theatre renovation and $230,000 for the Banta Bowl 
renovation.
on behalf of the faculty, staff and students, i would like to extend a 
heartfelt thanks to our donors and volunteers who have invested their 
time, talent and treasure to make lawrence a better place. thank you!
sincerely,
Cal Husmann
1 although the figures here presented are in compliance with standards adopted 
by Case (Council for the advancement and support of education) and naCuBo 
(national association of College and university Business officers), they differ 
from the presentation of gift income on the college’s financial statements. this 
report includes both gifts and payments on pledges received during 2012–13 
but excludes new pledges received during the fiscal year. Financial statement 
gift income, on the other hand, augments these numbers by the value of new 
pledges received during the year and reduces them by the value of payments 






A great university is a collaborative effort.




 Elizabeth B. Adler M-D’40
 Sara Schmidt Agritelley ’83
 Barbara Bear ’53 and W. Dean Alseth
 Kenneth M. Alvord II ’07
 Deanne L. Amaden ’78 and Ibrahim J. Uckung
 Anne Lackie ’50 and Richard Andersen P’77
 Joan Pfarr ’87 and James S. Anderson
 Joan Timmermann Anderson ’56
 Edith G. and Edward J. + Andrew P’88
 Robert A. ’64 and Patricia Anker
 Connie Arnosti P’84 ’82 ’79
 David H. ’65 and Nancy K. Aronson
 Bradford P. Aspgren ’84
 Marilyn Auer
 Karen Henderson Bachhuber ’68 P’94
 Mary Dercks ’92 and John A. Bachhuber ’94
 William J. Baer ’72
 Jeffrey C. Ballowe ’77
 David W. ’65 and Cynthia M. Barnard
 Jon P. Barsanti Jr. ’87
 Lois Schneeberger Barton ’54
 Joan Peerenboom Bartosic
 Paul B. Bauck ’70 and Jean H. Sullivan
 John D. Bauerlein ’61
 David R. Bauman ’97
 Priscilla Larsen ’66 and Anthony D. Beadell ’66
 Bryan B. Beauchamp ’90
 Carolyn Stickney ’65 and Hayward J. Beck ’65
 Jill and Robert Beck
 Marie Van Hoy Bellin
 William E. Beringer ’50
 Barbara L. Bessey
 Peter R. ’64 and Susan B. Betzer
 Mitchell T. Biba ’83 P’11
 Angela M. Bier ’98
 Walter H. ’54 and Sally Bissell P’82
 Mary Trautmann Bloede ’48
 Luann Picchietti ’82 and David C. Blowers ’82
 Dorothy Williams Bobilin ’51
 Ellen Barber ’56 and Robert P. Boeye ’56 P’81
 Joel D. ’98 and Tracy Bogenschuetz
 Bruce A. Bogue ’55
 Patricia Hamar ’48 and Oscar C. Boldt
 Renee Goral ’85 and Thomas J. Boldt
 Barbara L. Borns M-D’62
 Josephine Schoetz Bovill-Erpf ’39
 Jeffrey ’60 and Shirley Bowen
 Erin McCarthy ’06 and Christopher W. Bowman ’06
 Richard N. Boya ’52 P’82
 Joanne H. and Kenneth W. Bozeman P’05
 Earl F. Bracker ’56 and Paula S. Christman-Bracker
 Karen Foster Brassfield ’69
 Kay Dobberke ’80 and Thomas C. Brauer ’80
 Alan G. Braun ’69
 Roy S. Brayton ’72 and Michael G. Sullivan
 Chad E. Brecke ’94
 Stephanie Brecke
 Peter S. ’89 and Joanna S. Bredlau
 Mark D. Breseman ’78 and Jane Hillstrom P’14
 Steven A. Brezinski ’78
 Joseph Brooks ’03
 Betty Domrose Brown M-D’47 P’78
 David L. Brown ’69
 James A. Brown ’75
 Judith Reeves Brown ’71
 Lucas A. Brown ’02
 Nancy Fitzgerald Brown ’75
 Karen L. Bruno ’92 and Mark C. Scheffler ’91
 Bonnie Glidden ’62 and Robert C. Buchanan ’62 P’94
 Marjorie Iwen ’44 and Jay S. Buckley Jr.
 Philip J. Burck ’58
 Peggy L. Buresh ’64
 Mary Hamilton Burns ’62
 William Wesley Burrington ’84
 Allyson Butler ’84
 Carolyn Weygandt ’77 and Mark Buzek
 Odalys P. and Richard Campagna P’04
 Sarah Johnson ’97 and Benjamin C. Campbell ’97
 Mary L. Carlson-Mason ’72 and Russell G. Mason Jr.
 Margaret Carroll ’61
 Thomas B. Cartwright ’75
 Donald L. Cass Jr. ’64
 Ross W. Catterton ’08
 Jacklyn Anderson ’58 and David R. Challoner ’56 P’82
 Colleen Schmechel Chambers M-D’51
 George M. Chandler ’51
 William A. Chaney +
 Boris E. Cherney ’46
 G. Craig ’71 and Debra A. Christensen
 Erin Haight ’00 and Joshua Chudacoff ’99
 Jo Ann Nelson ’61 and Dan M. Church
 Charles S. ’55 and June Cianciola
 Michael P. Cisler ’78 P’06
 Alissa Joseph ’98 and Louis V. Clark IV ’98
 Ann M. Clark ’66
 Gene Redding Clark ’64
 Jerome R. Clifford ’68
 Janet Wullner-Faiss Cloak ’55
 Karen Zoerb ’80 and Robert L. Cohen ’80
 Elizabeth Cole ’63 and Peter Newman
 Frank W. ’57 and Janet L. Cole P’82
 Edward C. Conrads ’50
 Elizabeth Schlenk Cook M-D’53
 Joan Gerlach Cook ’43
 Cynthia Furber ’53 and William W. Cooley ’52
 David F. Cosgrove ’43
 Anne Woodbridge Coventry ’95
 Katherine Manz Cowett ’64 P’91
 Richard M. Cowett ’64 P’91
 Shirley Fox ’45 and Robert G. Cuff
 Susan A. Curry
 Virginia S. Daetz
 Kristine Sodergren ’66 and Robert C. Dahlberg ’66
 Lorene Metzler Damewood M-D’59
 Virginia Danielson ’71
 Daniel J. ’77 and Carrie Dauner
 Lynn D. Davis ’72
 Rolf F. ’57 and Mary Lee Dehmel
 Robert J. ’74 and Deborah DeKoch
 Robert A. ’58 and Deloris A. De Lapp
 Kimberly Fukuda ’95 and Terry J. Dembroski ’96
 K. Ann Dempsey ’59
 Hugh F. ’68 and Mary Ross Denison
 J. B. deRosset ’66
 Elizabeth Dugan ’83 and Bart T. De Stasio ’82 P’12
 George Th. Diamandopoulos ’51
 Robert A. Dickens ’63
 Jennifer Dieter ’03
 Edward L. Doemland ’59 +
 Peter R. Dohr ’57
 Beryl Manly Doyle M-D’51
 Sara Denman Drake ’50
 Dorothy Zygmunt M-D’55 and Bob Drowns
 Robert J. ’64 and MaryAnn Dude P’03 ’99
 Dale L. Duesing ’67
 Jessica M. Dukelow ’02
 Joshua R. Dukelow ’02
 Elizabeth J. Dunne ’45 +
 Janet Goode Durham-Gard ’47
 JoAnn Buesing DuVall ’57 P’84
 Jewel Verhulst Dyer ’46 P’82 ’70
 M. John Dyrud ’57
 R. Eric Dyrud ’67
 Gordon W. Early
 Nancy A. Eckardt ’82
 Gloria Gentelene Eckman ’47
 Alan A. ’55 and Ramona Ehrhardt
 Robert C. ’48 and Wanda Lee Eisenach
 Myrna Steffen Eisentraut ’46
 Louise Eklund
 John H. Ellerman ’58
 Susan Herr ’62 and Charles M. Engberg ’62 P’92 ’89
 Clarice Blatchley Engleman ’38
 Chuck Erickson ’02
 Ralph H. ’54 and Ingrid Erickson
 Joan E. Farrell ’45
 Richard J. ’79 and Nancy S. Faust
 Janice Juve ’50 and Robert J. Felker ’50 P’85
 Roland Fenz ’45
 Fritz ’65 and Lynn Fett
 Judith Walsh ’59 and James L. Fetterly ’58
 Elaine Fetting
 Charles N. Fifer +
 Rachel E. Finger ’51
 Martha Carman Fink ’41 P’68 +
 Kay Landon Finke ’63
 Davis L. Fisher ’64
 Megan Meyerhofer Fitzsimmons ’06
 Marijean Meisner Flom ’50 P’83 ’75
 James S. ’74 and Margaret Forbush
 Carol W. and Robert M. Fox Jr. ’57
 Deborah Burns ’73 and Jeffrey A. Fox ’72
 Rose and LeRoy Frahm
 Terry ’68 and Mary A. Franke
 Evalyn Wiley ’69 and David E. Frasch ’69 P’96
 Martha E. Freitag ’73
 Robert S. French ’48
 William J. ’69 and Sandy French P’90
 Anne Sturgeon Frenchick ’73 and Theodore M. Thompson
 Robert R. Fritz ’49
 Thomas F. Froehlich ’74
 Donald K. Funayama ’56
 Lawrence J. ’50 + and Mary Futchik
 Lee Galda-Pellegrini ’67
 Suzanne Munro Gardner ’68
 Richard W. ’55 and Marci Gast
 Al Gephart ’63 and Betsy Wells-Gephart
 Beth A. Giese
 Andrew C. Gilboy ’67
 Cynthia Libbey ’73 and John D. Gilpin ’72
 Donna Zizek ’54 and Thomas D. Given
 Anne Skinner Glad ’73
 Douglas G. Gold ’75
 Janet Tippet Goldsmith ’50
 Susan Nelson ’65 and Richard N. Goldsmith ’64
 Barbara Douglas Good ’79
 Cara and Jeff Gosse
 David B. Gottesman ’96
 Martin A. Gradman ’62
 Laura Grafman
 Stephen ’69 and Marjorie M. Graham
 Sharon Lawrence ’65 and William P. Gralow ’64
 Martin L. ’62 and Carolyn J. Green
 Joseph Green III ’86
 Phyllis Weikart Greene M-D’47
 Mary Lamers ’50 and F. James Grist ’50
 Margaret Link ’54 and Edward L. Grosse ’54
 Carol Haack
 Patricia Hackworthy P’89
 Joan Spickard ’51 and A. Jack Hafner ’50
 Lynn Semple Hagee ’58 P’94
 Denise Dyer ’70 and Richard O. Haight ’71 P’00
 Jennifer B. Hair ’08
 Patricia Hammel ’50 and Laurence C. Hammond Jr. ’51
 Kathryn McInrue ’55 and D. Kenneth Harbinson Jr. ’54
 Mary E. Harding M-D’65 and James Meier
 Seth Harris ’01
 Letitia Harris Harrison ’43
 Mary Custis ’57 and Jerome F. Hart ’55
 Marion Neumann Hartman ’34 +
 David S. Hathaway ’57
 Kate E. Hatlak ’08
 David K. Haugland ’73
 Paul G. Hayden ’42
 David A. Heller ’81
 Beverly Becker ’56 and John T. Henderson +
 Christopher R. ’99 and Jen Henderson
 Beth Johnson ’75 and Donald J. Henrich ’73 P’05
 Pamelia Anderson Henriksen ’45
 Kathryn C. Henry-Choisser ’81
 Richard F. ’79 and Carol M. Herndon
 John L. ’65 and Elaine Herr
 Jane Cobb Herzog P’64
 Jeanette Schmidt M-D’60 and John Hess
 Margy Ziman ’70 and Karl A. Hickerson ’70
 Franklin J. ’49 and Carolyn L. Hill
 Barbara Bryant Hiller ’68
 Patricia and Stephen A. Hirby
 Janet Stenson Schaleger-Hirsch M-D’58 and  
      James E. Hirsch +
 William O. ’66 and Marcia Hochkammer P’92
 Catheryn E. Hoehn ’64
 Arnold Hoffe
 Cindy J. Hoffman ’91 and David N. Knapp ’89
 David L. Hoffman ’57 P’94 ’92
 Norman D. Holman ’69
 Philip C. Homes ’57
 Wendy Walter ’62 and Joseph A.  
      Hopfensperger ’52 P’93
 Artha Gruhl Hornbostel ’53
 Jane Shonts Horstman ’54
 Sally Horstman
 Kristin M. Howard ’90
 Heather Humbert ’98
 Margaret Banta Humleker ’41 P’73 ’69
 Charles F. Hunter ’83
 Joan Miller Hunting ’50
 Calvin D. Husmann
 Linda Strane ’64 and Howard H. Hutchinson ’64
 Barbara Brunswick Ingrams ’53
 Marjory Irvin
 Elisabeth Foulke ’48 and Donald F. Jabas ’50
 Paul J. ’49 and M. Leland Jackson
 Joan Poppert Jacobs M-D’53
 Peggy Johnson ’52 and Peter C. Jacobs ’52
 Jon L. Jacobson ’55
 Gretchen L. Jahn ’73 and Karl Sutterfield
 Margaret Tifft ’71 and James R. Janis
  Julie Jansen Kraemer ’80 and  
     Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. ’77 P’13 ’10
 Susan E. Jasin ’69
 Richard S. Jerde ’73
 Betty M. John ’53
 Bridget Reak Johnson ’76
 David C. Johnson ’57
 Ronald C. ’57 and Susan A. Johnson
 Kim Hiett Jordan ’58
 Mary Donn ’73 and Harold E. Jordan ’72
 Beverly Pearson Joutras ’49
 Sue Pepper Joys M-D’51
 Laura Mueller Just ’73
 Nancy Orth Kaiser ’51
 Nancy Habetler Kaliebe M-D’63 P’90
 Susan Stillman ’72 and John C. Kane Jr.
 Lorraine Kaplan
 Theodore M. Katzoff ’65
 Earl B. Kavanaugh ’03
 Ann Leverenz ’64 and Jon C. Keckonen ’64 P’91
 Matthew J. Kehrein ’98
 Carolyn Martin ’70 and Elbridge G. Keith ’69
 Peter G. Kelly ’87
 Katherine M. Kendall
 Roger P. Kennedy ’54
 Eleanor Kerlow ’81
 Kay S. Kerst M-D’56
 Mollie Herzog Keys ’64
 Jeannine Krantz Koessel ’51
 Jennifer Foth Konyn ’03
 Cheryl Wilson ’72 and Rob Kopecky
 Carol L. Korda ’71 and Bruce R. Dalgaard
 Althea Hunting Kortenhof ’51 P’80 ’78
 Donald S. Koskinen ’50
 Ann Lapham Kramer ’54 P’84
 Nancy Brazeau Kreher ’75
 Alexander M. Kronick ’94
 Margaret L. Krueger
 Kerry A. Kruk ’98
 Elizabeth Kortenhof ’78 and Steven C. Kumbalek ’78 P’13
 Linda M. Laarman ’73
 Elizabeth Tretow LaGro ’76
 Kristen Olson ’73 and Ronald B. Lahner ’73
 Bonnie R. Laird ’64
 Steven E. Landfried ’66
 Susan Bohlmann ’68 and Richard J. Lapato
 Marion White Lardner ’53
 Barbara Donahue ’49 and George N. Larsen ’49
 Beverly J. Larson ’83 and Gary Watros
 Arnold W. Lau ’81
 Curtis G. Lauderdale ’01
 Marian L. Leman ’49
 Robert H. Leverenz ’40 P’64 +
 Mary Severson ’58 and Raymond Lewis
 John B. Liebenstein ’59 P’83
 Meg Hoppe ’85 and Gregory P. Linnemanstons ’80
 Maurice G. ’54 and Alice Pommerenke Locklin P’74 ’71
 Mary C. and Lewis C. Lofgren P’93 ’93
 Barbara M. Lom ’89
 Joan + Tomarkin M-D’61 and Bruno F. Lucht
 § Legacy Circle; + Deceased
LAWRENCE-DOWNER LEGACy CIRCLELAWRENCE-DOWNER LEGACy CIRCLE
The Lawrence-Downer Legacy Circle recognizes those who have 
taken the meaningful step to assure the continuity of the traditions, 
values and educational excellence at Lawrence University. Legacy 
Circle provides a way for alumni, parents and friends to participate 
in the future of the college.
Thank you to our Legacy Circle members—those who have made 
a commitment to support Lawrence through a planned gift and 
have informed the college of these plans. Last fiscal year Lawrence 
welcomed 44 new members, for a total current membership of 
852. Those whose legacies were realized in the past year resulted 
in $2,560,074 of support for many aspects of the college including 
generous scholarship offerings for our students.
For more than 165 years, Lawrence University has been committed 
to providing a strong liberal arts education. Now, more than ever, 
students are given the opportunity not just to learn, but to research, 
innovate, build relationships and gain experience in ways that 
prepare them for the rapidly evolving global environment that 
awaits them after graduation.
Please join us and leave a Lawrence Legacy today! For more 
information visit go.lawrence.edu/legacygiving
Girl in the Mirror by Nicola Simbari
A gift from the estate of Muriel Zuehlke and part 
of the Wriston Art Galleries permanent collection
As a reflection of Lawrence’s past, you  
can ensure Lawrence’s future. What 
is your Lawrence-Downer Legacy?
 
Please take the step and join the 
Lawrence-Downer Legacy Circle today!
 




Or visit our website at  
go.lawrence.edu/legacygiving
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 Ruth-Marie Dewald ’46 and Paul J. Lucht
 Ann M. and John E. Lutz P’81 ’75
 D. Michael Lynn ’65
 Joni G. MacDonald ’73 and Raye C. Kanzenbach ’71
 Joanne MacInnis +
 Harry N. MacLean ’64
 Todd A. ’79 and Debra R. Mahr P’09
 Phyllis Peter-Mallard ’73 and Stephen W. Mallard
 Julie A. Manning ’78
 Stacy J. Mara
 Gretchen Wilterding Maring ’52
 Daniel E. Martin ’07
 Andrea Matthias ’62
 Phillip T. May Jr. ’57
 Philip ’55 and Susan Mayer
 Mimi West McAdoo ’54
 Kevin A. McCary ’88
 Bonnie Maas McClellan M-D’62
 Robert E. ’51 and Bonnie E. McCoy
 Norah Barrett ’71 and Shawn L. McCue
 Karen O’Keeffe McDonald ’64
 Joan Swartzlow McDougal ’52
 Mary Ellen McGinness ’46
 Audrey J. McGovern ’51
 Catherine F. McHugh ’37 +
 Roxane Fuller McLean ’63
 Lara Weber ’99 and Ian A. McLellan ’98
 Nancy C. McLoud M-D’53
 Lois Lammers ’63 and Robert McNamara
 Kristen Mekemson
 Marcia Duin Mentkowski M-D’61
 Chuck ’57 and Barb Merry
 Betty Thompson Messenger ’47
 Margery Homfeld ’67 and Philip A. Metzger ’66 P’94
 Zanne Meyers
 Andrew R. Miller ’00 and Diane Bartley
 John E. Miller ’72
 Raymond J. ’41 and Marie J. Miller
 David L. ’71 and Judith Bradley Mitchell
 Tocher Mitchell ’69
 Marcia A. Mittelstadt ’73
 Leslie E. Montag
 Phillips M. Montross ’51 P’85
 Anita Beltran Moore M-D’63
 Helen Geyler Moore ’64 P’85
 Barbara Anderson Morris ’56 P’84
 Jack H. Morris ’60
 Patricia Meenen ’55 and Charles D. Morris ’54
 Lisa Miller ’84 and Richard A. Moser ’83 P’14 ’11
 Florence Howe Munat ’69
 Karen Lacina Munoz ’60
 Margaret Iten ’60 and John R. Murphy
 Christopher W. Murray ’75
 Scott D. ’79 and Luvie O. Myers
 Janet Neese M-D’55
 Janet Dolan Negronida ’58
 Barbara Mosher Nelson ’50
 Helen Barshell ’67 and Ned K. Nemacheck ’66
 Cory L. ’92 and Michelle Nettles
 Peter G. ’52 and Carol Notaras
 S. George Notaras ’53
 Thomas D. Oakland ’62
 George D. Oetting ’54 +
 Frederick R. ’65 and Sharon M. Olson
 MaryLou Lloyd ’61 and Kenneth L. Opgenorth
 Gayle Barenz Othen M-D’62
 Mary R. Ottoson ’68
 Delphine Joerns ’55 and James R. Overby ’55 P’90
 Betsey L. Packard ’54
 Virginia A. Palmer M-D’51
 James L. Parker ’57
 Overton B. Parrish Jr. ’55
 Earl J. Patterson ’76
 Diane E. Pellowe ’87 and Richard I. Kaye
 George L. Peltier ’67 P’92
 Marshall H. Pepper ’54
 Anne M. and Peter Neal Peregrine P’15
 Amy Lind ’80 and Robert F. Perille ’80
 Sonia Sandeen Perry ’50
 Brian G. Pertl ’86 P’12
 Janet Sygnator ’72 and Michael J. Peters
 Ryan A. ’98 and Rebecca S.B. Petersen
 Dwight A. ’55 and Marjorie Peterson
 Ralph E. Peterson ’54
 Barbara Bradley ’65 and Richard C. Petura Jr.
 Elmer Pfefferkorn Jr. ’54
 Judith Johnson Phillips ’59
 Gary A. Pines ’65
 Clare E. Plehn ’66
 Jean Reynolds ’53 and Larry Pooler ’52 P’77
 Cheryl A. Posner ’80
 Mary H. Poulson
 Douglas H. Powell ’56
 Mary Jo Hibbert Powell ’75
 Daniel L. Price ’99
 Mary Beecher ’62 and Richard H. Price ’62
 Joan Munson Prims ’53
 Timothy I. Pruett ’76
 Constance Clarke Purdum ’55 P’87
 Ruth Legler M-D’55 and Angelo Qualich
 Sara A. Quandt ’73 and Thomas A. Arcury
 Joan Radford
 Elizabeth Sheridan ’84 and John W. Rammer
 Susan Baker ’61 and Richard K. Ramsey ’60
 Carolyn Leland Ramstad ’43 +
 James M. Rand ’77 P’06
 Julie Moore ’86 and Joseph L. Rapacki
 Carl A. Rath ’75
 Lois Beck ’67 and Edward Rath ’66
 Charles E. Ray ’72
 Lynda A. Read ’80
 Jody Koteski ’83 and Wayne F. Reckard
 L. Keith Reed ’72
 James Spofford Reeve III ’95
 June Jacobsen ’54 and Douglas M. Reimer ’55
 Lysbeth Vaillancourt ’59 and James F. Reiskytl ’59
 Samuel G. Remley ’43
 Alan C. Reynolds ’72
 Betty Van Horne ’48 and James D. Richards ’48
 Nancy A. Richards M-D’59
 Charles M. Richardson Jr. +
 Sumner Richman P’86
 Jone Bocher ’72 and Jeffrey D. Riester ’70
 Karen L. Rigotti ’72
 Mary Maynard Rinder ’75
 Phyllis Anderson Roberts ’56
 Stephen M. Rodriguez ’02
 Ann Spellman Roe ’88
 Michael R. Rossmeier ’72
 Marilyn Jelliffe Rothschild M-D’45
 J. Frederic ’59 and Sally Meyer Ruf P’88
 Susan Conkey Running ’73
 Jill McCormick ’67 and Richard J. Rupprecht P’98
 Judy Bezanson Ruth ’64
 Margaret Lessels ’66 and Russell Rutter ’64
 Barbara Bennett ’56 and David L. Sackett ’56 P’87
 Katherine Haynsworth ’64 and David C. Samuelson
 Pamela J. Sandborg ’85
 Christopher P. Sarnowski ’85
 Charles D. ’84 and Kazuko U. Saunders
 John R. Schade ’68 and Kirsten A. Nyrop
 Thomas J. ’63 and Patricia Lovshin Schinabeck
 Audrey Tangen Schlafke-Stelson ’57
 Marilyn Low Schmitt ’60
 Donna Weltcheff Schroeder M-D’54 P’79
 Joseph J. Schroeder Jr. ’53 +
 Mary Helscher ’62 and Russell Schuchmann
 Dale R. ’70 and Annette Schuh
 Robert G. Schultz ’53
 Virginia Netz Schumann ’60
 Charlotte Bernard Schwartz +
 Mary B. and John S. Sensenbrenner Jr.
 Marion Shepard P’85
 R. Scott ’60 and Heidi Sherman
 Linda Schleiter ’64 and James N. Sherwood
 L. V. Silvester III ’71
 Sung J. Sim
 Charlot Nelson Singleton ’67 and Dennis E. Singleton
 Donald A. Smart ’64 P’96
 Keith G. Smedema ’81
 Alice Deswarte Smith ’62
 Raymond A. ’51 and Betty Smith
 Charlotte Jean Smith ’45
 Gregory B. Smith ’59
 Kelvin A. C. Smith ’84
 Robert A. Smith ’55
 Sheryn Biegelaar Smith M-D’61
 Richard L. Smolinski ’73
 Peggy Hilton M-D’62 and Albert C. Snyder
 Marion Longyear Sonderegger M-D’43 P’76
 Theresa and Martin J. Spalding Sr. ’50 P’76
 Mary Reed ’78 and Andrew C. Spencer
 Dana M. ’64 and Mary Ellen Spencer
 Edward S. Spoerl P’71
 Archan Jane Sramek ’72
 Barbara J. Stack
 Lyn L. Stark
 Ruth L. Steiner ’79
 Susan Raben ’03 and James Stellmacher
 Jean Lawson ’44 and David Stelsel ’44
 Carolyn King M-D’62 and John A. Stephens P’91 ’87
 Donna Fraider Stewart ’56
 Cynthia Moeller Stiehl ’89
 Kaye Louise Stiff ’76
 James L. Stoa ’69
 Jennifer Abolins Stone ’00
 Brett H. Stousland ’91
 Susan Brehm ’62 and Thomas C. Strachan III ’62
 Zeta A. Strickland ’97
 Mary White Stroebe ’40
 Irene Ang ’78 and David T. Strohbeen
 Donald ’49 and Natalie Strutz
 Rebecca Devereux ’82 and Stephen G. Sullivan
 Lyndsay A. Sund ’01
 Avery J. Sundling ’98
 Carol Adams ’57 and Frank A. Svoboda ’55
 William H. ’57 and Ruth Swanstrom
 William A. ’70 and Mary H. Swendson
 Fran Syverson
 Steven T. Syverson P’06
 Andrea and Thomas W. Tatlock
 Daniel J. ’63 and Donna Taylor
 Daniel H. Teas II ’51 P’83 ’79
 Steven D. Teget ’95
 Alison Osborne ’71 and Larry Thomas
 Patricia Webb ’62 and Peter J. Thomas ’62 P’92 ’87
 John E. ’65 and Shari Thomas
 Dorothy Beltz ’51 and William R. Thompson ’50
 Julie E. Thompson ’81 and Rick Davis ’80
 Bruce A. ’62 and Patricia A. Thoms
 James J. Thorpe ’76
 Pamela L. Tibbetts ’71
 Lorna Tippet
 Frank H. Tooby ’71
 Marian Kirkpatrick Torian M-D’44
 Jen ’00 and Bradley W. Totoritis-Searl ’99
 Steven M. ’72 and Heather B. Tower
 Lee W. Traven ’52 +
 Edward F. Treick ’61
 Arlene Atwood Trettin ’61
 Gregory L. Trimper ’92
 Margy Upton ’72 and R. Scott Trumbull
 Jason J. Valerius ’97
 Margaret Van den Akker +
 Elizabeth Godfrey ’98 and Brian P. VanDenzen ’99
 Mary E. Van Gorden M-D’51
 Thomas C. Van Housen ’51
 Johnathan R. Vanko ’13
 Carolyn Troup Atwood Van Laanen ’52
 Nancy Brice Van Ry ’56
 Marianne R. Varney ’71
 Jane MacAskill ’62 and Francis R. Vaupel
 Ellen Veed M-D’58
 Janet Moats Veitch ’60
 Christopher M. ’67 and Melinda Vernon
 James B. ’51 and Carole Dugger Vessey
 Christian Vogel ’63
 C. Nicholas ’65 and Ene Vogel
 Reinhold A. Vogt ’32 +
 Marjorie James von Tongeln M-D’43
 Frederick S. Voss ’65
 Stephanie Howard Vrabec ’80
 Helen Bullard ’58 and John C. Wadman
 Autumn M. Wagner P’12
 Catherine S. Walby ’97
ESTATES AND TRUSTSLAWRENCE-DOWNER LEGACy CIRCLE
Lawrence Alumni and Parents
 Anonymous
 Ruth B. Barker Trust ’54
 Maurine Campbell ’43
 Thomas Charles Diener ’57
 Elizabeth J. Dunne ’45
 Albert J. Fierer P’80
 Norma Crow Fifer ’44
 Kathleen M. Glenn ’38 P’64
 Marion Hartman’34
 Robert W. Johnson ’43 P’72
 Margaret J. Leverenz P’64
 Irene I. Luethge’39
 Jean Steffen and Clarence W. W. Smith’37
 Helene W. Tink ’34
 Mary Voecks Volkert ’39
Friends
 Andrew E. Baker Jr.






new members joined 
legacy circle, bringing
 the total membership 
to 852
 David E. Walling ’38
 Shane M. Walter ’95
 Gwynn Williams Wardwell ’61
 Elaine Krug Warskow ’49
 Priscilla Peterson Weaver ’69
 William Webb
 Richard K. ’57 and Carol Weber P’90
 Herbert G. Weber ’63
 Anne MacLeod ’77 and James O. Weeks
 David J. ’58 and Dorothy Wege
 Barbara Lieberum Westhofen M-D’57
 Joan Glasow White ’42
 Judith Harris ’68 and H. Winsor Whiton ’67
 Thomas P. Wick ’84
 Sally Rosebush ’62 and Carey B. Wickland ’63
 Marlene Crupi M-D’55 and Leonard A. Widen
 Clay R. Williams ’57
 Elyn L. Williams ’43
 Bruce A. Wilson ’81
 Laura Winterstein ’03
 Karon Eltgroth ’63 and Jerold J. Winzenz
 Linda Durkin Worcel ’64
 Jean Lampert ’65 and J. Richard Woy ’64
 Margaret A. Wright ’69
 Barbara Wriston +
 Julie A. Wroblewski ’97
 June and Marwin O. Wrolstad
 Phyllis Spinner yates ’61
 Eric A. young ’80
 Judith Stanfield ’70 and Timothy R. young ’70 P’00
 Phyllis Leverenz ’48 and William H. younger
 John W. ’57 and Jeannie yule
 Jean M. Ziebell
 Bill Zoellner ’93
 Carol yates ’56 and Richard W. Zuehlke ’55
   ir l ;  
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 Andrew N. Binns ’71 and Susan Carswell
 Robert A. Bishop ’60
 Erlan S. ’63 and Marian J. Bliss
 Molly Bradshaw ’87 and A. Roman Boed ’87
 Scott A. ’78 and Karen Bohon
 Virginia Booster Bond ’62 and D. Gary Brodhagen
 M. Linda Brown ’71 and Richard A. Candee Jr. ’70
 Thomas D. ’84 and Debra M. Brucker
 Bonnie Glidden ’62 and Robert C. Buchanan ’62 P’94 §
 James R. ’68 and Karen L. Buck
 William Wesley Burrington ’84 §
 Laura Johnson ’73 and Jarrel V. Burrow ’73 P’00
 Marcella and David Burrows
 Mark Burstein and David Calle
 Mary L. Carlson-Mason ’72 and Russell G. Mason Jr. §
 Wallace W. Chandler ’58
 Alexandra Stegemann ’89 and Theodore J. Christianson
 Jerome R. Clifford ’68 and Bijian Fan §
 Victoria W. and Albert S. Conti P’02
 Betty Leisering ’54 and Brooks G. Dodd
 Diane L. Droste ’73
 Robert J. ’64 and MaryAnn Dude P’03 ’99 §
 Maureen Duignan P’14
 Hans L. ’86 and Erika Hibino Erickson
 James D. and Pati Ericson P’77
 Cynthia L. Estlund ’78 and Samuel Issacharoff
 Christine and G. Gregory Fahlund
 Susan Feith and George W. Mead II P’93 ’76
 Judith Walsh ’59 and James L. Fetterly ’58 §
 Dorothy E. Fischer ’77
 Fredric R. ’63 and Carolyn Kay Flom
 Janet Lavine Fogel M-D’50
 Robert D. ’80 and Rebecca Foss
 William J. ’69 and Sandy French P’90 §
 Leslie Newcomb ’64 and Michael J. Gagliardi
 Anne Stuart ’67 and Stephen J. Galli
 Richard W. ’55 and Marci Gast §
 Barbara Kreher ’71 and James I. Geiser ’71 P’00
 Cynthia Libbey ’73 and John D. Gilpin ’72 §
 Barbara Douglas ’79 and Gregory Good §
 Kariann Moratzka ’96 and Adam M. Gottesman ’80
 Martin A. ’62 and Iris M. Gradman §
 Jane Paulson ’69 and David H. Gregerson ’67 P’97
 Mary Lamers ’50 and F. James Grist ’50 §
 Suzanne Brannon ’53 and Kenelm A. Groff ’51
 Victoria Agee ’63 and Luke Groser ’64
 Allan R. Hallock ’51
 Patricia Hammel ’50 and  
      Laurence C. Hammond Jr. ’51 §
 Norman E. ’58 and Sandy Harden P’79
 Shelley and James D. Hawks III ’82 P’16
 Kathryn C. Henry-Choisser ’81 §
 John L. ’65 and Elaine Herr §
 Marilyn Hibbert P’75
 Linda Ericson ’77 and David F. Hill ’78
 Amy Hockenberger ’91 and Karl A. Hochkammer ’92
 Kris L. Hoffman ’79
 Jane Voss ’61 and Robert A. Holroyd P’85
 Aaron M. ’94 and Alicia A. Howe
 Elizabeth K. and John S. Hoylman P’14 ’11
 Charles F. Hunter ’83 §
 Calvin D. Husmann and James Mahn §
 Carolyn Lohman ’59 and Thomas A. Johnson ’59
 Cynthia and Albert M. Johnson
 Laurel O. Johnson P’91 ’89
 Dorian and William Jordan
 Beverly Pearson Joutras ’49 §
 Virginia Post ’69 and Andrew J. Kass ’69 P’01 ’00
 Theodore M. Katzoff ’65 and Claudette M. Dorsey §
 Ann Leverenz ’64 and Jon C. Keckonen ’64 P’91 §
 Peter G. Kelly ’87 and Ruth E. Morris §
 Levent Kitis ’74
 Lucy and Karl J. Klug
 Lillian H. Koblenz and Majeed Al-Mateen P’13
 Althea Hunting Kortenhof ’51 P’80 ’78 §
 Cameron D. Kramlich ’02 and Carrie A. Burgener
 Patrick R. ’66 and Pamela P. Kroos
 Elizabeth Kortenhof ’78 and Steven C. Kumbalek ’78 P’13 §
 Anne Rupert ’87 and Mark F. Lamps
 Suzanne A. Le Van ’74 and Annette Cerbone
 Maurice G. ’54 and Alice Pommerenke Locklin P’74 ’71 §
 Ann Van Tilburg ’76 and David G. Lowe P’10
 Joni G. MacDonald ’73 and Raye C. Kanzenbach ’71 §
 Daniel T. ’86 and Regina C. Macke
 Susan K. Mahle ’70 and Betty Friesen
 Todd A. ’79 and Debra R. Mahr P’09 §
 Betty Haas ’47 and Burton T. Main
 Randy G. ’00 and Tara Mangelsen
 Stacy J. and Jamie Mara §
 Carol and Ronald J. Mason P’83
 Nancy J. Mattson ’76
 Carol Welch ’51 and James R. McCausland
 David E. ’62 and Barbara McIntyre
 Roxane Fuller McLean ’63 §
 Kenneth H. ’73 and Rebecca Melchert P’15
 Alex J. ’70 and Marilyn Meloy
 Mark L. ’78 and Diana E. Metz
 Margery Homfeld ’67 and Philip A. Metzger ’66 P’94 §
 David L. ’71 and Judith Bradley Mitchell §
 Barbara Mosher Nelson ’50 §
 Colleen K. and James W. Newman P’11
 Marlene J. Nogle P’97
 Mary R. Ottoson ’68 §
 Marcella M. and Robert y. Paddock Jr. ’67
 Sonia Sandeen Perry ’50 §
 Leslie Bouton ’77 and James C. Peterson ’77
 Douglas H. ’56 and Jo Kris Powell §
 Timothy I. Pruett ’76 §
 Mark C. Radtke
 Mary Susanne Reeves ’76
 Mary Restifo ’63
 Georgia S. and John M. Revis P’16 ’13
 Susan Schmidt ’81 and David A. Robertson ’82 P’13
 Stephen M. Rodriguez ’02 §
 Kenton R. ’79 and Marie B. Rose
 Margaret Lessels ’66 and Russell Rutter ’64 §
 Elizabeth Galaty ’72 and John R. Sagan ’72
 Margaret Stalick ’70 and John A. Sanders ’68
 Judith H. and Jan Sarnecki
 Christopher P. Sarnowski ’85 and Janet Novak §
 Nancy Wilson ’71 and Richard G. Saunders
 Diane M. Schmidt P’13
 Robert C. ’48 and Ann Furminger Schneider
 Mary Helscher ’62 and Russell Schuchmann §
 Judy Schwaemle ’71 and Jacob G. Stockinger Jr. ’68
 Marion Shepard P’85 §
 Ann Thomas ’84 and P. Justin Skala
 Julie Eng ’70 and Steven B. Smith
 Terry J. Smith ’81 and Anne M. Kavanagh
 Heather Belland ’96 and Ashish Srimal ’97
 Barbara J. and Richard A. Stack Jr. §
 Jennifer Abolins Stone ’00 and Michael J. Wysocki ’88 §
 Nancy Marsh Stowe ’61 and John Koopman P’87
 Gretchen and John C. Stratton III P’97
 Steven P. ’76 and Joanne Swanson
 William H. ’57 and Ruth Swanstrom §
 Karen J. Sweet ’77 and Robin E. Fondow ’76 P’09
 Cynthia V. and J. Hall Taylor II ’74 P’05
 Steven D. ’95 and Ann Teget §
 Patricia Webb ’62 and Peter J. Thomas ’62 P’92 ’87 §
 John E. ’65 and Shari Thomas §
 James P. ’67 and Kathleen Thompson P’11
 Julie E. Thompson ’81 and Rick Davis ’80 §
 Lee W. Traven ’52 + §
 KK ’81 and Wendy Tse
 Timothy M. ’89 and Lisa Van Wyk
 Mark R. ’78 and Claranna G. Vytlacil
 Susanna Fortney ’58 and Peter A. Walby P’00 ’99 ’97
 Gwynn Williams Wardwell ’61 §
 Richard K. ’57 and Carol Weber P’90 §
 Leslie Bellows ’78 and Marc Weinberger ’77
 Richard J. ’79 and Mary Jane Whiting P’14
 Albert K. Wickesberg ’43
 Susan Anderson ’70 and Erich P. Wise
 Sandra A. and Joseph L. Wisniewski P’13
 Anne Webster ’75 and John J. Wolfe ’76
 Phyllis Spinner yates ’61 §
 Judith Stanfield ’70 and Timothy R. young ’70 P’00 §
 Richard N. Zimman ’73 and Valerie L. Cox
Bronze Level 
 > $1,000–$1,999 
 Anonymous (4)
 Paul Aiken ’81 and Stefanie Rosenfeld
 Kurt H. Albertine ’75 and Laura M. Lake
 Charles G. ’76 and Mary G. Alex
 Kent E. ’83 and Abbie Allen
 Elise Epps Allen ’83 and Bruce Frankenfield
 Elizabeth and John Anderla
 Christopher H. Anderson ’02 and Joyce P. Chang
 Ruth Pueschel ’51 + and Kenneth F. Anderson ’52
 Carol Kade ’61 and Donald A. Andler ’59
 Keiko Wada ’73 and Ippeita Araki
 Marilyn Auer §
 Sidney K. ’67 and Gloria Ayabe
 Amy Jo and Richard J. Aylward
 Mary Dercks ’92 and John A. Bachhuber ’94 §
 Carol S. Backstrom ’92 and Scott P. Chambers
 Nancy Whiteley ’69 and William M. Baird ’69
 Jane L. Baker ’60
 Ellis A. Ballard Jr. ’75
 Judith Walworth Bare ’56
 Thomas J. ’61 and Virginia A. Bare
 Betty Heistad Barrett M-D’55
 Bobbye Hoffman Bartels ’68 P’96
 Lois Schneeberger ’54 and Mark Barton §
 John B. ’71 and Jane Bassett
 John J W. ’61 and Nancy J. Battin
 Janet Gull ’70 and Norman A. Baxter ’70
 Priscilla Larsen ’66 and Anthony D. Beadell ’66 §
 Marcia Baxter ’78 and Morton Robert Bearman II ’75
 John J. ’60 and Barbara J. Beck
 Paul H. ’78 and Kathryn T. Berghoff
 Angela M. Bier ’98 and Jimmy Lee Kim §
 Catherine M. and Craig A. Bishop P’13
 Thomas G. ’98 and Amanda Bjorklund
 Robert B. ’81 and Ellen M. Blasio
 Mary Trautmann Bloede ’48 §
 James J. ’71 and Barbara Devine Bode
 Margaret Dwyer ’79 and E. Luke Bold ’77
 Linda A. Boldt
 Deborah and Thomas Bonner P’13
 Chris A. ’70 and Joan Bowers
 Catherine Dunham ’98 and Judd D. Bowman
 James W. Boyd ’56 and Sue Ellen Charlton
 Earl F. Bracker ’56 and Paula S. Christman-Bracker §
 Craig W. ’72 and Nancy Smith Branigan
 Ann M. Branston ’69 and Dail K. Phillips
 Roy S. Brayton ’72 and Michael G. Sullivan §
The FoundERs cLub
“The generosity that you have shown as 
Founders Club members has positively 
affected the lives of our students, and 
for that generosity I want to express 
thanks and appreciation. Your support 
ensures that Lawrence continues 
to thrive and provide yet another 
generation of students with a rich and 
transformational educational experience.”
— Chuck Saunders ’84, Founders Club president and trustee
Lutetium Level 
 > $50,000 and more 
 Anonymous (1)
 Edith G. and Edward J. + Andrew P’88 §
 Kim Hiett Jordan ’58 §
 Thomas C. ’58 and Marlene C. Kayser
 Overton B. Parrish Jr. ’55 §
 Dale R. ’70 and Annette Schuh §
Lawrencium Level 
 > $25,000–$49,999 
 Renee Goral ’85 and Thomas J. Boldt §
 Michael P. Cisler ’78 and Sarah Traas P’06 §
 Gene Redding ’64 and Howard B. Clark §
 Connie + Crowe ’57 and Gerald R. DeLand
 John H. ’58 and Judith Nadler Ellerman §
 William O. ’66 and Marcia Hochkammer P’92 §
 Carol Adams ’57 and Frank A. Svoboda ’55 §
Platinum Level 
 > $10,000–$24,999 
 Anonymous (2)
 Robert A. ’64 and Patricia Anker §
 William J. Baer ’72 and Nancy H. Hendry §
 Nana Baffour-Gyewu ’94
 Elizabeth R. Benson ’69
 Peter R. ’64 and Susan B. Betzer §
 Luann Picchietti ’82 and David C. Blowers ’82 §
 Alan G. Braun ’69 §
 Nancy Cannon Bridgeford ’65 and Richard J. Stiggins
 Margaret Carroll ’61 §
 George M. Chandler ’51 §
 Anne C. and John P. Coffey
 Ann Shattuck Courtenay ’39
 Hugh F. ’68 and Mary Ross Denison §
 Grady J. Frenchick ’72
 Kathy and August W. Geise IV ’79 P’15
 W. Stephen ’62 and Joan Gilboy P’90
 Bronson R. ’63 and Michele Hall
 Cindy J. Hoffman ’91 and David N. Knapp ’89 §
 Douglas J. ’79 and Linda Honnold
 Julie Esch ’61 and J. Thomas Hurvis ’60
 Elisabeth Foulke ’48 and Donald F. Jabas ’50 §
 Elaine P. and Steven M. Jaharis P’15
  Julie Jansen Kraemer ’80 and  
 Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. ’77 P’13 ’10 §
 Mary Donn ’73 and Harold E. Jordan ’72 §
 Susan Stillman ’72 and John C. Kane Jr. §
 Loretta Kalnow ’77 and Allan Kaplan
 Marion White Lardner ’53 §
 Mary C. and Lewis C. Lofgren P’93 ’93 §
 Betty Thompson Messenger ’47 §
 Gretchen Irmiger ’53 and Robert K. Morrison
 Peter M. ’78 and Tamara H. Musser
 Scott D. ’79 and Luvie O. Myers §
 Helen Barshell ’67 and Ned K. Nemacheck ’66 §
 Amy Lind ’80 and Robert F. Perille ’80 §
 Dwight A. ’55 and Marjorie Peterson §
 Mary Grimm ’47 and Robert D. Peterson ’48 P’71
 Alan C. ’72 and Pamela Reynolds §
 Charles D. ’84 and Kazuko U. Saunders §
 Robert J. ’51 and Joan Schaupp P’86
 Liza A. Franzene-Scott ’89 and G. Andy Scott ’88
 Charlot Nelson Singleton ’67 and  
      Dennis E. Singleton §
 Cynthia Moeller Stiehl ’89 §
 Marilynn Wohlt Taylor ’67
 Julie and David V. Uihlein Jr. ’71
 Carl A. Valentine ’47
Gold Level 
 > $5,000–$9,999 
 Anonymous (1)
 Ky Anderson
 Walter H. ’54 and Sally Bissell P’82 §
 Philip J. ’58 and Karen Burck §
 Mary Hamilton ’62 and R. Jameson Burns Jr. §
 Arlene and R. Marshall Colburn Jr. ’62
 Nancy White ’66 and Walter Custer
 Robert J. ’74 and Deborah DeKoch §
 William T. ’76 and Linda Eggbeer P’95
 Caroline Hero ’74 and Charles L. Ephraim ’74
 Deborah Burns ’73 and Jeffrey A. Fox ’72 §
 Terry ’68 and Mary A. Franke §
 Audrey Gilg M-D’50
 Stephen ’69 and Marjorie M. Graham §
 Judith Ingersoll ’80 and Richard A. Gray P’10
 Ann DeLong ’61 and Ashley T. Haase ’61
 Denise Dyer ’70 and Richard O. Haight ’71 P’00 §
 Donna Gresser ’83 and James L. Harper Jr. ’83
 Lydia A. Howarth ’75 and Nicholas Zeppos
 Jerome R. Kerkman ’79 P’12
 Donald S. Koskinen ’50 §
 Bonnie R. Laird ’64 §
 Stephanie D. and Edgar M. Larsen Jr. ’62
 Kathleen and John A. Luke Jr. ’71
 Chuck ’57 and Barb Merry §
 Lisa Miller ’84 and Richard A. Moser ’83 P’14 ’11 §
 James C. ’91 and Shawn Munsell
 Christopher W. Murray ’75 §
 Jamin ’80 and Phoebe G. Nixon
 George + D. ’54 and Patricia S. Oetting §
 Richard F. Olson ’53 P’85
 Gregory R. ’72 and Mary Jane O’Meara P’88
 Delphine Joerns ’55 and James R. Overby ’55 P’90 §
 Constance Clarke Purdum ’55 P’87 §
 L. Keith ’72 and Lisa H. Reed §
 Sonja Lorentzen Reed ’60 and Daniel N. Epstein
 June Jacobsen ’54 and Douglas M. Reimer ’55 §
 Jone Bocher ’72 and Jeffrey D. Riester ’70 §
 Thomas T. Rogers ’65
 Jill McCormick ’67 and Richard J. Rupprecht P’98 §
 Crystal L. Cullerton-Sen ’97 and Abir Sen ’97
 Charles B. ’72 and M. Diane Siekman P’12
 L. V. Silvester III ’71 §
 Claudena Skran and David Duncombe
 Charlotte Jean Smith ’45 §
 Jason R. ’92 and Anne Spaeth
 Janet Steiner ’82 and Robert J. Stevens ’79 P’13 ’10
 Margy Upton ’72 and R. Scott Trumbull §
 Jane Tucker ’72 and Basil K. Vasiliou ’72
 Stephanie Howard ’80 and Michael Vrabec §
 Margot and Richard + Warch
 David D. ’61 and Brenda Wenberg P’99
 Kathryn Andrew ’88 and James E. Willett
 Helen Lofquist ’58 and John H. Zimmermann
Silver Level 
 > $2,000–$4,999 
 Jennifer L. Abraham ’80
 Duffie A. Adelson ’73
 Elizabeth B. Adler M-D’40 §
 Sara Schmidt Agritelley ’83 §
 Karl P. ’79 and Barbara Albrecht
 Deanne L. Amaden ’78 and Ibrahim J. Uckung §
 Joan Timmermann ’56 and Stefan S. Anderson §
 Julie Benjamin ’87 and Anthony W. Andrews
 Suzanne Detry Arendt ’70
 Karen Henderson Bachhuber ’68 P’94 §
 Shirley and Wilbert B. Bartelt
 Joanne B. Bauer ’77
 Faye Koberstein ’53 and Kenneth G. Bauske ’53
 Randall M. ’80 and Cheryl A. Behm
 James J. Beres ’76
 Robert J. Bezucha ’62 and Jenny Kallick
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 Robert L. Suettinger ’68
 Rebecca Devereux ’82 and Stephen G. Sullivan §
 Hayward G. ’63 and Beryl Sumner
 Avery J. Sundling ’98 §
 Katherine and Curtis + W. Tarr
 Catherine Coates ’80 and Henry Terwedow Jr.
 Alison Osborne ’71 and Larry Thomas §
 Merrily Watters Thomas ’58
 Mark A. ’63 and Pam S. Thomas
 David G. ’78 and Trude I. Thome P’13
 Marilyn A. Thompson ’71 and Sharon R. Armus
 Timothy A. ’78 and Terese M. Thompson
 John J. ’55 and Grace Thorse
 Pamela L. Tibbetts ’71 and Linda A. Ellwein §
 Bryan A. Torcivia ’81
 Marian Kirkpatrick Torian M-D’44 §
 Mary Campbell ’75 and Daniel J. Toycen ’73 P’10
 Arlene Atwood Trettin ’61 §
 Dona-Lee Trotter
 Nancy D. and Thomas C. Truesdell
 Louis H. ’80 and Barbara Turner
 Anton R. ’65 and Maria Finitzo Valukas
 Jeffrey T. Vander Wilt ’84
 Cathy and John B. Van Duzer Jr. ’77
 Barbara Amend ’63 and Robert E. Van Metre P’94
 Jane MacAskill ’62 and Francis R. Vaupel §
 Mary Ellyn Carolan ’76 and David Vicksta
 Christian ’63 and Mary Ann Vogel §
 Arthur E. ’60 and Margot von Plachecki P’84
 Frederick S. Voss ’65 §
 Helen Bullard ’58 and John C. Wadman §
 Catherine S. Walby ’97 §
 Jeffrey A. Walker ’86
 Priscilla Peterson ’69 and Steven Weaver §
 David J. ’58 and Dorothy Wege §
 Ellen Turner ’99 and Neil H. Wenberg ’99
 Gerald R. Wentland ’73 and Jean-Paul Michaud
 Bambi Radecki ’96 and Jason P. Weyers ’97
 Rebecca J. Whelan ’96 and Jesse Rowsell
 Joan Glasow White ’42 §
 George C. ’72 and Patricia K. Whitely
 Sally Rosebush ’62 and Carey B. Wickland ’63 §
 Elyn L. Williams ’43 §
 Clay R. ’57 and Jeanne Williams §
 Anne Marie and Robert J. Willis P’91
 Nancy L. Winbigler ’70 and James S. Hendershot
 Stuart S. Winter ’83 and Elizabeth H. Crawley
 Karon Eltgroth ’63 and Jerold J. Winzenz §
 Kurtiss G. ’93 and Renee Nyhus Wolf
 Linda Durkin Worcel ’64 §
 Margaret A. Wright ’69 §
 Janine M. yanisch ’87 and Christopher J. Jankowski ’84
 Jacqueline Brown ’63 and Frederick yocum
 Eric A. young ’80 and Marie L. Schmidt §
 Phyllis Leverenz ’48 and William H. younger §
 Bill Zoellner ’93 §
 James M. ’81 and Marilyn A. Loveland
 Barbara Struck ’72 and Bradley A. MacDonald ’72 P’06
 Margaret M. Maguire ’85 and Scott F. Cameron ’85
 Phyllis Peter-Mallard ’73 and Stephen W. Mallard §
 Susan C. and Bradley L. Manning Jr. P’02 ’00
 Jill A. Manuel ’84 and Katherine DeLaPena
 Myrna Rongsted Manz ’60
 Mary Thome ’79 and Douglas D. Marshall ’78 P’09
 James L. Martell ’74
 Joan Werness Martin ’63 and William P. Burgess
 John D. Martin ’87 and Gabrielle Draper
 Pat Twohig ’60 and J. Robert Martin ’58
 Carrie Schaefer-Martino ’83 and Michael R. Martino ’80
 Cheryl R. and Thomas K. Maxwell P’02
 Nancy Chadbourne M-D’52 and George H. Maze P’88
 Robert E. ’51 and Bonnie E. McCoy §
 Gretchen S. and Randall E. McDaniel P’09
 Joan Swartzlow McDougal ’52 §
 Alice Taussig ’62 and George C. McKann ’63
 John B. McKinstry
 Hugh H. ’80 and Mary Beth E. McLean
 Susan L. Medak ’76 and Gregory S. Murphy P’11
 Kristen Mekemson §
 David A. ’85 and Julie Melbye
 Joseph W. ’73 and Nanette V. Michel
 Marc J. Miller ’91
 Ollie Johnson Miller M-D’54
 Patricia B. Miller ’76
 Linda Harris ’79 and Larry T. Mimms P’12
 Janet K. Modesitt ’65
 John E. ’71 and Rosalind P. Moeller P’11
 Kristen A. Monahan ’97 and Andrew J. Miller ’96
 Georgiana M. Moore ’44
 John W. ’58 and Marcy E. Moore
 Ruth Anne and Robert T. Morava Jr. ’79
 Lois Holmwall ’63 and Lloyd Moseley ’63
 Amy L. Moyer ’96 and Henry Newcomb
 Sally Ann Mundt ’55
 Patrick Awuori Mutsune ’97
 Patricia Scott ’53 and Ronald Myers ’53 P’79
 Patricia Phelps ’67 and Peter Nash ’67
 Thomas J. ’72 and Colleen Nathan
 Andrew R. Nelson ’84
 Cory L. ’92 and Michelle Nettles §
 Joan Hillebrand ’85 and John H. Neumiller ’87
 Gail Gustafson ’65 and Timothy F. Noble ’65
 Jo Howarth ’78 and Patrick S. Noonan
 Peter G. ’52 and Carol Notaras §
 Martha Nussbaum
 Thomas D. Oakland ’62 §
 John W. ’69 and Christina L. O’Boyle P’12 ’10
 Mary Plischounig ’62 and Dennis O’Flyng ’62 P’91
 Linda Lord ’60 and Richard E. Olson
 Patrice Skalko ’84 and David J. O’Morchoe ’83
 Jeffrey A. Orlin ’84 and Frances K. Keech
 Julie-Ann and Earl P. Ow P’06 ’00
 Virginia A. Palmer M-D’51 §
 Susan Voss ’69 and Dean Z. Pappas ’69
 Marion Paris ’70
 James L. Parker ’57 §
 Alice Randolph Pattison ’97
 Pamela R. Paulsen ’83
 Lee Delsasso and William H. Pearce Jr. ’79
 Lee Galda-Pellegrini ’67 and Anthony D. Pellegrini §
 Leila Ramagopal ’87 and Brian G. Pertl ’86
 Nancy Wallace Peters ’54
 Ryan A. ’98 and Rebecca S.B. Petersen §
 Kevin E. ’72 and Annee Phillips
 Dorothy Hohenadel Pile ’43
 Jean Reynolds ’53 and Larry Pooler ’52 P’77 §
 Mary Jo Hibbert Powell ’75 §
 Bradford D. ’74 and Gail Powers
 David J. ’83 and Jeanne M. Powers
 Elizabeth Davidson ’60 and Nathan M. Pusey Jr. ’59
 Ruth Legler M-D’55 and Angelo Qualich §
 Sara A. Quandt ’73 and Thomas A. Arcury §
 Virginia Cossmann Quirk ’43
 Edie Brengel Radtke
 Constance Crump ’55 and Ronald H. Rammer ’53
 Elizabeth Sheridan ’84 and John W. Rammer §
 Susan Baker ’61 and Richard K. Ramsey ’60 §
 Donald J. Randall ’53
 Kathryn Hougard ’56 and Roger H. Rathburn
 Charles E. ’72 and Mary E. Ray §
 Jody Koteski ’83 and Wayne F. Reckard §
 Margaret Phillips ’96 and James Spofford Reeve III ’95
 Lysbeth Vaillancourt ’59 and James F. Reiskytl ’59 §
 Karen L. Rigotti ’72 §
 James O. ’66 and Kathleen A. Roahen
 Kathryn Roberts ’89 and Kulpreet Singh
 Judith Erickson ’75 and David Robinson
 Ann Spellman ’88 and Jonathan D. Roe ’87 §
 Randall J. Rogers ’93
 Julie A. Roin and Saul Levmore P’16
 Jose Luis Romero Hicks ’79 and Chiemi Murakami
 Joseph A. ’73 and Rosalind O. Rota
 Rick ’71 and Adrienne N. Rothschild
 Marilyn Jelliffe Rothschild M-D’45 §
 Margaret C. Rowe ’53
 Deborah Ansink ’75 and R. Scott Russell ’74
 Carla and Douglas D. Salmon
 Jane Baumann M-D’53 and William A. Savitt
 John G. ’58 and Jo Ellen Scambler
 Thomas G. ’60 and Kay D. Schanke
 Thomas J. ’63 and Patricia Lovshin Schinabeck §
 William C. Schindler ’76
 Audrey Tangen Schlafke-Stelson ’57 §
 JoAnn Staab ’60 and Karl J. Schmidt ’59
 Jane McGroarty ’74 and Gregory K. Schneider ’73
 Maxine and Willis W. Schoeb P’91
 Sarah E. Schott ’97 and Brian King
 Peter C. ’80 and Helen A. Schulze
 Kurt I. Schwarzkopf ’84 and Susie Byers
 Carrie Henneman ’99 and Charles E. Shaw ’98
 Kathleen Martin Shaw ’72
 Le Roy Shaw ’54 and Charlotte Kerslake
 David R. ’85 and Laura M. Shepard P’13
 Linda Schleiter ’64 and James N. Sherwood §
 Audrey Lund ’51 + and William J. Sievert ’51 P’76 +
 Elizabeth Stockham Simpson ’50
 Deborah Hirschberg ’69 and Lawrence W. Slupianek P’97
 Mary Wood Small ’45
 Raymond A. ’51 and Betty Smith §
 Gregory B. ’59 and Mary Dieter Smith §
 C. Paul Snyder ’99
 Richard C. ’72 and Nancy M. Spain
 Theresa and Martin J. Spalding Sr. ’50 P’76 §
 Dana M. ’64 and Mary Ellen Spencer §
 Cathy A. and Thomas C. Spitzfaden P’14
 Gary Stephen Springer ’76
 Erin E. Stahowiak ’94
 Wayne R. ’69 and Nancy J. Steinbach
 Susan Raben ’03 and James Stellmacher §
 Michael L. ’78 and Dee Sterling
 Carolyn Ingham Stern ’51
 Anne Marie and William B. Stevenson II ’74
 J. David ’73 and Shirley Strange
 Marjorie C. Strobel ’71
 Mary White Stroebe ’40 §
 Fred ’73 and Susan Sturm
 Amy L. and Kenneth F. Brengel P’14 ’12 ’09 ’06
 Joan E. Brengel P’72
 Douglas A. ’72 and Lynn Warner Brengel
 Mark D. Breseman ’78 and Jane Hillstrom P’14 §
 David F. ’81 and Dawn L. Brightsman
 Alicia M. Broeren ’89
 Joseph Brooks ’03 and Bradley Ewerdt §
 Jennifer Brorsen ’74 and Richard M. DeMartini
 Annette Archambeau ’73 and Jeffrey L. Brower
 Claire L. and Thomas G. Brown
 David L. Brown ’69 §
 Judith Reeves ’71 and W. Robert Brown §
 Kellie R. Brown ’89
 Diane Buchanan and Richard Andrew P’10
 Kathleen and Brian Buchholz P’14
 Judith Fabrick ’59 and Duncan C. Burdick ’59 P’90
 Andrew S. Burnett ’83 and Charles Roessler
 Catherine F. and Peter P. Bushbacher P’13
 Leslie and Edward T. Butt Jr. ’68
 Carolyn Weygandt ’77 and Mark Buzek §
 Chris Hickman ’56 and Richard D. Calder ’54
 Beth M. Campbell ’87
 Sarah Johnson ’97 and Benjamin C. Campbell ’97 §
 Judith Pfefferle Carr ’53
 Ann L. Carrott ’73 and Jim Odden
 Peter Cavette
 John R. ’77 and Mary W. Chandler
 William A. Chaney + §
 G. Craig ’71 and Debra A. Christensen §
 Phyllis Larnino ’57 and Thomas P. Clement ’59
 Elizabeth Cole ’63 and Peter Newman §
 Sandra R. Collins ’93 and Geir Kvaran
 Lucy Robandt ’76 and Jeffrey H. Colman ’76
 Jo Ann Kasper ’45 and Richard J. Conlan
 Elizabeth Schlenk Cook M-D’53 §
 Kay N. and Robert V. Cooney P’10
 Anne Smith ’81 and James M. Cornelius ’81
 Louis S. Cornelius ’68 and Pris Boroniec
 Sandra L. and James M. Corry
 Richard M. Cowett ’64 P’91 §
 Cyndy Zimmerman ’84 and J. Stephen Cowles ’88
 Elizabeth A. Coyte ’70 and Edward B. Friedmann Jr.
 Susan E. Crawford ’73 and Jeffrey Rosemann
 Ross W. ’82 and Denise M. Daniels
 Virginia Danielson ’71 and James F. Toth §
 Mary K. Davis ’99 and Ganesh Ramen
 Margaret Ranft and John B. Day P’12
 Mary Schipper M-D’60 and Thomas P. De Mund
 Julie Davis ’63 and Henry S. Dennis
 Maurine Spillman ’86 and Brian M. Dennis
 J. B. deRosset ’66 and Nancy M. Eklund §
 Elizabeth Dugan ’83 and Bart T. De Stasio ’82 P’12 §
 Kari J. Dietzler ’96
 Cynthia Carlson ’82 and Brian G. Dobberke ’82
 Peter R. ’57 and Joy Dohr §
 Shaun E. Donnelly ’68
 John M. Dowbak ’74
 Douglas W. Downey
 Nancy VanScoy ’63 and G. Grant Duffrin
 Joseph R. ’58 and Sylvia J. Dunbeck
 Kathel Dunn
 John E. ’61 and Pamela T. Dunning
 Gordon W. Early §
 Gloria Gentelene Eckman ’47 §
 Cynthia Arneson ’79 and Robert E. Eddy ’79 P’09
 R. William Edminster ’77
 Kevin B. Edwards ’83
 Susan Herr ’62 and Charles M. Engberg ’62 P’92 ’89 §
 Chuck Erickson ’02 and E-Ben Grisby §
 Margaret Everist ’70
 Edward T. Fairchild ’61
 Joan E. Farrell ’45 §
 Nancy E. Fay ’78 and Kendrith M. Rowland Jr. ’76 P’14 ’09
 Jody Feldman ’77 and William A. yasnoff
 Sharon and John W. Fenlon P’93
 Carol Anderson ’76 and Richard G. Fessler ’74 P’04
 Rachel E. Finger ’51 §
 Jennifer Babboni ’86 and Daniel W. Fleming ’85
 Marijean Meisner Flom ’50 P’83 ’75 §
 James S. ’74 and Margaret Forbush §
 Thomas S. Frank ’55
 Timothy J. ’75 and Debbie H. Freeman P’05
 Mary Jo Freeman ’71 and David B. Tange
 Mark S. Frodesen ’71
 Mary McKee ’62 and Louis A. Fuchs P’91 ’88
 William Fuller ’75
 Margaret A. Fulton ’62
 Barbara Fieweger ’56 and Robert S. Furman ’57
 Dorothy Janet Gaal ’80 and Peter C. Wilsey
 Eugene A. Gaer ’63
 John D. Gale ’03 and Autumn Quinn
 W. Bristow Gannett Jr. ’72
 Brian Ronald ’82 and Anne E. Garves
 Samantha George
 Andrew C. Gilboy ’67 §
 Margaret A. and Robert A. Gilling P’08
 Anne Skinner ’73 and Stanley J. Glad §
 Marjorie Bliese ’50 and Martin E. Gluckstein
 Susan Nelson ’65 and Richard N. Goldsmith ’64 §
 David B. ’96 and Rochelle Gottesman §
 Sharon Lawrence ’65 and William P. Gralow ’64 §
 Martin L. ’62 and Carolyn J. Green §
 Judy Lindquist Green ’64 and Daryl A. Durant
 Kerion M. and Joseph Green III ’86 §
 Mark A. Green ’90 and Michael Rankin
 Mary Mendius Greenfield ’62
 John P. ’62 and Julianne Greenspan
 Gabriele and G. Jonathan Greenwald
 Jayne Merwin ’80 and Jeffrey M. Griese ’80
 Gregory L. ’80 and Laura L. Griffin P’09 ’08
 Margaret Link ’54 and Edward L. Grosse ’54 §
 Martha Nelson ’03 and Mark A. Growdon ’03
 Barbara and Richard L. Gunderson
 Jon E. ’58 and Miriam Haebig
 Lynn Semple Hagee ’58 P’94 §
 Melissa Wagner ’88 and G. Michael Halfenger ’88
 Steven G. ’72 and Karen Hall
 Karen Lutz ’81 and Don G. Hallacy
 Nancy Perkins M-D’54 and James P. Hanley +
 Gerald R. Hansen ’74
 G. Eric Hansen ’61
 Kim Johndro ’82 and Ron Harmon
 David A. Harrington ’97 and Anne Hall
 Martha Kroon ’70 and H. Criss Hartzell Jr. ’68 P’96
 David S. Hathaway ’57 §
 David R. Hawkanson ’69
 Thomas ’66 and Joan Hedin
 Robert D. ’59 and Patricia A. Heidorn
 Richard ’61 and Sharon Lee Heinemann P’92
 Jessica Olson ’82 and Paul W. Heiring ’80 P’16
 David A. Heller ’81 §
 Christopher R. ’99 and Jen Henderson §
 Janet Aronberg ’78 and Stuart P. Hersh
 Barbara Bryant Hiller ’68 §
 Joanne McQuaid ’73 and Allen W. Hinderaker
 Nancy Gazzola ’76 and David W. Hines Jr. ’76
 Virginia Smith ’61 and James E. Hoelter P’86
 David L. ’57 and Deborah Hoffman P’94 ’92 §
 Taylor M. Hoffman ’99 and Katrina Edge
 Catherine Roth ’74 and Roger M. Holcomb
 Linda D. Holford ’80
 Barbara Goodman ’74 and Peter Holtz
 Nancy Homburg P’04
 Anita Hansen ’60 and O. James Horton
 Mary L. Hotson ’61
 Kristin M. Howard ’90 §
 Lan Huang ’93 and Linqing Jia P’13
 Gail Johnson ’71 and Erik W. Ibele ’71
 John F. ’85 and Nancy A. Ide
 Barbara Ives ’64 and Walter J. Isaac ’64 P’88
 Joyce C. Jacobson ’58
 Denise L. Janosik ’76 and John T. Schmitt
 Elizabeth Scollay ’76 and Thomas G. Jayne
 Laura Wirtz ’88 and Steve Jenkins
 Judith Larsen ’60 and Carl A. Jentzen
 Jean P. Jepson ’62 and Howard G. Hardesty P’89 ’84
 Michael H. Jeronimus ’66
 Jane Egge ’85 and William D. Jeruc ’86 P’16 ’15
 Linda Ohlander Jessen ’60
 Mary Jo Johnson ’79
 Ronald C. ’57 and Susan A. Johnson §
 Rita A. and David J. Juda P’15
 Rahul S. Kalsi ’00
 Ann Carpenter Kay ’74
 Mark W. Keller P’14
 Ann M. and Robert E. Kilkuskie P’10
 Susan D. and Robert R. Kinde
 Karen B. King ’82
 Leigh P. ’64 and Janet K. Kinnamon
 Robin B. Kipnis ’78 and Penn J. Ritter ’78
 Phyllis I. and Robert I. Kligman P’15
 Cheryl Wilson ’72 and Rob Kopecky §
 Linda N. Korf ’72
 Kathy A. Krendl ’72 and Richard S. Gilbert
 Nancy Butler ’75 and Richard A. Kuhn ’74
 Nona Roesler Kyle M-D’59
 Linda M. Laarman ’73 §
 Kristen Olson ’73 and Ronald B. Lahner ’73 §
 Lynne M. LaJone ’76 and Chris J. Mollet P’13
 Teri Wuletich ’77 and Jay LaJone ’75
 Robert E. Lakemacher Jr. ’55
 David B. Langhaug ’60 and Jean F. Shorr
 Jules N. LaRocque P’83
 Thomas C. ’58 and Barbara K. Larsen
 Barbara Larsen ’63 and Leo Riegel
 Susan Zastrow ’62 and Gary K. Larson ’61
 Curtis G. Lauderdale ’01 §
 Estella L. and Charles F. Lauter
 Jeffrey O. Leach ’70 and Patricia A. Keith-Leach
 Susan Litteken ’78 and David S. Leader
 Kristin Warzyniak ’93 and Mike Lebben
 Lawrence y. Leong ’68 and Janice L. Pratte
 James H. Leslie ’69 and Lynnanne P. Warren
 Donald Levine
 Robert M. ’73 and Heather A. Lindquist
 Michael H. ’71 and Lynn Locke P’03 ’93
 Martha Fizzell ’72 and Edward U. Lofstrom ’72 P’08
 Paul J. ’91 and Catherine T. Lombardi
 Benjamin S. ’97 and Julie M. Longlet
 Wendy Pradt ’72 and Michael D. Lougee ’70
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The boynton socieTy
“Björklunden is a place for Lawrence students, alumni and friends 
of the college to learn, connect and celebrate. These experiences are 
made possible by the generous donors who give to Björklunden. We 
want to thank you for all that you do!”
—Corinne Kocher ’14 and Brynley Nadziejka ’14
Platinum Level 
 > $10,000–$24,999 
 Anonymous (1)
 Kim Hiett Jordan ’58
 David D. ’61 and Brenda Wenberg P’99
Gold Level 
 > $5,000–$9,999 
 George M. Chandler ’51
 Kathy and August W. Geise IV ’79 P’15
 Richard F. Olson ’53 P’85
 Alan C. ’72 and Pamela Reynolds
 Robert J. ’51 and Joan Schaupp P’86
 Janet Steiner ’82 and Robert J. Stevens ’79 P’13 ’10
Silver Level 
 > $2,000–$4,999 
 Shirley and Wilbert B. Bartelt
 Gene Redding ’64 and Howard B. Clark
 Arlene and R. Marshall Colburn Jr. ’62
 Robert J. ’64 and MaryAnn Dude P’03 ’99
 Kariann Moratzka ’96 and Adam M. Gottesman ’80
 Denise Dyer ’70 and Richard O. Haight ’71 P’00
 Marilyn Hibbert P’75
 Calvin D. Husmann and James Mahn
 Beverly Pearson Joutras ’49
 Susan Stillman ’72 and John C. Kane Jr.
 Lucy and Karl J. Klug
 Althea Hunting Kortenhof ’51 P’80 ’78
 Donald S. Koskinen ’50
 Stacy J. and Jamie Mara
 Carol Welch ’51 and James R. McCausland
 Chuck ’57 and Barb Merry
 Mary R. Ottoson ’68
 Robert C. ’48 and Ann Furminger Schneider
 Lee W. Traven ’52 +
 Julie and David V. Uihlein Jr. ’71
 Stephanie Howard ’80 and Michael Vrabec
 Margot and Richard + Warch
Bronze Level 
 > $1,000–$1,999 
 Elizabeth and John Anderla
 Christopher H. Anderson ’02 and Joyce P. Chang
 Judith Walworth Bare ’56
 Renee Goral ’85 and Thomas J. Boldt
 Mark D. Breseman ’78 and Jane Hillstrom P’14
 Alicia M. Broeren ’89
 Claire L. and Thomas G. Brown
 Chris Hickman ’56 and Richard D. Calder ’54
 Margaret Carroll ’61
 Gloria Gentelene Eckman ’47
 Christine and G. Gregory Fahlund
 Lynn Semple Hagee ’58 P’94
 Richard ’61 and Sharon Lee Heinemann P’92
 John L. ’65 and Elaine Herr
 Nancy Gazzola ’76 and David W. Hines Jr. ’76
 Nancy Homburg P’04
 Joyce C. Jacobson ’58
 Jean P. Jepson ’62 and  
      Howard G. Hardesty P’89 ’84
 Cynthia and Albert M. Johnson
 Bonnie R. Laird ’64
 Donald Levine
 Susan C. and Bradley L. Manning Jr. P’02 ’00
 John B. McKinstry
 Mary Plischounig ’62 and Dennis O’Flyng ’62 P’91
 Charles E. ’72 and Mary E. Ray
 Jody Koteski ’83 and Wayne F. Reckard
 Jane Baumann M-D’53 and William A. Savitt
 Claudena Skran and David Duncombe
 Raymond A. ’51 and Betty Smith
 Fred ’73 and Susan Sturm
 Timothy A. ’78 and Terese M. Thompson
 Clay R. ’57 and Jeanne Williams
 Stuart S. Winter ’83 and Elizabeth H. Crawley
 Janine M. yanisch ’87 and  
      Christopher J. Jankowski ’84
Viking Level 
 > $500–$999 
 Joan Timmermann ’56 and Stefan S. Anderson
 Mary P. and Charles F. Anderson
 Allen R. ’63 and Margaret Bjornson
 Kathleen Ramer ’57 and Robert K. Bourne
 Marcella and David Burrows
 Sarah Johnson ’97 and Benjamin C. Campbell ’97
 John R. ’77 and Mary W. Chandler
 Victoria W. and Albert S. Conti P’02
 Elizabeth Schlenk Cook M-D’53
 Lynne A. and George F. Detrick P’06
 Dorothy Janet Gaal ’80 and Peter C. Wilsey
 Laura Main ’91 and Jon Grafflin
 Janet Aronberg ’78 and Stuart P. Hersh
 Mary Bosser ’57 and William W. Joyce ’56 P’95
 Loretta Kalnow ’77 and Allan Kaplan
 Theodore M. Katzoff ’65 and Claudette M. Dorsey
 Betty A. and Dennis R. Keeney
 Kaye S. Rogers-Ketterling and  
      Marvin E. Ketterling P’92 ’90
 Carl G. Koch
 Cheryl Wilson ’72 and Rob Kopecky
 Linda M. Laarman ’73
 Barbara Donahue ’49 and George N. Larsen ’49
 Gretchen Wilterding ’52 and John V. Maring Sr.
 Mary Meany ’83
 Lisa Miller ’84 and Richard A. Moser ’83 P’14 ’11
 Nancy and John H. Munch P’97
 Patricia Scott ’53 and Ronald Myers ’53 P’79
 Patricia Phelps ’67 and Peter Nash ’67
 John W. ’69 and Christina L. O’Boyle P’12 ’10
 Rick and Sharon H. Peterson
 Jean Reynolds ’53 and Larry Pooler ’52 P’77
 Susan K. Raddant ’99
 Cynthia Liebich ’63 and Charles R. Reff P’99
 Gretchen M. Revie and Timothy A. Spurgin
 Glenda and Jack Rhodes
 Jone Bocher ’72 and Jeffrey D. Riester ’70
 Randall J. Rogers ’93
 Margaret Stalick ’70 and John A. Sanders ’68
 Lucinda and Dirk Scholten
 Thomas J. ’60 and Maureen M. Schulz
 Martha and Ronald L. Shiffler P’00 ’96
 Ruth Potthoff ’67 and Don Stewart
 Cynthia Moeller Stiehl ’89
 Gertrude Stillman and Robert W. Landry
 Brent K. ’99 and Sheri Tamamoto
 Raymond H. Taylor
 David G. ’78 and Trude I. Thome P’13
 Judith and John Turner
 Catherine S. Walby ’97
 Susanna Fortney ’58 and Peter A. Walby P’00 ’99 ’97
 Priscilla Peterson ’69 and Steven Weaver
 Leslie Bellows ’78 and Marc Weinberger ’77
 Susan Anderson ’70 and Erich P. Wise
 June and Marwin O. Wrolstad
 Bernadine and John J. Zimmer P’89
 James A. Zipple ’78 and Kathy Palmer
Heritage Level 
 > $250–$499 
 Deanne L. Amaden ’78 and Ibrahim J. Uckung
 Karen Henderson Bachhuber ’68 P’94
 Marian Martin Barkley ’54
 John J W. ’61 and Nancy J. Battin
 Priscilla Larsen ’66 and Anthony D. Beadell ’66
 Bradley J. Behrmann ’04
 Nicole J. Bice ’00
 Patricia Hamar ’48 and Oscar C. Boldt
 Beverly Hart ’55 and Neil C. Branson
 Marnie and William A. Brehm Jr. ’67
 Margaret Anderson ’90 and Jeffrey H. Brunner
 Bonnie Glidden ’62 and Robert C. Buchanan ’62 P’94
 Kathryn and Arthur Budzak P’81
 Erin Haight ’00 and Joshua Chudacoff ’99
 Douglas E. Clapp ’71 and Pamela J. Humphrey
 Alissa Joseph ’98 and Louis V. Clark IV ’98
 Kären Zoerb ’80 and Robert L. Cohen ’80
 Lucy Robandt ’76 and Jeffrey H. Colman ’76
 Diane DeiRossi and James K. Hardy
 Robert A. ’58 and Deloris A. De Lapp
 Charles S. Demler ’11
 Danielle L. and David J. Devereaux-Weber P’08
 Eleanor and James H. DeVries P’84
 Jennifer Dieter ’03
 Julie Sasman ’79 and John Dixon
 Gracia and Walter H. Drew
 Sandra J. Drexler ’90 and Thomas R. Sather P’04
 Elizabeth Dustman
 M. John Dyrud ’57
 Jeremy Efroymson
 Stephen R. ’64 and Margaret Elliott
 Nancy E. Fay ’78 and  
      Kendrith M. Rowland Jr. ’76 P’14 ’09
 Mary Oswald ’64 and Adrian E. Folkman +
 Grace and Bruce Frudden
 Barbara and Donald E. Fuhrmann P’92 ’90
 Janet L. Gibeau P’90 ’85 ’83
 Anne Skinner ’73 and Stanley J. Glad
 Jan Godfrey +
 Pamela K. and Terry Goode
 James J. Goodwin
 Stephen ’69 and Marjorie M. Graham
 Gabriele and G. Jonathan Greenwald
vvv
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 John R. Griffith ’69
 Mary Lamers ’50 and F. James Grist ’50
 Donita Stobaugh Gross
 Mary Griffiths Hane P’88
 Robert A. Hawley ’71 and Jennifer L. Blahnik
 Germaine Heimbach
 Diane and Kenneth M. Hill P’93 ’90
 Anne Hobler
 Nancy Zimmerman Hodges ’74
 Eilene and John Hoft-March
 Agnes Kubicz
 Cosette L. Lang
 Estella L. and Charles F. Lauter
 Ann Lawson
 Kathy and John Leach
 Marcie and Court Leonard P’72
 Alberta B . Logue
 Peggy Lott
 M. Joy and Bernard J. Lucier
 Charlotte and Roy Lukes
 Jennifer A. McConaghy ’00
 Joanne E. Meier
 Mark L. ’78 and Diana E. Metz
 Janet K. Modesitt ’65
 Rusti and Steven Moffic
 Beverly J. and Richard L. Moody
 Joan Leraan Morrell ’51
 Virginia O’Rourke ’51 and Jack Morris
 Jo Ann M. and William A. Mueller
 Joanne Jacobsen Nelson ’56
 Alison Vandenberg ’05 and William Newcomb
 Sally Noland and Jim Hilger
 Carol J. and John C. Palmquist P’86 ’82
 Muriel Jensen Patterson ’50
+ Decease
 Ryan A. ’98 and Rebecca S.B. Petersen
 Ralph E. Peterson ’54
 Mary H. Poulson
 Caroline Smith ’68 and Edward L.C. Pritchett
 Sylvia and Byron G. Riley
 Greta Rogers
 Lisa Kanitz ’87 and Randy Roskom
 Caroline Rued-Engel ’72
 J. Frederic ’59 and Sally Meyer Ruf P’88
 Madeleine M. and James M. Sargent
 Mary and John Schaupp P’15
 Melissa N. and Frederick J. Schaupp
 Joseph y. Seville
 Patrick H. Short ’81 and Ruth A. Jenkins
 Elizabeth Schaupp ’86 and Charles S. Sidles ’85
 Margaret and Eric Siebert
 Shirley Spangler ’59 and Richard J. Steiner P’82
 Sue Martin-Steiner ’78 and  
      Anthony M. Steiner P’12 ’05
 Neele-Banks and Matthew M. Stichnoth P’11
 Susan and C. T. Stone Jr.
 Dorothy Beltz ’51 and William R. Thompson ’50
 Jean C. Thompson P’77
 Steve J. Tie Shue ’04
 Bryan A. Torcivia ’81
 Louis Trafelet
 Sherril and Thomas A. Vandenberg P’05
 Isa Vondracek
 Elaine Krug Warskow ’49
 M. Jane and John A. Whitney
 Laura Winterstein ’03
 Marjorie Munson Wunder ’53
 John W. ’57 and Jeannie yule
 Helen Lofquist ’58 and John H. Zimmermann
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Donors 
 15  John B. Gregg
 19 George E. Hedge
 10  yvonne Johnson Pierce
 30+ Samuel G. Remley §
 30+ Jean Kieweg Schleis P’70
Class of 1944
No. Asked: 28
Donors: 17 (60.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,255
Other Gifts: $325
Total: $3,580
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 27 Georgiana M. Moore
Gifts of $500 + 
 26 Marilyn Schoenig Perry
 30+ Marguerite Brown Tibbetts P’71
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Jane Fletcher Hansen P’84 ’68
 30+ Robert J. Hlavacek
 20 Janice J. Klemish
Donors 
 22 Helen Schreiber Allen
 30+ Marjorie Iwen Buckley §
 22 Betty Brown Cooper
 30+ Marjorie A. Day
 26 Jean Pond Dever
 30+ Rosellen Bergmann Fortenbery
 22 Barbara Everett Saving P’70
 30+ Audrey Keller Taylor P’75
 23  Dorothy Schroeder Welsh
 30+ William F. Wilke
 30+ Muriel Braaten Williams P’76
Class of 1945
Class Agent
  Louis D. Traas P’91
No. Asked: 36
Donors: 29 (80.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $11,025
Other Gifts: $270
Total: $11,295
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Charlotte Jean Smith §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Joan E. Farrell §
 30+ Mary Wood Small
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Pamelia Anderson Henriksen §
 30+ Robert L. Tibbetts P’71
Gifts of $250 + 
 28 Patricia Torson Boyd
 28 Betty Van Gorp Bradley
 28 Patricia Wenner Straus
Donors 
 27 Richard H. Bick
 27 Betty Rice Bock
 16 Margaret Lally Burton
 30+ Virginia R. Cassin
 22 Margaret Miller Claussen
 27 Shirley Fox Cuff §
 30+ Barbara Warren Eckstrand
 30+ Roland Fenz §
 20 Wallace F. Gustafson
 20 Katherine Warren Holtz
 29 Dolores Horrig Laake
 30+ Betty Fountain Lane
 30+ Patricia Quinn Larkins P’81
 13  John O. Leonard P’83
 30+ Margaret Robinson Lobingier
 30+ Jane Brown Marich
 30+ Nancy Rose Mellem
 27 Margery Dixon Nauer
 22 Joan Green Radtke +
 30+ Virginia Bergquist Vandervoort
 24 Billie Kolb youngblood-Knolle
Class of 1946
No. Asked: 21
Donors: 7 (33.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $820
Total: $820
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Joanne Nicholas Stokes
Donors 
 19 Boris E. Cherney §
 14  Jeanne Andre Cox
 30+ Patricia Wheeler Galloway
 30+ Richard Galloway
 30+ Ruth-Marie Dewald Lucht §
 24 Norma Krueger Schultz
Class of 1947
Class Agent
  Betty Thompson Messenger
Class Secretary
  Margery Lott Abrams
No. Asked: 43
Donors: 25 (58.1%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $38,995
Other Gifts: $475
Total: $39,470
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Betty Thompson Messenger §
 30+ Mary Grimm Peterson P’71
 30+ Carl A. Valentine
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Betty Haas Main ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Gloria Gentelene Eckman §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Shirley Wenske Healy
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ John P. Gearns
Donors 
 30+ Margery Lott Abrams
 30+ Barbara Harkins Belle P’74
 11  Marcia Huff Bennett
 26 John Evan Dever
 15  Jean Gebhardt Doherty
 30+ Janet Goode Durham-Gard §
 30+ Raymond W. Gasbarre
 28 Shirley Buesing Hoge
 26 Corliss V. Jensen
 14  LeRoy E. Jirikovec
 19 Edmund F. LeRoux
 26 Joan Meier Mueller P’73
 30+ Leland R. Munger
 11  James W. Ove
 30+ Lois Hartmann Palmer
 14  Frederick S. Thatcher
 30+ William G. Thompson
 30+ Phyllis Blair Wallis
Class of 1948
Class Agents
  Betty Van Horne Richards
  James D. Richards
Class Secretary
  Nancy Moran Larson P’74
No. Asked: 75
Donors: 42 (56.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $27,375
Other Gifts: $112,136
Total: $139,511
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Patricia Hamar Boldt §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Elisabeth Foulke Jabas §
 30+ Robert D. Peterson P’71
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Robert C. Schneider
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Mary Trautmann Bloede §
 30+ Phyllis Leverenz younger §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Betty Van Horne Richards §
 30+ James D. Richards §
Gifts of $250 + 
 23  Tekla K. Bekkedal
 30+ Jeanne Ermel Good
Donors 
 20 Anna Rae Abbott
 30+ Herman J. Bushman Jr.
 27 Carole Hawley Chapin
 27 Walter J. Chilsen
 30+ Meredith Plier Clark
 30+ Philip C. Clark
 30+ Maryellen Jensen Dietz
 30+ Virginia Millis Falck
 27 Robert S. French §
 27 Betty Harbert Gaedke P’73
 19 Ruth Dickman Garretson
 29 Alice Rossiter Holway
 29 Dorothy Perschbacher Kassilke
 26 James E. Knister
 26 Edward J. Kolb
 14  Donna Zoellner Larson
 19 Jane Herren Lund
 29 Kathleen Quinn Matthiesen
 29 Albert Mengarelli
 28 Marjorie Fors Miller
 28 James G. Nelson P’78
 25  Anita N. Peterson
 24 Arthur L. Peterson
 28 Myra Kasik Pisacane
 23  Robert O. Robertson
 26 Theodore S. Roeder
 28 Marjorie Johnson Rosebush
 30+ Richard O. Sandow
 27 Nancy Stillman Spencer
 30+ Kenneth R. Stoddart
 16 Marilyn Chaimson Zheutlin
Class of 1949
Class Agent
  Joseph J. Biersteker P’68
Class Secretaries
  Marilyn Ericson Firehammer
  Welton E. Firehammer
No. Asked: 73
Donors: 47 (64.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $7,010
Other Gifts: $880
Total: $7,890
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Beverly Pearson Joutras §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Joseph J. Biersteker P’68
 30+ Barbara Donahue Larsen §
 30+ George N. Larsen §
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Richard F. Allen
 30+ Nancy L. Ballou
 30+ Carol Vivian Bergquist
 6  Richard W. Flicker
 30+ Bettie Falvey Hill
 26 Marian Gillet Kuhn
 30+ Elizabeth Sperry Schneider
 30+ Donald Strutz §
 30+ Elaine Krug Warskow §
Donors 
 30+ Gwenyth Fall Baker
 29 Robert C. Bauernfeind
 27 James M. Campbell P’89 ’85
 28 Jean Watt Castles
 30+ Robert J. Dietz
 25  Jule Horschak Friar
 27 Richard D. Goree P’81
 27 Suzanne Cory Griffith
 25  Nancy Kingsbury Grossklag
 20 Barbara Whittier Hanson
 30+ Marian E. Hart
 23  Nancy Marden Hay
 30+ Franklin J. Hill §
 24 William H. Hinze
 30+ Paul J. Jackson §
 29 Mary Ruth Holmes Johnson
 30+ Barbara Isely Kamerling
 15  Ruth Lindner Ketcham
 30+ Barbara Lott Kipp
 30+ Shirley Gregor Kreiman
 26 Anne Hughes Luckman
 19 Walter E. Lund +
 27 Joan Hansen Marsh
 30+ Meredythe McCarthy
 20 Barbara B. Meyer
 5  Bob Partridge P’89
 30+ Gloria Heller Peterson
 30+ Marie Kenyon Rosenfeldt
 30+ Audrey Mattes Schiedermayer
 30+ Lawrence A. Schiedermayer
 30+ Phyllis Densmoor Spencer
 9  Coralynn Manchee Steffen
 27 Maxine Patience Swanson
 30+ Betty Flom Tripp P’75
Class of 1950
Class Agents
  Marijean Meisner Flom P’83 ’75
  Mary Lamers Grist
No. Asked: 94
Donors: 57 (60.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $33,533
Other Gifts: $4,495
Total: $38,028
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Donald F. Jabas §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Donald S. Koskinen §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ F. James Grist §
 30+ Mary Lamers Grist §
 30+ Patricia Hammel Hammond §
 30+ Barbara Mosher Nelson §
 30+ Sonia Sandeen Perry §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Marijean Meisner Flom P’83 ’75 §
 30+ Marjorie Bliese Gluckstein
 30+ Donald E. Rumpf
 14  Elizabeth Stockham Simpson
 24 Martin J. Spalding Sr. P’76 §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Janice Juve Felker P’85 §
 30+ Robert J. Felker P’85 §
 30+ Helen Wagner Pierce P’87
 30+ William R. Thompson §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ William E. Beringer §
 21 Janet Tippet Goldsmith §
 30+ Joanne Hamilton Herold
 30+ Donald E. Jones Jr.
 22 Ralph E. Meyer
 29 Muriel Jensen Patterson
Donors 
 27 Marilyn Miller Bell
 30+ Robert L. Belle P’74 +
 26 Eugene S. Bondar
 28 Mary Ellen Graper Bonsignore
 24 Jean Eiss Casey
 30+ Edward C. Conrads §
 28 Joyce Valy Davis
 24 Donald Dawson
 30+ Margaret Saecker Eldred
 30+ Russell R. Ellis P’79
 24 Robert E. Frederick
 17 Elizabeth Forster Glidden
 24 Anna Mae Loveland Godin
 29 Jean Zei Gray
 17 Virginia Moulton Haack
 27 Joan Miller Hunting §
 27 Vivian Schumaker Iverson
 28 Delores Long Jensen
 26 Jacqueline Roth Knister
 30+ Robert J. Landsberg
 28 John T. Law
 30+ Richard A. Lindner
 17 Frederick J. Locke
 28 Thomas B. McKenzie P’95 ’80
 24 Lois Seggelink McMillan
 23  Evelyn Mularkey Peterson
 30+ Claude H. Radtke
 26 I. Richard Roberts
 29 Curtis L. Scherer
 29 Marieta DeNy Scherer
 26 C. H. Schroeder
 30+ Robert J. Staffeld
 4  Melvin R. Storm
 30+ Donald E. Swenson
 30+ Mona Johnston VandeBerg
Class of 1951
Class Agent
  Cathryn Masterson Weinfurter P’89 + 
Class Secretary
  Lois J. Larson
No. Asked: 97
Donors: 65 (67.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $55,505
Other Gifts: $76,370
Total: $131,875
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Althea Hunting Kortenhof P’80 ’78 §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ George M. Chandler §
 30+ Robert J. Schaupp P’86
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 27 Kenelm A. Groff
 28 Allan R. Hallock
 30+ Laurence C. Hammond Jr. §
 30+ Carol Welch McCausland
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Rachel E. Finger §
 30+ Robert E. McCoy §
 30+ Carol Ebert Rumpf
 28 William J. Sievert P’76 +
 30+ Raymond A. Smith §
 26 Carolyn Ingham Stern
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Barbara Stern Fernholz ‡
 30+ Joyce Herreid Haight ‡
 30+ Julia Peerenboom Nord
 30+ Dorothy Beltz Thompson §
 30+ Hester Wolfe White ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Earl A. Glosser
 30+ Kenneth W. Lutz
 24 Joan Leraan Morrell
 30+ Virginia O’Rourke Morris
 30+ Gene P. Simon
Donors 
 26 Mary Ellen Kay Andrew-Wilke
 30+ Susan Fry Becker
 20 Don W. Churchill
 30+ Patrick D. Curtin
 7  Alice Wanner Daugherty
 30+ Stanley F. Doenecke
 30+ Richard H. Dorsey
 29 Donald L. Exner P’76 ’72
 30+ William W. Ferguson
 26 Nancy Fry Fitch
 30+ Mary Hipke Frisch P’80
 23  G. Louise Grist Gray
 28 William L. Guerin
 26 Susan Edwards Harker P’84
 30+ Joan Christman Hax
 30+ Richard D. Helke P’86
 30+ Richard G. Holloway
 30+ Nancy Orth Kaiser §
 29 Edward T. Kanaya
 30+ Jeannine Krantz Koessel §
 21 Arden Polzin Kuehmsted
 21 Owen A. Kuehmsted
 26 Barbara Struening Kuenzi
 30+ Betsy Hamilton LaNoue
 30+ Lois J. Larson
 15  Sarah Steinberg Lawrence
 30+ Betty Plautz Leeson
 8  Alice Van Housen Littlefield
 28 Richard E. Luthin
LawREncE aLumni
LAWRENCE ALUMNI LAWRENCE ALUMNIThe Loyal to Lawrence Society
The Loyal to Lawrence Society recognizes donors for the 
overall number of years they have given to the college, 
beginning with their second year of giving. Your number 
of years of giving appears next to your name in this report. 
We recognize donors with 30 or more years of giving at the 
30+ level. Lawrence and its students and faculty depend 
on your financial support every year. Having donors who 
make giving to Lawrence an annual tradition enables the 
college to budget appropriately and ensures stability in 
program offerings.
Thank you for being Loyal to Lawrence.
  5,292   
alumni or 37.5% gave




Donors: 3 (100.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $350
Total: $350
Donors 
 21 Gwendolyn Johnson Ashman
 30+ Otto Haueisen
 17 Mary Fulton Jenkin
Class of 1937
No. Asked: 4
Donors: 1 (25.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $50
Total: $50
Donors 
 30+ Ethel Helmer Riester P’70 +
Class of 1938
Class Secretary
  David E. Walling
No. Asked: 7
Donors: 3 (42.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $225
Total: $225
Donors 
 30+ Claribel Danielson Lutes +
 18 Adele Sawyer Matthai
 25  Ruth Raney Selmer
Class of 1939
No. Asked: 5
Donors: 4 (80.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $13,130
Total: $13,130
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Ann Shattuck Courtenay
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ John N. Crawford ‡
 30+ Kenneth R. Sager
Donors 
 10  Jeanette Sebald Jenkins
Class of 1940
Class Agent
  Mary White Stroebe
No. Asked: 11
Donors: 7 (63.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,625
Other Gifts: $50
Total: $1,675
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Mary White Stroebe §
Gifts of $250 + 
 26 Robert F. Pedall
Donors 
 30+ yvonne Mathe Furman
 28 Warren Hovland
 30+ Maureen May Moll
 30+ H. Woodrow Ohlsen
 30+ Robert R. Woodward
Class of 1941
Class Secretary
  Margaret Banta Humleker P’73 ’69
No. Asked: 11
Donors: 7 (63.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $745
Other Gifts: $16,250
Total: $16,995
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 29 William A. Siekman P’74 ’72 +
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Margaret Banta Humleker P’73 ’69 §
Gifts of $500 + 
 28 Saburo Watanabe P’77
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Margaret Buswell Nelson
Donors 
 30+ Martha Carman Fink P’68 + §
 21 Marjorie Mansfield Phillips +
 23  Elizabeth A. Strong
Class of 1942
No. Asked: 12
Donors: 8 (66.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,595
Other Gifts: $260
Total: $1,855
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Joan Glasow White §
Gifts of $500 + 
 26 Robert M. Perry
Donors 
 30+ Robert W. Barry
 19 Eleanor Jensen Hedge
 30+ Robert P. McIntosh
 30+ Sylvia Scott Moore
 30+ Alice Engle Seaborne
 30+ Alvin A. Staffeld
Class of 1943
No. Asked: 25
Donors: 13 (52.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $6,825
Other Gifts: $86,997
Total: $93,822
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Albert K. Wickesberg
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Marjorie Harkins Kiewit
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Virginia Cossmann Quirk
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Dorothy Hohenadel Pile ‡
 30+ Elyn L. Williams §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Marian Groninger Brooks
 30+ Eloise Misdall Godfrey
Gifts of $250 + 
 24 Les Stumpf
class of
1953
60th Reunion | $867,355
Class of 1953 Reunion Attendees: 
Richard F. Olson, Wayne Boshka
• 55.4% participation
• 17 Founders Club members
• 11 Legacy Circle members
•  1 multi-year pledge
• $8,395  for other purposes
• $47,960 for  the Lawrence Fund
• $811,000 planned legacy gifts
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 24 Elizabeth Oleson Lyon
 22 Nancy Leigh Miller
 5  Arthur M. North
 27 Corinne Rinkob Rasmussen
 15  Joan Donaldson Sept
 30+ William H. Tripp P’75
 29 Charles H. Van De Zande ‡
 24 Thomas C. Van Housen §
 30+ Marilyn Gonia Weber P’81 ’77
 30+ John J. Whiteman
 30+ Margaret C. Wolf
 30+ Christine Lipps Woodruff
Class of 1952
Class Agent
  Gretchen Wilterding Maring
Class Secretary
  Kenneth F. Anderson
No. Asked: 75
Donors: 44 (58.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $9,702
Other Gifts: $11,132
Total: $20,834
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 21 Richard N. Boya P’82 §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Kenneth F. Anderson
 22 Lee W. Traven + ‡ §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Martha Benton Flom P’82 ’79
 30+ Joan Swartzlow McDougal §
 30+ Peter G. Notaras §
 30+ Larry Pooler P’77 §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ William W. Cooley §
 30+ James F. Haight ‡
 30+ Peggy Johnson Jacobs §
 30+ Peter C. Jacobs §
 30+ Gretchen Wilterding Maring §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Sally Spring Celestino
 30+ John W. Monsted
 30+ James H. Olander
 22 James L. Patten P’90
 30+ Martha Johnston Prince P’86 ‡
 28 James L. Webers
 30+ Lucy Norman Winter
Donors 
 30+ Keith M. Buxton
 26 Russell B. Clark
 20 Suzanne Baker Clark
 20 Harry C. Fall
 26 Theresa Bradt Ferreira
 23  Diana Fisher Fox
 30+ James R. Hickey
 28 Joseph A. Hopfensperger §
 30+ Webster W. Hron
 24 Jean Luginbuhl Krueger
 26 Lennart N. Lindstrom
 27 Mary Whitaker Mullen +
 30+ Joyce Stanelle Murray
 24 Ingrid Metzler Nitzsche
 22 Wendell E. Orr
 28 William D. Peterson Jr.
 25  Ruth Flum Polzin
 24 Douglas L. Robertson
 30+ R. Paul Rosenheimer P’87
 30+ Theodore H. Runyon Jr.
 17 Marion R. Seitz
 30+ Wilma Swanson Seppala
 21 Joan Mraz Tallis
 24 Barbara McBride Willey
 30+ Marjorie Harrer Williams
Class of 1953
Class Agent
  Jean Reynolds Pooler P’77
Class Secretary
  Diane Manny Greatwood
Reunion Committee
  Diane Manny Greatwood
  Artha Gruhl Hornbostel
  John R. Landis P’89 ’86 ’84
  Ethel Clingman Lawrence P’85
No. Asked: 95
Donors: 51 (55.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $47,960
Other Gifts: $8,395
Total: $56,355
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 29 Marion White Lardner §
 30+ Gretchen Irmiger Morrison
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 24 Richard F. Olson P’85
Gifts of $2,000 + 
  Anonymous (1)
 30+ Faye Koberstein Bauske
 30+ Kenneth G. Bauske
 27 Suzanne Brannon Groff
 30+ Joan Munson Prims §
 26 Ronald H. Rammer
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Judith Pfefferle Carr
 30+ Artha Gruhl Hornbostel §
 30+ Patricia Scott Myers P’79
 30+ Ronald Myers P’79
 30+ Jean Reynolds Pooler P’77 §
 30+ Donald J. Randall ‡
 30+ Margaret C. Rowe
Gifts of $500 + 
 14  Wayne P. Boshka
 30+ William V. Cerny Sr.
 30+ Cynthia Furber Cooley §
 21 Barbara Brunswick Ingrams §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Barbara Bear Alseth ‡ §
 30+ James R. Boldt
 30+ Barbara Spandet Gazzolo
 26 Donald M. Matheson
 30+ Joseph J. Schroeder Jr. + §
 30+ Gretchen Prasher Tinkle
 17 Marjorie Munson Wunder
Donors 
 18 David D. Brown P’83
 21 Barbara Utzerath Burton
 30+ Eleanor Shaw Davidson
 30+ Mildred Shaw Duffy
 17 Mark A. Else
 20 Arden White Fall
 30+ Joan E. Freeman
 28 Kay Milnamow Guerin
 22 Eugene L. Heller
 21 James I. Jeffers
 28 Joan English Kiersey
 29 Karen Hansen Knudsen
 29 Kermit B. Knudsen
 30+ Lawrence H. Larsen
 29 Ethel Clingman Lawrence P’85
 30+ Mary Starks Matz +
 22 Mary Forney Menin
 30+ Kenneth J. Meyer P’77
 30+ Margaret Hill Meyer P’77
 30+ S. George Notaras §
 30+ Patricia Woolley Pearse
 30+ Beverly Buchman Reberg
 14  Charles H. Rohe
 25  Marjorie Thuss Sarles
 30+ Mary Wood Sturtevant
 30+ Evelyn M. Waddell
 18 Gretchen Lageson Whitcomb P’86
Class of 1954
Class Agent
  MerryBelle Kercher Beltz
Class Secretary
  Margaret Hoyer Davies
No. Asked: 100
Donors: 66 (66.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $28,390
Other Gifts: $825
Total: $29,215
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Walter H. Bissell P’82 §
 30+ June Jacobsen Reimer §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 24 Betty Leisering Dodd
 30+ Maurice G. Locklin P’74 ’71 §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Lois Schneeberger Barton §
 30+ Richard D. Calder
 30+ Edward L. Grosse §
 30+ Margaret Link Grosse §
 30+ Nancy Wallace Peters
 15  Le Roy Shaw
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Kenneth J. Krueger
 30+ James K. Lunney
 30+ Marshall H. Pepper §
 17 Ralph E. Peterson §
Gifts of $250 + 
 28 Marian Martin Barkley
 30+ Charlotte Bailey Codo
 30+ Ralph H. Erickson §
 30+ Nancy Preston Johnson
 30+ Roger P. Kennedy §
 23  Mary Alice Green Kopf
 26 Ann Lapham Kramer P’84 §
 28 Richard J. Krause
 30+ Barbara Miller Kruyne
 20 Alan C. McConagha
 9  Charles D. Morris §
 25  Charles A. Peters
 30+ Elmer Pfefferkorn Jr. §
 30+ Ivan N. Spangenberg P’90
 30+ Henry A. Spille
Donors 
 30+ Janet Seeber Adams
 19 Virginia Runge Appleton
 30+ Howard M. Boor
 22 Margaret Hoyer Davies
 30+ Mary Jean Bailey De Marr
 24 Helen Stansbury Dupree
 28 Cleida Johnson Galligan
 28 Donna Zizek Given §
 14  Georgia Hester Griffis
 6  Kent B. Hanson
 18 James L. Hoel
 30+ Cheri Pfeiffer Hron
 19 Leanne Atkinson Johnson
 29 Win Jones
 30+ David A. Kopplin
 26 Suzanne Wehrs Lockard
 26 Donna Braeger Mitchell
 23  Alice Lalk Mumme
 23  Kenneth I. Mumme
 22 Abraham Oglanian
 30+ Janet Spencer Ollmann
 25  James T. Owen
 28 Betsey L. Packard §
 23  Virginia Anderson Palansky
 30+ Barbara Everts Petitclair
 24 Thomas S. Piper
 30+ Carolyn Graves Planakis
 21 Barbara Burnham Rider
 20 Joyce Hendricks Schranz
 28 Jerome O. Siebers
 28 Carolyn Peterson Sneed P’79
 30+ Jean McLaughlin Swanson
 30+ Ralph B. Tippet P’89
 26 Charles S. Watson
 22 Kathleen Hart Webers
 30+ Beverly Socha Wilke P’80
 19 Joseph y. yasutake
Class of 1955
Class Agents
  Helen Williams Kaiser P’84
  Nicholas T. Kaiser P’84
  Douglas M. Reimer
Class Secretary
  Jean Jackson Schaefle
No. Asked: 95
Donors: 60 (63.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $121,373
Other Gifts: $113,907
Total: $235,280
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Overton B. Parrish Jr. §
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Frank A. Svoboda §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Dwight A. Peterson §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 27 Delphine Joerns Overby P’90 §
 27 James R. Overby P’90 §
 30+ Constance Clarke Purdum P’87 §
 30+ Douglas M. Reimer §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Richard W. Gast ‡ §
 26 Constance Crump Rammer
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Thomas S. Frank
 6  Robert E. Lakemacher Jr.
 30+ Sally Ann Mundt
 29 Mary Ann Sanford
 29 John J. Thorse
 30+ Richard W. Zuehlke §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Alan A. Ehrhardt §
 30+ Jon L. Jacobson §
 30+ Bruce L. Kapitzke
 26 Peggy Stewart Wilson P’85
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Beverly Hart Branson
 30+ Charles S. Cianciola §
 28 Frances Hillborn Krause
 9  Patricia Meenen Morris §
 30+ Stanley D. Reiners
 29 Elizabeth Boor Ribares
 30+ Edward F. Rubovits
 30+ Donna Louise Stark
 15  Mary (Vicki) Wenzel Wilcox
 28 Nancy Ryan Wright
Donors 
 27 Mary Christner Bauer
 19 William L. Beach
 9  Thomas S. Bigelow
 30+ Arlene G. Burbank
 25  Janet Wullner-Faiss Cloak §
 15  Richard H. Coan
 26 Vernita Anderson Copeland
 6  Kenneth W. Cummins
 30+ Russel C. Evans
 17 Robert E. Gerrie
 14  Marguerite Jamieson Haley
 28 Phyllis Alton Hansen
 30+ Doris E. Johnson
 26 Helen Williams Kaiser P’84
 26 Nicholas T. Kaiser P’84
 15  Sara Richards Kurtz
 13  Susan LaRose Robertson
 29 Philip Mayer §
 28 Kathryn Ellis Price
 25  Richard J. Quentmeyer
 24 Sharon Doerfler Riehle P’85
 13  Malcolm B. Robertson
 25  Martha Stone Romstad P’90
 30+ Bruce W. Sielaff
 18 Robert A. Smith §
 13  Margaret Nielsen Strass P’89 ’85
 30+ Mary Shaw Sunby
 25  Richard A. Underberg
 21 Donald L. Vorpahl P’90 ’88 ’86
 27 Ruth Cizek Westberg
Class of 1956
Class Agent
  Nancy Brice Van Ry
Class Secretary
  Joan Timmermann Anderson
No. Asked: 98
Donors: 53 (54.1%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $14,110
Other Gifts: $6,045
Total: $20,155
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Joan Timmermann Anderson §
 30+ David R. Challoner P’82 §
 24 Douglas H. Powell §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 27 Judith Walworth Bare
 27 James W. Boyd
 30+ Earl F. Bracker §
 30+ Chris Hickman Calder
 29 Barbara Fieweger Furman
 26 Kathryn Hougard Rathburn ‡
 30+ Carol yates Zuehlke §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Ellen Barber Boeye P’81 §
 30+ Robert P. Boeye P’81 §
 28 Katharine Bayer Buesing
 30+ Beverly Becker Henderson §
 19 William W. Joyce P’95
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Joanne Jacobsen Nelson
 30+ Phyllis Anderson Roberts §
 30+ Nancy Hyde Rubovits
 28 Kenneth W. Seefeld
 28 Shirley Cox Seefeld
Donors 
 24 Jane Droppers Audrey
 9  Ann Warren Babbington-Parrish
 27 John P. Brunswick
 22 Charles J. Cappetta
 30+ Donald T. Erdman
 30+ Joan Bernthal Erdman
 30+ Ralph E. Freeman
 26 Dorothy Staiger Gooding
 26 Ralph U. Gooding Jr.
 30+ Jacqueline Mavity Grisaffe
 30+ Olinda L. Haehlen-Corin
 3  Roger H. Hall
 23  Carolyn Kasten Howe P’82
 24 Shirley Burhop Iverson
 25  Jerome H. Kamps
 26 Richard J. Kamps
 30+ Walter E. Karst P’89
 14  Eugene Krohn
 4  Don C. Lundell
 21 Margaret Gegan Martin
 30+ Barbara Anderson Morris P’84 §
 30+ Kathleen Merley Moulin
 24 John N. O’Brien P’93
 27 Helen Fehlhaber Oertel
 30+ Margaret Wolfe Redfield
 30+ Donald P. Rietz
 26 James G. Schlick
 25  Willard A. Schmidt
 30+ Rosann Heinritz Sexton P’87 ’80
 30+ Marlene Brockman Thomsen
 25  Janie Clapp Torma
 30+ Nancy Brice Van Ry §
 23  Norma Crawford Voss
Class of 1957
Class Agents
  Phillip T. May Jr.
  James L. Parker
  Audrey Tangen Schlafke-Stelson
Class Secretary
  Theodore A. Beranis
No. Asked: 122
Donors: 63 (51.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $52,845
Other Gifts: $19,925
Total: $72,770
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Carol Adams Svoboda §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Chuck Merry ‡ §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Suzanne Whitmore Elliott
 28 William H. Swanstrom §
 30+ Richard K. Weber P’90 §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Phyllis Larnino Clement ‡
 26 Peter R. Dohr §
 30+ M. John Dyrud §
 29 Robert S. Furman
 26 David S. Hathaway §
 27 David L. Hoffman P’94 ’92 §
 30+ Ronald C. Johnson §
 30+ Richard H. Kimberly P’90
 23  James L. Parker §
 30+ Audrey Tangen Schlafke-Stelson §
 30+ Clay R. Williams §
Gifts of $500 + 
 13  Kathleen Ramer Bourne
 30+ Valerie Kolb Garrett ‡
 19 Mary Bosser Joyce P’95
 30+ David E. Reilly
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Carol Bowman Rine
 30+ Richard D. Rine
 29 Robert L. VanDale
 30+ Lois Niemi Waara
 29 John W. yule §
Donors 
 24 Frederic C. Brechler
 30+ Barbara Craig Buck +
 24 Nancy Nickles Buss
 22 Carolyn Johnson Cappetta
 30+ Frank W. Cole P’82 §
 30+ Rolf F. Dehmel §
 20 Dennis J. DeMets P’85 ’82 ’81
 24 Martin L. Deppe P’86
 29 JoAnn Buesing DuVall P’84 §
 30+ Marillyn Warner Freeman
 29 Anne Blanchard Gascoigne
 30+ Cynthia Perry Goldsberry
 30+ Roberta Luce Guthrie
 20 John C. Harmon II P’04 ’03
 20 C. Richard Henckel
 25  Alice Peters Hudec
 25  Celia Niessen Hunt
 27 Norma Christopherson Kretzschmar
 30+ Susan Willem Martinson
 27 Anne Defenderfer Mattern P’83
 27 Gerald Mattern P’83
 30+ Phillip T. May Jr. §
 30+ Frederick J. Noack
 30+ Adriana Van Uxem Noonan
 30+ Cecile Otte Pernica
 15  James R. Petrie
 19 Jerome H. Rusch
 25  Philip Q. Sawin Jr.
 23  Grace Knoedler Skadow
 24 Lois Kukuk Smith
 30+ Mary Hadley Speerschneider P’81
 27 Mary Matenaer Starr
 30+ Mary Bissell Turner
 28 Mary Walters
 18 Leslie Gilbert Wilson
 30+ Carol Barden Zadra
 30+ Joseph K. Ziemann
Class of 1958
Class Agents
  Philip J. Burck
  Susanna Fortney Walby P’00 ’99 ’97
Class Secretary
  J. Robert Martin
No. Asked: 98
Donors: 65 (66.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $252,286
Other Gifts: $13,500
Total: $265,786
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Kim Hiett Jordan §
 30+ Thomas C. Kayser
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ John H. Ellerman ‡ §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Philip J. Burck ‡ §
 30+ Helen Lofquist Zimmermann
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Jacklyn Anderson Challoner P’82 §
 26 Wallace W. Chandler
 30+ Bert E. Elliott Jr.
 30+ James L. Fetterly §
 30+ Norman E. Harden P’79
 30+ J. Robert Martin
 30+ Susanna Fortney Walby P’00 ’99 ’97
Gifts of $1,000 + 
  Anonymous (1)
 30+ Joseph R. Dunbeck
 30+ Jon E. Haebig
 29 Lynn Semple Hagee P’94 §
 24 Joyce C. Jacobson
 30+ Karen Ansorge Kimberly P’90
 22 Thomas C. Larsen
 30+ John W. Moore
 30+ John G. Scambler
 30+ Jon W. Stromberg
 28 Judy Huffman Sutherland P’88
 30+ Merrily Watters Thomas
 30+ Helen Bullard Wadman §
 30+ David J. Wege §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ William W. Bast P’89
 30+ Robert A. De Lapp §
 30+ Mary Severson Lewis §
 30+ Daniel J. Pradt
 30+ Dorothy Hur Reilly
 16 Phyllis Rowland Trostrud
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Mimi Muuss Schultz
 30+ Walter J. Scott Jr.
 30+ Robert W. Thurow ‡
Donors 
 11  Marilyn Adamson Bartelt
 24 Patricia Gode Bell
 19 Sarah M. Burnham
 29 Joyce Freiberg Christie
 14  Karen Rydin Collins
 30+ Esther Whitmore Craig
 26 Shirley Carter DeLorme
 30+ Catherine Ralph Dillon
 30+ Sonja Jensen Dosse
 22 Suzanne Mumme Erdman
 30+ Marilyn Olson Erickson P’84
 17 John W. Franke
 30+ Janice Krause Gunlogson
 22 Mary Bradt Kelling
 30+ William R. Laycock Jr.
 19 Jane McGrew McBride
 23  Lee J. Mevis P’94 ’92
 22 Janet Dolan Negronida §
 15  Patricia McBride Petrie
 10,490  
individuals gave 
a total of 
$7,108,474
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class of
1963
  50th Reunion  | $1,231,241
Tom Pearl Lawrence ’63 leads his class in the annual Parade of Classes 
at Reunion
• 71.7% participation
• 28 Founders Club members 
• 13 Legacy Circle members
• 36 multi-year pledges
• $25,596 for other purposes
• $144,645  for the Lawrence Fund
• $1,061,000 in planned legacy gifts
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 28 Stephen E. Pinkowsky
 30+ Doris E. Potratz
 4  James R. Smith
 3  Carol Hagedorn Stocking
 25  Ruthann Boucher Stolzman
 30+ Marilyn R. Voegele
 30+ Suzanne Faber Weber P’90
 28 Elisabeth S. Wilton
 14  Nina Krumm Winter
 30+ Donald L. Wolf
 30+ Jan Shumaker yoon ‡
 30+ Rowan Schmidt Zeiss
Class of 1959
Class Agent
  Karl J. Schmidt
Class Secretary
  Ann Alexander McDonnell
No. Asked: 98
Donors: 72 (73.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $22,186
Other Gifts: $6,699
Total: $28,886
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ David C. Mulford P’86
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Judith Walsh Fetterly §
 30+ Carolyn Lohman Johnson
 30+ Thomas A. Johnson
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 23  Donald A. Andler
 30+ Duncan C. Burdick P’90
 30+ Judith Fabrick Burdick P’90
 30+ Thomas P. Clement ‡
 29 Robert D. Heidorn
 30+ Nathan M. Pusey Jr.
 30+ James F. Reiskytl ‡ §
 30+ Lysbeth Vaillancourt Reiskytl ‡ §
 30+ J. Frederic Ruf P’88 §
 30+ Karl J. Schmidt
 30+ Gregory B. Smith §
Gifts of $500 + 
 26 Judith Pedersen Brandle
 11  Harry E. Engel
 28 John E. Harris
 28 Ruth Esty Harris
 21 Wayne W. Kronquist
 30+ John B. Liebenstein P’83 §
 25  Margaret Evans Lintvedt P’82
 25  Richard L. Lintvedt P’82
 30+ Joan Nelson Meginniss
 30+ Dorothea Binhammer Sager P’90 ’89
 21 James S. Schafer
Gifts of $250 + 
 21 David F. Berganini
 13  K. Ann Dempsey §
 30+ William G. DeWitt
 30+ Philip S. Dorchester ‡
 18 Susan Stevens Garnett
 26 Dennis R. Odekirk
 30+ Judith Johnson Phillips §
 30+ Shirley Spangler Steiner P’82
 28 Marjorie Laupp Swain P’82
 28 Robert W. Swain Jr. P’82
 30+ Carol Fallon Tierney
 8  Paul L. Tuteur
 30+ Judith Wilmer Wenberg
Donors 
 8  Irene M. Barbeau
 25  Sally Cantwell Basting
 20 Brian K. Beck
 30+ Patricia Rice Blake
 26 Barbara Kilb Bland
 24 Gretchen Hollander Brechler
 28 Norris D. Breitbach
 27 Suzanne Walter Bush
 29 Thomas F. Christie
 5  Neil P. Collins
 30+ Barbara Nutting Dahlke
 30+ Jack DerHovsepian
 30+ Patricia Miller DerHovsepian
 29 Gretchen Luitwieler Doucette
 24 Betty Kuether Gast
 30+ Thomas F. Holler
 8  William W. Jenkins Jr.
 30+ Barbara Adrian Karst P’89
 30+ R. Lincoln Keiser P’89
 24 Rachael Bizal Macklem
 21 Alan E. Marquardt
 30+ Ann Alexander McDonnell
 30+ Judy Hallett McWhirter
 27 Waltressa Allen Molsberry
 30+ Carol Ann Schleger Ostrom
 26 Lucy Staack Perez
 24 Marilynn Lyon Powell
 26 Mary Thailing Shaver
 30+ David A. Smith
 28 Barbara Beckley Van Cleave
 20 Ruth M. Weber
 30+ Wilburn J. Weber P’83
 15  Barbara Miller Whittlesey
Class of 1960
Class Agent
  Anita Hansen Horton
Class Secretary
  Kathleen Karst Larson
No. Asked: 97
Donors: 61 (62.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $38,840
Other Gifts: $1,233,555
Total: $1,272,395
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ J. Thomas Hurvis
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 27 Sonja Lorentzen Reed
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 28 Robert A. Bishop ‡
 30+ Pat Twohig Martin
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 19 Jane L. Baker
 17 John J. Beck
 30+ Anita Hansen Horton
 26 Judith Larsen Jentzen
 12  Linda Ohlander Jessen
 10  David B. Langhaug
 30+ Myrna Rongsted Manz
 22 Jack H. Morris ‡ §
 20 Linda Lord Olson
 30+ Elizabeth Davidson Pusey
 30+ Richard K. Ramsey §
 15  Thomas G. Schanke
 30+ JoAnn Staab Schmidt
 30+ Susan Scidmore Stromberg
 25  Arthur E. von Plachecki P’84
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Gretchen Hildner Bearce
 30+ Helen Buscher Franke
 30+ Hannah Gale Pinkerton
 30+ Tad B. Pinkerton
 30+ Gail Meier Reiman
 26 Thomas J. Schulz
 29 Theodore L. Steck
 30+ Janet Moats Veitch §
 30+ John C. Wurster
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Jeffrey Bowen §
 26 Mary Ann Sullivan Cashion
 21 C. Lee Gilbertson P’92
 21 Edith Miller Gilbertson P’92
 30+ Elizabeth McNeil Haeberle
 30+ Kenneth E. Haeberle
 30+ H. Michael Hartoonian P’05
 30+ Lynn Walter Scott
Donors 
 30+ Judith Bell Bachleitner
 19 Arlene Verbeski Crawford
 28 Judith Schwendener Fitz
 30+ Chuck Gobel
 18 Henry A. Harris Jr.
 18 Norman J. James
 22 Ronald H. Jensen
 24 Sue Newman Katz
 30+ Karen Schwantes Keele
 30+ Kathleen Karst Larson
 11  Marilyn Mollenhauer Liebert
 30+ Haldon W. Lindfelt P’88
 19 Douglas C. Logan
 21 Susan Moshier Mathews
 25  Donald R. Niemi
 29 Louise Putnam Pate
 30+ Glen R. Peterson
 26 William J. Richards P’95
 25  Carole Stolpestad Rogentine
 23  Jonathan W. Rose
 23  Marilyn Low Schmitt §
 12  Ronald P. Simon
 25  Rodney A. Stecher
 15  Peter A. Voy
 14  Eugene E. Wilcox
Class of 1961
Class Agent
  Jay F. Williams
Class Secretary
  Jane Voss Holroyd P’85
No. Asked: 133
Donors: 81 (60.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $63,068
Other Gifts: $1,240,180
Total: $1,303,248
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Julie Esch Hurvis
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Margaret Carroll §
 30+ David D. Wenberg P’99
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Ann DeLong Haase
 30+ Ashley T. Haase
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 16 Thomas J. Bare
 30+ Jane Voss Holroyd P’85
 30+ Nancy Marsh Stowe P’87
 30+ Gwynn Williams Wardwell §
 29 Phyllis Spinner yates §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 23  Carol Kade Andler
 30+ John J W. Battin
 30+ John E. Dunning
 2  Edward T. Fairchild
 30+ G. Eric Hansen
 29 Richard Heinemann P’92
 27 Virginia Smith Hoelter P’86
 30+ Mary L. Hotson
 30+ Patricia Cane Kraske
 23  Gary K. Larson
 30+ Susan Baker Ramsey §
 22 Arlene Atwood Trettin §
Gifts of $500 + 
 29 Jo Ann Nelson Church §
 30+ David R. Grant
 30+ R. Jeffery Lawrence
 19 Arthur D. Ullian
 13  Melvin G. Weinberg
 30+ Patricia Gilmore Wurster
Gifts of $250 + 
 23  Wendy Crouch Aeschliman
 22 Judith Peterson Colby
 28 Judith Barkley Engel
 27 Judith Schroeder Grimes
 30+ William E. Mack
 13  Celoris Hackbart Miller
 30+ Mary Wilder Perry
 30+ James P. Rasmussen
 21 Kathryn Geiger Roberts
 28 Harriet Hipke Stoll
 30+ Patricia Trambauer Williams
 20 Torrey Kipp youngstrum
Donors 
 30+ Donna Allen Atkinson
 30+ John D. Bauerlein §
 30+ Denise Boyd Benskin
 25  Jane Gant Buchanan
 19 Sara Sarius DeRouchey
 29 Ann Paisley Dunning
 30+ Cecily Sachs Feldman
 30+ Michael K. Foster
 17 George B. Friend
 28 June Johnson Holmqvist
 30+ Byron E. Johnson
 14  John E. Kearns III
 22 Joseph F. Kunz
 30+ Richard N. Lang
 30+ Ruth Rathbun Littmann
 30+ Patricia C. Lufkin
 29 Nancy Kaminski Lyons
 27 Karla R. Menge
 27 Judith Goodrich Mueller
 27 Janet Davenport Niemeyer ‡
 30+ MaryLou Lloyd Opgenorth §
 30+ Judith Van Der Linden Ovitt
 30+ Richard F. Pain
 14  Audrey Prior Parker
 30+ Champe C. Ransom
 25  Brenda Brady Ready
 16 Dorothy Lund Sager
 26 Alice Brewer Schacht
 30+ Theodore F. Schnese
 30+ Stanley A. Smith
 30+ John M. Stack
 30+ Gus Strassburger
 30+ Edward F. Treick §
 28 Timothy C. Trowbridge
 29 Donald E. Tyriver P’91
 26 Gail Lillygren Uram
 22 Susan Mason Vesel
 30+ Richard V. Waters
 23  Mollie Petersen Webb
 26 Jay F. Williams
 28 Jerome W. yates
Class of 1962
Class Agent
  R. Marshall Colburn Jr.
Class Secretary
  Mary Prince Wensing P’93
No. Asked: 148
Donors: 93 (62.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $63,561
Other Gifts: $41,487
Total: $105,048
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Bonnie Glidden Buchanan P’94 §
 30+ Robert C. Buchanan P’94 §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 25  W. Stephen Gilboy P’90
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Mary Hamilton Burns §
 27 R. Marshall Colburn Jr.
 30+ Edgar M. Larsen Jr.
 29 Thomas A. Steitz
 23  Sally Rosebush Wickland §
 23  Alexander Wilde
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 27 Robert J. Bezucha
 30+ Martin A. Gradman ‡ §
 30+ John P. Greenspan
 30+ David E. McIntyre
 30+ Mary Helscher Schuchmann ‡ §
 30+ Patricia Webb Thomas P’92 ’87 §
 30+ Peter J. Thomas P’92 ’87 §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Janet M. Ansorge
 27 Charles M. Engberg P’92 ’89 §
 27 Susan Herr Engberg P’92 ’89 §
 30+ Mary McKee Fuchs P’91 ’88
 30+ Margaret A. Fulton
 27 Martin L. Green §
 11  Mary Mendius Greenfield
 28 Jean P. Jepson P’89 ’84
 23  Susan Zastrow Larson
 30+ Alice Taussig McKann
 28 Thomas D. Oakland §
 30+ Dennis O’Flyng P’91
 30+ Mary Plischounig O’Flyng P’91
 30+ Jane MacAskill Vaupel §
Gifts of $500 + 
 29 Frederick H. Byergo III
 19 James D. Cook
 28 James A. Eastman
 21 Johanna Petersen
Gifts of $250 + 
 22 William B. Colby
 30+ Gail Glienke Denker
 30+ Ann L. Doemland
 30+ Cindy Scidmore Hackworthy
 30+ John A. Hackworthy
 28 Bob Landis
 28 Connie Menning Landis
 30+ Richard G. Niemi
 21 Nancy Watkins Parish
 30+ Mary Beecher Price §
 30+ Richard H. Price §
 27 Judith Kaufman Sadler
 29 William S. Stout
Donors 
 6  Robert A. Andersen
 28 Tomas Baer
 29 Mary Schroeder Benjamin P’87
 15  William K. Bond
 30+ Martha Valentine Bresler
 30+ Judith Christensen Brist
 29 Peter L. Bylow
 26 Sharon Nustad Carlton
 30+ Sarah Meyer Clark
 30+ Robert K. Doerk Jr. +
 30+ Harry H. Edel Jr.
 30+ Warren T. Ellsworth
 30+ Jean Stoeckly Emery
 30+ Mark C. Gamb ‡
 30+ Douglas P. Grim
 18 Mary Schindel Harris
 30+ John A. Harvey P’93
 28 Wendy Walter Hopfensperger P’93 §
 19 Lynn Voss Jacobsson P’89
 30+ Laurine Zautner Jannusch
a total of
$3,384,463  
was contributed to  
the Lawrence Fund  
in 2012–13 
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 25  Kathryn Fagan Jeffery
 29 John R. Kearney
 27 Walter W. Krueger
 30+ J. David Landes III
 30+ Enid Skripka Lang
 28 Anne Pelizzoni Lanier
 20 Susan Smith Leeson
 20 William E. Leeson
 23  Ann Petri Lichtenstein
 5  Donna Cresswell Marton
 30+ Andrea Matthias §
 7  Caroline Chmiel McOlash
 22 Wayne S. Mendro
 30+ Emily Stong Myers
 30+ Richard H. Pickard Jr.
 30+ Judith Semmer Randall
 26 James S. Reeve II P’95
 30+ Bonnie Brown Rock P’87
 24 Sarah Daubert Seidel
 30+ Mary Hallenbeck Sheehy +
 26 Nancy Edwards Smith
 30+ Patricia Stilp Smith
 10  Jan A. Smucker
 29 Barbara Stroud-Borth
 30+ Marcia Rivenburg Tyriver P’91
 30+ Mary Prince Wensing P’93
Class of 1963
Class Agent
  Victoria Agee Groser
Class Secretary
  Kay Landon Finke
Reunion Committee
  Marilyn Nelson Alexander,   
       Co-Chair
  Joan Werness Martin, Co-Chair
  Carey B. Wickland, Co-Chair
  Ann Peterson Andersen,  
       Reprise Coordinator
  Thomas J. Barton
  Allen R. Bjornson
  Erlan S. Bliss
  Austin J. Boncher,  
       Reprise Coordinator
  Julie Davis Dennis
  Nancy VanScoy Duffrin
  Linda Burch Eiserloh
  Kay Landon Finke,  
       Reprise Coordinator
  Eugene A. Gaer
  Al Gephart
  Victoria Agee Groser
  Donald E. Kersemeier
  Thomas Pearl Lawrence
  George C. McKann
  Lloyd Moseley
  Lois Holmwall Moseley
   Cynthia Liebich Reff P’99, 
       Reprise Coordinator
  Susan Poulsen Schulson
  Margaret Snyder Schumann
  Susan Schneider Stewart
  Hayward G. Sumner
  Daniel J. Taylor
  Mark A. Thomas
  Barbara Amend Van Metre P’94
  Christian Vogel
  Herbert G. Weber
  Robert Mac West
  Betsy Myers White
  Reed C. Williams
  Karon Eltgroth Winzenz
  Jacqueline Brown yocum
  Barbara Blount Ziek
No. Asked: 152
Donors: 109 (71.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $144,645
Other Gifts: $25,596
Estimated Planned Gifts: $1,061,000
Total: $1,231,241
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Kay Landon Finke ‡ §
 23  Bronson R. Hall ‡
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 23  Carey B. Wickland §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Erlan S. Bliss
 30+ Fredric R. Flom
 30+ Victoria Agee Groser
 22 John F. Horn
 29 Roxane Fuller McLean §
 30+ Mary Restifo
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 29 Thomas J. Barton
 30+ Elizabeth Cole §
 22 Julie Davis Dennis
 30+ Nancy VanScoy Duffrin
 29 Eugene A. Gaer
 30+ Barbara Larsen
 30+ Joan Werness Martin
 30+ George C. McKann
 29 Lloyd Moseley
 29 Lois Holmwall Moseley
 30+ Thomas J. Schinabeck §
 30+ Hayward G. Sumner
 25  Mark A. Thomas
 30+ Barbara Amend Van Metre P’94
 30+ Christian Vogel §
 19 Karon Eltgroth Winzenz §
 21 Jacqueline Brown yocum
Gifts of $500 + 
 17 Allen R. Bjornson
 23  David E. Black
 23  Georgia Hansen Black
 22 James D. Carey
 26 Phyllis Klopp Church
 30+ Johanna Steinmetz Cummings
 28 Bonnie MacArthur Eastman
 22 Linda Burch Eiserloh
 26 Al Gephart §
 30+ Robert P. Jacobson
 22 Paul H. Lange
 14  Karen Prahl McKim
 29 Anita Lonnes Nolen
 29 Cynthia Liebich Reff P’99
 20 Frances Klaeser Voci ‡
 30+ Robert Mac West
Gifts of $250 + 
 27 Marilyn Nelson Alexander
 30+ Austin J. Boncher
 18 Mary Heller Fairbanks
 30+ Donald E. Kersemeier
 30+ Roger A. Nicoll
 16 William A. Pomerantz
 30+ Margaret Snyder Schumann
 29 Sara Steven Stout
 25  Douglas A. Wright
Donors 
 18 Mary Brausch Albert P’92
 6  Ann Peterson Andersen
 28 Carol McAninch Baer
 24 James H. Bayer
 24 Jeanette Daly Bayer
 30+ Julie Hutchison Bolton
 12  Challoner Morse Brown P’85 ’82
 14  James A. Bushner
 22 Anthony T. Carter
 20 Dana Anderson Carter
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 22 Amber Nyman Clark
 30+ Nancy A. Conrads
 16 John C. Decker P’92
 12  Alfred Dees
 12  Janis White Dees
 30+ Delaney
 28 Ruth Cade Devitt
 25  Robert A. Dickens §
 12  John T. Donnelly
 12  Sara Thompson Donnelly
 30+ Letha E. Dreyfus
 30+ Thomas R. Fulda
 30+ Joan Paulson Gage
 30+ Lorelei Viscariello Gould
 29 Jean Bezoier Hanson
 26 Donna McLees Heil
 2  Susan Daniels Humbracht
 30+ John F. Klinkert
 30+ Paula Presba Krambeer
 28 Loring M. Lawrence
 3  Thomas Pearl Lawrence
 30+ Sandra Kleppin Lewis
 30+ T. Dale Lewis
 25  Kenneth W. Lindberg
 12  Julia Meloy McDaniel
 30+ Lois Lammers McNamara §
 30+ Muriel Mongin Merbach
 5  David L. Monroe
 27 Kenneth Mueller
 30+ Karen L. Murphy
 10  Mary Mathern Pellegrino
 26 Dick L. Robbins
 30+ David W. Robinson
 25  Stephen J. Rohde
 26 R. William Schier
 23  Susan Poulsen Schulson
 30+ Susan Kline Smith
 19 George C. Stanton
 30+ William D. Stillwell III
 9  William S. Stone
 13  Susan Cole Stratton
 29 Daniel J. Taylor §
 28 Barbara Heinke Thomsen
 30+ Phyllis Kercher Thoren ‡
 29 Karen Hamilton West
 30+ Betsy Myers White
 30+ Reed C. Williams
 30+ Robert L. Zimmerman P’92
Class of 1964
Class Agent
  Bonnie R. Laird
Class Secretary
  Mary Oswald Folkman
No. Asked: 178
Donors: 115 (64.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $146,293
Other Gifts: $846,930
Total: $993,223
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Peter R. Betzer §
 30+ Gene Redding Clark §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Robert A. Anker §
 30+ Peter W. Barile
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Richard N. Goldsmith §
 30+ Bonnie R. Laird §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 28 Robert J. Dude P’03 ’99 §
 26 Leslie Newcomb Gagliardi
 30+ Luke Groser P’92
 30+ Ann Leverenz Keckonen P’91 §
 30+ Jon C. Keckonen P’91 §
 30+ Russell Rutter §
 30+ Steven E. Werner
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 21 Maryellen Wolfe Bieder
 30+ Richard M. Cowett P’91 §
 30+ William P. Gralow §
 30+ Judy Lindquist Green
 30+ Barbara Ives Isaac P’88
 30+ Walter J. Isaac P’88
 30+ Leigh P. Kinnamon
 30+ Linda Schleiter Sherwood §
 30+ Dana M. Spencer §
 30+ Linda Durkin Worcel §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Kathleen Dinham Davis P’89
 30+ Ross G. Davis P’89
 30+ Barbara Isely Dedo
 30+ Wren Ellsworth Gurney
 30+ Catheryn E. Hoehn §
 25  Helen Geyler Moore P’85 §
 30+ J. Richard Woy §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Mary Reinholz Anderson
 30+ Christopher Beall ‡
 30+ Kathryn Gebhart Booth
 30+ Richard D. Denda
 25  Wanda V. Dole
 25  Stephen R. Elliott
 26 Ann Cross Eschenbach
 26 David A. Eschenbach
 30+ Davis L. Fisher §
 24 Mary Oswald Folkman
 25  Richard A. Gram ‡
 30+ Stephen F. Hansen
 30+ George F. Howe Jr.
 30+ Judith Thoresen Howe
 30+ Howard H. Hutchinson §
 30+ Linda Strane Hutchinson §
 30+ Judith Lumb Jensen
 21 Mollie Herzog Keys §
 30+ Jonathan E. Knopp
 27 Pamela Kolb Leadbitter
 30+ Ann Lavacek Leech P’95
 30+ Diane C. Lotko-Baker
 30+ Judith Anderson Mack
  Martin B. Mattern
 30+ Karen O’Keeffe McDonald §
 30+ Glending Olson
 29 Linda Axelson Packard
 30+ Ralph E. Schuetz
 30+ Dinah Stevens
 30+ Paul R. Valente
Donors 
 13  Virginia Allen
 30+ Carole Zinn Badger
 30+ Kenneth E. Baughman
 30+ Mary Skotheim Belshaw
 25  Douglas M. Brown
 30+ Katherine Manz Cowett P’91 §
 16 Geraldine Cosmas Curran
 26 Andrew D. Darling
 26 Lawrence C. Dickmann
 26 D. Bruce Dickson Jr.
 30+ William F. Donaldson
 18 Jean Beck Dudley
 29 Linda Raasch Feldt P’92
 24 Colin C. Frykman
 26 Thomas T. Goldsmith III
 30+ Joan Zubiago Graham
 30+ William A. Holzworth
 28 T.R. Janicek
 25  Thomas K. Jeffery
 21 Barbara Vinson Jones
 21 Edward J. Jones III
 25  William C. Kalke
 29 Mary Tharinger Kokernot
 30+ Gwendolyn Law Lane
 30+ Robert P. Lane
 27 Patricia Joyce Laybourn
 5  Nancy Lee
 21 Marjorie Spotts Litsinger
 22 Harry N. MacLean §
 25  Jon M. McGinty
 22 Linda McClaran Mendro
 13  John D. Miller
 30+ Wilbur F. Monroe II
 23  Stephen G. Nault
 29 Polly S. Novak
 30+ Carroll Westfall Peterson
 20 Bonnie Verstegen Pomo
 30+ Hal Quinley
 30+ Richard A. Reierson
 23  Ford M. Robbins
 30+ Judy Bezanson Ruth §
 30+ Katherine Haynsworth Samuelson §
 26 Diana Gage Schier
 22 Kathryn Connelly Shulman
 30+ Janet Marks Smith P’90
 19 Jonathan Speare
 27 Richard R. Steitz ‡
 12  Carl I. Stewart
 30+ Ann Uber Tirk P’96
 30+ John van den Akker
 27 Susan Witler Vevang
 11  Bonnie Langenhahn Wallace
 23  Darlene Verbrick Walsh ‡
 23  John D. Walsh ‡
 21 James P. World
Class of 1965
Class Agents
  Carolyn Stickney Beck
  Hayward J. Beck
  Theodore M. Katzoff
Class Secretary
  Susan Gilman Ferguson P’89
No. Asked: 193
Donors: 113 (58.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $54,840
Other Gifts: $13,851
Total: $68,691
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 28 Nancy Cannon Bridgeford
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Susan Nelson Goldsmith §
 29 Thomas T. Rogers
 30+ Frederick S. Voss §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 26 John L. Herr §
 30+ Theodore M. Katzoff §
 30+ John E. Thomas ‡ §
 29 Anton R. Valukas
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Martha Evans Bothwell
 30+ Sharon Lawrence Gralow §
 30+ Janet K. Modesitt
 30+ Gail Gustafson Noble
 30+ Timothy F. Noble
Gifts of $500 + 
 25  Ruth N. Dahlke
 30+ Richard C. Detienne
 30+ Thomas R. Dunlap
 13  Fritz Fett §
 20 Bryn A. Fick ‡
 30+ Donald L. Gurney
 11  Julia Maher
 30+ Byron J. Nordstrom
 30+ Janice Reinke Norelius
 30+ Karen A. Parfitt
 30+ Jill M. Parson
 30+ Barbara Bradley Petura §
 30+ Jean Sydow West
 30+ Jean Lampert Woy §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ David W. Barnard §
 30+ Carolyn Stickney Beck §
 30+ Hayward J. Beck §
 24 Judith Jacobs Crampton
 30+ Maryann Pepin Crissey
 30+ Earl L. Hoover
 30+ Roberta S. Keller
 30+ Jerry H. Leatham
 27 D. Michael Lynn §
 29 Marilyn Fox Morel
 30+ Barbara J. Neumann
 30+ Frederick R. Olson §
 30+ Gary A. Pines §
 30+ C. Nicholas Vogel §
Donors 
 21 Donna Speitz Anderson
 30+ Kenneth D. Anderson
 29 Corry F. Azzi
 14  J. Peter Bartl
 20 Virginia Goldsmith Beekmann ‡
 28 John R. Bertram
 14  Donald A. Biere
 30+ Roger L. Bjornstad
 30+ Sarah Trump Blackwell P’93
 28 Robert G. Bridgeford +
 14  Lee Dodds Chemel
 22 Robert B. Clark
 19 Tom C. Conley
 28 Roberta Bassett Corson
 30+ Bonnie Mastin Crawford
 26 Joan Carrington Darling
 24 Anne Bryan Dickerson
 29 Jocelyn Morse Doden
 24 Robert C. Duncan P’94
 15  Maria L. Dye
 25  Susanne Dhein Erickson
 30+ Ralph O. Erlandson ‡
 29 Bruce M. Feldt P’92
 20 Susan Gilman Ferguson P’89
 30+ John T. Fischer
 30+ Sue Skaggs Fleet
 30+ Diane Divin Forsyth
 24 Daniel H. Foster
 25  David Foxgrover
 20 Kathleen Howe Gabbey
 27 Patricia Sayre Graham
 14  Geraldine Otani Grine
 29 Miriam Rutherford Jenkins
 11  Mary McClintock Kadarauch
 11  Robert J. Kadarauch Jr.
 30+ Patricia Bronczyk Klagholz
 22 Terry W. Klein
 22 Timothy P. Knabe
 5  Wendi Leader
 27 Lynn Arthur Lundeen
 30+ Barbara Garney Lussier
 30+ Mary Hannegan McMillan
 18 Richard A. Mewaldt
 30+ Judy Michalowski-Wasserman
 12  Heidi Markisen Middlebrooks
 26 F. Suzanne Mohr
 30+ Gretchen Minning Morrow
 30+ Allen D. Parker
 30+ Ouida Courteol Parker
 30+ Thomas D. Parker P’95 ’93 ’91
 17 Marcia Graef Robison
 30+ Jean Christensen Rogers
 30+ Penelope yager Rosi
 7  Linda Knapp Ruffle
 30+ Barbara Teruya Ryder
 23  William Z. Savage
 18 William M. Scott P’99
 22 Richard H. Shulman
 25  Alexander M. Spater
 29 David Streit
 30+ Richard T. Stuart
 30+ Benjamin C. Tilghman Jr. P’99
 30+ Margo Taggart Tilghman P’99
 30+ Bob Tirk P’96
 30+ Janet Wichers Waanders
 20 Victor W. Weaver
 28 Ann Torkelson Weigl
 22 Marilyn Hobby Wescott
 30+ Grant N. Wheeler
 30+ Stephen H. White
 30+ Steven B. Wickland
 30+ Barbara E. Wood
Class of 1966
Class Agent
  Ned K. Nemacheck
Class Secretary
  Jane Nelson Azzi
No. Asked: 182
Donors: 94 (51.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $81,542
Other Gifts: $18,011
Total: $99,553
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ William O. Hochkammer P’92 §
 30+ Ned K. Nemacheck §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Nancy White Custer
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 24 Patrick R. Kroos
 30+ Philip A. Metzger P’94 §
 30+ Margaret Lessels Rutter §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Anthony D. Beadell §
 30+ Priscilla Larsen Beadell §
 30+ J. B. deRosset §
 27 David B. Gray
 30+ Thomas Hedin
 29 Michael H. Jeronimus
 30+ James O. Roahen
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Stephen A. Bernsten P’97 ’88 ’85
 30+ David L. Fine
 30+ Lynne Ansorge Gorlinsky P’93
 30+ Anne Lerchen Hanna
 30+ Kay Christensen Peltier P’92
 30+ David M. Remley
 30+ Elizabeth Wrobke Remley
 30+ David G. Rendall
 28 Chandler W. Rowe Jr.
 28 Nancy young Rowe
Gifts of $250 + 
 24 Beatrice A. Bigony
 22 Susan Williams Brewster
 30+ Carolyn Sidwell Cradler
 24 Jack B. Eastman
 30+ David K. Glidden
 30+ Lewis D. Goldstein
 25  Roderick E. Hagenbuckle
 29 Alice J. Holinger
 29 Christina Drott Huck
 30+ Christian R. Isely IV
 25  Charles C. Jamieson
 30+ Pamela Thatcher Marsh
 25  Mark Saltzman
Donors 
 30+ T. Michael Anger
 29 Jane Nelson Azzi
 16 Joyce Anderson Beyer
 30+ John E. Bridgman
 21 Curtis W. Buchholtz P’93
 10  Nancy Beaudway Burmeister
 26 Nicholas R. Burrage
 30+ Ann M. Clark §
 22 Sydney Townsend Corbett
 27 Thomas K. Countryman
 10  David D. Cusic
 30+ Carol Weeks Devoss
 26 Mary Ann Vasconcellos Dickson
 30+ Annette Maffia Dluger
 24 Lucinda Steven Duncan P’94
 30+ Deanna Davis Erlandson ‡
 28 Ingrid Tucholke Finnan
 30+ Neil K. Friedman
 29 Nancy Fratcher Graham
 30+ Steven D. Gregerson P’95
 30+ Ann Kesselring Hamon
 30+ Jacob H. Heikkinen
 30+ Eileen Neau Herrling
 30+ Banner Kalbfus Hughes
 30+ Robert E. Hunn
 20 E. S. Johnson
 30+ William T. Johnson
 19 Henry M. Kaiser
 28 Alice Haselden Lane P’92
 24 Bonnie Cremer Laviron
 28 David A. Lawrence
 21 Richard G. Lim
 28 Marguerite Frank McClintock
 17 Judith L. Meyers
 30+ Franklin J. Moore
 30+ Courtland E. Newman Jr.
 30+ Fred Nordeen
 30+ Kent A. Oakes
 30+ Marcia Glidden Parker P’95 ’93 ’91
 26 Edward Rath §
 30+ Eloise Oviatt Reierson
 29 Barbara Dancey Ridgely
 29 David K. Ridgely
 23  Margaret Cornelison Robbins
 22 Carolyn Fischer Sandford
 24 Kathryn Wilson Schoenwetter
 24 Robert H. Schoenwetter
 30+ Andrea G. Schwellinger
 30+ Jane E. Sherman
 26 Elizabeth Painter Shinn
 29 Sharyn Jacob Smith
 19 Sandra McDonald Spofford P’94
 19 William K. Spofford P’94
 22 Thomas E. Steinmetz
 24 Richard A. Stone
 30+ Judith Pauni Takkunen
 21 Janice Agren Valukas
 19 William T. Wolff
Class of 1967
Class Agents
  Sue Zimmerman Brown
  Marcia Rogers Hunter
Class Secretary
  Barbara von Behren Uhlman P’98
No. Asked: 217
Donors: 107 (49.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $79,741
Other Gifts: $13,410
Total: $93,151
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Helen Barshell Nemacheck §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Charlot Nelson Singleton §
 24 Marilynn Wohlt Taylor
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Jill McCormick Rupprecht P’98 §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 14  Dale L. Duesing §
 30+ Anne Stuart Galli
 30+ David H. Gregerson P’97
 30+ Margery Homfeld Metzger P’94 §
 26 Robert y. Paddock Jr.
 25 James P. Thompson P’11
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Sidney K. Ayabe
 30+ Lee Galda-Pellegrini §
 30+ Andrew C. Gilboy §
 27 Margaret Esterline Gray
 30+ Patricia Phelps Nash
 30+ Peter Nash
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Cynthia Russell Howe
 30+ John F. Howe
 30+ Dan L. Le Mahieu
 30+ Adair Miller Jr.
 30+ Hugh N. Nellans ‡
 30+ Ruth Potthoff Stewart
Gifts of $250 + 
 26 William A. Brehm Jr.
 30+ James F. Cradler
 26 Maida Bergeson Cummings
 30+ David P. Dunlap
 9  yoko Matsuo
 30+ Karen Pugh Sakura
 25  R. Stephen Sedgwick
 30+ Daniel L. Sweeney Jr.
 30+ Rolf H. Swensen
 30+ Frank D. Szitta P’95
 16 H. Winsor Whiton §
Donors 
 23  Richard C. Agness
 30+ Jan Ferry Alexander P’95 ’92
 30+ Geoffrey C. Berresford
 29 Patricia Kelley Brehm
 19 Charles J. Breitzke
 30+ John R. Brooks
 30+ Sue Zimmerman Brown
 27 Nancy Belcher Butterworth
 30+ Cheryl A. Campbell
 30+ Kim A. Carnes
 30+ Joanna Morton Case
 30+ Karen M. Chobot
 23  Carolyn Graves Cooke
 9  Susan Furlong Custer
 29 Suzanne Des Isles Deitrich P’96 ’94 ’91
 30+ Marcus M. Diamond
 29 Susan Dudley
 24 Carter J. Eckert
 29 James E. Eggert
 26 Bruce R. Elliott
 30+ John D. Fallon
 30+ Mary Lou McBroom Findley
 7  John C. Firmin
 11  Crary Hoyt Gaggia
 30+ Stephen C. Good P’99
 30+ John L. Grandin III
 30+ Charles D. Hall
 30+ Sara Battersby Hall
 30+ Peter G. Hamon
 30+ Susan Raccoli Harvey
 30+ Mary Gove Hazelton
 27 John W. Hein P’96
 25  Deborah Waite Howard
 30+ Marcia Rogers Hunter
 23  Harford W. Igleheart
 4  Peter R. Jacoby
 23  Daniel P. Jones
 30+ Chris Kaufman ‡
 30+ Bruce L. Kessler
 9  Carol A. Kusnierek
 29 Edward C. Lake
 29 James D. Lannon
 30+ Carol Johnson Lasley
 10  Carol Keeler Leikam
 29 Christine A. Liebich
 30+ Jonathan Lustig
 23  Constance F. Magistrelli
 30+ James A. McNamee
 30+ Judith Lee McNatt
 26 Terry L. Meyers
 26 Deborah Biggers Milner
 28 Jane Haynsworth Moore
 30+ Charles G. Norseng
 18 Lawrence A. Olsen
 30+ Ellen Bierdz Osterhart
 30+ William L. Phillips
 27 Martha L. Phillips-Patrick
 28 Ann Rennick Piehl
 28 Richard F. Piehl
 30+ Martha Colburn Rasmus
 26 Lois Beck Rath §
 24 Maya Duesberg Roos
 30+ Robert W. Simmons
 28 Percy J. Smerek
 30+ Karen Hicks Smith
 30+ James C. Swearengen
 25  Paul R. Temple
 3  Sue Campbell Trimble
 30+ Barbara von Behren Uhlman P’98
 9  Virginia W. Vose
 30+ John W. Whipple
 30+ Gordon E. Whyte
 11  Barbara Peterson Wiley
 30+ Robert N. Wolfson
 21 Ruth Robishaw Wulfhoop
Class of 1968
Class Agent
  John A. Sanders
Class Secretary
  Jacob G. Stockinger Jr.
No. Asked: 200
Donors: 110 (55.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $56,014
Other Gifts: $53,187
Total: $109,201
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Hugh F. Denison §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Kristine Strom Erickson
 30+ Terry Franke §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Karen Henderson Bachhuber P’94 §
 30+ James R. Buck
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 30+ Jerome R. Clifford §
 30+ Shaun E. Donnelly
 30+ Barbara Bryant Hiller §
 29 Mary R. Ottoson ‡ §
 30+ John A. Sanders
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Bobbye Hoffman Bartels P’96
 28 Edward T. Butt Jr.
 30+ Louis S. Cornelius
 30+ Suzanne Munro Gardner §
 30+ H. Criss Hartzell Jr. P’96
 30+ Lawrence y. Leong ‡
 22 Robert L. Suettinger
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Susan Taylor Detienne
 24 Steve Figi P’89
 29 Richard W. Hemmeter
 14  David L. Kammerer ‡
 30+ Gwen Stanfield Lang
 23  Michael P. Last
 30+ Stephen W. Theobald
 11  Donald G. Whitney
 23  Paige L. Wickland
Gifts of $250 + 
 25  Philip E. Berghausen Jr.
 30+ Susan Carpenter
 30+ Peter G. Cartier ‡
 28 Susan Keene Garrison
 30+ James F. Harper
 30+ Jean W. Helz
 22 Jeffrey D. Jones
 18 Bruce H. Klemesrud ‡
 18 Lynn Hacquet Klemesrud ‡
 30+ Christine Grupe Knutson
 30+ Judith Shippee Newton
 30+ Caroline Smith Pritchett
 30+ Norman Bruce Sakura
 30+ Suzanne Driscoll Schiffel ‡
 27 Jean Bragg Schumaker
 16 Judith Harris Whiton §
 30+ Richard A. Witte
Donors 
 30+ Jan Ahrensfeld
 14  Monte Allen
 26 Christopher J. Anderson
 9  Sharon Litchfield Anderson
 13  Alice Farver Bowdish
 30+ Sharon Bond Brown
 20 Mary Ann Michael Brussat
 28 Donn C. Burleigh ‡
 25  Gayle Boyce Carter
 30+ Eileen J. Chase
 30+ Marie McClure Christensen
 22 Rodney A. Clark
 25  Janet Reeves Covington
 14  Richard L. Crandall
 9  Stephan G. Custer
 26 Nancy Kleiner Deyoung Holmes
 17 Steven V. Fisher
 30+ Julia Forbes
 29 Louann Schwind Forrler
 24 Elizabeth Montgomery Foster
 30+ Lynn Brindle Good P’99
 24 Karen Kolpack Grundahl P’03
 7  Lois Halversen-Kouyias
 21 Charles M. Hanson
 7  Rita Schulz Harris
 9  Paul A. Henningsen
 16 Carol Balkin Hirsch
 30+ Peter J. House P’99
 27 Takako Haraoka Ike
 30+ Barbara Ditzler Iwami
 30+ Marcia Zahn Johnson
 29 R. Leslie Johnson
 30+ Meredith Sells Klein
 26 Richard S. Knablein
 17 Elizabeth Conrad LaVelle
 29 Holly K. Lovejoy
 16 Suzanne Fink MacDonald
 30+ Nancy Kaplan Mansbach
 30+ Charles A. McKee
 30+ Lesley Opel McKee
 30+ Robert S. McKee P’00
 30+ Barbara Ownbey McLaughlin
 13  William D. Mittlefehldt
 27 David L. Moore
 30+ Marilyn Manchester Moore
 26 Robert R. Morrison
 28 Karen Swan Naftzger
 30+ Mary Sorenson Pallesen
 30+ Baron Perlman
 28 Susan Brown Plant
 23  Kay Enenbach Pung
 30+ Jane Ray Quartel
 24 Max P. Radloff
 30+ Stuart W. Reese
 29 Judith Halgren Reising
 30+ John L. Roberts
 26 Mildred Mayne Schultz
 29 Jane McCleneghan Smith
 18 Jacob G. Stockinger Jr.
 30+ Robert E. Taggart Jr.
 30+ Virginia Silver Taggart
 28 Harvey Shigeo Takemoto
 21 Robert J. Van Domelen P’94
 30+ Linda Weibel Walker
 20 Susan Fletcher Willis
 27 Marcia J. Wilson
Class of 1969
Class Agent
  Stephen Graham
Class Secretary
  Susan Voss Pappas
No. Asked: 220
Donors: 117 (53.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $57,733
Other Gifts: $15,714
Total: $73,447
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Elizabeth R. Benson
 30+ Alan G. Braun §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Stephen Graham §
 30+ Tocher Mitchell §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 19 William J. French P’90 §
 30+ Jane Paulson Gregerson P’97
 30+ Andrew J. Kass P’01 ’00
 30+ Virginia Post Kass P’01 ’00
 30+ Dean Z. Pappas
 30+ Susan Voss Pappas
 30+ Priscilla Peterson Weaver §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 25  Nancy Whiteley Baird
 25  William M. Baird
 30+ Ann M. Branston
 30+ David L. Brown §
 30+ David E. Frasch P’96 §
 30+ Evalyn Wiley Frasch P’96 §
 25  David R. Hawkanson
 30+ James H. Leslie
 30+ Barbara Low McBride
 30+ John W. O’Boyle P’12 ’10
 28 Deborah Hirschberg Slupianek P’97 ‡
 30+ Wayne R. Steinbach
 11  Margaret A. Wright §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Leslie Schriber Bogue
 30+ Steve Bogue
 30+ Jane A. Fisher
 29 Nancy K. Gardner
 29 Betty Hintz Hemmeter
 19 Susan E. Jasin §
 30+ Elbridge G. Keith §
 30+ Michael D. Kirley
 29 Richard H. Massopust
 30+ Mary Jean Vaubel Montgomery
 30+ Florence Howe Munat §
 21 Walter S. Vuchnich
Gifts of $250 + 
 26 Amelia Bodine Bergmann
 28 Karen Foster Brassfield §
 28 Arlyne Gutmann Cook
 30+ Dennis R. De Cock
 30+ Carol McFeaters Dunlap
 29 Patricia L. Earl
 30+ Mark C. Gerard
 30+ John R. Griffith
 26 Bruce H. Iglauer
 30+ Marguerite Devlin Juedes
 30+ Albert C. Loebe ‡
 16 Marianna Greaves Orro
 29 Joseph F. Patterson Jr. ‡
 23  Richard T. Ramsey
 30+ Cathryn Piehl Schmidt P’06
 25  David M. Shlaes
 6  Bruce M. Smith
 30+ Susan Davidson Spence
 23  Robert G. Thomas
 24 Thomas R. Weber
Donors 
 30+ Carolyn Leppla Andringa
 21 James M. Barker
 19 Jack L. Barta
 25  Ann Finney Batiza
 21 Catherine Gehrke Benfield
 18 Susan Hough Block
 30+ Martha Hodge Bush
 30+ Richard C. Bush
 23  David H. Carlsen
 30+ Mary Jo Howard Croake
 30+ Dianne Schwartz Davis P’94
 30+ Rowland M. Davis Jr. P’94
 27 Caroline J. Downs
 21 Michael S. Foster
 30+ Donna Swiggum Glynn
 30+ Linda McNeely Graham
 30+ Laurie A. Hamachek
 27 Sara Johnson Hein P’96
 20 Eric F. Holterman
 30+ David B. Johnson
 21 Pamela Bolotin Joseph
 12  Gar E. Kellom
 16 Kathleen Kelly
 25  James R. Klinkert P’04
 25  Joanne Fratcher Klinkert P’04
 20 Douglas K. Lehto
 30+ Susan Willer Levett
 28 Carl A. Liebich
 25  Laurie A. Magee
 13  Elizabeth L. Martin
 30+ Nancy LaFountain Martin
 26 Scott Matteson
 30+ Richard C. Mayo
 30+ Patricia A. Modisett
 30+ Susan Lewinnek Murray ‡
 18 Toni Weller Olsen
 11  Janet Hoag Phillips
 22 Martin R. Pierce
 15  Margaret E. Quinn
 25  Roy A. Remak
 29 Thomas R. Reynolds
 14  Sally Price Sedgwick
 23  Howard W. Sell
 30+ Richard Byron Smith
 25  Mary Ann Stenger
 15  Gaylen Meier Stoa
 30+ James L. Stoa §
 30+ Ellen Beaudreau Sushak
 30+ Mark R. Swanson
 23  C. Christine Synerholm
 30+ Susan Grote Tittle
 21 Elizabeth A. Tuttle
 12  Anne Verlie Vollbrecht P’97
 30+ Sandi Bonsett Webster
 20 Thomas A. Wendorf
 24 William T. Whitehead
 30+ Vernon O. Wilmot
 26 Dutie J. Wilson
 28 Anne F. Woodhouse
 9  Richard T. Wylie
 26 Herbert Foreman young
Class of 1970
Class Agent
  Jeffrey O. Leach
Class Secretary
  Phyllis Russ Pengelly
No. Asked: 194
Donors: 112 (57.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $101,542
Other Gifts: $53,175
Total: $154,717
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Dale R. Schuh ‡ §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Denise Dyer Haight P’00 §
 30+ Jeffrey D. Riester §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Suzanne Detry Arendt
 27 Richard A. Candee Jr.
 29 Susan K. Mahle
 30+ Alex J. Meloy
 30+ Margaret Stalick Sanders
 30+ Julie Eng Smith
 30+ Susan Anderson Wise
 30+ Judith Stanfield young P’00 §
 30+ Timothy R. young P’00 §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Janet Gull Baxter
 30+ Norman A. Baxter
 30+ Chris A. Bowers
 25  Elizabeth A. Coyte
 30+ Margaret Everist
 30+ Martha Kroon Hartzell P’96
 30+ Jeffrey O. Leach
 29 Michael D. Lougee
 27 Marion Paris
 28 Nancy L. Winbigler
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Lynn Madow Dennis
 30+ Gregory J. Exarhos P’12 ’07
 30+ Kathleen A. FitzPatrick
 22 Lawrence T. Hickey Jr.
 30+ James W. Keeling
 30+ Carolyn Martin Keith §
 14  Andrew L. Reitz
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Julia Walfoort DeCock
 20 Peggy Hurt Fujimura
 30+ Karl A. Hickerson §
 30+ Margy Ziman Hickerson §
 16 Myra Krinke Hillburg
 16 William O. Hillburg
 20 Karen Johnson Janas ‡
 14  Richard F. King
 30+ James K. Lace
 24 Michael Matheson
 29 Phyllis Moore Meyer
 29 Timothy J. Meyer
 30+ Ellen Stoehr Newton
 28 Herbert S. Ormsbee III ‡
 26 Peter A. Peterson
 30+ Jerry G. Sanders
 30+ Paul W. Schmidt P’06
 30+ Ronald M. Sushak
 23  Ann Bellin Thomas
 16 John H. Tielsch
Donors 
 30+ Clifford M. Asmuth
 24 Anthony C. Berman P’00
 28 Sandy Laufer Blake
 30+ Lynn Brostrom Blankman
 30+ John N. Borgh P’00
 30+ Mary Freeman Borgh P’00
 29 Ellen Houck Busch P’01
 30+ Barb Braun Bushee
 30+ Mary Rae Chemotti
 30+ Rick Cogswell
 25  Julia Gross Davis
 25  William R. Davis
 30+ Paul K. Driessen
 30+ Paul R. Emmons
 26 Edward C. Engle
 30+ Kay Knudsen Esposito
 30+ Charles C. Gallmeyer
 9  F. Andrew Gilbert Jr.
 30+ Margaret Davidson Grant
 26 Julie T. Guth
 15  Roger W. Hildebrand
 27 Scott S. Kerr
 30+ Gorham A. Kindem
 30+ Julie Gerken Koslow
 30+ Sarah Krueger
 18 Lawrence P. Kupferman
 10  yeechue Lo Kwan
 27 Leslie J. Lawson
 27 Thomas A. Maki
 24 Keven L. McDermott
 30+ Judith Pugh Meyer
 22 James F. Miller Jr.
 30+ Diane Bloedorn Nakayama
 30+ Roy T. Nakayama
 12  John A. Nyman
 30+ Phyllis Russ Pengelly
 30+ William L. Pengelly
 30+ Brenda Barsamian Richardson
 30+ Thomas R. Richardson
 5  Paula F. Saddler
 17 Lincoln y. Saito
 30+ Linda Scalcucci Saving
 30+ Peter E. Saving
 30+ Frances Pfaff Schlesinger
 30+ Martha Esch Schott P’97
 30+ Marcia Kinzie Smith-Wood
 28 Susan L. Sonneborn
 30+ David E. Spear
 25  Walter B. Stitt III
 17 Richard L. Stocchetti
 17 Melvin A. Strom
 11  Sarah Swanson Stulken
 30+ William A. Swendson §
 23  John D. Tarbox
 22 Gail Thompson-Hadley
 30+ Jonathan R. Tittle
 13  Edward D. Tobias
 25  Jon Scott Torgerson
 16 Thomas A. Vanderhyden P’07
 30+ M. Dan Vogel
 21 Catherine A. Watson
 30+ Allyson Jagow Weir
 30+ Wes Williams
Class of 1971
Class Agent
  John E. Moeller P’11
Class Secretaries
  Marcia Ketchum Baird
  Jean R. Linder
No. Asked: 216
Donors: 114 (52.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $86,556
Other Gifts: $102,740
Total: $189,296
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 26 David V. Uihlein Jr.
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Richard O. Haight P’00 §
 30+ John A. Luke Jr.
 30+ L. V. Silvester III §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 29 Andrew N. Binns
 27 M. Linda Brown
 30+ Barbara Kreher Geiser P’00
 30+ James I. Geiser P’00
 30+ Raye C. Kanzenbach ‡ §
 30+ David L. Mitchell §
 27 Nancy Wilson Saunders
 18 Judy Schwaemle
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ John B. Bassett
 30+ James J. Bode
 30+ Judith Reeves Brown §
 27 G. Craig Christensen §
 25  Virginia Danielson §
 29 Mary Jo Freeman
 11  Mark S. Frodesen
 30+ Erik W. Ibele
 30+ Gail Johnson Ibele
 30+ Margaret Tifft Janis §
 7  Michael H. Locke P’03 ’93
 30+ John E. Moeller P’11
 10  Rick Rothschild
 14  Marjorie C. Strobel
 30+ Alison Osborne Thomas §
 26 Marilyn A. Thompson
 28 Pamela L. Tibbetts §
Gifts of $500 + 
 23  Scott W. Alexander
 27 Elizabeth Griffin
 30+ Janice M. Juraska
 10  E. James Kehoe
 28 Marvis A. Knospe
 30+ Carol L. Korda §
 30+ Janet Heimann Kriz P’04
 30+ Ann Niebling Laughlin
 26 Philip W. Mancini
 30+ Peter R. Olson
 30+ Carol Shumway Silva
 30+ Edibaldo Silva
 30+ Marianne R. Varney §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Mark S. Berman
 30+ Susan Folsom Berman
 30+ Douglas E. Clapp
 27 Nancy Chapel Eberhardt
 30+ C. Richard Farmer
 29 Jan M. Frodesen
 21 Robert A. Hawley
 24 Mark E. Jackson P’09
 30+ Laurel Hacker Lace
 30+ Melissa Lamberton
 29 Mary C. Mattke ‡
 26 Katherine Mayer Mead
 26 Lawrence N. Mead
 30+ Charles R. Newton
 30+ John F. Oberwetter
 30+ Frank H. Tooby §
 12  Norman yamada
Donors 
 30+ Marcia Ketchum Baird
 17 Elijah Brewer III
 30+ Edward W. Byers
 26 Jacqueline Rauscher Curtiss
 28 Carol V. De Sain
 28 Jane E. Dickerson
 8  Shelley Diekman
 30+ Frank R. Duchow
 30+ Janet Brelig Foreman ‡
 30+ D. Scott Frankenberger
 25  Terrence L. Geiger
 30+ Brenda K. Giegerich
 30+ Anne M. Hackett
 30+ Robert F. Haeger
 24 Sara Sturm Hawley
 30+ Elizabeth Scott Hayes
 25  Cynthia Storms Heidecker
 24 Margaret Feldmann Henderson
 11  P. Colleen Herrmann
 27 Nancy Paulu Hyde
 30+ David A. Jones P’10
 12  Kolleen Egan Kellom
 30+ Nancy Houston Kindem
 25  Dorothy Kirie Kinnaird
 9  Douglas Kohrt
 30+ Norah Barrett McCue §
 29 Margaret M. O’Rourke
 30+ Frances Farley Pan
 30+ Julie K. Panke
 30+ Susan Haufe Payne
 30+ Ann Baumgarten Petersen
 30+ Michael L. Ratsch
 8  J. Samuel Ray
 29 Karen Swanson Reynolds
 26 Nancy Robinson
 13  Ellen-Alisa Saxl
 10  John T. Schaefer
 30+ Thomas A. Schoenfeld
 30+ Mary Henderson Sieg
 27 Suzanne Gruenhagen Smentowski
 30+ Randall S. Smith
 30+ Patricia M. Spoerl
 28 David G. Strand
 30+ Patricia Suhrcke
 16 Jacquelyn A. Tofte
 30+ Michael G. Vogt
 30+ James M. Vuko
 19 Janice Sieber Wallace
 19 Jeffery J. Wallace
 20 Michelene Domoe Wendorf
 33 Gail Toycen Weyerhaeuser
 29 Edward F. Wonder
 18 Diane Kessler yatzeck
 25  Judith Peterson Zempel P’04 ’99
 29 Paul Ziemer
Class of 1972
Class Agents
  Roy S. Brayton
  Jeffrey A. Fox
Class Secretary
  Marte Brengle
No. Asked: 258
Donors: 119 (46.1%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $134,083
Other Gifts: $140,483
Total: $274,566
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Harold E. Jordan §
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ L. Keith Reed §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ William J. Baer §
 30+ Grady J. Frenchick
 30+ Susan Stillman Kane §
 30+ Cheryl Wilson Kopecky §
 30+ Alan C. Reynolds §
 30+ Margy Upton Trumbull §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Jeffrey A. Fox ‡ §
 30+ Gregory R. O’Meara P’88
 30+ Jone Bocher Riester §
 20 Charles B. Siekman P’12
 30+ Basil K. Vasiliou
 30+ Jane Tucker Vasiliou
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 28 Douglas A. Brengel
 30+ Mary L. Carlson-Mason §
 30+ John D. Gilpin §
 25  Thomas J. Nathan
 23  Karen L. Rigotti §
 30+ Elizabeth Galaty Sagan
 30+ John R. Sagan
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 18 Craig W. Branigan
 30+ Roy S. Brayton §
 30+ W. Bristow Gannett Jr.
 21 Steven G. Hall
 30+ Linda N. Korf
 23  Kathy A. Krendl
 20 Edward U. Lofstrom P’08
 20 Martha Fizzell Lofstrom P’08
 29 Wendy Pradt Lougee
 30+ Barbara Struck MacDonald P’06
 30+ Bradley A. MacDonald P’06
 26 Kevin E. Phillips
 29 Charles E. Ray §
 13  Kathleen Martin Shaw
 30+ Richard C. Spain
 30+ George C. Whitely
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Timothy D. Brown
 23  David D. Debbink
 15  Charles M. Ego P’00
 15  Marlene Karides Ego P’00
 30+ Christine Luedeman Fenner
 30+ Marjorie Norgaard Grier ‡
 28 Roger E. Kelley Jr.
 25  Marina Spheeris Krejci
 7  Thomas G. Lightburn
 30+ Christine A. Renard
 30+ Martha Larson Wells
Gifts of $250 + 
 24 Alan L. Berger
 30+ Bruce W. Colwell
 30+ Lynn D. Davis ‡ §
 25  Dana S. Dawes
 29 Carole Armstrong De Koatz
 20 J. Douglas Gilbert
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 14  Martha J. Hanson
 30+ Carolyn Nichols Hoeschele
 29 Jerome A. Langer
 30+ Kate Walsh Leatham
 25  Walter E. North Jr.
 28 Mary Jo Ormsbee ‡
 12  Clarence Rixter Jr.
 30+ Ann Blomgren Rogers
 30+ Barry L. Rogers
 6  Caroline Rued-Engel
 24 Philip S. Sargent
 30+ Jonathan M. Seltzer
 23  Douglas J. Smith
 28 Catherine Anne Tatge
 29 Carolyn H. Williams
Donors 
 13  Victoria Butler Ailes
 27 William M. Bauer
 30+ Donald E. Behrens
 30+ Nancy Mott Behrens
 21 Mary Jo Boynton
 30+ Charlotte S. Buchanan
 23  Jane Cliff
 12  Stephen L. Delap
 30+ Patrick D. Eagan
 17 Weston A. Evans
 30+ Mark A. Facknitz
 30+ Elizabeth Isely Ferrari
 15  Patricia A. Fontana-Narell
 30+ Steven M. Gloe
 30+ Jacob P. Gostisha
 21 Andrew M. Hanson
 18 Susan Hoff Haynes
 30+ Kerstin Grace Lanser P’06
 29 David C. Leonard
 30+ Marcia Harvey Lindgren
 27 Karen Longo-Baldwin
 24 Douglas S. Madow
 28 Stephen Maxwell
 18 Timm Menke
 29 Kirk A. Michelson
 28 Bonnie M. Morris
 29 John R. Olander
 25  Jane Keown Oliver
 25  Kris J. Oliver
 21 Jane Crandell Orkand
 20 Lee Ann Otto
 30+ Anne Paulet Pabst
 28 Carol Schrader Reitz
 26 James A. Richardson
 30+ Lorraine Schkeeper Riebel P’07
 23  Stewart L. Ross
 29 Robert A. Rutter
 25  Ned Sahar P’08 ’06
 30+ Donna J. Seifert
 30+ Robert G. Simon II
 30+ Marilyn Schwinn Smith
 15  Mariana Stuckert Solares
 2  Archan Jane Sramek §
 10  Christine Steavpack Stroemer
 19 Ralph P. Suechting P’08
 30+ George S. Swope Jr.
 16 Constance Pfitsch Vanderhyden P’07
 30+ Judith Exner Walseth
 16 Cynthia White
 30+ Robert W. Zillmer Jr.
Class of 1973
Class Agents
  Kenneth H. Melchert P’15
  Stephen A. Swets
Reunion Committee
  Kristen Olson Lahner, Co-Chair
  Ronald B. Lahner, Co-Chair
  Duffie A. Adelson
  Edward S. Brockie III
  Louis B. Butler Jr.
  Ann L. Carrott
  Mark S. Cebulski
  Paul G. Chicos
  Stanley Kingsley Day
  Deborah Burns Fox
  Anne Sturgeon Frenchick
  Cynthia Libbey Gilpin
  Anne Skinner Glad
  Laura Mueller Just
  Ginger Bevis Littleton
  Kenneth H. Melchert P’15
  Phyllis Peter-Mallard
  Sara A. Quandt
  Alice J. Ralph
  Joseph A. Rota
  Susan Conkey Running
  Gregory K. Schneider
  Stephen A. Swets
  Daniel J. Toycen P’10
  Nancy Freeman Wallace
  Randall A. Wiley
No. Asked: 212
Donors: 118 (55.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $189,617
Other Gifts: $285,897
Total: $475,514
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Mary Donn Jordan §
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Sara A. Quandt §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Jarrel V. Burrow P’00 ‡
 30+ Laura Johnson Burrow P’00 ‡
 30+ Deborah Burns Fox ‡ §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Duffie A. Adelson
 30+ Diane L. Droste
 30+ Cynthia Libbey Gilpin §
 30+ Joni G. MacDonald ‡ §
 27 Kenneth H. Melchert P’15
 21 Constance Betzer Roop
 21 Peter G. Roop
 27 Richard N. Zimman
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 9  Keiko Wada Araki
 20 Annette Archambeau Brower
 28 Ann L. Carrott
 22 Susan E. Crawford
 27 Anne Skinner Glad §
 30+ Joanne McQuaid Hinderaker
 30+ Linda M. Laarman §
 30+ Kristen Olson Lahner §
 30+ Ronald B. Lahner §
 29 Robert M. Lindquist ‡
 30+ Joseph W. Michel
 30+ Phyllis Peter-Mallard §
 21 Joseph A. Rota
 30+ Gregory K. Schneider
 30+ J. David Strange
 15  Fred Sturm
 29 Daniel J. Toycen P’10
  Gerald R. Wentland
 30+ George B. Wyeth
Gifts of $500 + 
 24 Louis B. Butler Jr.
 3  Paul G. Chicos
 30+ Stanley Kingsley Day
 30+ Jeanne A. Fischer ‡
 30+ Anne Sturgeon Frenchick §
 30+ Richard C. Fritsch
 30+ William C. Gruetzmacher
 16 David K. Haugland §
 30+ Laura Mueller Just §
 22 Benjamin E. Mann Jr.
 19 Robert McDonald
 21 Barbara Day Pinekenstein
 26 David S. Rogers
 30+ David S. Spear
 30+ Stephen A. Swets
 7  Randall A. Wiley
Gifts of $250 + 
 2  Thomas R. Cutler
 30+ David L. Danner
 29 Augustin K. Fosu P’13
 30+ Martha E. Freitag §
 30+ Karen Kirhofer Hansen
 30+ Susan E. Harman
 30+ Michael R. Hutcheson
 30+ Gretchen L. Jahn §
 28 Richard S. Jerde §
 30+ John A. Kufus
 30+ Ginger Bevis Littleton
 22 Larry E. Nesper
 29 Richard A. Pierce
 30+ Jack H. Pohl
 28 Carl T. Rinder
 30+ Susan Conkey Running §
 30+ Nancy Freeman Wallace
 30+ Charlotte A. Wilson
 5  Joseph C. yount
Donors 
 29 Deborah J. Anderson
 10  Nancy Eidson Arguedas ‡
 22 Daniel R. Bice
 22 Janis Bocher Bice
 23  Nancy J. Boston
 27 Jeanne Larscheid Braun
 10  Edward S. Brockie III
 29 Anne Brouwer
 30+ Ann F. Budd
 7  Lynn Trepel Caglar
 12  Margaret Allen Carroll
 30+ Patricia A. Clarke
 28 Nancy L. Desmond
 29 Bonnie Wisth DeVore
 27 Kurt R. Dietrich P’10 ’06
 27 Daniel E. Edwards Jr.
 29 Tom A. Ehlinger P’14
 29 Dorothy G. Flood
 20 Robert C. Fritz
 7  Anita Griffis-Cordr Griffis-Robinson
 30+ Karen E. Griswold
 14  Katy Moder Grogan
 30+ David R. Hahn P’05 ‡
 30+ Linda Rosenbauer Hau
 30+ Donald J. Henrich P’05 §
 30+ Elizabeth Comstock Humphrey
 12  Rebecca Huston
 30+ Thomas F. Kinnealey Jr.
 4  Jay H. Lambrecht
 29 George Scott Langer
 26 Susan Lang Lee
 15  Karen E. Lundgren-Secard
 30+ Marilyn Broome Matelski
 13  Robert Mau Jr.
 20 Clark E. Melstrom
 30+ Charlotte Hall Meyer
 3  Marcia A. Mittelstadt §
 28 Gretchen M. Oberfranc
 28 Margaret M. Page
 21 Fe Hemzy Petterson
 21 William H. Petterson
 14  James Pinta Jr.
 14  Kyle Handtmann Pinta
 30+ Alice J. Ralph
 25  Beth Railsback Ray
 27 Nancy Johnson Russell P’01
 17 Lana Ross Schumacher
 30+ Betsy E. Scott
 23  Cynthia Percak Serikaku
 28 Jean McWethy Smith
 28 Stanley A. Smith
 30+ Martha Neufer Sokol
 9  Trudy A. Toft
 30+ Deborah Dickison Whidden
 10  Daniel N. Wiessner
 30+ Brock E. Woods
Class of 1974
Class Agent
  Robert J. DeKoch
Class Secretaries
  Joseph J. Bruce
  Thea Ellery Bruce
No. Asked: 253
Donors: 124 (49.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $46,284
Other Gifts: $23,395
Total: $69,679
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Caroline Hero Ephraim
 30+ Charles L. Ephraim
 28 Andrew H. Kalnow
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 27 Robert J. DeKoch §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 24 Jeffrey W. Jackson
 17 Levent Kitis
 23  Suzanne A. Le Van
 30+ J. Hall Taylor II P’05 ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 14  Jennifer Brorsen
 30+ Jacquelyne Nixon DenUyl
 30+ R. Bruce DenUyl
 13  John M. Dowbak
 30+ Richard G. Fessler P’04
 24 James S. Forbush §
 25  Gerald R. Hansen
 30+ Catherine Roth Holcomb
 29 Barbara Goodman Holtz ‡
 30+ Ann Carpenter Kay
 30+ Richard A. Kuhn
 27 James L. Martell
 30+ Bradford D. Powers ‡
 30+ R. Scott Russell
 30+ Jane McGroarty Schneider
 30+ Donna Griffin Shumaker
 18 William B. Stevenson II
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ C. Dwight Allen
 30+ Donald J. Brunnquell
 3  Catherine Nixon Chicos
 30+ Robert C. Davis III
 30+ Trisha Dean
 30+ Lisa Reese Hendrickson
 26 Daniel P. Howell
 26 Kathryn Love Howell
 14  Kathryn G. Miller
 30+ Catherine Kennedy Riggs
 30+ Sally A. Scoggin
 30+ Gail J. Sonnemann
 25  Laura R. Stone
 7  Carrie Dorris Wiley
Gifts of $250 + 
 23  Thomas M. Baer
 30+ Joseph J. Bruce
 30+ Thea Ellery Bruce
 28 Clayton F. Gardinier
 12  Nancy Zimmerman Hodges
 28 Robert J. Hult Jr.
 29 Stephen A. Johnson
 30+ Mary Allen Kirkland P’07
 30+ Heidi Jacobson Knudsen P’07
 29 Jeffrey N. Martin
 24 Henri G. Minette
 26 Paul M. Nelson P’07
 30+ Philip B. Osborn
 30+ Susan Prohaska
 24 LaVerne Walger Sargent
 30+ Anne Trucano Sincerbeaux
 22 Eric L. Smithback
 23  Barbara Weesen-Baer
 24 Diane Cyrwus Wexler P’08
Donors 
 30+ William C. Albright P’11
 24 F. Paxton Baker
 16 James L. Barribeau
 25  David A. Beavan
 18 George H. Bennett
 28 Margaret R. Brandis
 20 Neil F. Brier
 20 Ann Mackey Brownlee
 30+ Eric D. Carleen ‡
 27 Dorothy Nielsen Chambers
 30+ Richard G. Chandler
 24 Thomas J. Crofts
 26 Douglas A. Davidson
 27 Nancy E. Fey
 26 Dennis J. Garvey ‡
 21 Elizabeth J. Grayhack
 30+ Barbara Braun Griffith
 18 Charles S. Hamilton
 25  Kristine Robinson Harmon
 18 Carla Atwood Hartman
 27 Daniel J. Heinz
 27 Rebecca Voights Heinz
 30+ Karen D. Hettinger
 25  Jean Hooker
 30+ Douglas S. Hubbell
 30+ Sarah Chalkley Hubbell
 30+ Geoffrey W. Kennedy
 25  Terrence S. Kent
 29 Robert C. Ketterer
 28 Robert S. Linden
 12  Dennis J. McFadden
 30+ Gerald C. Metscher
 22 Stephen R. Minton ‡
 30+ Mark T. Nelson
 30+ Mary R. Niebling
 26 Christy Wagner Nielsen
 30+ Terry E. Nilles
 28 Gaye Griffith Otto
 28 William J. Otto
 30+ Deborah Anderson Paprocki
 28 J. Michael Pearce
 30+ Kathy Newlin Pedersen
 30+ Lynn A. Persson
 30+ Christopher J. Porter
 30+ Hope Davis Preston
 30+ Dennis P. Quinlan P’07 ’04
 30+ Janice Daniels Quinlan P’07 ’04
 23  Kenneth E. Richter
 25  Nancy Goodwin Rimai
 27 Ira G. Rock
 30+ Kay Quigley Rosen
 24 Katherine Ryder
 30+ Margaret E. Schmidt
 20 Gregg E. Schrage
 30+ Christopher L. Sheldon
 29 Richard S. Sise
 12  Thomas J. Stewart III
 19 Susan Hardy Suechting P’08
 17 Robert W. Thickens P’06
 23  Peter S. Tichenor
 27 James S. Walker
 30+ Susan Isely Widell
 30+ Charles B. Will
 21 Eleanor Williams
 30+ Lana G. Woodruff
 19 Ann Huntting yonamine
Class of 1975
Class Agents
  Charles E. Woodward
  Janice Pfaller Woodward
No. Asked: 233
Donors: 93 (39.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $37,997
Other Gifts: $12,955
Total: $50,952
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 29 Lydia A. Howarth
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Christopher W. Murray §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 29 Kurt H. Albertine
 30+ Anne Webster Wolfe
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Ellis A. Ballard Jr.
 30+ Morton Robert Bearman II
 30+ Timothy J. Freeman P’05
 20 William Fuller ‡
 30+ Nancy Butler Kuhn
 30+ Jay LaJone
 27 Mary Jo Hibbert Powell §
 30+ Judith Erickson Robinson
 30+ Deborah Ansink Russell
 29 Mary Campbell Toycen P’10
Gifts of $500 + 
 27 Eric Buchter ‡
 15  Hannah R. Eisner P’09
 19 Paula Gordinier
 30+ Paul W. Hardwig
 27 Deborah Herndon Isenberg
 27 John F. Isenberg
 29 G. Paul Koning
 30+ James H. Merrell
 30+ Nancy Maxwell Mullen ‡
 4  Carl A. Rath §
 17 James A. Rose V
 30+ B. Joshua Rosen
 30+ Diana Murray Swets
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Charles H. Albrecht
 30+ Thomas W. Cutter
 30+ Mary C. Dinauer
 30+ Susan E. Hanna
 30+ Richard H. Hearn
 28 Elizabeth Johnson Hult
 30+ Lane Roseann Kirchner
 24 Susan Norton Minette
 30+ Martha Davis Pohl
 22 Martha Anderson Smithback
 30+ Charles E. Woodward
 30+ Janice Pfaller Woodward
Donors 
 8  John R. Axtell
 30+ Mary Bach
 27 Joseph R. Baierl ‡
 30+ Jon A. Becker
 4  Eric R. Benn P’14
 26 Brant W. Bittmann
 26 Susan Scheflow Bittmann
 29 Annette Cameron Blum
 18 Richard D. Bressler
 23  Nancy Fitzgerald Brown §
 29 Stephen E. Carlton ‡
 30+ Thomas B. Cartwright §
 25  Mary Clough
 9  Gail E. Colman
 20 Pamela S. Cooper
 23  Pamela Brown Day
 20 Marcia A. De Cramer
 30+ Anne Spaulding Draeger
 30+ Jane Rittenhouse Florine
 30+ Patricia Knetzger Fullam
 26 Katharine Lutz Garvey ‡
 29 deMette Spainhour Ginn
 26 Douglas G. Gold §
 26 David A. Gust
 26 Linda Wolfgram Gust
 30+ Janice Iverson Hahn P’05 ‡
 30+ Marie H. Hansen
 20 Linda Montross Harmon P’04 ’03
 30+ Donna Stetz Harris
 11  Keith Hempel
 30+ Beth Johnson Henrich P’05 §
 30+ Barbara Deisenroth Hinnendael
 22 Elizabeth Holden
 22 Stephanie H. Jed
 29 Margaret Riggs Ketterer
 19 Scott L. Klug
 22 Susan Wallace Langkamp
 12  Susan Bell Leon
 30+ Lynn M. Libera ‡
 27 R. Randy Lindsey
 27 Hokan C. Miller
 30+ Jane C. Miller
 26 Barbara Bill Mueller
 30+ Kathleen Kosloske Orth
 12  Sarah E. Perry
 21 Julie Haight Rose
 7  Jane Johnson Salance
 26 Victor Scavarda
 30+ Lynn M. Schlager
 25  Philip J. Schultz
 17 George E. Stalle
 12  Elisabeth Van Ingen Steward
 30+ Sarah Ousley Will
 30+ Lawrence A. Wilson II
Class of 1976
Class Agent
  William T. Eggbeer P’95
Class Secretaries
  Margi Briggs-Lofton
  Michael J. Lofton
No. Asked: 274
Donors: 116 (42.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $46,920
Other Gifts: $1,751
Total: $48,671
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ William T. Eggbeer P’95
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 26 James J. Beres
 30+ Robin E. Fondow P’09
 12  Ann Van Tilburg Lowe P’10
 30+ Nancy J. Mattson
 30+ Timothy I. Pruett §
 30+ Mary Susanne Reeves ‡
 21 Steven P. Swanson ‡
 30+ John J. Wolfe
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Charles G. Alex
 30+ Jeffrey H. Colman
 30+ Lucy Robandt Colman
 30+ Carol Anderson Fessler P’04
 30+ David W. Hines Jr.
 30+ Nancy Gazzola Hines
 15  Denise L. Janosik
LAWRENCE ALUMNI LAWRENCE ALUMNI
class of
1973
  40th Reunion  | $475,514
Members of the Class of 1973 Reunion Committee
Top Row, Left to Right: Mark Cebulski, Kristen Olson Lahner, Phyllis Peter-Mallard,  
Ann Carrott, Anne Sturgeon Frenchick, Louis Butler, Ron Lahner, Paul Chicos
Middle row, left to right: Greg Schneider, Cindy Libbey Gilpin, Nancy Freeman Wallace, 
Joe Rota, Sue Conkey Running, Laura Mueller Just, Sara Quandt, Dan Toycen
Bottom row, left to right: Steve Swets, Debby Burns Fox, Ginger Bevis Littleton,  
Anne Skinner Glad, Alice Ralph, Stan Kingsley Day, Duffie Adelson, Ken Melchert
• 55.8% participation
•  38 Founders Club members 
•  20 Legacy Circle members
•  37 multi-year pledges
•  $285,897 for other purposes
•  $189,617 for the Lawrence Fund
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 30+ Elizabeth Scollay Jayne
 30+ Lynne M. LaJone P’13
 22 Susan L. Medak P’11
 30+ Patricia B. Miller
 30+ Kendrith M. Rowland Jr. P’14 ’09
 24 William C. Schindler
 13  Gary Stephen Springer
 24 Mary Ellyn Carolan Vicksta
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ John A. Blumenfeld Jr. ‡
 30+ Sally Pierson Blumenfeld ‡
 30+ Laura R. Bornhoeft
 30+ Nancy Thorsen Brakeman ‡
 30+ Thomas H. Gellman
 30+ David L. Kirchman
 27 C. Anne Laskaya
 30+ Linda yamane Merrell
 25  John R. Ranck II
 30+ Jean E. Tatge
 30+ James R. Vosper P’11 ’07 ‡
 30+ Mary Gajewski Vosper P’11 ’07 ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Jack C. Anderson
 30+ Pamela Degener Benz
 29 George M. Beshers
 6  Susan Bolanos Binkis
 24 Wendy Schaller Crawford P’11
 29 Stephen A. Green ‡
 29 David A. Guzik
 30+ James P. Kirkland P’07
 30+ Elizabeth Tretow LaGro §
 5  Anthony M. Newell
 18 Liz O’Brien
 30+ Kathleen J. Quinlan
 30+ William F. Ray III
 16 Laura L. Sievert
 28 Marilyn Sterrenberg-Rose
 27 Michael Hunter Streater
Donors 
 20 Marla B. Anderson P’06
 30+ Elizabeth Morris Applebaum
 30+ Katherine Greene Ball
 16 Margi Briggs-Lofton
 30+ Matthew G. Brockmeier P’09
 26 John M. Bruce
 3  Clyde Cassel
 28 John E. Chapman
 27 Randall B. Colton
 30+ F. Thomas Crittenden
 25  Darinka Dimitrijevic D’Alessio
 30+ David W. Davenport
 17 John R. Davis
 8  Jane E. Dillingham
 27 Kyran Dowling
 30+ Ann Laiblin Duchow
 29 Amelia Erickson
 28 David C. Fortney
 19 Susanne Fusso
 15  Craig L. Gagnon
 30+ Michael R. Glendon
 29 Bonny Emdin Glisker
 26 Ruth Pinekenstein Guenther
 29 Bruce L. Hammond
 30+ Robert J. Hanisch
 17 Pamela J. Harrison
 22 John P. Imse
 25  Juli Marshak Kent
 27 Anne Wolfe King
 23  Kenneth B. Kolodner
 30+ Wendy Smith Kubitskey
 22 Nora Kyger
 24 Thomas A. Lambrecht
 30+ Edward G. Langer
 26 Diane L. Larie
 23  David E. Larson
 30+ Anne Dempesy Lee
 30+ Mark C. Lee
 15  Timothy W. Leisure
 13  Nancy Limberg-Meyer
 16 Michael J. Lofton
 30+ Clare L. McCulla
 28 Michael G. Meuli
 30+ Meredith J. Myers
 14  Linda Finger Nelson
 30+ Earl J. Patterson §
 27 Sharon Rowley Piersma
 26 Barbara J. Preskill
 30+ Christopher Reiser
 30+ Elizabeth Huggins Reiser
 28 Tamara Schiller
 22 Nancy Putnam Schilling
 30+ Thomas W. Seidel
 18 Rubin Snowden
 20 Nancy Jorgensen Soo
 28 Julie Phelps Stier ‡
 26 James R. Suhrcke
 26 Joseph M. Troy
 16 Deborah C. von Rosenvinge
 30+ Margaret A. Waller
 23  Thomas H. Whitely
 29 Karen L. Williams
 28 Mary Koch Wolff
 28 Thomas M. Wolff
Class of 1977
Class Agent
  Teri Wuletich LaJone
Class Secretary
  James M. Rand P’06
Reunion Committee
  Loretta Kalnow Kaplan, Co-Chair
  John R. Chandler
  Linda Ericson Hill
No. Asked: 269
Donors: 92 (34.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $63,908
Other Gifts: $6,075
Total: $69,984
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Loretta Kalnow Kaplan
 30+ Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. P’13 ’10 §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 21 Joanne B. Bauer
 13  Jeanne L. Bringgold-Pro
 30+ Dorothy E. Fischer
 30+ Linda Ericson Hill
 30+ James C. Peterson ‡
 30+ Leslie Bouton Peterson ‡
 30+ Karen J. Sweet P’09
 30+ Marc Weinberger
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Mary Shaw Bates
 28 E. Luke Bold ‡
 28 Carolyn Weygandt Buzek §
 30+ John R. Chandler ‡
 30+ R. William Edminster
 20 Jody Feldman
 30+ Teri Wuletich LaJone
 30+ John B. Van Duzer Jr.
 30+ Glen y. yoshida
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Mark G. Berry ‡
 14  David A. Cifrino
 27 Cydney A. Einck
 30+ Susan Rosenthal Gordon
 30+ Robert C. Graveen
 30+ Ann E. Koopman
 30+ Tracy Grogan Mooty
 30+ Martha J. Olson ‡
 30+ Sharon Rowe ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 12  Patricia M. Brown P’11 ‡
 30+ Daniel K. Butler Jr. P’07
 29 Gregg O. Dawley
 30+ Susan Basnik Herring
 30+ James H. Murphy III
 30+ James M. Rand P’06 §
 28 Karen S. Sorenson
 30+ Catherine Steiner-Lang ‡
Donors 
 30+ Susan Knowles Bates
 30+ Heidi Baumann-Schuppel
 29 Catherine M. Boggs
 30+ Meredith Bidlack Browne
 27 Timothy D. Browning
 30+ Elizabeth M. Childs
 30+ Amelia Bridges Cieslewicz
 30+ Mark M. Cieslewicz
 21 Brett W. Cochrane P’13
 30+ Steve L. Dalton P’14 ’09
 30+ Daniel J. Dauner §
 30+ Melinda K. Dik
 30+ Susan K. Dinauer
 28 Mary E. Egan
 30+ Cynthia L. Figge
 22 Jeffrey G. Frank
 15  David A. Frater P’11
 15  Julia Skinner Frater P’11
 24 Eliza T. Greene
 30+ Marc S. Grunert
 30+ Mary Gifford Heiden
 29 Mark D. Holm
 30+ Thomas G. Hughes
 28 Nancy Evans Johnsen P’11
 6  Peter J. Johnson
 13  Corinne R. Kapp
 21 Karen S. Kinsell
 24 Mary DeGroot Lambrecht
 30+ Elizabeth Aldrich Mac Kenzie
 29 Anne Paterson Maillette P’04
 17 Joel Marty
 27 ZeeAnn MacDonald Mason
 26 James H. McCracke2n Jr. ‡
 30+ Margaret C. McCulla
 30+ Anne Lippl Meyer
 13  Kenneth M. Meyer
 30+ Richard R. Meyer
 25  Kathryn J. Meyers
 30+ Martha Lee Mitchell
 30+ Cynthia Siekman Powell
 30+ Peter R. Pretkel
 22 Laurie J. Ryan
 10  Marc J. Sachnoff
 29 Timothy B. Schedl
 2  April Oja Scholtz P’16
 24 Mary Shumway Steinhoff
 30+ Ann Phillips Stone
 30+ Ruth Shaw Striegel
 4  Randall K. Syme
 29 Connie Hansen Syslack
 24 Rene E. Taura
 24 James A. Tiemstra
  Valerie J. Weber
 22 Anne MacLeod Weeks §
 19 John R. Wylie
 30+ Jody W. Zylke
Class of 1978
Class Agents
  Deanne L. Amaden
  Greg C. Pettigrew P’15
Class Secretaries
  Christine Siewert Edgecomb
  Janet Aronberg Hersh
Reunion Committee
  Suzy Steele Born P’06, Co-Chair
  Deanne L. Amaden, Legacy Circle Liaison
  Bertha Hinojosa Baillie
  Mark D. Breseman P’14
  Michael P. Cisler P’06
  Jeffrey S. Edwards P’13
  Janet Aronberg Hersh
  Elizabeth Kortenhof Kumbalek P’13
  Mark L. Metz
  Jo Howarth Noonan
  Greg C. Pettigrew P’15
  Irene Ang Strohbeen
No. Asked: 225
Donors: 86 (38.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $85,460
Other Gifts: $42,970
Total: $128,430
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Michael P. Cisler P’06 §
 30+ Peter M. Musser
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Deanne L. Amaden ‡ §
 29 Scott A. Bohon
 30+ Cynthia L. Estlund
 30+ David F. Hill
 30+ Elizabeth Kortenhof Kumbalek P’13 §
 30+ Steven C. Kumbalek P’13 §
 26 Mark L. Metz
 30+ Mark R. Vytlacil
 30+ Leslie Bellows Weinberger
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Stephen G. Bates
 30+ Marcia Baxter Bearman
 30+ Paul H. Berghoff
 30+ Mark D. Breseman P’14 §
 30+ Nancy E. Fay P’14 ’09
 30+ Janet Aronberg Hersh
 30+ Robin B. Kipnis
 30+ Susan Litteken Leader
 26 Douglas D. Marshall P’09
 30+ Jo Howarth Noonan
 29 Michael K. Powers
 30+ Penn J. Ritter
 27 Michael L. Sterling
 25  David G. Thome P’13
 23  Timothy A. Thompson
Gifts of $500 + 
 25  Steven J. Bill
 30+ David B. Brakeman ‡
 29 Walter H. Deutsch II
 23  David J. Klaeser
 30+ Irene Ang Strohbeen §
 26 W. Anthony Vernon ‡
 23  James A. Zipple
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Amy F. Bell
 22 Suzy Steele Born P’06 ‡
 30+ Michael J. Calabrese
 29 Basil D. Georgiadis ‡
 30+ Carol Stohrer Grench
 28 Elizabeth J. Griesse ‡
 27 John L. Martin
 30+ Sue Martin-Steiner P’12 ’05 ‡
 27 Cheryl Owen Ronk
 24 Margaret H. Scheid
 30+ Mary Reed Spencer §
 11  David L. Woboril
 17 Nancy Patton Wood
 28 Beth Scholten Woodruff
 28 Randon B. Woodworth ‡
Donors 
 14  Jonathan M. Aries
 22 David C. Bouc
 22 Anne Hathaway Bush
 27 Maria Kaiser Dietrich P’10 ’06
 30+ Jeffrey S. Edwards P’13
 30+ Brent B. Erensel
 20 Justo A. Fernandez
 24 David E. Frankson
 30+ Michael J. Gamsky
 26 Ralph E. Harrison
 26 Susan Schneider Harrison
 26 Kathy Kennedy Hawkins
 23  Kathleen Muir Hilborn
 23  Anne Babcock Hollowed
 30+ James M. Hoskins
 14  James S. Jacobs
 9  Mark A. Krogman
 22 Charles E. Kron
 17 Thomas E. Lindfors
 30+ Julie A. Manning §
 17 Susan Teumer Marty
 27 Penny Sheaffer Miller
 30+ Amos B. Miner
 25  Mary J. O’Donnell
 25  Janet Palumbo-Lavery
 21 Lisa J. Peterson
 30+ Greg C. Pettigrew P’15
 30+ Kristine Kosloske Reed
 27 Paul W. Schmidt
 30+ Mary Anthony Sherman
 20 Michael S. Sigman
 27 David B. Solomon
 24 Lea Sitton Stanley
 27 Julie A. Stoneman
 28 Nan Ciaccio Strohmaier
 8  Kelly S. Taylor
 15  Jan yee
 27 Margaret Zola-Schmidt
Class of 1979
Class Agent
  John W. Warrington Jr.
Class Secretary
  Scott R. Matsumoto
Reunion Committee
  Scott R. Matsumoto, Co-Chair
  Andrew D. McNeill, Co-Chair
  Julie Sasman Dixon
  Michael J. Edmonds
  Jerome R. Kerkman P’12
  Robert T. Morava Jr.
  Scott D. Myers
No. Asked: 244
Donors: 100 (41.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $88,546
Other Gifts: $55,898
Total: $144,444
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Scott D. Myers §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 23  August W. Geise IV P’15
 30+ Douglas J. Honnold
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 29 Jerome R. Kerkman P’12
 26 Robert J. Stevens P’13 ’10
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 24 Karl P. Albrecht
 25  Barbara Douglas Good §
 30+ Kris L. Hoffman
 30+ Todd A. Mahr P’09 §
 30+ Bruce A. Marshall
 30+ Susan Dresser Marshall
 30+ Kenton R. Rose ‡
 21 Richard J. Whiting P’14
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 28 Margaret Dwyer Bold ‡
 30+ Cynthia Arneson Eddy P’09
 30+ Robert E. Eddy P’09
 24 Thomas E. Holl
 29 Mary Jo Johnson
 26 Mary Thome Marshall P’09
 28 Linda Harris Mimms P’12
 30+ Robert T. Morava Jr.
 30+ William H. Pearce Jr.
 10  Jose Luis Romero Hicks
Gifts of $500 + 
 29 Anne Lorusso Cascone
 30+ Kathleen Fuller Davidson ‡
 27 Julie Sasman Dixon
 27 Margaret A. Greco
 30+ Kathryn A. Krohn-Gill
 29 Margaret Singer Piper ‡
 29 Mark A. Piper ‡
 30+ Anne E. Rieselbach
 30+ Ruth L. Steiner §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Susan T. Chandler
 22 Ellen R. Cordes
 26 Michael J. Edmonds
 26 Joshua M. Farber
 28 Scott Farnsworth
 30+ Paul H. Grench
 8  William W. Koopman
 28 Christine L. Krueger
 30+ Roelif M. Loveland
 25  Scott R. Matsumoto
 26 Gary J. Morgan
 21 Keith S. Morgan
 28 James G. Palm
 30+ David G. Ponschok
 30+ John S. Rowland
 18 Thomas J. Smayda
 30+ Scott D. Wolbers P’09
Donors 
 26 Mark F. Alfano
 26 Donald A. Arnosti
 28 LinaBeth Barber
 23  Robbi Vander Hyden Battey
 30+ John A. Bill
 30+ Teri Herbst Bill
 24 Frank J. Bouressa P’10 ’07 ’04
 23  Jane Dickoff Bruer
 29 Jane Diemer Caldwell
 25  Lori J. Callow
 28 Jane W. Curran-Meuli
 24 Anne Duncan-Welke P’12 ’09
 30+ Debra Eberhard-Mohnen
 30+ Mary Roy Fisher
 30+ Leslie Schiemann Gast
 14  Kenneth Gilstrap
 19 Cathleen Ryherd Glynn
 23  Laura Storms Grathwol P’13
 19 Jeffrey R. Hawley
 30+ Patricia Nelson Held
 26 Paavo H. Husen
 29 Lydia Chern Jansen ‡
 24 Katharine Jensen
 28 Grace E. E. Jones
 29 Cheryl Vermillion Knuppel ‡
 28 Rick A. Knurr
 23  Cynthia Shuttleworth Larsen
 18 Regina Swingen Lee
 27 Robert B. Loomis
 17 Victor G. Lychyk
 26 Margaret Malde-Arnosti
 30+ Kathleen Sellin Manchester
 22 Mark E. Maronde
 28 Andrew D. McNeill
 28 Tracy Claire Smith Meyer
 29 Delores M. Meyers
 26 Rebecca Schalk Nagel
 30+ Karen K. Nelson
 11  Gordon R. Phetteplace
 22 Ellen Kaltenthaler Schroeder P’09 ‡
 27 Thomas C. Spear
 28 Julia Hood Stone
 26 Deena Goldberg Takata
 22 H. Chuck William Tretow
 29 Amy L. Wachs
 30+ John W. Warrington Jr.
 30+ Merrick E. Wells ‡
 22 David T. Wenzlau
 30+ Dona Vander Schaaf Wininsky
 18 Christine Manuel Zacher P’10
 28 Bernadette Becker Zak
Class of 1980
Class Agents
  Louis H. Turner
  Karen McGarvie Watson P’11 ’09
  Thomas C. Watson P’11 ’09
Class Secretary
  Thomas G. Dwyer
No. Asked: 208
Donors: 76 (36.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $73,037
Other Gifts: $25,921
Total: $98,958
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Julie Jansen Kraemer P’13 ’10 §
 30+ Amy Lind Perille §
 30+ Robert F. Perille §
 30+ Stephanie Howard Vrabec §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Judith Ingersoll Gray P’10 ‡
 30+ Jamin Nixon
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Randall M. Behm
 30+ Rick Davis §
 30+ Robert D. Foss
 19 Adam M. Gottesman
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Dorothy Janet Gaal
 30+ Jayne Merwin Griese
 30+ Jeffrey M. Griese
 27 Gregory L. Griffin P’09 ’08
 30+ Paul W. Heiring P’16
 27 Linda D. Holford
 10  Michael R. Martino
 30+ Hugh H. McLean
 30+ Peter C. Schulze
 30+ Catherine Coates Terwedow ‡
 30+ Louis H. Turner
 29 Eric A. young §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Marcy Wax Armstrong ‡
 22 Dennis L. Klaeser
 30+ Michael H. Kortenhof
 30+ Jane E. Thessin
Gifts of $250 + 
 20 Kurt E. Amend
 26 Kären Zoerb Cohen §
 26 Robert L. Cohen §
 20 John M. Curtin P’14
 25  Julia Pingry Fraser
 25  James S. Grabovac
 30+ Nina Jacobson
 30+ Michael R. Ladevich
 28 Susan Merbach Palm
 29 Cathy A. Robison
 24 Anil C. Singh
 30+ Mark J. Svendsen
 23  Alan P. Tarver
 30+ Karen McGarvie Watson P’11 ’09
 30+ Thomas C. Watson P’11 ’09
Donors 
 29 Anne Sexton Bryan
 30+ Mary Warrington Cassidy
 30+ Helen C. Chang
 26 Sara Matthews Chappell
 30+ Thomas G. Dwyer
 30+ Margaret Bardgett Finley
 26 Kathryn Holden Focht ‡
 26 Douglas S. Frisch
 30+ Kevin L. Fritsche
 30+ Peter J. Hedberg
 30+ R. Kurt Held
 29 Catherine O’Connor Holm
 30+ Diane K. Houriet
 18 David Janes
 30+ Gregory P. Linnemanstons §
 25  Stephen McCardell
 25  Susan Lawrence McCardell
 27 Kathleen A. McDougal
 30+ Virginia Merrifield ‡
 29 James D. Miller
 29 Wesley A. Moskal
 30+ Janice Rosenthal Parker
 11  Louise Anderson Phetteplace
 30+ Stephen C. Prout
 30+ Susan Wyandt Prout
 29 Ann Weedman Roller
 29 Richard J. Roller
 26 James I. Scheuer
 30+ Lynne McCollum Staley
 30+ John R. Stoner
 29 Alan J. Tatarsky ‡
 30+ Karen E. Tews
 28 Mark D. Tohulka
 30+ James G. Wilke
 22 Diane J. Wolter
Class of 1981
Class Agents
  Anne Smith Cornelius
  James M. Cornelius
Class Secretary
  Karen Lutz Hallacy
No. Asked: 217
Donors: 72 (33.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $29,365
Other Gifts: $1,777
Total: $31,142
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Kathryn C. Henry-Choisser §
 28 Susan Schmidt Robertson P’13 ‡
 17 Terry J. Smith
 30+ Julie E. Thompson §
 30+ Bryan A. Torcivia
 13  KK Tse
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 19 Paul Aiken
 28 Robert B. Blasio
 23  David F. Brightsman
 30+ Anne Smith Cornelius
 30+ James M. Cornelius
 28 Karen Lutz Hallacy
 30+ David A. Heller §
LAWRENCE ALUMNI LAWRENCE ALUMNI
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 30+ James M. Loveland
 22 James L. Matchefts
Gifts of $500 + 
 8  Pamela Arnold
 29 Elayne Bornslaeger Bednar
 30+ Lynn Berry
 27 David E. Eddy
 30+ James Gandre
 30+ Arnold W. Lau §
 4  Michael H. O’Connell ‡
 30+ Keith G. Smedema §
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Barbara Bailey Jongbloed
 24 John A. MacElwee
 26 Patrick H. Short
 30+ Rondi Stallard-Kilham
 24 John T. Traylor P’15
 24 Ann E. Whereat P’15
Donors 
 17 James G. Acker
 13  Frank W. Babbitt P’15
 26 Susan Friend Barnett
 25  Jane Berliss-Vincent
 26 Tonya Broyles-Brouillard
 30+ Mary Dauffenbach Cairns
 29 Peter Caldwell
 29 Carolyn Schumacher Clark
 28 Thomas B. Conway
 23  David H. Curle
 30+ Kathleen M. DeMets
 30+ Ann S. Derse
 18 Daniel J. Dettweiler
 30+ Melinda Curry Douglass
 28 Lynn James Dulak P’12
 29 Lisa Hollensteiner Egger
 29 Jack R. Erkilla ‡
 29 Julie Folz Erkilla ‡
 24 Caroline Schnering Etzkorn
 26 Katherine Boentje Frisch
 26 Judith Laird Griffin P’80
 10  Greg R. Grunert
 30+ Alan M. Gunn
 28 Bernard A. Haen
 23  Michael A. Kahlow P’16 ’15
 21 Eleanor Kerlow §
 17 Jeanne Phelps Loehnis P’06 ’05
 30+ Cynthia Boeye McGinnis
 10  Timothy P. Melchert
 28 Susan McGrath Mielenhausen
 8  Peter J. Olsen
 30+ Coralee Ferk Ott
 23  Shayne Vogt Reilly
 14  Julia A. Roberts P’09
 26 Margaret Sinnott Rubin
 30+ Ann Matthews Schneider
 27 Helen C. Snook
 16 Teresa Miller Spevacek
 16 Anne E. Tews
 13  Sabina B. Walla
 14  Terri Harrison Westby
 30+ Charlene Ivancic Wilke
 19 Dave R. Winship
Class of 1982
Class Agent
  Janet Steiner Stevens P’13 ’10
Class Secretary
  Thomas R. Quill
No. Asked: 232
Donors: 70 (30.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $35,936
Other Gifts: $2,432
Total: $38,368
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 28 David C. Blowers §
 28 Luann Picchietti Blowers §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 26 Janet Steiner Stevens P’13 ’10
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 28 James D. Hawks III P’16
 28 David A. Robertson P’13 ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Ross W. Daniels ‡
 30+ Bart T. De Stasio P’12 §
 28 Brian G. Dobberke ‡
 28 Cynthia Carlson Dobberke ‡
 25  Brian Ronald Garves
 30+ Kim Johndro Harmon
 30+ Jessica Olson Heiring P’16
 23  Karen B. King
 25  Rebecca Devereux Sullivan §
 22 Dean P. Walsh
Gifts of $500 + 
 28 Kathleen A. Bublitz
 28 John A. Korte ‡
 30+ Elizabeth Shoemaker Kortenhof
 25  Karl J. Kramer
 27 Sandra K. Nyberg
 24 Thomas R. Quill
 22 Ron Reising
 30+ Sara Krohn Rezin P’11
Gifts of $250 + 
 22 Thomas T. Barney
 27 Frederick C. Bartol
 24 Elizabeth Siegel Cohen
 22 Michael J. Dolan
 30+ Andrew W. Hazucha
 30+ Linda Berger Hellmich
 29 Sarah Flom Kiecker
 30+ Mark A. Kohls
 26 Donald V. Latorraca
 17 Mary L. Vander Linden
 28 Pamela R. Weiner-Malkin
Donors 
 30+ David N. Arnosti
 23  Paul H. Baehr
 16 Rachel D. Barber
 13  John R. Boas
 26 Nancy L. Bossert
 17 Amadou K.S. Camara
 29 Elizabeth Woellner Corcoran
 29 Nancy Elliott Curtis
 28 Charles DeMets P’14
 16 Karen Malm DiMario
 15  Mark K. Dorn
 29 John J. Ehren
 30+ Nina Pearce Erensel
 25  Katherine Freund
 30+ Timothy B. Frigo
 30+ Alisa Gardner Fritsche
 16 Barbara Kloehn Gresik
 14  Jill Kaar Hanson
 27 Linda S. Hill
 18 Lisa E. Huberty
 30+ Elizabeth Lutton Luscher
 18 Richard W. Maddox
 24 Lori L. Mueller
 23  Diane M. Odeen P’16 ’15
 27 Janet L. Place
 23  David A. Rein
 15  Jeffrey R. Ropella
 26 Janet L. Salzwedel
 11  Graham M. Satherlie
 27 Lynn Gordon Sellon
 30+ Barbara Chern Shefka
 15  Eric R. Simonson
 23  David C. Trimble
 12  Gregory L. Uselmann P’14
 30+ Mary Taylor Vogel P’14 ’12
 28 Katy Rothschild Zwick
Class of 1983
Class Agent
  Paul O. Jenkins
Class Secretary
  Wendy Welch Grim
No. Asked: 237
Donors: 106 (44.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $56,725
Other Gifts: $22,579
Total: $79,304
Gifts of $10,000 + 
  Anonymous (1)
 27 Jonathan W. Bauer ‡
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 28 Donna Gresser Harper
 28 James L. Harper Jr.
 19 Richard A. Moser P’14 ’11 ‡ §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 29 Sara Schmidt Agritelley §
 30+ Charles F. Hunter §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Elise Epps Allen
 28 Kent E. Allen
 24 Andrew S. Burnett
 30+ Elizabeth Dugan De Stasio P’12 §
 6  Kevin B. Edwards
 24 David J. O’Morchoe
 26 Pamela R. Paulsen
 15  David J. Powers
 23  Jody Koteski Reckard §
 10  Carrie Schaefer-Martino
 25  Stuart S. Winter
Gifts of $500 + 
 23  Heidi L. Berres
 25  Leroy C. Conliffe ‡
 28 Mary Swenson Heyl
 29 John L. Ibele
 29 Monica McNaughton
 29 Mary Meany
 30+ Kristen Stokes Paulsen
 28 Patricia L. Quentel
 26 John S. Schmid ‡
 25  Mary N. Takahashi
 28 David S. Veum ‡
 26 Lynn M. Westphal
Gifts of $250 + 
 28 Mary S. Barber-Schmitz
 28 Hunter Colby
 12  M. Kim Hah
 26 Katherine Leventhal Latorraca
 28 David R. Lornson
 28 Christopher J. Matheus
 25  Victoria Mason Runnoe
 28 Tom Schmitz
 14  John P. Stuligross ‡
 28 Terri R. Sundberg
 14  Mark S. Washburn
 28 Andrew G. Wheeler
Donors 
 30+ Regula Vitt Arnosti
 16 Megan Diane Bailiff
 24 Mitchell T. Biba P’11 §
 5  Brown Sarah Bryan
 18 Carolyn Graaskamp Carlson
 27 Peter E. Carlson
 26 Dianne Bowe Carr ‡
 13  Kate Stephens Carter
 19 Douglas H. Child
 25  Catherine M. Cotter
 29 Melissa Capra Ehren
 29 Ann Weber Engelstad
 28 Rodney J. Fabrycky
 24 Nancy Owens Fraser P’16
 27 Brian L. Gallagher
 25  Dawn Pubanz Gergen P’14
 17 Virginia Teas Gill
 13  Wendy Welch Grim
 29 Wendy L. Hansen
 28 T. Rodman Harvey
 25  Valerie C. Hassman
 12  Erich J. Heinrich
 16 Neil M. Hersh
 29 David L. Hoffmann
 28 Daniel J. Hunt
 23  Lee L. Hurlbut
 27 Cameron S. Jackson
 30+ Paul O. Jenkins
 25  Sally A. Johnson
 21 Laura L. Jones
 26 Jay C. Kellner
 24 Craig W. Knapp
 19 Anne M. Kocher ‡
 14  Ann M. Kohl-Re
 25  John R. Kuehl
 14  H. Andrew Larsen
 18 Jacquie Ghiron Lindseth
 29 John B. Linnemanstons
 29 Robin Chapman Linnemanstons
 13  Michele L. Lucas
 25  Maria B. Matthews
 12  Paul McComas
  Michael P. McDonald Jr.
  Susan Montzka McDonald
 25  Christopher R. McLean
 26 Richard H. Miller Jr.
 27 Lisa K. Nadziejka P’14
 30+ Christine M. Neumiller
 25  Steven D. Nordstrom
 24 Erik A. Ostenso
 25  David A. Paul
 23  Anne Taylor Persaud
 30+ Michael D. Purdo
 20 David P. Rabago
 27 Philip L. Ritger
 28 Andrea R. Schauer P’13 ’07
 21 Allison Mead Schultz P’11
 9  Pat Schwanke
 25  Leslieann Schwartz
 12  E. Lee Schoen Skjon
 28 James A. Skochdopole
 29 Kerry Leonard Tessling
 27 Christine L. Wilkinson
 26 Hallie McNamara Worsey
Class of 1984
Class Agents
  Bradford P. Aspgren
  Todd E. Wexman
Class Secretary
  Elizabeth Sheridan Rammer
No. Asked: 209
Donors: 87 (41.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $70,035
Other Gifts: $1,027
Total: $71,062
Gifts of $10,000 + 
  Anonymous (1)
 29 Charles D. Saunders §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 19 Lisa Miller Moser P’14 ’11 ‡ §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 25  Thomas D. Brucker
 22 William Wesley Burrington §
 15  Ann Thomas Skala ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 25  Cyndy Zimmerman Cowles
 29 Christopher J. Jankowski
 23  Jill A. Manuel
 10  Andrew R. Nelson
 24 Patrice Skalko O’Morchoe
 26 Jeffrey A. Orlin
 29 Elizabeth Sheridan Rammer §
 29 Kurt I. Schwarzkopf ‡
 27 Jeffrey T. Vander Wilt
 29 Thomas P. Wick §
Gifts of $500 + 
 29 Carol Arnosti
 29 Bradford P. Aspgren §
 27 Angela Colman Chatten
 28 Bruce A. Heyl Jr.
 21 Donald P. Land
 26 Susan Lichty-Schmid ‡
 26 Nancy K. Olson-Streibich
 11  Craig H. Renner
 28 Gregory E. Stevens ‡
 26 John M. Streibich
 28 A. Falk vonPlachecki
Gifts of $250 + 
 25  Shirley Andrews-Sharer
 14  Thomas Ansusinha
 18 Elizabeth L. Babcock
 26 Kristen Ribbens Bruxvoort
 19 Daniel T. Busiel ‡
 15  Terrance J. Coenen P’15
 28 Raymond M. Johnson
 17 Katherine Moore Lauderbaugh
 29 Ruth Washington Mayhew
 9  Ronald D. Roberts Jr.
 27 Sharon L. Roeseler ‡
 21 William H. Shaw
 21 Jennifer L. Taylor
 28 Todd E. Wexman
 14  Robin Fiedler Wheeler
Donors 
 23  Therese Paul Barry-Tanner
 26 Robin S. Beauchamp
 28 David W. Bolgrien P’15
 29 Carrie Morris Bowman
 24 Connie Kurth Bredeson
 14  Laura Van Nostrand Caviani
 24 Joseph L. Como Jr.
 24 Teresa Smith Como
 23  Christopher L. Coogan
 18 Mary-Terese Cozzola
 27 Karen Phipps Dosh
 28 Peter N. Dulak P’12
 29 Linda Ferris Federer
 11  Susan L. Fulton
 18 Patrick J. Grogan
 16 Janine D. Judd Tea
 26 Anne Jacobsen Karabakal
 24 Mitchell B. Katten
 28 Mary L. Klein
 13  Daniel T. Laurence
 25  Susanne M. Malaise
 23  Andrew J. McCausland
 21 Bruce T. Melchert
 20 Laurence P. Minsky
 15  Matthew Peterson ‡
 15  Tirzah Strom Peterson ‡
 29 Carol Krasin Pisani
 29 David J. Pisani
 28 Kim Kubale Precourt
 28 Ellen G. Raugust
 28 Kurt J. Rommelfaenger
 19 Mary Eggen Sabin
 21 Cynthia Olson Sahotsky ‡
 25  Stacey A. Schmeidel
 27 Brian R. Smigelski
 20 George M. Smith
 29 Kelvin A. C. Smith §
 29 Clark M. Stalker
 29 Donna Perille Stalker
 27 Alexander R. Starrett
 27 Susan Lynn Turner
 29 Michael Uram
 12  Donna Koudelik Uselmann P’14
 13  Nancy Jo Van Sloun
 5  Tamara Jahn Williams
Class of 1985
Class Agents
  Glen D. Johnson
  Cynthia Chamberlain Smith
Class Secretaries
  Tanja Scribner Felton
  Tammie L. Follett
No. Asked: 214
Donors: 67 (31.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $43,511
Other Gifts: $6,955
Total: $50,466
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 25  Renee Goral Boldt §
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 27 Christopher P. Sarnowski §
 16 David R. Shepard P’13
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 21 Scott F. Cameron
 28 Daniel W. Fleming ‡
 18 John F. Ide
 26 Jane Egge Jeruc P’16 ’15
 21 Margaret M. Maguire
 21 David A. Melbye
 21 Joan Hillebrand Neumiller
Gifts of $500 + 
 16 Karen Wagner Dickerson
 28 Stephen J. Edwards
 27 Margaret LaVelle Gater
 28 Jon C. Hofer
 28 Theodore V. Holroyd
 20 Charles E. Ray Jr.
 22 Anne Pouba Reising
 15  Jon D. Riehle
 20 Karen T. Uselmann
Gifts of $250 + 
 22 Phoebe Rowe Bachman
 25  Ellen Kocher Fleming ‡
 27 Rebecca Wright Gaw
 17 Jeffrey M. Johnson
 17 Lisa Muller Johnson
 26 Curt W. Laumann ‡
 9  Randall R. Margenau
 28 Cynthia Chamberlain Smith
 27 Gary E. Smith
Donors 
 28 Kelly Sharp Bolgrien P’15
 22 Rosetta Roth Bredael ‡
 18 Ann Buschhaus
 19 Michael P. Chobanian
 26 H. Casey Cordes
 24 Resli E. Costabell
 15  Patricia Schultz Darling P’13
 27 Brian K. Dockery P’15
 27 Lisa Johnson Dockery P’15
 27 Kathleen Ebben Drescher
 27 Park M. Drescher
 19 Ann Bertler Elleh
 26 Tanja Scribner Felton
 15  Mariann A. Ferrin-Baba
 24 Paul W. Fraser P’16
 25  Jennifer Nilsson Halgren
 24 Todd W. Hausmann
 24 Sarah Nelson Howells
 23  B. Andrew James
 25  Gregory A. Kiehl
 16 David C. King
 28 Kurt Krebsbach
 30+ Meg Hoppe Linnemanstons §
 26 Stephen G. Miller
 11  Mike Minaz Mithani
 27 Nancy Felker Nack
 24 Chrysa Bayer Ostenso
 23  Gregory J. Pelnar
 21 Annemieke Kiss Powers (Susanne)
 19 Philip L. Ruge-Jones
 21 Ruth M. Saecker
 18 Lee Salawitch
 23  Charles S. Sidles
 9  John C. Smither
 26 Kary A. Strickland
 26 Susannah Lurie Taylor
 27 David S. Thomson
 27 Michelle Coyle Thomson
 22 Timothy X. Troy
Class of 1986
Class Agent
  Hans L. Erickson
No. Asked: 174
Donors: 66 (37.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $16,692
Other Gifts: $432
Total: $17,124
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 28 Hans L. Erickson
 28 Daniel T. Macke ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 8  Maurine Spillman Dennis
 28 Jennifer Babboni Fleming ‡
 10  Joseph Green III §
 26 William D. Jeruc P’16 ’15
 23  Brian G. Pertl P’12 §
 16 Jeffrey A. Walker
Gifts of $500 + 
 28 Stephen L. Albrecht
 28 Scott McNaught
 22 Caroline Neumiller Pfeffer
 26 Julia Wick Sonneborn
Gifts of $250 + 
 18 Pauline Pieper Allison ‡
 27 Susan P. Anthony
 21 Deborah Blake-Jasso
 28 Jill Lunde Jones
 24 Susanne Burger Rutherford
 23  Elizabeth Schaupp Sidles
 28 John H. Stewart
 28 Molly Martin Stewart
 24 Andrea L. Stout
Donors 
 23  Steven E. Anderson
 11  Mary A. Blasing
 18 Paul Bookter
 10  Daniel D. Browdie
 12  David A. Comber
 28 Greg P. Curtis
 22 Margaret Keefe Davies
 21 Diane Nordell Doudna
 26 Richard B. Dowd P’08
 20 Mary E. Eberle
 5  Kristin Vorpahl Erickson
 23  Jennifer J. Fenne
 25  Anne-Marie Feyrer-Melk
 25  Sarah Prince Frey ‡
 23  Michael J. Grode
 19 Alison F. Guthrie
 27 Nicole Condon Hayes
 14  Judith Lewandowski Jamison P’16
 23  Rebecca Halverson Johnson
 27 Jennifer L. Jordan
 19 Sandra L. Kingery
 24 Claudia A. Kuhn
 9  Melissa A. Larsen-Walker
 18 Michael W. Lind
 11  Doug Mason
 23  Colleen M. McVeigh-Buist
 15  Victoria A. Moerchen
 20 Christopher P. Mosbarger
 20 Johnna Stassi Mosbarger
 28 Charles L. Newhall
 26 Paul Otto
 25  Kristine Patrow-Ogle
 21 Mary Mickel Poole
 24 Julie Moore Rapacki §
 28 Christine Hoelter Ryan
 13  Deborah Wilson Singer
 13  John E. Singer
 13  John M. Stapleton Jr.
 26 Michael R. Stone
 23  Trudi van Beuningen-Hamilton
 26 Kevin A. Walch
 21 Timothy B. Webster
 28 Ann Schmitt Wendel
 17 Carrie Ganzel Winkler P’15
 17 Scott A. Winkler P’15
Class of 1987
Class Agents
  A. Roman Boed
  Molly Bradshaw Boed
Class Secretary
  Stephen C. Purdum
No. Asked: 205
Donors: 77 (37.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $25,316
Other Gifts: $607
Total: $25,923
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 27 Julie Benjamin Andrews
 25  A. Roman Boed
 25  Molly Bradshaw Boed
 26 Peter G. Kelly §
 23  Anne Rupert Lamps ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 17 Beth M. Campbell ‡
 22 John D. Martin
 21 John H. Neumiller
 23  Leila Ramagopal Pertl
 26 Jonathan D. Roe
 29 Janine M. yanisch
Gifts of $500 + 
 26 Constance Reno Engel ‡
 21 Peter O. McGaffigan ‡
 26 Diane E. Pellowe §
 24 Julie Stoker Purdum
 24 Stephen C. Purdum
 8  Angela Wagoner Ryckman
 22 Wm. Timothy Toole
Gifts of $250 + 
 14  Susan M. Crawford
 20 Elizabeth R. Fox
 25  Julie A. Horst
LAWRENCE ALUMNI LAWRENCE ALUMNI
25th Reunion  | $74,459
Members of the Class of 1988 Reunion Committee
Left to Right : 
Row 1:  Christopher (Chris) Korbel, Melissa Wagner Halfenger, Sarah Ruf Spencer
Row 2: Ann Spellman Roe
Row 3:  Elizabeth (Liz) Woodworth, Elizabeth (Liz) Lehfeldt, Ireta Gasner,  
Jeanine Perella McConaghy
Row 4: Michael Wysocki, Robert (Bob) Countryman, Thomas (Tom) Detienne
• 26.6% participation
• 10 Founders Club Members
• 2 Legacy Circle Members
class of
1988
• 9 multi-year pledges
• $1,270 for other purposes 
• $73,189 for the Lawrence Fund
2–30+ years of giving; ‡ Matching Gift; § Legacy Circle; + Deceased This listing reflects contributions received between July 1, 2012, and June 30, 201368 Fall 2013  President’s annual rePort 2012–13 69
 20 Jeffrey A. Jolton
 9  David Aron Livingston
 18 Mark J. Magnani
 19 Teri Barlament McKibben ‡
 20 Ann Marie Martinson Mueller
 16 Steven A. Reich
 22 Lisa Kanitz Roskom
 6  William W. Thomas
 25  James D. Wagner
Donors 
 23  Connie L. Amon
 27 Joan Pfarr Anderson §
 24 Debra Aspgren-Kuder
 26 Michelle D. Bauer ‡
 18 Paula Vanhooser Baum P’91 ’88
 18 Ann Oestreich Bur
 15  Daniel E. Bur
 5  Jennifer A. Carr P’16
 21 Jennifer Cygnor
 18 Julie K. D’Andrea
 27 Susan Peterson Eisner
 23  Michelle Nett Fiordalisi
 13  William C. Fischelis
 12  Thomas W. FitzHugh
 20 Geoffrey A. Friedley
 9  Daniel J. Galante
 23  Caroline Sisola George
 13  Deborah N. Gottesman
 12  Ava E. Grover
 17 Danielle Adelberg Hamill
 26 Karen A. Hoffmann ‡
 18 Marina Huber
 18 Robert M. Hudson
 21 Melissa Pahel Jacks
 17 John O. Jensen P’12
 21 Lee Caulkins Keller
 25  Karen Hamilton Kiehl
 14  Sarah Weitz Klammer
 25  Lisa S. Mayer
 22 Janet D. McLaughlin
 24 Pauline Moran
 26 Sandra Mortimer-Polcyn
 26 Erin Torrey Ostler
 21 Susan D. Packard
 24 Anne C. Paterson
 17 Lucy Blythe Preston
 18 Allan L. Ries
 17 Anne Kubeck Schauman
 25  Karin J. Sconzert
 23  Francis D. Shanahan Jr.
 18 Jill Rodieck Shumann
 22 John W. Stephens
 6  Alexandra Howe Stevenson
 27 Carla J. Veneziale ‡
 21 Hilary Webster
 3  Silagh Chiappetta White
 20 Michael D. youngblood
Class of 1988
Class Agent
  Elizabeth A. Lehfeldt
Class Secretary
  Thomas D. Detienne P’16
Reunion Committee
  Melissa Wagner Halfenger, Co-Chair
  Elizabeth A. Lehfeldt, Co-Chair
  Robert S. Countryman
  Thomas D. Detienne P’16
  Ireta L. Gasner
  Christopher G. Korbel
  Jeanine Perella McConaghy
  Ann Spellman Roe,  
       Legacy Circle Liaison
  Sarah Ruf Spencer
  Elizabeth L. Woodworth
  Michael J. Wysocki
No. Asked: 188
Donors: 50 (26.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $73,189
Other Gifts: $1,270
Total: $74,459
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 22 G. Andy Scott ‡
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 24 Kathryn Andrew Willett
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 19 Michael J. Wysocki
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 25  J. Stephen Cowles
 26 G. Michael Halfenger
 26 Melissa Wagner Halfenger
 23  Laura Wirtz Jenkins
 16 Scott B. Quehl
 26 Ann Spellman Roe §
Gifts of $500 + 
 20 Anne Packard Bernsten
 20 Stephen A. Bernsten Jr.
 24 Robert S. Countryman
 17 Lora Hainy
 26 Elizabeth A. Lehfeldt
 17 Kristi Vap Luenzmann
 22 Jeanine Perella McConaghy
 24 Tim A. Micheau
Gifts of $250 + 
 12  Ireta L. Gasner
 22 Anthony P. Grade ‡
 25  Holly Hanson G¸venli
 20 Matthew E. Hane
 9  Bruno R. Mangiardi
 15  Russell P. Spinazze
Donors 
 22 Jeffrey K. Beaster
 16 Pamela J. Callahan
 23  Daryl Taylor Cohan
 23  Jennifer Benton Cravens
 24 Thomas D. Detienne P’16
 24 Timothy P. Duff
 12  Dean G. DuMonthier
 2  Eric T. Ellis
 26 John W. Emanuelson
 23  Heidi Mendonca Erstad
 23  Basil V. Godellas
 23  Caroline Kullberg Godellas
 5  Mark W. Hanson
 26 Megan Lynn Isaac
 12  Lisa Shuster Janairo P’15
 12  Elizabeth Keggi
 14  Steve Klammer
 20 James D. Maksymiu
 26 Christopher K. Page
 20 Robert A. Pope
 24 John U. Ruckdaeschel
 25  Bradd L. Seegers
 23  Rebecca A. Shereikis
 24 Lisa A. Shirah-Hiers
 25  Sarah Ruf Spencer
 8  Sarah E. Springer
 19 Andrew J. Whitsitt
 8  Elizabeth L. Woodworth
 21 Louis J. Wool
Class of 1989
Class Agent
  Nicholas Marsh
Class Secretary
  Kelly Carroll Rhodes
No. Asked: 201
Donors: 72 (35.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $59,861
Other Gifts: $306,040
Total: $365,901
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 26 Cynthia Moeller Stiehl §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 22 Liza A. Franzene-Scott ‡
 25  David N. Knapp §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 15  Caran Frater Quadracci
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 22 Alexandra Stegemann 
Christianson
 3  Timothy M. Van Wyk
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 22 Alicia M. Broeren
 17 Kellie R. Brown
 4  Kathryn Roberts
Gifts of $500 + 
 28 Jennifer Wilkinson Albrecht
 20 Peter S. Bredlau §
 23  William R. Cooper
 24 Abigail Labowitz Countryman
 22 Nicholas Marsh
 22 Mark A. Pellegrino
 14  Therese Weber Powers
Gifts of $250 + 
 22 James A. Emery
 16 Margaret Harrison Gilshannon
 16 Sean T. Gilshannon
 16 Katherine Harris Gretsch
 25  Barbara M. Lom §
 25  Soozung Sa Rankin
 22 Kelly Carroll Rhodes
 17 Bridget M. Szweda
 17 Bruce J. Wenger
Donors 
 12  Peter J. Amrein
 20 Beth Berryman Arps
 20 James H. Arps
 24 Eric E. Bloedorn
 13  Scott A. Boesch
  Michael W. Dornemann
 19 Elisabeth Davis Duensing ‡
 24 Susan yuhasz Duff
 6  Michelle M. Dura
 22 Siri J. Engberg
 21 Jeffrey W. Ertman
 15  M. Christine Felsing
 5  Zoey L. Fredericks
 14  Marco A. Freudman
 22 Rebecca Gilbert Hills
 23  Richard D. Hornung
 22 Stacey M. Hudak
 14  Gwen M. Hurd
 25  Armond K. Johnson
 19 Eric A. Johnson
 21 Colleen Kelly Karney
 19 James E. Karst
 19 Lael R. Keiser
 15  Michael K. Kloberdanz
 23  Jennifer Sajna Kraus
 25  Stacie S. Laff
 21 Michael D. Lenz
 14  Jay S. Lyman Persick
 20 Stephanie West Maksymiu
 24 Ray E. Ostwald
 16 Todd A. Pankow
 23  Betsy Burstein Robinson
 20 Sandra J. Saltzstein
 26 Jeffrey W. Schang ‡
 25  Laurel Homer Shapiro
 16 Katherine E. Smail
 23  James R. Thompson
 16 Timothy J. Tibbetts
 20 Michael J. Tremel
 7  John D. Tribuna
 23  Mary F. Van De Loo
 16 Joseph J. Van Sloun
 9  Jeannie A. Verrando
 23  David W. Visser
 25  David J. Walker
 21 Christopher D. Wolske
Class of 1990
Class Agent
  Robert T. Fuhrmann
Class Secretary
  Kristin M. Howard
No. Asked: 210
Donors: 67 (31.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $9,464
Other Gifts: $215
Total: $9,679
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 20 Mark A. Green
 23  Kristin M. Howard §
Gifts of $500 + 
 24 Gail Feldman Micheau
 11  Elizabeth M. Mullin ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 7  Margaret Anderson Brunner
 22 Megan Burdick-Grade ‡
 14  Paula M. Despins ‡
 17 Sandra J. Drexler P’04
 16 David J. Gretsch
 18 Jonathan J. Hu ‡
 21 Jeffrey M. Keil
 24 Chad K. Kemnitz
 17 Suzanne Merizon Mayer
 23  Amy Scherdin Murch
 8  Phillip S. Myers
 17 Matthew A. Rhodes
 22 Alan M. Schultz
 13  Matthew A. Thornton
Donors 
 14  Jennifer K. Ackil
 23  Molly K. Anderson
 21 Hilary Staack Armstrong
 18 Muhammad Asif
 23  Anne M. Aune
 8  Paul A. Baehman
 12  Jennifer J. Cooley
 18 Melora Bailey Cumberland
 24 Nara Hulbert Detienne P’16
 11  Sarah A. Dooley-Lanchak
 21 Stephanie Millay Dustin
 15  Jeanette Miller Everson
 8  Karen E. Flint
 24 Robert T. Fuhrmann
 23  Craig F. Gall
 23  Angela Roehrborn Geydoshek
 22 Laura Sisola Gilchrist
 13  Anthony L. Gotter
 19 Margaret L. Hall
 19 Steven E. Hancock
 15  Sarah E. Herlache
 18 Laurie T. Hines-Ackermann
 25  Karen Kimberly Holland
 19 Amy Hirt Jacobs
 22 Renee J. Johnson
 23  Christopher J. Krupp
 24 Kristin N. Kusmierek
 6  Vicki Grissman Lamers
 19 Paul L. Lamm
 24 David J. Lane
 18 Ann Rozmarynoski Le Mieux
 14  Rebecca Lyman Persick
 5  Ellen Huber Lyons
 12  Christopher L. McNulty
 15  Christopher E. Moody
 24 Mark A. Niquette ‡
 16 Carole Wolsey Pankow
 21 Nanette Paul Pazdernik
 15  Lambros Piskopos
 15  Kristyn Overby Prial
 21 Heather Bush Sanford
 23  Elisabeth Mach Stanley
 19 Phyllis M. Summerfelt
 6  Jill Edwards Susini
 23  Lynne Romstad Thompson
 8  Michael P. Underwood
 16 Joette Wheeler
 16 Dennis E. Wolfe
 16 Amy E. Zesbaugh
Class of 1991
Class Agent
  Cindy J. Hoffman
No. Asked: 227
Donors: 69 (30.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $30,301
Other Gifts: $5,486
Total: $35,787
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 25  Cindy J. Hoffman §
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 10  James C. Munsell
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 21 Amy Hockenberger 
Hochkammer
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 22 Paul J. Lombardi ‡
 2  Marc J. Miller
Gifts of $500 + 
 19 John A. Aaholm ‡
 7  Christopher R. Anzalone
 7  Ann M. Brose
 23  Bliss Paul Cohen ‡
 10  Andrea L. Cox
 18 Laura Main Grafflin ‡
 19 Ryan F. Primmer
 14  Amy Cooper Schumacher
 16 Paul T. Snyder
Gifts of $250 + 
 22 Bruce G. Adams
 5  Thomas C. Kraemer
 17 K. Joe Krueger
 3  James C. Lanik
 19 William J. Owen
 22 Molly B. Parker
 18 Mary K. Roetzel
 13  Mark C. Scheffler §
 7  Laura A. Stefani
 18 Aaron Sulman
Donors 
 16 Michael J. Adrowski
 20 Charla Mestad Aliperto
 3  Anne Traas Baruth P’00
 7  Douglas M. Benton
 10  Michael C. Bongers ‡
 19 Claire A. Borch
 22 Jennifer Kranz Brown
 8  Mathew J. Buchman
 7  Gillian Carr Cato
 16 Lee Anne Reynaldo Chappelle
 13  Larry A. Dahlke
 19 Sara Mladejovsky Deitrich
 12  Michelle A. Epp
 11  Emily Glatz Fontaine
 14  Sarah Glashagel
 16 Andrew R. Gussert
 19 Cyndy Hagin
 25  Elizabeth Keckonen Hejl P’15
 23  Kristi R.G. Hendrickson
 11  Christopher R. Hofmann
 19 Trevor Frederick Hyde
 11  Dana M. Jespersen
 20 Kacy Kleinhans
 23  Teresa Hanson Lee
 12  Scott S. Legge
 21 Nancy Broeren Leschke
 21 Peter D. Leschke
 9  Jeffrey J. Letourneau
 21 David M. Nelson
 21 Stephanie Breidenbach Nelson
 20 Cheryl L. Olson
 20 Susan Duncan Park
 18 Stephen C. Parker
 16 Heather Bredlau Popelka
 9  Jonathan C. Renner
 19 John G. Sanidas
 9  Stephanie C. Stephens
 24 Troy D. Thornberry
 14  Evan T. Voboril
 9  Patricia Bortz Wagner
 9  Patrick W. Wagner
 23  Laura A. Wake-Wiesner
 16 Jennifer Wood Ward
 17 Susan Schmalz Weber
 20 Michael P. Willis
Class of 1992
Class Agents
  Carol S. Backstrom
  Alice M. Peacock
Class Secretary
  Leigh Newland O’Donnell
No. Asked: 241
Donors: 64 (26.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $18,058
Other Gifts: $463
Total: $18,522
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 10  Jason R. Spaeth
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 21 Karl A. Hochkammer
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 22 Mary Dercks Bachhuber ‡ §
 14  Carol S. Backstrom
 16 Cory L. Nettles §
Gifts of $500 + 
 15  Craig R. Cook
 17 Carolyn Sestak Kapl
 19 Leigh Newland O’Donnell ‡
 20 Alice M. Peacock
 15  James A. Sinning
Gifts of $250 + 
 21 Sarah Thomas Arnold ‡
 13  Karen L. Bruno §
 19 Stephanie Nampel
 22 Jeff Reed
 18 Kendra Stockdale Tobin ‡
 18 Matthew J. Tobin ‡
 13  Meela yoo
Donors 
 19 Martin F. Arlt
 17 Molly M. Arnason
 18 Shannon Gaylord Bakich
 14  Jennifer L. Baumgardner
 21 Korin Wilk Brody
 13  Douglas F. Call
 21 Thomas A. A. Cook
 19 Mary Pirkl Crawford
 21 Todd J. Dembroski
 15  Michael J. Emery
 15  Christine M. Fossen-Rades
 20 William C. Giesey
 12  Eleni Glaser Glerum
 19 Monita Mohammadian Gray
 16 Judith L. Hayes
 16 Michelle Mueller Helmken
 16 Paul L. Helmken
 18 Matthew A. Horn
 10  Andrew P. Jenrich
 24 Jean Johnson
 17 Sarah Mevis Keefe
 13  R. Breckenridge Knauft
 18 Jeremy Latimer
 13  Stephen L. Mielke
 16 Judith Hayes Nugent
 16 Michael E. Nugent
 13  David L. Peltier
 13  Margaret Magee Peltier
 20 Dwight D. Quinlan
 21 Jason A. Ramay
 20 Christopher M. Riggs
 17 Timothy Riley
 21 Jay W. Roberts
 17 Geoffrey B. Rogers
 13  Sylvia Valero Rowan
 20 Michelle Pierce Ruprecht
 20 Peter A. Ruprecht
 17 Ross E. Rynders
 16 Christine Mitchell Schertz
 9  J. Daniel Sheridan
 12  Ingrid van Beuningen Snyder
 12  Marisha Agarwal Stanislaus
 5  Jill D. Swick
 21 Staci Wurdinger Wanty
 21 Stephen L. Wanty
 16 Alice E. young
 11  Benjamin D. Zion
Class of 1993
Class Agents
  Seth Lindenfelser
  Jane McMenamy-Griffith
Class Secretary
  Johanna Jaehnig Henry
No. Asked: 217
Donors: 57 (26.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $8,995
Other Gifts: $2,000
Total: $10,995
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 9  Lan Huang P’13
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 5  Sandra R. Collins ‡
 17 William R. Lavelle
 16 Kristin Warzyniak Lebben ‡
 16 Randall J. Rogers
 18 Kurtiss G. Wolf
 20 Bill Zoellner §
Gifts of $250 + 
 20 Aaron Barkoff
 20 Olivia Harris Barkoff
 22 Geoffrey A. Barrow
 11  Karl E. Grill
 18 Stephen C. Johnson
 6  Steven J. Mech
 11  yoriko Morita
 13  David N. Reynolds
 22 Karen L. Ritzinger
 10  Kristin A. Wensing
 16 Jeffrey P. Wiggins
Donors 
 12  Andrew D. Ager
 11  Barbara J. Andersen
 6  Thomas R. Anderson
 19 Pamela Heck Arlt
 12  Donald J. Babcock
 13  Lawrence Bortey
 21 Heather Hill Dembroski
 15  Anissa Schneider Emery
 21 Jennifer L. Friedman
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 12  Steven E. Heil
 12  Kelly Morris Huxmann
 12  Peter S. Huxmann
 12  Rashne R. Jehangir
 17 Margaret A. Jenks
 17 Andrew T. Johnson
 16 Laura Heuser Kimball
 16 Peter M. Kimball
 18 Victoria Leathers Paupore
 21 Karen A. Lemke
 17 Seth Lindenfelser
 15  Jane McMenamy-Griffith
 16 Paul M. Mickelson
 17 Noel M. Miles
 3  Joanna E. Moore
 16 Elizabeth Blackwell Nelson
 18 Kent D. Paulsen
 12  Thomas W. Paulson P’16 ’14
 10  Garrett R. Pease
 7  Kristen Desmarais Pohl
 17 Ryan C. Randall
 20 Elizabeth Worzalla Riggs
 19 Kelly Swett Riordan
 16 Greta Laux Spellman
 8  Scott C. Spiegelberg
 12  Dinesh J. Stanislaus
 18 Lisa D. van Dijk-Thieme ‡
 18 Christine M. Weigel
 12  Michel J. Wendt
 9  Charles Zhoucheng Zheng
Class of 1994
Class Agent
  Erin E. Stahowiak
Class Secretary
  Andrea Powers Robertson
No. Asked: 237
Donors: 48 (20.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $33,271
Other Gifts: $705
Total: $33,976
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 7  Nana Baffour-Gyewu
Gifts of $5,000 + 
  Anonymous (1)
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 20 Aaron M. Howe ‡
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 22 John A. Bachhuber ‡ §
 14  Erin E. Stahowiak ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 9  Tracy Wheary Fournier ‡
 21 Emily Murray Kallemeyn
 18 Cathy J. Linn-Thorstenson
 11  Martonius A. Mohammadian
 18 Andrea Powers Robertson
 19 Marcia L. Russell
 17 Leah Salscheider Strothman
 9  Stephanie Xuefang Wang
 17 Max A. Wendt
 15  Jiayi Ling young
Donors 
 15  Renae Martinek Adrian
 15  Steven M. Adrian
 19 Leigh Anderson Begalske
 15  Anne Black Burnett
 9  Amber y. Cheng
 18 Adam D. Demers
 9  Karen A. deVries
 8  Shannon N. Glenn
 13  Kari B. Greene
 19 Margaret Mevis Hannan
 23  Marilyn Jome Hein P’92
 16 Kristin Gribble Houtler
 18 Julie Catherine Huff
 12  Michelle Jungbauer
 16 Christopher M. Klotz
 17 Elizabeth Pepper Lahti
 11  Bethany Isenhart Lewis
 18 Kirsten R. Lies-Warfield
 17 Jonathan E. Lindberg
 13  Laurie Louthain-Walrod
 6  Patrick K. Malone
 12  Alec T. Maly
 9  Annik Miller
 17 Elise H. Azuma Opel
 5  Chad M. Rettler
  J.J. Zhao Roesner
 16 Stephen R. Spellman
 18 Sandra J. Tiemens
 17 Alina Mysliwiec Van Camp
 18 Patrick R. Warfield
 18 Shad R. Wenzlaff
 18 Erik J. Wielenberg
 18 Laura Corning Woltman
Class of 1995
Class Agent
  Matthew A. Smith
Class Secretary
  Jennifer Kosloski Plamann
No. Asked: 197
Donors: 45 (22.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $8,363
Other Gifts: $21,140
Total: $29,503
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 18 Steven D. Teget §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 19 James Spofford Reeve III ‡ §
Gifts of $500 + 
 9  Jai Uttam
 16 Zhibin Wang
Gifts of $250 + 
 19 Stuart R. Barr
 16 Matthew J. Bietz
 11  Charles A. Chagas
 17 Daniel E. Cole
 7  Elena Kurchatova Fritz
 12  Korey Jonathon Krueger
 12  Wendy Gast Krueger
 13  Sandeep Murti ‡
 8  Max D. Norton
 8  Stephanie Sliwicki Norton
Donors 
 12  Margaret Davis Babcock
 10  Andrej Barbic
 16 Rachel L. Baus
 16 Charles D. Bayne III
 19 Ellen Parker Bliske
 14  Ernst J. Cajuste
 14  Gina M. Carleton
 12  Margaret M. Choice-Hermosillo
 15  Jaremy J. Cobble
 13  Sarah Emanuelson Cochran
 17 Anne Woodbridge Coventry §
 17 Rebecca Leech Czoschke
 2  Subrata Das
 17 Kimberly Fukuda Dembroski ‡ §
 7  Tracy Donald
 18 Kirstin Jansen Dougan
 19 Amy L. Downing
 16 Scott B. Fuller
 8  Julie A. Kmiec
 14  Slobodan M. Kojcinovic
 13  Julie Asuma Levene
 14  Maureen D. Newcomb-Sadler
 17 Darren Opel
 16 Jennifer Kosloski Plamann
 9  Steven C. Rau
 11  Jennifer A. Richards
 12  Catherine A. Schmidt
 19 Jennifer McKenney Smith
 18 Matthew A. Smith
 15  Susan Carlson Stauber
 18 Aaron W. Turner
Class of 1996
Class Agent
  Catherine A. Statz
Class Secretary
  Aaron D. Lindberg
No. Asked: 253
Donors: 68 (26.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $18,055
Other Gifts: $2,170
Total: $20,225
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 19 Kariann Moratzka Gottesman
 10  Heather Belland Srimal
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 15  Kari J. Dietzler
 15  David B. Gottesman §
 10  Andrew J. Miller
 11  Amy L. Moyer
 19 Margaret Phillips Reeve ‡
 17 Bambi Radecki Weyers
 17 Rebecca J. Whelan
Gifts of $500 + 
 13  Roseanna M. Cannizzo
 17 Heidi Zeisset Hoffman
 15  Anthony R. Lipari
 11  Sarah Litchfield Severson ‡
 17 Catherine A. Statz
Gifts of $250 + 
 18 Lynn M. Azuma
 18 Christopher D. Frasch
 12  Agnes Hadhazy
 13  Kristina Towey Murti ‡
 12  Luther K. Ranheim
 12  Allen Seger Sprain
 17 Laura Crook Wendt
Donors 
 14  Emily E. Alsip
 16 Joshua W. Barney
 3  Philip A. Baruth P’00
 16 Amy Ahern Beckman
 16 Jamie J. Beckman
 11  Andrew R. Behm
 13  Mary Jo Hofacker Bolwerk
 17 Terry J. Dembroski ‡ §
 9  Michael K. Elder
 18 Alison Lavender Fox
 7  Scott Sobota Galabota
 8  Kristine Otto Glenn
 8  Christopher M. Golke
 13  Heather A. Hodorowski
 9  Erik J. Johnson ‡
 4  Kevin T. Kelly
 17 Heidi Konkel Kieffer
 5  Jeffrey J. Kinziger
 14  John J. Kotarski ‡
  Anne Jenks Kuipers
 16 Santosh K. Kutty
 2  Amber D. Lucsay
 12  Nicole Huibregtse Martens
 12  Peter A. Martens
 18 Amy Hasegawa McCullough
 15  Katie Geenen Niemi
 12  Benjamin L. Palchick
 14  Kimberly A. Petrie
 8  David W. Robertson
 18 Kristi M. Running ‡
 14  Jeffrey A. Sadler
 18 Natasha Salier Schnell
 18 Michael D. Shiffler
 12  Sean M. Spencer
 7  Rachel S. Steeves
 11  Jeremy C. Stenglein ‡
 12  Gia M. Super
  Heather Sigl Trost
 3  Joy Gerrits Vertz
 14  Rebecca A. Wagenaar-Miller
 13  KrisAnne E. Weiss
 2  Bradford W. Wendel
 10  Eric D. Westphal
 11  James H. Workman
 11  Julie Benka Workman
 14  Audrey Johnivan Wright
 15  Pamela Masaki young
Class of 1997
Class Agents
  Benjamin C. Campbell
  Sarah Johnson Campbell
Class Secretary
  Alice Randolph Pattison
Reunion Committee
  Lori Michelle Hilt, Co-Chair
  Sara J. Wegmann, Co-Chair
  Brian B. Bartel
  David R. Bauman
  Benjamin C. Campbell
  Sarah Johnson Campbell
  Colin B. Good
  Cari Collar Gregerson
  Jason J. Valerius
  Catherine S. Walby
No. Asked: 253
Donors: 82 (32.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $25,642
Other Gifts: $1,155
Total: $26,797
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 4  Crystal L. Cullerton-Sen
 4  Abir Sen
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 15  Benjamin C. Campbell §
 15  Sarah Johnson Campbell §
 10  Ashish Srimal
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 14  David A. Harrington
 5  Benjamin S. Longlet
 10  Kristen A. Monahan
 12  Patrick Awuori Mutsune
 9  Alice Randolph Pattison
 17 Sarah E. Schott ‡
 17 Catherine S. Walby §
 17 Jason P. Weyers
Gifts of $500 + 
 18 David R. Bauman §
 7  Benjamin J. Kroll
 6  Sarah Staszak Miller
 8  Barbara Paziouros Roberts
 8  Jason E. Roberts
 14  Kari A. Wallace
 17 Sara J. Wegmann ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 11  Rebecca Briesemeister Abbott
 11  Brian B. Bartel
 12  Katra A. Byram
 14  Zachary M. French
 11  Lara M. Hanson ‡
 10  Noah J. Monsen ‡
 16 Anne-Marie Jackelen Nickel
 16 R. Paul Nickel II
 14  Wade P. Smith
 12  Todd A. Thompson
 18 Jason J. Valerius §
 17 Allison Walter Volkman
 17 Nathaniel K. Volkman
Donors 
 9  Kirstin Telleen Antonio
 9  Zachary C. Antonio
 16 Esi Adwapa Asare
 13  Stacci Cook Barganz
 15  Benjamin W. Bernsten
 4  Remzy D. Bitar
 12  Julie A. Brefczynski-Lewis
 3  Nicole M. Bushman
  Jana Gibson Cartier
 17 Colleen S. Conley
 9  Jennifer McGuire Duerr
 16 Jill Slupianek Edwards
 15  Jeffrey P. Feist
 11  Sarah J. Ferris
 17 Kristin Beringer Feyen
 15  Erin N. Fusco
 16 Jolie J. Graf
 9  Cari Collar Gregerson
 9  Daniel R. Gregerson
 14  Jerry Haeffel
 6  Natalee R. Hartwig
 12  Kari Findlay Heil
 15  Lori Michelle Hilt
 8  Gwen L. Hinzman-Sargeant
 16 Charles R. Holst
 16 Alison C. Hurwitz
 12  Tamara Amick Jackson
 17 Andrew C. Jelen
 15  Jessica Robinson Josetti Feist
 4  Michael I. Keaney
 9  Benjamin G. Kessler
 9  Karen Ruckman Lindsay
 4  Ryan P. Marx
 8  Mari Michalkiewicz-Nelson
 14  Timothy M. Miller
 5  Karen R. Mohler-Hartman
 7  Kirsten J. Nordt
 15  Christopher K. Poulos
 16 Michael J. Princer
 9  Jessica L. Ritzke
 6  Paul J. Sise
 15  Christine Mariottini Stone
 17 John C. Stratton
 15  Zeta A. Strickland §
 9  Jennifer Schuster Tryggestad
 9  Michael A. Tryggestad
 5  Megan E. Ward
 7  Samuel V. Welch
 10  Christopher E. Wogaman
Class of 1998
Class Agent
  Angela M. Bier
Class Secretary
  Kerry A. Kruk
Reunion Committee
  Avery J. Sundling, Co-Chair
  Angela M. Bier
  Trina L. Grieshaber
  Nilmini Senanayake Hecox
  Heather Humbert
  Sarah Garner Malia
No. Asked: 233
Donors: 52 (22.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $12,717
Other Gifts: $435
Total: $13,152
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 17 Angela M. Bier §
 11  Thomas G. Bjorklund ‡
 16 Catherine Dunham Bowman ‡
 14  Ryan A. Petersen §
 14  Charles E. Shaw
 10  Avery J. Sundling §
Gifts of $500 + 
 6  Javier L. Arau
 15  Sarah Walkenhorst Barber
 16 Alissa Joseph Clark §
 16 Louis V. Clark IV §
 6  Michael R. Johander
 5  Jeremy P. Strandberg
 6  Elizabeth Godfrey VanDenzen §
Gifts of $250 + 
 3  Michael S. Donnelly
  Kevin G. Dutton
 11  Keith A. Harris
 8  Heather Humbert §
 14  Rebecca Troup Lenthe ‡
 16 Sarah Garner Malia
 12  Audrey Seger Sprain
 9  Scot E.J. Shaw
 9  Moriah A. Tumbleson-Shaw
Donors 
 11  Lisa L. Abler
  Robb A. Asklof
 3  Benjamin J. Bayer
 7  Rachel R. Beck
 11  Joel D. Bogenschuetz §
 13  Julie Majewski Carroll
 14  Katharine Savage Conner
 2  Melissa Sattin Das
 13  Joel T. DePagter
 12  Boyan Dimitrov
 8  Andrew S. Emley
 6  Kara Richards Green
 8  Trina L. Grieshaber
 8  Kathryn Weiland Guerra
 5  Daniel C. Herrick
 15  Sara C. Juni
 6  Suhel L. Kanuga
 10  Peter C. Kolkay
 8  Paul Lamb
 11  Michael E. Lyford
 16 Shelby Bowser McCulley
 6  Jennifer S. McDonald
 13  Ian A. McLellan §
 15  Mary McNamara Bernsten
 13  Christa M. Perkins
 11  Sonja Rajki
 16 Shane T. Sawall
 3  Joshua E. Sawyer
 11  Heather Groffy Smith
 10  Rena M. Takahashi
Class of 1999
Class Agent
  Kathleen W. Callaghan
Class Secretary
  Leta S. Steffen
Reunion Committee
  Christine Jones Benedict,   
       Co-Chair
  Kathleen W. Callaghan
  John J. Hedrick
  Benjamin C. Tilghman
No. Asked: 242
Donors: 72 (29.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $15,514
Other Gifts: $655
Total: $16,169
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 5  Mary K. Davis
 11  Christopher R. Henderson §
 15  Taylor M. Hoffman
 15  Alyson Martin Palmer
 14  Carrie Henneman Shaw
 10  C. Paul Snyder
 14  Ellen Turner 
 14  Neil H. Wenberg
Gifts of $500 + 
 6  Kelley Stare Arau
 15  Joshua Chudacoff §
 12  Sarah A. Hunt ‡
 15  Sara K. Olson
 13  Susan K. Raddant
 14  Brent K. Tamamoto
 6  Brian P. VanDenzen §
Gifts of $250 + 
 15  Erik M. Brubaker ‡
 15  Maria Luz Fernandez Brubaker ‡
 16 Kathleen W. Callaghan
 5  Robert D.H. Geck
 7  John J. Hedrick ‡
 14  William A. Holst
 14  Richard D. Johnson ‡
 10  Beth Ann Teigen Monsen ‡
 4  Benjamin C. Zabor
Donors 
 10  Jeremy P. Bakken
 16 Erin Burke Barney
 15  Christine Jones Benedict
 15  Eric S. Benedict
 14  Sarah E. Bohn
 14  Melinda Bayne Bowman
 15  Kelly Mahoney Brethel
 13  Tara Shingle Buzash
 12  Erik S. Carlson
 13  Christopher J. Carroll
 9  Michael P. Damrow
 12  Jenny Kornowski DeLonay
 2  Benjamin J. Duffy
 15  Amy L. Fettes
 5  Gabriel D. Gloege
 9  Jennifer L. Good
 6  Jacques D. Green
 13  Paula M. Gudmundson
 12  Timothy P. Hadley
 3  Eliza C. Hamner-Koenig
 16 Elissa Davis Hoffman
 11  Nora Anderson Lewis
 5  Jing Li
 15  Aaron W. Marrs
 13  Andrea Lins Mauch
 6  Jacob E. McCarthy
 15  Philip R. McKenna
 13  Lara Weber McLellan §
 10  Miranda Bouressa Morton
 4  Quinn C. Mullikin
 8  Brian P. Murphy
 12  Suzanne J. Murphy
 5  Tara N. Nuutinen
 14  Sarah A. Phillips
 3  J. David Pippen
 15  Jessica Holden Quetua
 15  Leah Anderson Roesch
 14  Catherine A. Sawinski
 11  Lisa Bryfczynski Seeling
 7  Arnav Sheth
 6  Karen Houchens Sise
 8  Laurie Schwelitz Steines
 13  Benjamin C. Tilghman
 9  Bradley W. Totoritis-Searl §
 15  Scott G. Trigg
 9  Wendy S. Wegenke Berglund
  Susan W. Woolley
 10  Alice M. Wortman
Class of 2000
Class Agent
  James J. Moran
Class Secretary
  Rebecca A. Doyle-Morin
No. Asked: 223
Donors: 61 (27.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $12,692
Other Gifts: $8,555
Total: $21,247
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 3  Justin L. Mills
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 12  Randy G. Mangelsen ‡
 19 Jennifer Abolins Stone §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 14  Cara M. Helmke
 7  Rahul S. Kalsi
Gifts of $500 + 
 15  Erin Haight Chudacoff §
 12  Jennifer A. McConaghy
 7  Heidi R. Stober
 6  Megan M. Walsh
Gifts of $250 + 
 5  Nicole J. Bice
 14  Reid C. Bowers
 8  Jenny E. Carney
 13  Robert J. Dummert
 12  Laura B. Knudson
 5  Sarah Bjella Montes
 9  Anthony C. Nickel
 12  Jeffrey T. Ramsey
 5  Stacy K. Shelly
 7  Mark E. Smrecek
Donors 
 9  Barry L. Abbott
 9  Nichole Cook Abbott
 9  Alexandra P. Andeen
 14  Colleen M. Ayers
 2  Stephen J. Bradley
 11  Jennifer Hodges Bryan
 14  Melissa Kelly Cardamone
 6  Lisa Caveney
 9  Erno Csatlos
 10  Vanessa A. Curtis
 5  Rosanna Myers Czarnecki
 14  Rebecca A. Doyle-Morin
 11  Daniel C. Drew
 11  Teresa Kathleen Dunleavy
 14  Ariela M. Freedman
 8  Jesse D. Gilbert
 12  James W. Hansen
 7  Bjorn A. Hanson
 12  Carol C. Hinz
 7  Dana Kass Hsi
 13  Jason P. Johannes
 8  Elizabeth Geery Karre
 5  Eric C. Larsen
 14  Jeremy T. Maschman
 14  James J. Moran
 4  Elizabeth Mollner Mullikin
 13  Bethany Lichty Ow
 13  Thomas J. Ow
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10th Reunion  | $40,517
Members of the Class of 2003 Reunion Committee
Top Row: Jonathan R. Edewards, Samuel J. Newlson Garber, Rebecca L. 
Neubauer, Elizabeth J. Mensing
Bottom Row:  Timothy W. Schmidt, Valeska S. Okragly, Jeffrey S. Billings,  
Susan Raben Stellmacher 
Not pictured: Genevieve Williams Geiger, Robert J. Capecchi, Holly E. Herbert, 
Maraty Theinpeng Gray, Martha Nelson Growdon, Adam E. Locke
• 31.6% participation
• 5 Founders Club members
• 6 Legacy Circle members
class of
 2003
• 25 multi-year pledges
• $135 for other purposes
• $40,382  for the Lawrence Fund
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 10  Andrew R. Peterson
 7  Carl A. Polley
 15  Titus S. Seilheimer
 13  Thomas D.G. Shiffler
 11  Corey S.J. Singletary
 2  Karey J. Speten
 9  Jen Totoritis-Searl §
 9  Elaine Dunham Tucker
 14  Sara Racine Vandenbush
 5  Paul M. Weber
 3  Stephanie J. Webster-Cheng
 13  Stephen D. White
 14  Evan L. Wyse
 14  Katherine Cole young
Class of 2001
Class Agent
  Curtis G. Lauderdale
Class Secretary
  Lyndsay A. Sund
No. Asked: 219
Donors: 49 (22.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $5,190
Other Gifts: $300
Total: $5,490
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 14  Curtis G. Lauderdale §
Gifts of $250 + 
 14  Amy Haegele Bowers
 10  Seth Harris §
 14  Shanta R. Hejmadi ‡
 11  Dominique P. Martin
 10  Ian J. Russell
 10  Sara Schlarman Russell
 12  Jason M. Tennessen
 9  Amy J. Thudium
 14  Jessica L. Touhey
Donors 
 9  Deborah Russell Ackerman
 12  Lisa M. Baumann Kreuziger
 7  Molly Miller Bilse
 11  Kelly Fowler Carlson
 7  John S. Chang
 12  Thomas E. Clowes
 11  Joshua D. Cross
 13  Elena H. Doucet-Beer
 5  Carrie E. Ehrfurth
 7  Anne D. Ferris
 6  Anna K. Fiedler
 12  Amy E. Fitzpatrick
 10  Rudy F. Gauthier
 12  Heather Greening Hadley
 4  Evangelos Karatzas
 11  Dimitrije N. Kostic
 7  Jason S. Krumholz
 3  Curien J. Kurrien
 11  Peter Levi
 7  Julia M. Liebich
 11  George P. Lundgren
 6  Joanna L. Messer
 12  Sarah E. Morris
 11  Elizabeth A. Moyer
 4  Michael S. O’Brien
 7  Cahmlo Olive
 8  Krista R. Pleviak
 10  Sara Benjamin Quam
 8  Cindy A. Regal
 6  Stephen D. Schlei
 11  Stuart V. Schmitt
 13  Amanda L. Schober
 12  Anna T. Skorczeski
 13  Katherine Donovan Sousek
 13  Mollie E. Strom
 13  Darran White Tilghman
 12  Zachary W. Walker
 9  Michael K. yakes
 12  Elizabeth Gimpel young
Class of 2002
Class Agent
  Daniel B. Hurley
Class Secretary
  Christopher H. Anderson
No. Asked: 247
Donors: 59 (23.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $10,717
Other Gifts: $1,100
Total: $11,817
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 12  Cameron D. Kramlich ‡
 12  Stephen M. Rodriguez §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 12  Christopher H. Anderson
 10  Chuck Erickson §
Gifts of $500 + 
 11  Laura B. Zuege
Gifts of $250 + 
 9  Colin M. Belisle
 11  Monica K. Blacconeri
 6  Quinn Bohman Burton
 7  Thomas C. Conti
 13  Gina Pirrello Euhardy
 9  Nathan S. Heffel
 12  Daniel B. Hurley
 8  Brooke J. Miller
 3  Louisa Muller
 10  Robin Sampson Wong
 13  Beth A. Zinsli
Donors 
 10  Lucas A. Brown §
 10  Rebecca M. Brown
 12  Timothy A. Burnside
 9  David D. Cherner
 8  Abigail B. Coyne
 11  Danica E. Dralus
 12  Jessica M. Dukelow §
 12  Joshua R. Dukelow §
 3  John P. Fahrenbach
 10  Meagan Otto Peeters Gebler
 10  Ryan Gebler
 8  William S. Haas
 7  Beth A. Halpern
 10  Megan Comer Hicks
 8  Andrew W. Karre
 8  Robert W. Klavins
 11  Matthew W. Kretzmann
 5  Patrick H. Kyle
 4  Beth Achille Lambert
 10  Kristin Hoffmann Lanari
 9  Barry E. Lawson
 6  Daniel M. Leers
 12  Kenneth J. Leising
 6  Theresa Possehl Lipari
 6  Thomas P. Lipari
 6  Stuart W. Manning
 11  Edward F. Maxwell
 6  Wesley E. Miksa
 3  Jonah C. Nigh
 3  Tamara E. Palmer
 7  Sarah J. Sager
 12  David W. Scott
 8  Margaret A. Thomas
 9  Lisa M. Tranel
 11  Hannah E. Trobe
 11  Trevor A. Turk
 9  Jeffrey D. Turriff
 8  Audrey Fisher Vandeyacht
 11  Alicia M. Waite
 10  Eric J. Waldron
 7  Sean E. Whalen
 10  Douglas A. Wilber
 6  Kai S. Williams
Class of 2003
Class Agent
  Robert J. Capecchi
Class Secretary
  Genevieve Williams Geiger
Reunion Committee
  Adam E. Locke, Co-Chair
  Samuel J. Nelson Garber, Co-Chair
  Jeffrey S. Billings
  Robert J. Capecchi
  Jonathan R. Edewards
  Genevieve Williams Geiger
  Maraty Theinpeng Gray
  Martha Nelson Growdon
  Holly E. Herbert
  Elizabeth J. Mensing
  Rebecca L. Neubauer
  Valeska S. Okragly
  Timothy W. Schmidt
  Susan Raben Stellmacher
Viking Gift Committee
  Joseph Brooks
  Robert J. Capecchi
  Shauna Lohr Marvin
No. Asked: 276
Donors: 87 (31.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $40,382
Other Gifts: $135
Total: $40,517
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 12* Joseph Brooks §
 10* John D. Gale ‡
 12* Mark A. Growdon ‡
 12* Martha Nelson Growdon ‡
 12* Susan Raben Stellmacher ‡ §
Gifts of $500 + 
 11* Mandy C. Halpin
 10* Robert N. Schwartz
Gifts of $250 + 
 6 John W. Burton
 12* Jennifer Dieter §
 10 Earl B. Kavanaugh §
 11* Jennifer Foth Konyn §
 11 Elizabeth J. Mensing
 6 Lindsay J. Rocamora
 9 Jordan L. Webster
 10 S. Paige Whitney
 12* Laura Winterstein §
Donors 
 10 Christina F. Balch
 11* Megan E. Brown
 8 Julia C. Brucker
 11* Robert J. Capecchi
 8 Andrew A. Cashner
 6 Mark R. Cronan
 11* Valerie Curtis Cross
 11* David J. Drewek
 9 Carolynn M. Dude
 2 Andra M. Durham
 11* Jonathan R. Edewards
 10 Luke W. Fischer
 11* Elizabeth Martin Flandreau
 3 Anna Garibjana
 11* Genevieve Williams Geiger
 11* Daniel W. Giles
 4 Matthew R. Goeke
 5 Joshua P. Graham
 3 Amelia Adams Grounds
 2 Andrew C. Hackbarth
 11* Jason K. Hanna
 11* Courtney A. Hanna-McNamara
 7 Sarah Slivinski Hanson
 10 Michelle Ansay Head
 9 Stephen E. Hetzel
 11* Jonathan B. Hinke
 11* Amanda Bergeson Hoffman
 8 Heather Warner Holton
 9 Daniel C. Houser
 11* Laura M. Houser
 11* Edmond T. Johnson
  Cene W. Ketcham
 8 Steve C. Kohlmann
 2 Akinjide O. Kolade
 7 Patricia T. Lindquist
 2 Kami Jo Radsek Lipps
 12* Adam E. Locke
 11* Ericka Sorensen Loffredo ‡
  Jennifer Mathews Lowery
 11* Shauna Lohr Marvin
 12* Amy Svoboda Menzel
 8 Shivangi C. Moghe
 7 Peter M. Navis
 7 Shelley Ebert Navis
 12* Samuel J. Nelson Garber
 11* Rebecca L. Neubauer
 9 Hillary K. Nordwell
 11* Valeska S. Okragly
 9 Jonathan C. Petersen
 9 Katie Lewis Petersen
 11* Sarah Krile Rademacher
 2 Katie A. Reimer
 8 Alexander B. Revoal
 8 Timothy W. Schmidt
  Sarah Vander Kelen Schwarten
 6 Eric C. Seidel ‡
 4 Gustavo A. Setrini
 11* Elaine Gajewski Sheveland
 9 Sean B. Smith
 11* Kimberly Boeckers Sowinski
 7 Jessica Pahnke Spicer
 6 Ryannah B. Tannarome
 11* Chanda Thapa
 9 Daniel Joseph Van Sickle
 10* Jamie Krepsky Waldron
 9 Brandon J. Whittle
 10 Suzanne T. Witt
 3 Maria L. Woodbury
 4 Amber A. Zuhlke
Class of 2004
Class Agent
  Tiffany Pannier Hortin
Class Secretary
  Elizabeth A. Kruesi
Viking Gift Committee
  Sara Bergene Bayram
  Tiffany Pannier Hortin
  Steve J. Tie Shue
No. Asked: 278
Donors: 57 (20.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $4,570
Other Gifts: $845
Total: $5,415
Gifts of $500 + 
 10* Nicole Kocken Beck
 10* Paul D. Beck
 10* Steve J. Tie Shue ‡
Gifts of $250 + 
 11* Bradley J. Behrmann
 6 Erin Knapp Darda
 3 Robert J. Nenahlo
 10* Rebecca L. Schmidt
 10* Jon W. Van Laarhoven
 7 Steve Vicenteno
Donors 
 6 Melissa M. Batog
 9 Jesse W. Belcher
 7 Bruce J. Berlowski
 6 Meadow J. Brennan
 8 Amy G. Briggs
 7 Devin M. Burke
 10* Christopher M. Chan
 10* Katharine R. Chapman
 9 Jeffrey T. Christoff
 11* Anne Hyde Crites
 10* Stacy Anderson DeCaro
 2 Allison Lauber de Garza
 5 Emily W. DeRosier
 10* Peter F. Derpinghaus
 3 Courtney M. Doucette
 10* Cameron L. Ericson
 5 Rachel S. Feller
 8 Jacques H. Hacquebord
 4 Jody Hahnke
 2 Anne Neuer Hayter
 4 Luz Reyes Postigo Heath
 7 Andrea J. Hendrickson
 10* Khadine A. Higgins
 11* Tiffany Pannier Hortin
 4 Michael H. Kebede
 4 Eugene S. Kim
 9 Jessica A. Kullander
 5 Christopher J. MacGillis
 4 Ceilidh M. Mar
 10* Emily Maillette Mauro
 9*  Andrea Meehl
 4 Mary Murray Moser
 10* Kit K. Okimoto
 9 Matthew W. Papke ‡
 5 Jodie A. Primus
 11* Stephen D. Rogness
 10* David P. Schultz
 5 Richard O. Sienkewicz
 11* Andrea Blimling Singletary
 3 Jessica Moser Sinnott
 10* Emily L. Sportsman
 7 Meaghan Harvey Swanson
 7 Michael R. Swanson Jr.
  Gerald C. Tietz
 6 Genevieve M. Tokarski
 9 Caitlin Monnens Turriff
 10* Nicole Urbick Wycoff
 8 Emily C. Zempel Roberts
Class of 2005
Class Agents
  Mollie Jain O’Mara Lindholm
  Kathryn Steiner Reinardy
Class Secretary
  Robert L. Ryan
Viking Gift Committee
  Kathryn Steiner Reinardy
No. Asked: 259
Donors: 53 (20.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,197
Other Gifts: $25
Total: $3,222
Gifts of $250 + 
 9*  Frederico P. Dias ‡
 9*  Lily Walters Dias ‡
 9*  Jaime Nodarse Miglini
 7 Alison Vandenberg Newcomb
 8 Kathryn Steiner Reinardy
 8 Zachary-John Reinardy
Donors 
 9*  William B. Barton
 6 Brigitte R. Boucher
 6 Joel D. Bryan
 6 Miranda Wardell Bryan
 8 Tracy Bos Buck
 8 Ann Miller Cashner
 8 Sara J. Compas
 2 Elissa D. Ewert
 9*  Michelle C. Fitzpatrick
 4 Tamika Watson Franklin
 9*  John R. Giudicessi
 8 Sean M. Grady
 9*  Steven E. Hahn
 11* Natalie J. Hall
 6 Elissa G. Harbert
 4 Jesse R. Heath
 9*  Kyle A. Hewitt
 4 Mainul Islam
 8*  Sandra Marks Kohlmann
 7 Lauren E. Kost-Smith
 9*  Amy Siebels Kruse
 9*  Matthew M. Kruse
 8*  Kassandra L. Kuehl
 9*  Sadie Weber Larsen
 9*  Sarah E. Leet
 9*  Mollie Jain O’Mara Lindholm
 2 Megan T. Losse
 6 Katie A. Maerzke
 10* Nicholas A. Mauro
 9*  Eric D. McNaughton
 3 Kate M. Negri
 10* Evelyn Kalas Okimoto
 4 Meredith G. Ostling
 8 Jonathon M. Roberts
 9*  Monica Wulf Romano
 6 Robert L. Ryan
 9*  Natasha Prouty Stroebl
 9*  Emily Buzicky Swanson
 4 Bonny Johnson Thul
 8 Helen M. Truax ‡
 10* Jamie N. Valerius
 4 Leighton L. Warmington
 9*  Benjamin W. Weston
 6 Jessica J. Whitehead
 2 Paul D. Wolfram
 9*  Andrew J. york
 9*  Melissa Johnson york
Class of 2006
Class Agents
  Claire Thompson-Vieira Garber
  Alyson Richey Keith
Class Secretary
  Carmen Jeglum Klassy
Viking Gift Committee
  Claire Thompson-Vieira Garber
No. Asked: 287
Donors: 54 (18.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,108
Other Gifts: $445
Total: $3,553
Gifts of $250 + 
 3 Christopher W. Bowman §
 3 Erin McCarthy Bowman §
 8*  Carmen Jeglum Klassy
 7 Calistie R. Meyer
 8*  John R. Thickens ‡
 8*  Keegan J. White
Donors 
 8 Bonnie E. Alger
 4 Robert J. Boeckman
 5 Bradley G. Bohannon
 10* James D. DeCaro
 8*  Nathaniel J. Douglas
 3 Katharine O. Enoch
 8*  Kevin M. Fitzsimmons
 8*  Megan Meyerhofer Fitzsimmons §
 5 Arthur R. Frielund
 7 Evan C. Fye ‡
 12* Claire Thompson-Vieira Garber
  Rebecca L. Glon
 7 Travis C. Haas
 8*  James N. Hahn
 3 Zubair A. Hakim
 6 James B. Hall
 8*  Lauren Roznowski Hayden
 5 Siri R. Hellerman
 5 Amy K. Hollister
 6 Jeni L. Houser
 8*  Alyson Richey Keith
 8*  Emily Cain Klavins
 6 Christopher J. Kliethermes
 8*  Nicholas J. Korn
 7 Amanda Carwile Lanser
 7 Eric W. Lanser
 9*  Jeffrey R. Lindholm
 8*  Rachel C. Lucas
 8*  Cora L. MacDonald
 6 Christina Martinez
 6 Shannon A. McCue
 8*  Magdalena Miskowicz
 8*  Matthew A. Murphy
 8*  Andrew J. Ow
 8* Lou E Perella
 2 Wayland J. Radin
 8*  Dana N. Raugi
 7 Rebecca L. Reason
 8*  Kimberly F. Reece
 9*  Tomas L. Romano
 6 Duncan P. Ryan
 8 Anna P. Schmidt
 8*  Elizabeth M. Shaker
 5 Nissa C. Syverson
 5 Nitin P. Tolani
 8*  Jennifer M. Vagle
 7*  Sarah E. Wheeler
  Heather L. Zabski
Class of 2007
Class Agent
  Meggin Brittain Papke
Class Secretary
  Brent J. Schwert
No. Asked: 284
Donors: 55 (19.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,095
Other Gifts: $100
Total: $3,195
Gifts of $500 + 
 7*  Brandon J. Rice ‡
Donors 
 7*  Kenneth M. Alvord II §
 7*  Martin P. Alwin
 7*  Eric A. Armour
 7*  Christine R. Beaderstadt
 5 Carolyn Kacner Berry
 6 Adam G. Biermann
 7*  Katie Smith Borland
 7 Paris D. Brown
 7*  John P. Budi
 6 Julia K. Callander
 7*  Anzia M. Cromer
 4 Colleen R. Detjens
 5 Rachel N. Freedman
 7*  Miriam F. Gieske
 7*  Bao Nguyen Quoc Ha
 3 Carrie A. Hagedal-Pomplun
 7*  Charles A. Hagman
 5 Stephanie C. Hahn
 5 Margaret D. Helms
 2 Nora G. Hertel
 8*  Heather Prochnow Johnson
 6 Danielle R. Jordan ‡
 8*  Phillip J. Keith
 4 Katherine A. Kirkland
 7*  Stephanie A. Kliethermes
 5 Michael C. Lott
 7*  Laura A. Marcella
 8*  Daniel E. Martin §
 7*  Elizabeth K. McHenry
 2 Kristina R. Nockleby
 2 Matthew P. Osland
 5 Michael A. Papincak
 9*  Meggin Brittain Papke ‡
 4 Heather L. Phelan
 5 Sarah Botsford Phelps
 7*  Stephanie L. Piszkiewicz
 3 Mark A. Pomplun
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Senior Class Officers
Nhi Nguyen, Anthony Darling, Andrew Kraemer, Johnathan Vanko 
The Class of 2013 raised $5,218 (unmatched) with 43% participation. 
O.B. Parrish Jr. ’55 matched their gift with a 3-1 challenge, bringing their total 
class gift to $20,872.
class of
2013
 7*  Gabrielle E. Prouty
  Anna R. Reiser
 6 Emily A. Saltzman
 4 Anna K. Sandven
 7*  Brent J. Schwert
 7*  Benjamin D. Smith
 3 Dane E. Sorensen
 7*  Korinne Petersik Staples
 7 Reid William Stratton
 7*  Gabriela A. Szteinberg
 4 Sarah A. Tochiki
 4 Jesse A. Weinberg
 2 Brandi L. White
 3 Benjamin H. Willard
 3 Daniel E. Willis
 6 T. Alex Winn
 6 Rebecca L. young
Class of 2008
Class Agent
  Jennifer B. Hair
Class Secretary
  Elizabeth A. Winter
Viking Gift Committee
  Meghan Elesa Frear
  Jennifer B. Hair
  Kate E. Hatlak
  Melanie A. Heindl
  Stephanie E. Kramer
No. Asked: 293
Donors: 65 (22.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $4,737
Other Gifts: $150
Total: $4,887
Gifts of $500 + 
 7*  Jennifer B. Hair ‡ §
 6*  Austin R. Montgomery
Gifts of $250 + 
 7*  Erin K. Dix
 4 Caitlin E. Gallogly
 3 Julian O. Hector
 5*  Maria Giere Marquis
 5*  Stephen G. Marquis
Donors 
 2 Anne M. Aaker
 2 Michael D. Axtell
 5 Daniel J. Berg
 4 Jennifer E. Bergs
  Scott A. Blumenthal
 5 Shannon Diener Bongel
 7*  Kyle A. Borland
 4 Jessica M. Clark
 6*  Elizabeth K. Corey
 4 Nicole A. Dabney
 2 Jay Dansand
 2 Jennifer Klenke Dansand
 3 Katherine L. Elchert
 2 Stephanie N. Frye
 6*  Candice L. Gangl
 6*  Emily C. Gaudinski
 6*  Laura Berger Geisthardt
 6*  Russell M. Geisthardt
 6*  Samantha R. Gibb
 6*  Benjamin Glover
 5 Marianne Griffin
 6*  Kate E. Hatlak §
 7*  James E. Hustace
 4 Anna Seuchting Jacobson
 4 Evan G. Jacobson
 6*  Kari M. Jones
 6*  Mary Gilling Kaempen
 6*  Won Joon Kim
 5 Ashley B. Korolewski
 6 Stephanie E. Kramer
 5 Nathan P. Litt
 3 Michael D. Lund Ziegler
 6*  Beth E. Lyman
 5 Robert H. Maas
 2 Barry T. Marquardt
 4 Meghan R. McCallum
 7*  Douglas F. McEneaney
 6*  Duncan M. McKee
 6*  Kelsey K. McNellis
 5 John A. Olson
 4 Emily A. Passey
 5 Katie N. Peacock-Frielund
 6*  Laurel Benson Pierquet
 6*  Michael A. Pierquet
 5*  Carolyn F. Prochniak
 6*  Erik J. Rinard ‡
 5 Megan M. Roberts
 5*  Drew Ryan
 3 Timothy D. Salm
 3 Justin J. Severson
 6*  Le H. Thuong
 3 Michael J. VanArsdale
 3 Kelly Mulcahy Wendel
 3 Ryan W. Wendel
 5 Megan K. Whitmore
 6*  Elizabeth A. Winter
 3 Ellen Frisbie Woodsbie
 3 Gregory Woodard Woodsbie
Class of 2009
Class Agent
  Casey L. Sautter
Class Secretary
  Hayley A. Vatch
Viking Gift Committee
  Casey L. Sautter
No. Asked: 308
Donors: 59 (19.2%) 




 4 Erik K. Anderson
 3 Matthew G. Anderson
 4 Sarah Marheine Anderson
 5*  James W. Antony
 2 Elizabeth G. Bateman
 6*  Lacey J. Benter
 2 Andrew J. Blair
 4 Alison C. Blegen
 5*  Jessica C. Bonsall
 5 Emily K. Dalton
 3 Cynthia E. Drake
 3 James Duncan-Welke
 5*  Elizabeth L. Eddy
 4 Emily Alinder Flynn ‡
 4 Stephen X. Flynn ‡
 2 Michael B. Funderburk
 5*  Anna K. Gallagher
 4 Kelly S. Goss
  Theodore J. Greeley
 2 Audra Voga Hazelberg
 5*  Daniel P. Hertel
  John D. Howell III
 5*  Caroline A. Jorgenson
 4 Melanie E. Kathan
 2 James M. Kloppmann
 5*  Elisabeth S. Kocher
 2 Sarah M. Koenigs
 4 John T. Lee
 5*  Elizabeth A. Marshall
 5*  Stephanie M. Martin
 2 Hanah J. McCarthy
 5*  James E. McDaniel
 5*  Elena K. McStraw
 2 Hannah Jastram Miller
 3 Erin V. Moore
 3 Spencer W. Neitzel
 4 Sara K. Novak
 5*  Eric M. Ohlrogge
 6*  Elise R. Pfaltzgraff
 4 Peter J. Raccuglia
 3 Jenna M. Reichel
 6*  Lisa D. Ritland
 4 Rachel J. Roberts
 5*  Melanie E. Rose
 3 Jeanelle Adams Salm
 5*  Casey L. Sautter
 5*  Bridget S. Savage
 2 Daniel S. Severson
 3 Brianna C. Stapleton Welch
 3 Lincoln A. Thomas
 2 Edward L. Toussaint
 5*  Hayley A. Vatch
 5*  Alison M. Ver Halen
 5*  Jessica M. Vogt
 6*  Erin C. Watson
 3 Peter B. Welch
 5*  Caitlin L. White
 4 Christina A. Wolbers
 5 yangqing Xu
Class of 2010
Class Agent
  Emily A. Mohr
Class Secretary
  Maura E. Cook
Reunion Committee
  Sophia R. Leppanen
No. Asked: 323
Donors: 49 (15.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,295
Other Gifts: $40
Total: $2,335
Gifts of $250 + 
 3 Caitlin E. Andrew
 4*  Elizabeth W. Nerland
 4*  Amanda L. Van Lankvelt
Donors 
 2 Derrell C. Acon
 2 Lucas A. Below
 4*  Justin E. Berkowitz
 4*  Alicia M. Bones
 4*  George E. Bravos
 2 Michael R. Burton
 3*  Ashley N. Champaign
 4*  Maura E. Cook
 4*  William M. Cooney
  Gacia Coronado
 3 Brian K. Dabbs
 4*  Kelly R. Dirkman
 3 Jared C. Frazier
 4*  Robert A. Gray
 2 David P. Hamilton
 4*  Lindsay M. Hanson
 2 Bradley D. Hoh
 3 Cora A. Keene
 2 Amanda L. Ketchpaw
 4*  Stacy E. Klemme
 2 Nathen A. Kontny
  Carolyn C. Leach
 2 Tony Lor
 3*  Vitaly Lorman
 4*  Sarist Macksasitorn
  Nicholas A. Maxam
 4*  Michael R. McCain
  Anne M. Milne
 4*  Emily A. Mohr
 4*  Brent M. Nathan
 3*  Irina Nedelcu-Erickson
  Brendan J. O’Callaghan
 3*  Paula A. Ploetz
  Anna M. Riehle
  Paul D. Rufledt
 3 Kathryn L. Schuld
 2 Lindsay Rachel Schwartz
 2 Mark J. Sprtel
 2 Rachel J. Stein
 4*  Elizabeth Hoffman Stevens
 4*  Paul R. Stevens
  Xiao Tan
 2 Sirgourney F. Tanner
 4*  Michael D. Toycen
 2 Susanna C. Valleau
 3*  April J. Verser
Class of 2011
Class Agent
  Mei X. Gong
Class Secretary
  Nikolas A. Ross
No. Asked: 318
Donors: 60 (18.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,613
Other Gifts: $70
Total: $2,683
Gifts of $500 + 
 3*  Elizabeth J. Crean
Gifts of $250 + 
 2*  Charles S. Demler
  Joshua M. younggren ‡
  Lukas I. younggren ‡
Donors 
  Alexandra E. Aber
 3*  Catherine J. Albright
 2 Maija E. Anstine
 3*  Bradley R. Bodee
 3*  Erik C. Borresen
  Sara S. Brannon
 2 Vincent L. Butitta
 2 Elizabeth G. Byers
  Emily L. Carl
 3*  Mari G. Colaiacomo
 2 John W. Crawford
  Katherine E. Cummings
 3*  Claire K. de Rochefort-Reynolds
  Cara B. Doyle
 3*  Caitlin A. Fish
 3*  Samuel R. Flood
  Leslie E. Fox
 4*  Meaghan K. Gallagher
 3*  Mei X. Gong
 3*  Claire E. Griebler
 4*  Karl Hailperin
 2 Rebecca C. Hamlyn
  Justin K. Happ
 2 Jake T. Hartmann
 3*  Jennifer L. Hoff
 3*  Katelyn A. Hoylman
  Ann E. Kaiser
 3*  Joyce Lambert Koerner
 3*  Sally A. Konzem
  Luke N. Kostreva
  Peter N. Mancina
 2 Grace C. Mauney
 3*  Collin R. McCanna
 2 Anais P. Mendez
 3*  Daniel L. Moeller
 2 Shannon L. Newman
 2*  Cuong D. Nguyen
 3*  Maxwell G. Pearson
 2 Chelsea Biba Peeters
 3*  Tasmia Rahman
  Paul W. Senner
  Ryan U. Shaw
 2 Isake K. Smith
  Louis P. Steptoe
 2 Karly O. Stern
 2 Annie Sullivan
  Christopher R. Sze
 2 Kathleen A. Tow
 2 Alexandra M. Trier
 3*  Anna F. Vernon-Melzer
 3*  Richard O. Wanerman
 3*  Colin J. Watkins ‡
  Thomas M. Watson
 2 Naomi S. Waxman
 4*  Alroy y. Wimer
 3*  Lu yu
Class of 2012
Class Agent
  Csilla B. Megyeri
Viking Gift Committee
  Dylan L. Fahey
  Csilla B. Megyeri
No. Asked: 358
Donors: 49 (13.7%) 




 2*  Alex A. Ajayi
 2*  Amanda M. Anderson
  David M. Besch
 3*  Cameron D. Blegen
 2*  Matthew W. Bresnahan
 2*  Jenna L. Budde
  Madeline C. Cooper
 2*  Gwendolyn E. Curtis-Ehrhart
 2*  James W. Darrell
  Anastasia C. Day
 2*  Frank B. DiMarco
 2*  Katherine A. Duncan-Welke
 2*  Dylan L. Fahey
  Bethany J. Folk-Middlebrook
  Andrew J. Francis
  James F. Hansen
 2*  Hilary K. Haskell
 2*  Stanley G. Jablonski
  Anna K. Jankowski
  Adam W. King
  Nidal A. Kram
 2*  Xiang Li
  Margaret S. Lupton
  Mariah A. Mateo
 2*  Samantha J. McGraw-Schuchman
 2*  Csilla B. Megyeri
  Valerie R. Nelson
 2*  Aubrey H. Neumann
  Cuong C. Nguyen
  Stephen J. Nordin
 2*  Neel Patel
 2*  Melanie Pauly
 2*  Emily C. Perish
  Thomas R. Pilcher
 2*  Fangzhou Qiu
 2*  Rebecca A. Roberts
 2*  Hillary M. Rogers
 2*  Margaret H. Schmidt
 2*  Sara Louise Sheldon-Rosson
 2*  Breanna A. Skeets
 2*  Samantha A. Smith
 2*  Julia S. Steiner
 2*  Elianna B. Thorne
 2*  Carolyn R. Tomecek
 2*  Joshua B. Trotter
  Michael J. Wilcox
  Ranga L. Wimalasuriya
 2*  Sarah E. Wolfson
  Xiao Hong Zhang
Class of 2013
No. Asked: 309
Donors: 125 (40.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,865
Other Gifts: $1,210
Total: $3,075
Gifts of $250 + 
 *  William H. Evans
Donors 
 *  Hashim Umed Allah Morad
 *  Dane W. Allison
 *  Hailey C. Anderson
 *  Rebecca M. Anderson
 *  Adrienne T. Atkins
 *  Maria E. Ayala Valencia
 *  Emily A. Bablitch
 *  Michael C. Baldino
 *  Scott H. Beauchamp
 *  Abigail J. Beneke
 *  Augustus R. Bishop
 *  Allison F. Bjork
 *  Hava K. Blair
 *  Jonathan R. Blinderman
 2*  Sarah A. Bonner
 *  Alexander C. Brewer
 *  Caitlin A. Buhr
 *  Ezra P. Cahn
 *  Andrew R. Calderon
 *  David L. Caprile
 *  Andrew E. Carlson
 *  Cameron R. Carrus
 *  Jordan M. Chevako
 *  Ronan H. Christman
 *  Allison A. Cochrane
 *  Anthony M. Darling
 *  Tanner J. DeBettencourt
 *  Maria A. DeLaundreau
 *  William Edsel Doreza
 *  Jason T. Dunn
 *  Claire M. Edwards
 *  Samantha M. Eichelberger
 *  yagmur Esemen
 *  Laurel N. Foshag
 *  Kofi B. Fosu
 *  Eleanor G. Galvin
 *  Desiree M. Gehl
 *  Mario R. Gil Jr.
 *  Greggory Bryant Giuliani
 *  Jonathan Steven Gmeinder
 *  Katherine J. Goode
 *  Christopher L. Grathwol
 *  Camilla R. Grove
 *  Leslie M. Halverson
 *  Gabriel Henriques
 *  Emily K. Herranen
 *  Matthew S. Horn
 *  yue Jia
 2*  Evan T. Johnson
 *  Jacob D. Johnson
 *  Emma L. Kane
 *  Catherine M. Kaye
 *  Aimen N. Khan
 *  Kyle A. King
 *  Conor D. Klusendorf
 2*  Paige Marie Koebele
 *  Andrew H. Kraemer
 *  Rachele M. Krivichi
 *  Jennifer E. Krueger
 *  Zachary A. Kulig
 *  Michael M. Kumbalek
 *  Bethany A. Larsen
 *  Matthew E. Larsen
 *  Sarah M. Laven
 *  Deborah C. Levinson
 *  Evan Link
 *  Gaelen C. Lombard-Knapp
 *  Emily M. Macaluso
 *  Jared M. Marchant
 *  James B. Maverick
 *  Karl H. Mayer
 *  Tierney L. McBride
 *  Shannon L. McLain
 *  Margaret Erika Miller
 *  Jeff A. Mollet
 *  Shannon F. Murray
 *  Simon P. Newsom
 *  Minh T. Nguyen
 *  Nhi Q. Nguyen
 *  Anna L. Perantoni
 *  Daniel B. Perret-Goluboff
 *  Ruth L. Perrin
 *  Jenna R. Picha
 *  Guerin Jerry Platte
 *  Emilia A. Poor
 2*  Kaleigh E. Post
 2*  Colin M. Potts
 *  Micah J. Price
 *  Teresa B. Protasio
 *  Patrick K. Pylvainen
 *  Nicholas M. Randall
 *  John M. Revis
 *  Cody J. Robel
 *  Jennifer A. Roesch
 *  Cayla Renee Rosche
 *  Samantha R. Schilsky
 *  Christopher A. Schmidt
 *  Alex J. Schmitt
 *  Natalie A. Schmitt
 *  Taylor G. Scott
 *  Bradley J. Scurfield
 2 *  Christopher Richard Skinner
 *  Sarah K. Slaughter
 *  Courtney C. Steile
 *  Steven J. Stein
 *  Caleb J. Stellmach
 *  Samuel R. Stevens
 *  Marika C. Straw
 *  Andrew P. Stuart
 *  Vishvesh B. Subramanian
 *  Alica M. Tape
 *  Allison R. Thome
 *  Elizabeth G. Tracey
 *  Anna Therese Valcour
 *  Johnathan R. Vanko §
 *  Brandon D. Van Zeeland
 *  Amber Dawn Verser
 *  Abigail Amy Wagner
 *  Christopher A. White
 *  Jacob Michael Wiele
 *  Philip J. Wisniewski
 *  Hallie M. Witmer
 *  Jacob A. Woodford
 *  Katharina Anna Zosseder
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Donors: 1 (33.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $50
Total: $50
Donors 
 15 Margaret Boyce Ryder
Class of 1940
No. Asked: 5
Donors: 3 (60.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,103
Other Gifts: $25
Total: $2,128
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 17 Elizabeth B. Adler §
Donors 
 30+ Julia Denniston Brace
 30+ Ruth Steuber Roman
Class of 1941
No. Asked: 6
Donors: 3 (50.0%) 




 30+ Audrey Beyer Jones
 30+ Dorothy Goetzke Loehner
 17 Ann Sullivan Nelson P’65
Class of 1942
No. Asked: 6
Donors: 1 (16.7%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $50
Total: $50
Donors 
 29 Harriet Carman Moore
Class of 1943
Class Secretary
  Marion Longyear Sonderegger P’76
No. Asked: 11
Donors: 7 (63.6%) 




 30+ Doris Woodruff Burgess
 9 Shirley Misbach Buswell
 30+ Ruth Fanning Holyoke
 5 Jane Whitney Rutan
 30+ Marion Longyear Sonderegger P’76 §
 29 Dorothy Syriopoulos
 27 Theresa Syriopoulos
Class of 1944
No. Asked: 10
Donors: 2 (20.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,700
Other Gifts: $1,000
Total: $2,700
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Marian Kirkpatrick Torian §
Donors 
 30+ Beverly Rose Sellman
Class of 1945
No. Asked: 14
Donors: 9 (64.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,680
Total: $1,680
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Marilyn Jelliffe Rothschild §
Donors 
 30+ Nancy Hascall Krohn
 30+ Judith Wiener Leventhal-Wolfe
 18 Dorothy Goldstein Nashban
 30+ Esther McGurer Norbut
 28 Roylee Ross Pflughoeft
 30+ Nancy Balster Schuler
 30+ Ruth Eller Selzer
 26 Suzanne Pasteur Sweet
Class of 1946
Class Agent
  Jeanne Albrecht young P’70
No. Asked: 14
Donors: 10 (71.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $970
Other Gifts: $140
Total: $1,110
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Doris A. Stilwell
 30+ Judith David Zuehsow
Donors 
 13 Sue Son Esser
 21 Lois Addicks Johnson
 19 Ellen Zieper Kirchberger
 30+ Gertrude Johnson McEwen
 19 Helen Wittman Mills
 29 Shirley Vogt Rogers
 30+ Ruth Foxwell Wenzel
 30+ Jeanne Albrecht young P’70
Class of 1947
Class Agent
  Pauline Pautsch Putnam
Class Secretary
  Betty Domrose Brown P’78
No. Asked: 22
Donors: 14 (63.6%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,503
Other Gifts: $100
Total: $1,603
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Betty Domrose Brown P’78 §
Donors 
 30+ Joan K. Downey
 28 Mary Cutler Ellsworth P’78
 30+ Phyllis Weikart Greene §
 30+ Pam Vojack Hahn
 21 Sally Gruetzmacher Holl
 30+ Betty Bleyer Hopkins
 5 Shirleymae Epstein Lane
 30+ Amy Uchimoto Naito
 28 Marcia Ruhloff Nelson P’78
 30+ Pauline Pautsch Putnam
 23 Beryl Webb Spencer
 30+ Jean Ebling Stokes
 30+ Louise Wesle Wuesthoff
Class of 1948
Class Secretary
  Bernice Larson Nonenmacher
No. Asked: 26
Donors: 14 (53.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,740
Other Gifts: $200
Total: $1,940
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Suzanne Sims Forrest
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Shirley Hart Archer
 21 Adeline Kano
Donors 
 28 Betty Knuesel Blake
 30+ Janet Schaefer Hoffman
 28 Harriet Zinneman Levy
 27 Mary Port Mehring P’73
 30+ Dorothy Chamberlain Millikan
 30+ Patricia Cirves Moyer
 6 Bernice Larson Nonenmacher
 23 Elizabeth Thurmon Roska
 26 Betsy Grausnick Sonnemann P’74
 30+ Beverly Bromley Turkelson
 30+ Barbara Cook Wood
Class of 1949
Class Secretary
  Kikue Kikuchi Rich
No. Asked: 19
Donors: 9 (47.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $720
Other Gifts: $105
Total: $825
Gifts of $250 + 
 21 Kikue Kikuchi Rich
Donors 
 22 Mary Schultz Barham
 30+ Dorothy Wullschleger Edwards
 30+ Betty Ren Wright Frederiksen
 23 Marian Gums John
 8 Jane Tremper Meyer
 17 Janice Matthews Neal
 16 Carol Christoffel Papke
 30+ Gloria Underberg
Class of 1950
No. Asked: 24
Donors: 9 (37.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $8,401
Other Gifts: $575
Total: $8,976
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Audrey Gilg
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 2 Janet Lavine Fogel
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Marjorie Evert Hill
Donors 
 30+ Anne Dunst De Leo
 14 Arlyne Sandell Fritschel
 15 Marilyn Fiedler Hayman
 25 Hope Freeman Johnson
 12 Patricia Dunham Prestin
 25 Lois Levy Schmidt
Class of 1951
Class Agent
  Sue Pepper Joys
No. Asked: 34
Donors: 16 (47.1%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,970
Other Gifts: $1,735
Total: $4,706
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Virginia A. Palmer §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Mary E. Fortney
Gifts of $250 + 
 29 Marjorie A. Bailey
 30+ Beryl Manly Doyle §
 30+ Sue Pepper Joys §
Donors 
 30+ Ann Gregerson Andersen
 30+ Doris Messerschmidt Carmichael
 30+ Colleen Schmechel Chambers §
 29 Joy Britton Egan
 19 Helen Cramer Francis
 30+ Susanne Carroll Heinritz P’85
 30+ Nancy Twelmeyer Kempf
 30+ June Raichle Kohler
 11 Marian Koller Laev
 30+ Mary E. Van Gorden §
 20 Martheen Clock Wanty
Class of 1952
Class Agent
  Rightie Revercomb Pappenheim
Class Secretary
  Elaine Koepsel Zarse
No. Asked: 25
Donors: 10 (40.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,530
Other Gifts: $25
Total: $1,555
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Nancy Chadbourne Maze P’88
Donors 
 8 Jeanne Wierks Birch
 27 Elizabeth Ahrens Botting
 30+ Patricia Schmidt Davenport
 9 Laurie Weber Gebhard
 15 Helen Schroeder Grant
 15 Jane Glaubitz Hall
 28 Rightie Revercomb Pappenheim
 24 Sally Hubbard Paschal
 13 Carla Schacht Schmidt
Class of 1953
Class Agent
  Margaret Ferry Roseboom
Class Secretaries
  Joan Poppert Jacobs
  Dorothy Mintzlaff Kennedy
No. Asked: 27
Donors: 16 (59.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,149
Other Gifts: $3,730
Total: $6,879
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Joan Poppert Jacobs §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Elizabeth Schlenk Cook §
 30+ Jane Baumann Savitt
 30+ Nancy Huston Schulein
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Dorothy Mintzlaff Kennedy
Donors 
 30+ Jacqueline Puccinelli Bertram
 21 Janet B. Chermak
 28 Janet Coffelt Davis
 22 Lisette Reckitt Kautzmann
 29 Nancy C. McLoud §
 22 Bernadine Moore Montgomery
 30+ Margaret Ferry Roseboom
 11 Lois Firalyo Sudkamp
 22 Alice Derby Teske
 25 Patricia Freyburger Watson
 30+ Elizabeth Schumacher Windsor
Class of 1954
Class Secretary
  Nancy Perkins Hanley
No. Asked: 32
Donors: 14 (43.8%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,130
Total: $3,130
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Nancy Perkins Hanley
 18 Ollie Johnson Miller
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Donna Weltcheff Schroeder P’79 §
Donors 
 28 Nan Vonier Clark
 28 Lurinda Mack Davis
 26 Barbara Boldt Fink
 30+ Nancy Moberg Foss
 26 Lois Rodig Freeman
 28 Sue Jorgensen Grunewald
 9 Mary Kurahara Kaneshiro
 26 Mary Ann Hanson Link
 30+ Elizabeth Rodgers Sawyers
 30+ Alice Schroeder Wandt
 30+ Alpha Wetenkamp
Class of 1955
Class Agent
  Janet Neese
Class Secretary
  Betty Heistad Barrett
No. Asked: 25
Donors: 18 (72.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,840
Other Gifts: $4,332
Total: $8,172
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Marlene Crupi Widen §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 29 Betty Heistad Barrett
 30+ Ruth Legler Qualich §
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Joan Bailey Aker
 30+ Peggy Muhs Crawford
 30+ Zoe Ganos
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Janet Neese §
Donors 
 30+ Ann Kissinger Beringer
 19 Janet Anderson Buskey
 29 Joanne Fude Cook
 25 Ann Becker Crockett +
 27 Beth Grosskopf George
 24 Beverly Born Hunt
 30+ Betty Key Hurd
 30+ Joanne Bondi Kedzie
 30+ Austra Skadulis Kiusals
 30+ Marye Toronyi Nash Kraemer
 7 Barbara Bower Ringham
Class of 1956
Class Agent
  Diana Fox Ekedahl
Class Secretary
  Ruth Theine Suh
No. Asked: 23
Donors: 13 (56.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,135
Other Gifts: $550
Total: $2,685
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Diana Fox Ekedahl
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Elizabeth Sharpe Steinhilber
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Kay S. Kerst §
 17 Elizabeth Whiting Macdonald
Donors 
 30+ Biruta Kalejs Abuls
 23 Patricia Leszkiewicz Brinkman
 17 Helen Oswald Cowen
 22 Jacqueline L. Jones
 23 Adeline A. Kawano
 19 Elaine Kubis Larsen
 30+ Anne Bernhardt Oweis +
 30+ Ruth Theine Suh
 22 Barbara Gensler Teese
Class of 1957
Class Secretary
 Barbara Lieberum Westhofen
No. Asked: 20
Donors: 5 (25.0%) 




 25 Mary Rauter Fairman
 30+ Charlotte Strong Ganser
 24 Virginia Jones Mason
 30+ Lily Homrighausen Schmidt
 30+ Barbara Lieberum Westhofen §
Class of 1958
Class Agent
  Ellen Veed
No. Asked: 22
Donors: 12 (54.5%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,080
Other Gifts: $3,940
Total: $5,020
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 26 Gail Page Cordry
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Marla McCarty Gousseff
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Judith Rossmiller Getzin
 30+ Ellen Veed §
Donors 
 26 Gretchen Engel Bailey
 21 Julianne Ruedt Borges
 30+ Louise Pick Caser
 12 D’Arcy Gifford Elsperman
 2 Barbara Fukumato Fujimoto
 30+ Lois Votapek Harshaw
 25 Gloria Van Vleet Leo
 12 Shirley Zurchauer
Class of 1959
Class Agent
  Barbara Mayne Carow
Class Secretary
  Carolyn Bogle Morrow
No. Asked: 26
Donors: 20 (76.9%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $3,890
Other Gifts: $425
Total: $4,315
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 25 Nona Roesler Kyle
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Kay Arnold Hinckley
 23 Constance Torzynski Mahsem
 30+ Ann Burger Terwilliger P’92
Gifts of $250 + 
 14 Bernice Nickolaisen Kwan
 26 Treva Novy Richter ‡
Donors 
 30+ Barbara Mayne Carow
 22 Lorene Metzler Damewood §
 20 Dorothea Hofmann Gessner
 25 Lois Zimmerman Lind
 30+ Sharon Olson MacCallum
 30+ Barbara Mayer
 30+ Joan Christophersen Meier
 26 Rose Marie Kosmatka Reich
 29 Nancy A. Richards §
 16 Patricia Garber Rosenbaum
MILWAUKEE-DOWNER ALUMNAE MILWAUKEE-DOWNER ALUMNAE
In the past fiscal year, 282 Milwaukee-Downer 
alumnae made a gift, demonstrating that the 
Milwaukee-Downer legacy vibrantly lives on at 
Lawrence University. During Reunion in June, 
alumnae toured the Appleton campus and saw 
the Milwaukee-Downer memorabilia proudly 
displayed throughout campus. Since the colleges 
consolidated in 1964, Milwaukee-Downer alumnae 
have supported Lawrence through both volunteer 
service and giving.
————  Save the date!  ————
a Golden Jubilee Gathering
celebrate the 50th anniversary of the 
consolidation of milwaukee-downer college 
and lawrence college.
June 19–22, 2014 on the lawrence campus. 
mark your calendar. more information to follow.
This listing reflects contributions received between July 1, 2012, and June 30, 201378 Fall 2013  President’s annual rePort 2012–13 792–30+ years of giving; ‡ Matching Gift; § Legacy Circle; + Deceased
 27 Judy Knopp Rosenberg
 22 Ellen Carow Squillace
 30+ Mary Dittmer Welch
 18 Penelope Spoor Weyenberg
Class of 1960
Class Agent
  Jeanette Schmidt Hess
Class Secretary
  Kathryn M. Heidenfelder
No. Asked: 37
Donors: 13 (35.1%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,355
Other Gifts: $200
Total: $2,555
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 29 Mary Schipper De Mund
Gifts of $250 + 
 21 Jeanette Schmidt Hess §
 30+ Ilene Hanson Sears
 30+ Darleen Dick young
Donors 
 30+ Helene Suchanek Borchert
 6 Karen R. Christiansen Ferrin
 15 Wilma Baldwin Hanson
 26 Ruth Lahey Mahlum
 26 Eleanor yamashita Meyer
 30+ Prudence Schmidt Meyer
 29 Judith Davis Timms
 28 Diane Coddington Turner
 17 Kathleen Ehlert Wollin
Class of 1961
Class Agent
  Nancy Van Schelven Solon
Reunion Committee
   Sheryn Biegelaar Smith,  
     Legacy Circle Liaison
No. Asked: 19
Donors: 12 (63.2%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $1,000
Other Gifts: $1,175
Total: $2,175
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Marcia Duin Mentkowski §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Kay Dobson Auer
Donors 
 19 Joyce Cejka
 30+ Kathleen Parmentier Hansen
 27 Janet Sayre Hoeft
 30+ Judith Underberg Jorsch
 16 Nancy Charm Owen
 26 Sheryn Biegelaar Smith §
 30+ Nancy Schroeder Snyder
 30+ Nancy Van Schelven Solon
 19 Linette Schoder West
 26 Carol Neibel Wise
Class of 1962
Class Agent
  Janet Arntz Arundel
Class Secretary
  Nancy Feeley Kukla
No. Asked: 30
Donors: 19 (63.3%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $795
Other Gifts: $6,105
Total: $6,900
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Janet Arntz Arundel
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 27 Jane Conway Reynolds
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Gayle Barenz Othen §
Gifts of $250 + 
 30+ Barbara L. Borns §
 30+ Bonnie Maas McClellan §
 30+ Peggy Hilton Snyder §
Donors 
 19 Mary Jane Bernhardt
 25 Alouise Carlson Brummer P’98 ’96
 19 Joan Macomber Byron
 26 Luaine Herzog
 30+ Jeanette A. Housner
 30+ Suzanne Gebhardt Munson
 30+ Audre Ganske Patel
 26 Rebecca Framke Post
 9 Carol Nelson Rieske
 30+ Janice Mueller Smith
 26 Judith Lindner Sriver
 30+ Carolyn King Stephens P’91 ’87 §
 28 Nancy Holmes Swanberg
Class of 1963
Class Agent
  Nancy Habetler Kaliebe P’90
Class Secretary
  Anita Beltran Moore
Reunion Committee
  Nancy Habetler Kaliebe P’90, Chair
  Patricia Nell Curtis
   Janice Kuckuk Minardi,  
     Reprise Coordinator
  Anita Beltran Moore
  Ann Polek Neumann
  Malle Vaarsi
No. Asked: 23
Donors: 9 (39.1%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $400
Other Gifts: $27,700
Total: $28,100
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Nancy Habetler Kaliebe P’90 §
 18 Ann Polek Neumann
Gifts of $500 + 
 8 Janice Kuckuk Minardi
Donors 
 24 Patricia Nell Curtis
 22 Anita Beltran Moore §
 26 Judith King Peterson
 10 Mary Abrams Roberson
 6 Jane Kerr Stenson P’95
 22 Malle Vaarsi
Class of 1964
No. Asked: 33
Donors: 14 (42.4%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $2,380
Other Gifts: $1,000
Total: $3,380
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 30+ Lorraine Hoffmann
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ Benita Downer Rountree
Gifts of $250 + 
 27 Mary Gibbon Nortman
 22 Susan Stapleford Woodall
Donors 
 27 Diana Holtz Bartels
 13 Judith McGlynn Douglas
 8 Florence Vaccarello Dunkel P’91
 13 Sandra Edhlund
 17 Nancy Devries Esker
 16 Sarah Haynam Hill
 27 Maralee Goltermann Kleeman
 6 Carol Buege Nantkes
 30+ Carol Grogan Nyberg
 29 Karen Krause Thunberg
Class of 1965
No. Asked: 12
Donors: 6 (50.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $550
Other Gifts: $400
Total: $950
Gifts of $250 + 
 27 Judy Kennedy Brothers
 25 Heidi Wilde Hagenbuckle
Donors 
 23 Mary E. Harding §
 30+ Toini Lefren Jaffe
 16 Judith I. Kronmeyer




 Trenis M. Jackson P’16 
 Julia S. Landes P’16 ’13 
 Steven R. Landes P’16 ’13 
 David MacDuff ’85 P’16 
 Georgia S. Revis P’16 ’13 
 John M. Revis P’16 ’13 
 Helen L. Thornton P’16 
 John H. Kulstad P’15 
 Casey Mangan P’15 
 Katherine E. Mangan P’15 
 Elizabeth J. Mayotte P’15 
 Sara E. Strattan P’15 
 Elisabeth Valentin P’15 
 Douglass Blount ’65 P’14 ’12 
 Kenneth F. Brengel P’14 ’12 ’09 ’06 
 Kathleen Buchholz P’14 
 Joanne A. Burgess P’14 
 Laura H. Edelman P’14 
 Frank C. Feinberg P’14 
 Janice K. Feinberg P’14 
 David L. Friedman P’14 
 Robyn A. Friedman P’14 
 Victoria E. Lenart P’14 ’12 
 Dorothy McLane P’14 
 James M. Thornton P’14 
 Lisbeth T. Thornton P’14 
 Mary Jane Whiting P’14 
 Richard J. Whiting ’79 P’14 
 Catherine M. Bishop P’13 
 Craig A. Bishop P’13 
 Deborah Bonner P’13 
 Thomas Bonner P’13 
 Elizabeth Kortenhof Kumbalek ’78 P’13 
 Steven C. Kumbalek ’78 P’13 
 Christine D. Norris P’13 
 John P. Norris P’13 
 Fatima Randolph P’13 
 Jeffrey T. Randolph P’13 
 C. David Hall P’12 
“The ongoing engagement 
of Lawrence’s parents and 
alumni is a critical component 
in ensuring the university’s 
ability to meet—and, indeed, 
keep raising—its standard of 
excellence. We’re honored 
to be a part of this fantastic 
community, and know that our 
gifts to Lawrence are some of 
the best investments we’ll ever 
make.”
~Jim Newman P’11
 Susan Long Hall ’76 P’12 
 Larry T. Mimms P’12 
 Linda Harris Mimms ’79 P’12 
 Colleen K. Newman P’11 
 James W. Newman P’11 
 Richard Andrew P’10 
 Diane Buchanan P’10 
 Gretchen S. McDaniel P’09 
 Randall E. McDaniel P’09 
 Albert S. Conti P’02 
 Victoria W. Conti P’02 
 Bradley L. Manning Jr. P’02 ’00 
 Susan C. Manning P’02 ’00 
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 30+ Edith G. and Edward J. +  Andrew P’88 §
 30+ Althea Hunting Kortenhof ’51 P’80 ’78 §
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Bonnie Glidden ’62 and Robert C. Buchanan ’62 P’94 §
 30+ Michael P. Cisler ’78 and Sarah Traas P’06 §
 30+ William O. ’66 and Marcia Hochkammer P’92 §
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 7  Nana Baffour-Gyewu ’94
 23  Kathy and August W. Geise IV ’79 P’15
 25  W. Stephen ’62 and Joan Gilboy P’90
 2  Elaine P. and Steven M. Jaharis P’15
 30+ Julie Jansen Kraemer ’80 and  
       Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. ’77 P’13 ’10 §
 18 Mary C. and Lewis C. Lofgren P’93 ’93 §
 30+ Robert J. ’51 and Joan Schaupp P’86
 29 Martha Boyd ’43 + and William A. Siekman ’41 P’74 ’72 +
 30+ David D. ’61 and Brenda Wenberg P’99
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 30+ Walter H. ’54 and Sally Bissell P’82 §
 21 Richard N. Boya ’52 and Marjorie Teevan P’82 §
 30+ Laura Johnson ’73 and Jarrel V. Burrow ’73 P’00 ‡
 30+ William T. ’76 and Linda Eggbeer P’95
 30+ Judith Ingersoll ’80 and Richard A. Gray P’10 ‡
 30+ Denise Dyer ’70 and Richard O. Haight ’71 P’00 §
 29 Jerome R. Kerkman ’79 P’12
 2  Anna A. and Scott A. Larsen P’13
 19 Lisa Miller ’84 and Richard A. Moser ’83 P’14 ’11 ‡ §
 30+ David C. ’59 and Jeannie S. Mulford P’86
 24 Richard F. Olson ’53 P’85
 30+ Gregory R. ’72 and Mary Jane O’Meara P’88
 27 Delphine Joerns ’55 and James R. Overby ’55 P’90 §
 30+ Constance Clarke Purdum ’55 P’87 §
 30+ Jill McCormick ’67 and Richard J. Rupprecht P’98 §
 28 Marion Shepard P’85 §
 20 Charles B. ’72 and M. Diane Siekman P’12
 26 Janet Steiner ’82 and Robert J. Stevens ’79 P’13 ’10
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 30+ Karen Henderson Bachhuber ’68 P’94 §
 4  Catherine M. and Craig A. Bishop P’13 ‡
 30+ Jacklyn Anderson ’58 and David R. Challoner ’56 P’82 §
 15  Victoria W. and Albert S. Conti P’02 ‡
 28 Robert J. ’64 and MaryAnn Dude P’03 ’99 §
 3  Maureen Duignan P’14
 28 James D. and Pati Ericson P’77
 18 Susan Feith and George W. Mead II P’93 ’76 ‡
 19 William J. ’69 and Sandy French P’90 §
 30+ Barbara Kreher ’71 and James I. Geiser ’71 P’00
 30+ Jane Paulson ’69 and David H. Gregerson ’67 P’97
 30+ Norman E. ’58 and Sandy Harden P’79
 28 Shelley and James D. Hawks III ’82 P’16
 26 Marilyn Hibbert P’75
 30+ Jane Voss ’61 and Robert A. Holroyd P’85
 6  Elizabeth K. and John S. Hoylman P’14 ’11 ‡
 9  Lan Huang ’93 and Linqing Jia P’13
 8  Laurel O. Johnson P’91 ’89
 30+ Virginia Post ’69 and Andrew J. Kass ’69 P’01 ’00
 30+ Ann Leverenz ’64 and Jon C. Keckonen ’64 P’91 §
 20 Barbara Knapp and James Nikrant P’89
 4  Lillian H. Koblenz and Majeed Al-Mateen P’13
 30+ Elizabeth Kortenhof ’78 and Steven C. Kumbalek ’78 P’13 §
 30+ Maurice G. ’54 and Alice Pommerenke Locklin P’74 ’71 §
 12  Ann Van Tilburg ’76 and David G. Lowe P’10
 30+ Todd A. ’79 and Debra R. Mahr P’09 §
 30+ Carol and Ronald J. Mason P’83
 27 Kenneth H. ’73 and Rebecca Melchert P’15
 30+ Margery Homfeld ’67 and Philip A. Metzger ’66 P’94 §
 5  Colleen K. and James W. Newman P’11 ‡
 9  Marlene J. Nogle P’97 ‡
 4  Georgia S. and John M. Revis P’16 ’13
 28 Susan Schmidt ’81 and David A. Robertson ’82 P’13 ‡
 4  Diane M. Schmidt P’13
 16 David R. ’85 and Laura M. Shepard P’13
 30+ Nancy Marsh Stowe ’61 and John Koopman P’87
 17 Gretchen and John C. Stratton III P’97 ‡
 30+ Karen J. Sweet ’77 and Robin E. Fondow ’76 P’09
 30+ Cynthia V. and J. Hall Taylor II ’74 P’05 ‡
 30+ Patricia Webb ’62 and Peter J. Thomas ’62 P’92 ’87 §
 25 James P. ’67 and Kathleen Thompson P’11
 30+ Susanna Fortney ’58 and Peter A. Walby P’00 ’99 ’97
 30+ Richard K. ’57 and Carol Weber P’90 §
 21 Richard J. ’79 and Mary Jane Whiting P’14
 4  Sandra A. and Joseph L. Wisniewski P’13 ‡
 30+ Judith Stanfield ’70 and Timothy R. young ’70 P’00 §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 2  Dorinne S. Armstrong P’79
 30+ Bobbye Hoffman Bartels ’68 P’96
 4  Deborah and Thomas Bonner P’13
 8  Amy L. and Kenneth F. Brengel P’14 ’12 ’09 ’06
 11  Joan E. Brengel P’72
 30+ Mark D. Breseman ’78 and Jane Hillstrom P’14 §
 8  Diane Buchanan and Richard Andrew P’10
 3  Kathleen and Brian Buchholz P’14
 30+ Judith Fabrick ’59 and Duncan C. Burdick ’59 P’90
 2  Catherine F. and Peter P. Bushbacher P’13
 7  Kay N. and Robert V. Cooney P’10
 30+ Richard M. Cowett ’64 P’91 §
 5  Margaret Ranft and John B. Day P’12 ‡
 30+ Elizabeth Dugan ’83 and Bart T. De Stasio ’82 P’12 §
 30+ Cynthia Arneson ’79 and Robert E. Eddy ’79 P’09
 27 Susan Herr ’62 and Charles M. Engberg ’62 P’92 ’89 §
 30+ Nancy E. Fay ’78 and Kendrith M. Rowland Jr. ’76 P’14 ’09
 29 Sharon and John W. Fenlon P’93
 30+ Carol Anderson ’76 and Richard G. Fessler ’74 P’04
 30+ Marijean Meisner Flom ’50 P’83 ’75 §
 30+ Martha Benton Flom ’52 P’82 ’79
 30+ Evalyn Wiley ’69 and David E. Frasch ’69 P’96 §
 30+ Timothy J. ’75 and Debbie H. Freeman P’05
 30+ Mary McKee ’62 and Louis A. Fuchs P’91 ’88
 8  Margaret A. and Robert A. Gilling P’08 ‡
 27 Gregory L. ’80 and Laura L. Griffin P’09 ’08
 29 Lynn Semple Hagee ’58 P’94 §
 30+ Martha Kroon ’70 and H. Criss Hartzell Jr. ’68 P’96
 29 Richard ’61 and Sharon Lee Heinemann P’92
 30+ Jessica Olson ’82 and Paul W. Heiring ’80 P’16
 27 Virginia Smith ’61 and James E. Hoelter P’86
 27 David L. ’57 and Deborah Hoffman P’94 ’92 §
 21 Nancy Homburg P’04
 30+ Barbara Ives ’64 and Walter J. Isaac ’64 P’88
 28 Jean P. Jepson ’62 and Howard G. Hardesty P’89 ’84
 26 Jane Egge ’85 and William D. Jeruc ’86 P’16 ’15
 2  Rita A. and David J. Juda P’15 ‡
 30+ Nancy Habetler Kaliebe M-D’63 P’90 §
 3  Mark W. Keller P’14
 19 Miriam Kelm P’80
 7  Ann M. and Robert E. Kilkuskie P’10 ‡
 30+ Karen Ansorge ’58 and Richard H. Kimberly ’57 P’90
 2  Phyllis I. and Robert I. Kligman P’15
 30+ Lynne M. LaJone ’76 and Chris J. Mollet P’13
 7  Jules N. LaRocque P’83
 7  Michael H. ’71 and Lynn Locke P’03 ’93
 20 Martha Fizzell ’72 and Edward U. Lofstrom ’72 P’08
 30+ Barbara Struck ’72 and Bradley A. MacDonald ’72 P’06




Donors: 2 (28.6%) 




 27 Eileen Paulson Johnson
 26 Nan Tully Willett
Class of 1967
No. Asked: 1
Donors: 1 (100.0%) 
Lawrence Fund Gifts: $50
Total: $50
Donors 
 6 Beth Elliott Lozano
 
Milwaukee-Downer 50th Reunion | $28,100
Members of the Milwaukee-Downer Class of 1963 50th Reunion Committee:
Jan Kuckuk Minardi, Anita Beltran Moore, Patti Nell Curtis, Nancy Habetler 
Kaliebe, Ann Polek Neumann
  
• 39.1%  participation 
• 2 Legacy Circle members
• 4 multi-year pledges
• $27,700 for other purposes
• $400 for  the Lawrence Fund
class of
1963
 $531   
is the average
 lawrence fund gift
from alumni
incoming lawrentians gather with their alumni parents, grandparents and siblings after the 2013 legacy Breakfast in september
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 26 Mary Thome ’79 and Douglas D. Marshall ’78 P’09
 15  Cheryl R. and Thomas K. Maxwell P’02
 30+ Nancy Chadbourne M-D’52 and George H. Maze P’88
 8  Gretchen S. and Randall E. McDaniel P’09
 22 Susan L. Medak ’76 and Gregory S. Murphy P’11
 28 Linda Harris ’79 and Larry T. Mimms P’12
 30+ John E. ’71 and Rosalind P. Moeller P’11
 30+ Patricia Scott ’53 and Ronald Myers ’53 P’79
 30+ John W. ’69 and Christina L. O’Boyle P’12 ’10
 30+ Mary Plischounig ’62 and Dennis O’Flyng ’62 P’91
 17 Julie-Ann and Earl P. Ow P’06 ’00
 23  Leila Ramagopal ’87 and Brian G. Pertl ’86
 30+ Jean Reynolds ’53 and Larry Pooler ’52 P’77 §
  Julie A. Roin and Saul Levmore P’16
 30+ J. Frederic ’59 and Sally Meyer Ruf P’88 §
 17 Maxine and Willis W. Schoeb P’91
 30+ Meredith J. Schoenfeld P’83
 28 Audrey Lund ’51 + and William J. Sievert ’51 P’76 + 
 24 Theresa and Martin J. Spalding Sr. ’50 P’76 §
 3  Cathy A. and Thomas C. Spitzfaden P’14 ‡
 28 Judy Huffman ’58 and Edmond R. + Sutherland Jr. ’58 P’88
 25  David G. ’78 and Trude I. Thome P’13
 29 Mary Campbell ’75 and Daniel J. Toycen ’73 P’10
  John J. Vanko P’13
 30+ Barbara Amend ’63 and Robert E. Van Metre P’94
 25  Arthur E. ’60 and Margot von Plachecki P’84
 11  Anne Marie and Robert J. Willis P’91
Gifts of $500 + 
 30+ William W. ’58 and Marjorie Bast P’89
 5  Belinda R. and David S. Bates P’12
 30+ Stephen A. ’66 and Trudy Taitz Bernsten P’97 ’88 ’85
 27 Fredrick A. Bliss P’86
 17 Alice O. and Duane Boeckers P’08 ’03
 30+ Ellen Barber ’56 and Robert P. Boeye ’56 P’81 §
 2  Susan W. and John T. Borst P’15
 30+ Betty Domrose Brown M-D’47 P’78 §
 30+ Diane and Leroy Busker P’81
 3  Mary-Louise and Bradley G. Clary P’14
  Dawn M. and Thomas A. Clewett P’16
 30+ Kathleen Dinham ’64 and Ross G. Davis ’64 P’89
 10  Lynne A. and George F. Detrick P’06
 15  Marlene Karides ’72 and Charles M. Ego ’72 P’00
 15  Hannah R. Eisner ’75 and John B. Pryor P’09
 10  Sue and Bob Evans P’05
 30+ Gregory J. ’70 and Catherine Ann Exarhos P’12 ’07
 30+ Janice Juve ’50 and Robert J. Felker ’50 P’85 §
 24 Steve ’68 and Sue Figi P’89
 9  Janet S. and Michael W. Funderburk P’09
 4  Audrey G. and Dennis A. Garbacik P’08 ‡
 30+ Lynne Ansorge Gorlinsky ’66 P’93
 5  Karen A. Gregerson P’11
 27 Mary Griffiths Hane P’88
 27 Diane and Kenneth M. Hill P’93 ’90
 30+ Irene and George C. Hoffmann P’87 ’83
 10  Mollie and James J. Hustace P’08
 3  Carolee T. and John M. Jakes P’14
 19 Mary Bosser ’57 and William W. Joyce ’56 P’95
  Laurie C. and Charles Kahler P’12 ‡
 8  Mary Beth and Carl F. Kantner P’99
 19 Kaye S. Rogers-Ketterling and  
       Marvin E. Ketterling P’92 ’90
  Sabina Khan and Valeed A. Shaikh P’16
 3  Jon J. Koebele P’13
 30+ Janet Heimann ’71 and David G. Kriz P’04
 19 Carol Kumbalek P’78
  Kathlene A. Kusiv and Brian L. Van Hoozen P’12
 2  Sarah K. and Charles R. Lamphere P’15
 26 Christiana Leonard P’88
 30+ John B. ’59 and Janice M. Liebenstein P’83 §
 3  Nilda V. and Bruce D. Linger P’14 ‡
 25  Margaret Evans ’59 and Richard L. Lintvedt ’59 P’82
 2  Katherine E. and Casey Mangan P’15 ‡
 4  Monica E. McHenney and Peter B. Kessler P’13 ‡
 3  Dorothy and Bradford McLane P’14
 25  Helen Geyler Moore ’64 P’85 §
 19 Nancy and John H. Munch P’97
  Anne Obst P’12
 28 Carol J. and John C. Palmquist P’86 ’82
 30+ Kay Christensen Peltier ’66 P’92
 4  Erica Perl and George Socha Jr. P’13
 30+ Audrey N. Pertl and Steve Worcester P’86
 30+ Helen Wagner Pierce ’50 P’87
 14  Karen A. and Timothy D. Raben P’03
 17 Marjorie Reed P’72
 29 Cynthia Liebich ’63 and Charles R. Reff P’99
 30+ Sara Krohn ’82 and Scott William Rezin P’11
 30+ Dorothea Binhammer ’59 and Paul Sager P’90 ’89
 30+ Donna Weltcheff Schroeder M-D’54 P’79 §
 19 Martha and Ronald L. Shiffler P’00 ’96
 3  Linda L. Siderius and Robin D. Wilkerson P’14
 6  Toni J. and John M. Siliski P’09
 7  Victoria A. Sistek and Matthew W. Burke P’09
 3  Amanda S. and Philip H. Slavin P’14
 3  Hilary K. and Jeffrey C. Smedsrud P’14
 2  Sara E. Strattan P’15
 30+ Ann Burger Terwilliger M-D’59 P’92
 30+ Mary Gajewski ’76 and James R. Vosper ’76 P’11 ’07 ‡
 4  Judith L. and David E. Wagner P’13
 3  Sandra M. Russo-Wagner and Jeffrey P. Wagner P’14 ‡
 28 Saburo Watanabe ’41 P’77
 5  Nancy E. and Bruce A. Wilcox P’12
 26 Peggy Stewart Wilson ’55 P’85
 23  Bernadine and John J. Zimmer P’89
Gifts of $250 + 
 8  Kim A. and Steve A. Alinder P’09
 21 Connie Arnosti P’84 ’82 ’79 §
 7  Janet G. and John G. Bauer P’10
 7  Christine M. and Robert M. Benton P’09
 23  Judith and Robert R. Benton P’91
 4  Susan A. Blinderman P’13
 22 Suzy Steele ’78 and John R. Born Jr. P’06 ‡
 12  Joanne H. and Kenneth W. Bozeman P’05 §
 16 Betty Jean Bradshaw P’87
 12  Patricia M. Brown ’77 and Donald D. Doyle P’11 ‡
 4  Julia A. and Christopher T. Budde P’12
 30+ Kathryn and Arthur Budzak P’81
 2  Nancy Q. Burke P’16 ’13
 30+ Janice B. and Daniel K. Butler Jr. ’77 P’07
  Margo Calvetti Frost and Timothy Frost P’14
 2  Robin R. and Joseph P. Caprile P’13
 5  Sally J. Cheever P’09
 2  Marilyn H. and David R. Clow P’15
 15  Terrance J. ’84 and Chris Coenen P’15
 2  Ellen L. and Neil P. Connor P’15
  Diane and James Coyne P’15
 24 Wendy Schaller ’76 and Peter J. Crawford P’11
 20 John M. ’80 and Victoria G. Curtin P’14
  Julie A. and Chad Curtiss P’16
 6  Anthony M. D’Alessandro P’10
 11  Betsy Dana P’94
 3  Paula and Mark D. DeBofsky P’14
 22 Jane and James A. Demas P’94 ‡
 8  Danielle L. and David J. Devereaux-Weber P’08
 19 Eleanor and James H. DeVries P’84
 3  Kathleen M. and Dennis A. Diduch P’14 ‡
 26 Eleanor and Joseph C. DiRaimondo P’91
 5  Suzanne Donovan P’12
 17 Sandra J. Drexler ’90 and Thomas R. Sather P’04
 3  Janis L. and William V. Dwyer P’13
 11  Dee Emanuelson P’95 ’88
 9  Leota Ester P’78
 3  Janice K. and Frank C. Feinberg P’14
  Louanne K. Felzan P’16
 3  Paula K. Fitzgerald and Thomas W. Chesnutt P’14
 26 Carol Forde P’85 ’74
 29 Augustin K. ’73 and Helen A. Fosu P’13
 22 Barbara and Donald E. Fuhrmann P’92 ’90
 21 Janet L. Gibeau P’90 ’85 ’83
 9  Sarah H. and Peter J. Gilbert P’14
 21 Edith Miller ’60 and C. Lee Gilbertson ’60 P’92
 25  Suzanne and Norbert H. Goral P’92 ’85
 30+ Norma and Herbert Grench P’79
 4  Teresa and Jose Grijalva P’13
 14  Marcia C. and Charles K. Growdon P’03
 3  Janice O. and Albert S. Hammond P’14
 30+ Jane Fletcher ’44 and Paul B. Hansen P’84 ’68
 30+ H. Michael Hartoonian ’60 and  
       Patricia M. Thornton P’05
 25  Barbara and Samuel L. Hayes P’92
  Janine M. Hein and Steve T. Jones P’16
 7  Catherine P. and Daniel R. Herdeman P’09
 8  Lynn E. Hertz and Dennis J. Merley P’09
 12  Carol and John L. Hofstra P’93
 24 David H. Hopper P’95 ’92
 2  Mary and Jeffrey M. Hoster P’15
 14  Carol K. and David Ingall P’91
 24 Mark E. ’71 and Ann L. Jackson P’09
 4  Kimberly T. Jacques and Daniel M. Gross P’12
 25  Gail L. Johnson P’92 ’91
 14  Janet and William W. Keaney P’97
 4  Debra B. Kerr and Steve Thompson P’13
 4  Hyun Sue and Jae Kwon Kim P’13
 30+ Mary Allen ’74 and James P. Kirkland ’76 P’07
 4  Maren A. Klich and Edward J. Mullaney P’13
 30+ Heidi Jacobson ’74 and Tommy G. Knudsen P’07
 26 Ann Lapham Kramer ’54 P’84 §
 3  Myra L. Misles-Krhin and Daniel J. Krhin P’15
 12  Susan Boyd Kruesi P’04 ‡
 4  Julia S. and Steven R. Landes P’16 ’13
 25  Phyllis and Donald D. Layton P’87
 30+ Ann Lavacek Leech ’64 P’95
 13  Maureen M. and Thornton C. Lewis P’03 ‡
 14  Helen J. and J. Thomas Lockhart P’01
 3  Genevieve and Daniel M. Maher P’14
 5  Nina J. and Richard A. Mancina P’11
 3  Pamela A. and Raul Mateo P’12
 5  Anne B. and Andrew W. Maverick P’13
 2  Nydia and Michael B. McCrohan P’15
 30+ Laurie Johnson ’77 and William Breck McHenry P’07 ‡
 2  Kimberly Miller and Thomas N. Thoresen P’13
 13  Jule B. and Lee E. Monnens P’04
 3  Ellen and Arcadio Morales P’14
 3  Jane Murphy and Michael Cadwell P’14
 4  Mary E. and James J. Murray P’11 ‡
 26 Paul M. Nelson ’74 and Jane M. Lewis P’07
  Jan and Philip J. O’Donnell P’15
 3  Susan L. and James V. O’Leary P’15
 9  Rosemarie L. Papincak P’07
 22 James L. ’52 and Joyce Patten P’90
 6  Laurie A. Michels-Pieper and David J. Pieper P’14 ’09
 30+ Martha Johnston ’52 and John B. Prince P’86 ‡
 30+ James M. ’77 and Sarah C. Rand P’06 §
 2  Elaine C. and Christopher Ratliff P’14
 8  LuAnn I. and Mark S. Rice P’07
 5  Sylvia and Byron G. Riley
 9  Marlene and Ronald + D. Roberts Sr. P’86 ’84
 15  Barbara N. and Joseph A. Rodriguez P’02
 3  Pamela and Norman M. Saba P’14
 15  Ruth A. and Richard L. Schauer P’83
 5  Mary and John Schaupp P’15
 30+ Cathryn Piehl ’69 and Paul W. Schmidt ’70 P’06
 2  Lisa G. and Scott L. Schubach P’15
  Diane C. Scott P’15
 2  Lou Anne and Timothy S. Sexton P’15
  Kimberly and John Siebert P’14
 30+ Walter H. Sievert P’79
 16 Mary E. and Thomas L. Skorczeski P’01
 30+ Ivan N. Spangenberg ’54 P’90
 25  Bonnie and Harry L. Spiegelberg P’93
 22 Jacqueline Spillman P’86
 20 Mary and Frank J. Sprtel P’10 ’97 ’94
 13  Mary Clare and Paul B. Stalp P’01
 17 Betsy Stefl P’90
 30+ Shirley Spangler ’59 and Richard J. Steiner P’82
 30+ Sue Martin-Steiner ’78 and Anthony M. Steiner P’12 ’05 ‡
 4  Neele-Banks and Matthew M. Stichnoth P’11
 9  Kathline and Gregory Strasser P’05 ’04
 28 Marjorie Laupp ’59 and Robert W. Swain Jr. ’59 P’82
  Valerie Perkins-Swords and Mark Swords P’16
 4  Sharman K. Sykes and Cecil R. Potts P’13
 30+ Frank D. ’67 and Linda E. Szitta P’95
 28 Jean C. Thompson P’77
 4  Susan G. Turk and James J. Hebda P’13
 12  Sherril and Thomas A. Vandenberg P’05
 2  Toni R. Walery and Andrew D. Neufeld P’15
 30+ Karen McGarvie ’80 and Thomas C. Watson ’80 P’11 ’09
 24 Diane Cyrwus ’74 and Bruce J. Wexler P’08
 24 Ann E. Whereat ’81 and John T. Traylor ’81 P’15
  Maureen and Richard S. Wilkie P’16
 30+ Scott D. ’79 and Julie M. Wolbers P’09
 15  Shirley and George C. Woolley Jr. P’99 ‡
 5  Teana P. and Abbott W. Wright P’08 ‡
Donors 
 20 Patricia L. Aaholm P’91
 2  Amy L. Abrams and Arnold S. Graber P’15
 12  Diana L. Adam P’97
 3  Craig B. Adams P’11
 12  Irmtrud M. Labant-Adams and Allen D. Adams P’03
 3  Lisa J. and Thomas L. Aerts P’10
 18 Mary Brausch ’63 and Terry C. Albert P’92
 30+ William C. ’74 and Kathy A. Zanella Albright P’11
 11  Ramon J. Aldag P’05
  Tamara L. and Joel T. Aldrich P’16
 30+ Jan Ferry ’67 and Patrick L. Alexander P’95 ’92
 26 Patricia and T. E. Allen P’83
 4  Christine P. and John J. Allison P’12
 11  Lois and Richard A. Alsip P’96
 23  Edward J. Amrein P’89
 20 Marla B. Anderson ’76 P’06
 2  Mary Ellen Anderson P’13
 22 Faye and John H. Andrews P’95
  Stephen Andrin P’16
 2  Macry S. and Mario Angeli P’15
 3  Dora Apel and Gregory Wittkopp P’14
  Eunice Appiah P’16
 3  Patricia Arbuckle P’14
 3  Steven R. Arbuckle P’14
 23  Joan T. Armstrong P’80
  Laura J. and Michael Arnow P’15
 13  Linda K. and Leigh J. Aschbrenner P’04
 21 Janet and Addison Ault P’92
 13  Frank W. ’81 and Cornelia Babbitt P’15
 17 Lois and Emery J. Babcock P’93
 21 Jan and Thomas F. Bahr P’87
  Beth A. Bailey P’16
 3  Sabine C. and Dudley C. Barksdale P’14
 11  Kathleen and Bruce A. Bartel P’97
  yerchanik and Daniel Bartes P’14
 10  Nancy A. and Gary R. Bartholomew P’04
 3  Anne Traas ’91 and Philip A. Baruth ’96 P’00
 3  Elizabeth Bassett-Piehl and  
       Michael Bassett P’14
 18 Paula Vanhooser ’87 and Gary A. Baum P’91 ’88
 20 Cathy and John C. Baumgart P’96
 3  Doreen K. Bayer P’13
  Christine S. and Kenneth S. Bazydlo P’16
 7  Elizabeth A. and John E. Beck P’04
 11  Ruth J. and Robert D. Beck P’98
 4  Alice M. and Jay R. Beckman P’13
  Susan M. Bednar and Alan C. Williams P’15
 2  Camala and Gary G. Bedroske P’13
 10  Monica L. Beemer P’05
 2  Nancy Belonger P’15
  Dennise and Brian L. Bemis P’16
 2  Herman E. Bender P’14
 2  Patricia A. Bender P’11
 15  Susan M. and Edward S. Benedict P’99 ’96
 29 Mary Schroeder Benjamin ’62 and David James P’87
 4  Eric R. ’75 and Ann K. Benn P’14
 6  Judith A. and Dennis D. Berkowitz P’10 ‡
 24 Anthony C. ’70 and Phyllis A. Berman P’00
  Garyl K. Beskoon P’16
 16 Ethel Biba P’86 ’83
 24 Mitchell T. Biba ’83 P’11 §
 22 Carolyn and Clifford A. Birge P’95
 19 Ann B. and John C. Bjorklund P’98
 16 Marcia Bjornerud P’16 ’14
 6  Debra A. Black P’11
 3  Pamela E. Blackshear P’14
 30+ Sarah Trump ’65 and Philip L. Blackwell P’93
 6  Patricia L. and James D. Blair P’09
 3  Suzanne M. and Ronald J. Blair P’13
 8  Caryn T. and Douglas A. Blegen P’12 ’09
 3  Steven Blinderman P’13
 11  Jean E. Bluett P’01
 7  Annette L. and Lawrence Blumenthal P’08
 8  Margaret C. and Arthur F. Boehm P’09
 3  Carol Bogard P’14
 7  Ralph W. Bohl P’10
 28 Kelly Sharp ’85 and David W. Bolgrien ’84 P’15
 14  Marcia M. Bollo P’98
 8  Linda L. and Robert E. Boostrom P’09
 30+ Mary Freeman ’70 and John N. Borgh ’70 P’00
 10  Mary C. Botsford P’07
 27 Josephine and Charles + Bouc P’78
 24 Frank J. ’79 and Christine M. Bouressa P’10 ’07 ’04
 11  Elizabeth A. Boutelle P’12 ’09
 23  Nancy Bowser P’90
 7  Pamela A. Bradford P’07
  Janice and Russell P. Brannen P’15
 6  Cynthia S. and James H. Brannon P’11
 23  R. John Braun P’81
 3  Michele J. and Michael S. Brayndick P’14
 23  Jean and Dennis W. Brecke P’94
 22 Noel-Anne and James B. Brennan P’91
 14  Viola and David G. Brennan P’92 ’89
 13  Susan G. and Charles J. Brenner P’00
  Terry L. Brenner P’16
 5  Laurel A. and William C. Bresnahan P’12
 20 Lawrence A. Briesemeister P’97
  Susan C. and Peter A. Briss P’15
 30+ Matthew G. ’76 and Loretta Brockmeier P’09
 21 Pearl and William G. Broeren P’91 ’89
  Laura J. Broomell P’16
 15  Patricia and Michael R. Brophy P’95
 24 Nance and David A. Browdie P’86
 12  Challoner Morse Brown ’63 P’85 ’82
 18 David D. Brown ’53 P’83
 9  Sandra C. and Walter S. Brown P’05
 25  Alouise Carlson M-D’62 and H. David Brummer P’98 ’96
 24 Carolyn and Philip Brunelle P’93
  Deborah H. and Michael A. Bruning P’16
  Erik A. Bruun P’16
 21 Curtis W. ’66 and Heidi Buchholtz P’93
 14  Dorothy S. and Donald W. Buckingham P’83
 10  Lynn and William J. Buckley P’05
 25  Mary and Donald E. Bur P’87
 2  Karen Burey P’15
 6  Vicki L. and Steven P. Burgess P’07
 16 Gail and David J. Burke P’91
 9  Bruce B. Burnside P’02
  Kerry T. and Brian A. Burri P’13
 5  Margaret R. and William L. Burton P’10
 29 Ellen Houck ’70 and Michael G. Busch P’01
 26 Elizabeth and Robert A. Butler P’91
 30+ Violet G. and William C. Butler P’74
 6  Therese M. Butler Bodee and Robert C. Bodee P’11
 2  Antoinette B. Byam and David J. Katzman P’12
 5  Sandra D. and Winthrop E. Byers P’14 ’11
  Kay and Nicholas Cahill P’15
 4  Laura P. and Morton D. Cahn P’13
  Aida Calderon and Oscar Rodriquez P’13
 11  Helen W. and John L. Callaghan P’99
 21 Grace and Michael T. Callahan P’96
 13  Odalys P. and Richard Campagna P’04 §
  Laura Campbell P’16
 27 James M. ’49 and Renate Messer Campbell P’89 ’85
 20 Karen Cannizzo P’96
 2  Debra A. Cardarella P’14
 3  Michal Ann Carley and Frank C. Lewis P’05
 17 James H. Carlisle P’93
 3  Chloe and Bruce W. Carlson P’13
 7  Julie A. and David R. Carlson P’09 ‡
 22 Polly and Robert Carlson P’95
 11  Jacqueline M. and Donald F. Carney Jr. P’01
 5  Jennifer A. Carr ’87 and Steve M. Thiel P’16
 3  Katherine R. and Ian J. Carrus P’13
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 3  Mary W. and Michael G. Cartwright P’14
 8  Sandra W. and William B. Cathey P’06
 4  Christine M. and Dennis L. Cavalier P’13
 4  Susan J. and Jonathan L. Cawley P’13
 2  Julia A. and Paul E. Challinor P’14
  Casey Chandler and Carl A. Salisbury P’15
 11  Rachel S. and Ramon M. Chavez P’98
  Neneng A. Cheney P’15
 15  Mary E. Chern P’83 ’82 ’79
 14  Betty A. Chewning and Lawrence J. Lundy P’99
 13  Bev and Jack Christ P’00
 2  Lori K. and Dru M. Claar P’12 ’07
 11  Debra L. and Louis V. Clark III P’15 ’09 ’06 ’98
 12  Nell P. Clark P’05
 27 Mary Sue and William D. Coates P’80
  Judith Cochran P’16
 21 Brett W. ’77 and Kristen Cochrane P’13
 30+ Frank W. ’57 and Janet L. Cole P’82 §
 27 Esther Como P’84
 2  Lucy and Joseph Conard P’14
 3  Sherri L. Condron P’14
 28 Marjorie and Julian H. Conkey P’73
  Deann M. and Scott D. Conroy P’16
 4  Eileen M. and Simon M. Conway P’13 ‡
 30+ J. Quentin Cook P’85
 25  Mary Jane and Albert T.T. Cook Jr. P’92
 27 Nancy and Rollin B. Cooper P’91 ’89
 3  Susan K. and Jeff A. Cooper P’14
  Cherrie A. Corey and John Nevins P’15
 13  Carla W. and Leonard P. Corin P’01
 30+ Katherine Manz Cowett ’64 P’91 §
 13  Kathryn M. Craig and Stephen L. Zabor P’99
 9  Shirley A. Craig and James D. Robinson P’08
 3  Linda and Craig Cullen P’14
  Stacey L. and Michael J. Cullian P’15
  Judith and Brian Daley P’16 ‡
 13  Penny P. and Paul F. Dalrymple P’03
 30+ Steve L. ’77 and Kathryn Dalton P’14 ’09
 8  Gwen A. and John B. Daniels Jr. P’11 ’07
 11  Kathryn L. and Timothy W. Danielson P’03
 15  Patricia Schultz Darling ’85 P’13
 7  Katheryn H. and David P. Darlington P’07
 3  Geeta K. Dash and Eric W. Larson P’14
 11  Mary Margaret and William S. Davidson P’02 ‡
 7  Debra K. and Robert J. Davies P’09
 20 Ann Davis P’88 ’76
 30+ Dianne Schwartz ’69 and  
       Rowland M. Davis Jr. ’69 P’94
 20 Mary Lou and Peter N. Davis P’99 ’95
  Nancy Davis and Chesley P. Erwin Jr. P’16
  Brett Decker P’14
 16 John C. Decker ’63 P’92
 29 Suzanne Des Isles ’67 and  
       Wayne H. Deitrich P’96 ’94 ’91
 9  Lisa G. and Michael L. DeMarco P’00
  Mary Jane M. and Kevin J. Demet P’16
 28 Charles DeMets ’82 and Lynn C. Norton-DeMets P’14
 20 Dennis J. DeMets ’57 P’85 ’82 ’81
  Anne M. and John R. DeMotts P’16
  Carol A. and Larry Demski P’16 ‡
 24 Martin L. ’57 and Margaret Atwater Deppe P’86
 13  Mary DeRosier P’04
 21 Marjorie and Joel D. Determan P’95
 24 Nara Hulbert ’90 and Thomas D. Detienne ’88 P’16
  Niki Lynn and Gary Don DeWolfe P’15
 27 Maria Kaiser ’78 and Kurt R. Dietrich ’73 P’10 ’06
 7  Anne L. and Robert J. Dirkman P’10
 9  Denise E. and David L. Dix P’08
 27 Lisa Johnson ’85 and Brian K. Dockery ’85 P’15
  Teresa and Frank G. Dodson P’16
 9  Adele A. and Mark P. Dolan P’06
 21 Elsie Dorn P’82
 3  Kay M. and Brian T. Doughty P’14
 26 Richard B. Dowd ’86 and Joni B. Chapman P’08
 13  Margaret and Stephen W. Downing P’97 ’95
 9  Kathleen A. and John J. Doyle P’00
 10  Jane E. and William R. Drebus P’04
 22 Helen M. and William F. Drennan P’85 ’80
 9  Mariette E. du Celliee Muller P’08
 3  Beth C. Senne-Duff and Mark Duff P’14
 8  Judy and Joe Dufficy P’09
  James W. Duffy P’16
 28 Lynn James ’81 and Peter N. Dulak ’84 P’12
 24 Lucinda Steven ’66 and Robert C. Duncan ’65 P’94
 8  Florence Vaccarello Dunkel M-D’64 P’91
  Diane H. and Reed Dunlap P’16
 20 Elizabeth and Michael A. Dunning P’91
 29 JoAnn Buesing DuVall ’57 P’84 §
 7  Carole J. and Kenneth C. Ebert P’09
 3  Laura H. and Jay D. Edelman P’14
 17 Helen Edmonds P’92 ’79
 30+ Jeffrey S. Edwards ’78 P’13
 29 Tom A. Ehlinger ’73 and Anne E. Peek P’14
 4  Cheryl G. and William C. Ekberg P’09
 4  Patti A. Ellingson and Robert J. Solheim P’13
 30+ Russell R. ’50 and Nancy E. Ellis P’79
 5  Catherine S. and Garrett E. Ellison P’12 ‡
 28 Mary Cutler M-D’47 and Jack C. Ellsworth P’78
 6  Margaret L. Elwood and Russell Taylor P’10
 9  Elizabeth O. and Donald W. Enoch P’06
  Marty A. Erdman P’15
 30+ Marilyn Olson ’58 and John C. Erickson P’84
  Evelyn Ericson P’77
 3  Abbey H. and Daniel M. Evans P’13
 29 Donald L. ’51 and Irene + Exner P’76 ’72
 3  Nancy Feagin and Paul A. Brallier P’13
  Linda and Kurtis W. Featherly P’16
 29 Linda Raasch ’64 and Bruce M. Feldt ’65 P’92
 11  Mary M. and Richard Fellenz P’03
 20 Susan Gilman Ferguson ’65 P’89
 12  Martha C. and Charles F. Ferris P’01 ’97
 28 Ruth and Richard S. Ferris P’84
 14  Karen H. and Timothy J. Fiedler P’01
 2  Sara J. and Zachary S. Fillbach P’15
 2  Dawn M. Fish-Albrecht P’15
 19 Carol M. and Jonathan Fisher P’90
 13  Kathleen A. and Patrick M. Florance P’99
 7  Lois M. Foehringer and David W. Merchant P’10
  Andrea M. and Charles M. Foley P’16
 2  Victoria M. and Richard S. Foreman P’13
  Kathryn J. and Eric Forsythe P’16
 2  Christy B. and Gary P. Fox P’15 ‡
  Monica J. and Malcolm L. Fox II P’11
 3  Linda M. Franz and Douglas P. Sefton P’14
 24 Nancy Owens ’83 and Paul W. Fraser ’85 P’16
 15  Julia Skinner ’77 and David A. Frater ’77 P’11
 5  Barbara E. Freese and James R. Coben P’12
 2  Maureen L. and John A. Friend P’14
 5  Margaret M. and Richard N. Frisbie P’08
 30+ Mary Hipke Frisch ’51 P’80
 16 Marjorie and Louis Fusco P’97
 2  Mary Jane and Gary A. Gabrielsen P’11
 22 Nancy F. and William B. Gannett P’72
 7  Dwight Garcia P’06
 2  Ismael Garcia P’15
 6  Peg Randall-Gardner and Peter S. Gardner P’14 ’08
  Lisa A. Garoon P’16
 2  Sherylee A. and Terence L. Gasper P’14
 5  Mary Ann Gast P’00
 8  Catherine D. and Robert J. Gaudinski P’08
 6  Michael E. Gauthier P’11
 2  Eileen Marie and James C. Gebel P’11
 3  Susan and Gerald H. Geipel P’14
  Margarita C. and Timothy A. Geleske P’16
 25  Dawn Pubanz ’83 and William H. Gergen P’14
 7  Debra A. and Brian J. Gibbons P’13
 15  Patricia M. and Russell H. Gilbert P’01
 11  Cheryl J. and Michael A. Giudicessi P’05
 2  Julie Ann and Markus Peter Gmehlin P’14
 19 Ann R. and Otis H. Godfrey III P’98
 8  Barbara G. and Gerardo J. Gonzalez P’08
 30+ Lynn Brindle ’68 and Stephen C. Good ’67 P’99
 4  Carla K. and John D. Goode P’13
 13  Nancy and Gordon Goodman P’87
 30+ Jane E. Gordon P’82
 27 Richard D. Goree ’49 P’81
  Christine A. and Mark Gowdy-Jaehnig P’16
 15  Ingrid B. and Lars U. Graff P’99 ’97
 19 Anne Grant P’88
 23  Laura Storms Grathwol ’79 P’13
 5  Timothy O. Grathwol P’13
 22 Susan M. Green P’90
 30+ Steven D. ’66 and Annice Gregerson P’95
 28 Helen and John Gregorski P’86
 14  Darice Griffin P’97
 26 Judith Laird ’81 and Gary L. Griffin P’80
 21 Carol and Kenneth L. Grode P’91 ’86
 13  Linda R. and Ronald L. Groffy P’98
 24 Karen Kolpack ’68 and John A. Grundahl P’03
 17 Christine K. and John S. Guenther P’98
 15  Ellen D. and Leland R. Guyer P’02
 16 Barbara and Karl E. Gwiasda P’97
 9  Ida E. Hagman P’07
 10  Catherine L. and Robert P. Hahn P’07
 30+ Janice Iverson ’75 and David R. Hahn ’73 P’05 ‡
 10  Kristine A. Haig P’07
 6  John H. Hainze P’09 ‡
  Denise F. and Kevin E. Hale P’13
 2  Christine S. and James R. Halverson P’13
 9  Helen A. and B. Patrick Hamilton P’05
 10  Sallie A. Hane P’06
 25  Darlene and Bryan E. Hanke P’91
 7  Ann L. and Byron W. Hanson P’10
 15  Caren E. and Robert J. Hanson P’99
 2  Shririn and Jeffrey P. Happ P’11
 30+ Sally and George A. Hardy P’80 ‡
 26 Susan Edwards Harker ’51 P’84
 20 Linda Montross ’75 and John C. Harmon II ’57 P’04 ’03
  Sherry Harmon P’16
 6  Karen H. and Philip E. Harris P’01
 21 Lorna and Calvin S. Harris P’90
  Angela J. and David G. Harrison P’13
 3  Laura F. Harrity P’14
 2  Stephanie Hart P’14
 15  Martha N. and James E. Hartmann P’02
 30+ John A. ’62 and HyonSuk Harvey P’93
 9  Lauri J. Hassinger and Steven W. Link P’06
 2  Shirley J. and John M. Hauer P’09
 6  Clinton L. Havill P’08
 4  Peggy C. Scott-Haynes and Donald Haynes P’12
 3  Carole A. and Eric W. Hays P’14
 24 Susan and Bernhard Heersink P’92
 5  Karen J. and Kevin A. Heiking P’10
  Karen Heiling and David A. Larsen P’15
 23  Marilyn Jome Hein ’94 P’92
 27 Sara Johnson ’69 and John W. Hein ’67 P’96
 30+ Susanne Carroll Heinritz M-D’51 P’85
 25  Elizabeth Keckonen ’91 and Martin Hejl P’15
 30+ Richard D. Helke ’51 P’86
 4  Patricia R. Heller P’13
 25  Marianne and Herman R. Hendrickson P’91
 30+ Beth Johnson ’75 and Donald J. Henrich ’73 P’05 §
 3  Michelle L. and Thomas R. Henry P’14
 3  Sharon F. and Eric Herman P’16 ’14
 11  Martha L. and Creston C. Herold Jr. P’05
 30+ Judith and Robert S. Hill P’80
  Eric S. Hillemann P’15
 2  Penelope D. Hillemann P’15
  Jean M. and Harry B. Hindson P’16
 10  Monica F. and Stephen J. Hinke P’03
 9  Nancy L. Hintz P’07
 15  Barbara C. and Michael W. Hinz P’00 ‡
 3  Ida M. and Harold P. Hjalmarson P’13
 5  Robin L. and Edward L. Hoffman P’12
 30+ Rita and James T. Honnold P’79
 28 Wendy Walter ’62 and  
     Joseph A. Hopfensperger ’52 P’93 §
 21 DeAnne L. Horn P’92
 24 Barbara and David D. Houghton P’91
 30+ Peter J. House ’68 and Anne E. Fitzpatrick P’99
 24 Carol and Joseph H. Houston P’91
 10  Margery A. Howard P’07
 23  Carolyn Kasten Howe ’56 P’82
 13  Mary C. and Bob Huber P’02
 13  Margaret C. Huff P’94
 13  Cheryl M. Humbert P’03 ’98
 7  Diane E. Humes and Allan H. Treiman P’10
 8  Joan M. and Kevin D. Hurley P’08
 17 M. Virginia and Robert I. Hurwitz P’97
  Charisse E. Hutton and Joseph M. Lesiak P’16
 28 Fern Imse P’76 ’74
 4  Rosemary M. and Lonnie S. Ingram P’12
 11  Sandra L. and Gregory D. Ingram P’02
 26 Britt Jacobsen P’84
 19 Lynn Voss Jacobsson ’62 P’89
 10  Kay S. and Daryl K. James P’07
 17 Mary and Ralph K. James P’81
 14  Judith Lewandowski ’86 and Scott E. Jamison P’16
 12  Lisa Shuster ’88 and Ed Janairo P’15
 3  Jennifer J. and James A. Jaqua P’13
 10  Barbara JoAnn and Michael S. Jeglum P’06
 11  Hollis M. Jellinek P’05
 17 Barbara Jenkins P’83
  Lailey and David N. Jenkins P’15
 9  Pamela K. and Robert A. Jenkins P’07
 21 Carolyn and Marshall R. Jennison P’85
 17 John O. Jensen ’87 and Karen E. Belmore P’12
  Mary and Michael Jett P’16
 28 Nancy Evans ’77 and Vincent M. Johnsen P’11
 16 Anne M. and Stephen W. Johnson P’99
 2  Brenda L. Handel-Johnson and  
       Andrew O. Johnson P’15
 26 Catherine and Morris A. Johnson P’89 ’86 ’84
 3  Dexter A. Johnson P’13
 24 Martha and William K. Johnson P’92
 11  Mary K. and Douglas N. Johnson P’05
 12  Maureen L. Johnson P’03
  Pamela A. and Robert D. Johnson P’16
 12  Stephen P. Johnson P’03
  Susan B. Johnson P’15
 12  Tami and Blake F. Johnson P’10
 9  Shelagh M. Johnston and Louis J. Riley P’07
 30+ David A. ’71 and Rochelle G. Jones P’10
 3  Valerie and Anthony Jones P’14
 26 Linda and Truman Jordan P’86
 14  Fayth A. Jorgensen P’76
  Su-Huey Jou and Barry Chen-Jui yang P’16
  Theresa J. Juris P’16
 29 Nancy Lee and Steve Kailas P’82
 26 Helen Williams ’55 and Nicholas T. Kaiser ’55 P’84
 3  Colleen and Mark A. Kane P’13
 3  Delores E. and Eugene G. Kargleder P’13
 3  Ann C. Karl P’16 ’14
 30+ Barbara Adrian ’59 and Walter E. Karst ’56 P’89
 6  Jody E. and Merrill S. Katz P’11
 3  Mary B. and Mike N. Kaye P’13
  Alexandria F. and Kirk S. Kealey P’16 ‡
 12  Judith and James P. Kearney P’91
 27 Jane M. Keggi P’88
 30+ R. Lincoln Keiser ’59 and Jule Crawford P’89
 30+ Dorothy and Arthur F. Kelley P’79 ’76
 2  Amy B. and John E. Kelly P’15
 5  Anne M. Kennedy and Bhupendra C. Patel P’12
 24 Jane and Robert H. Kennedy P’83
 7  Teresa L. and David C. Ketchpaw P’10
  Julie and John Killian P’15
 21 Mary Holt and Robert P. Kimball P’93
 5  Nancy B. and Eugene R. King P’10
 4  Robert A. King P’12
 4  Ruth G. King P’12
 9  Dorothy A. Kinscherf and Eugene H. Rubin P’08
 15  Jean and John Kittelson P’91
  Janet L. Klein and Steven H. Goldberg P’14
 18 Linda L. Kleinhans P’93 ’91
  Mary Kleppin P’16
 25  Joanne Fratcher ’69 and James R. Klinkert ’69 P’04
 4  Jill C. and David J. Klusendorf P’13
 5  Randall D. Knox P’07
 10  Janell M. and Bradley C. Knutson P’06
 19 Margaret and John C. Kochanowski P’99 ’98
 3  Joy E. and Leo W. Kocher P’14
 13  Marilyn D. and Thomas M. Kolar P’01
 9  Ruth E. Kolarik and Zhivoin B. Radoshevich P’08
 6  Christine L. and Warren E. Koons P’08
  Valerie Kop Choy and Warren Choy P’16
 4  Sandra L. Korbelik and Richard A. Nelson P’13
  Annie M. Kordesh and Kenneth D. Hartman P’15
 6  Jane E. Kosednar P’08
 16 Alice and Dennis J. Kosloski P’95
 14  Mary Beth and Phillip A. Koss P’00
 4  Judith A. and Jay A. Kostreva P’11
  Colleen P. Koziara P’14
 3  Kim Kramer P’13
 2  Debra L. and James F. Kranz P’13
 4  Janet M. Kranz and Thomas C. Gunby P’15 ’13
 16 Cheryl and Robert G. Krebs P’95
 25  Mary Ellen and Donald Krebsbach P’85
 30+ Inez and Donald + J. Krohn P’82 ’79
 11  Virginia and Paul A. Kruse P’05
  Kelly J. and Matthew H. Kuchar P’16
  Natalie A. and Eugene A. Kulig P’13
 13  Jill A. and Terence A. Kunes P’01
 19 Barbara Kurten P’92
 8  Kristine S. and John G. Kyle P’02
  Angel D. and Roger D. LaBrant P’16
 5  Christine Lac P’12
 27 Patricia and James M. Laing P’87 ’79 ’76
 6  Sara A. Lambert P’08
 28 Alice Haselden ’66 and Paul Lane P’92
 30+ Kerstin Grace Lanser ’72 P’06
 30+ Patricia Quinn Larkins ’45 P’81
 16 Sara A. and Robert V. Larsen P’86 ’83
 13  Betty R. and Arden J. LaShell P’00
  Dana and Alan Laursen P’16
 11  Rita A. and Alan J. Laux P’93
 2  Joleen S. and Thomas E. Lawlor P’15
 29 Ethel Clingman ’53 and Daniel J. Lawrence P’85
 2  Kathy M. Lay P’15
 2  Julie S. and Ronald W. Lee P’14
 12  Susanna M. and Steven A. Leers P’02
  Christine L. and Christopher K. Legan P’16
 26 Linda and Martin C. Lehfeldt P’88
  Leslie Lehman and Richard Pearsall P’15
 4  Patty and Randy Leiker P’15
 8  Linda S. LeMieux P’04
 5  Karen R. Lemke and Stephen A. Gallagher P’09
 26 Kathryn and Bud Lemley P’91
 13  John O. Leonard ’45 P’83
 23  Elfriede and Lawrence E. Leporte P’83
  Julie A. and Bruce H. Leppink P’16
 28 Clare Duval Leslie P’89
 5  Jacqi and Robert Levy P’89
 24 Elizabeth and Dennis Lewis P’91
 29 Jacqueline Allen and James E. Lichty P’84
 2  Dale S. and Michael G. Lieberman P’14
 3  Robert L. and Robert L. Liebman P’77
 23  Lila and Edwin N. Lightfoot P’89
 2  Deborah E. and Gordon D. Lind P’03
 30+ Haldon W. Lindfelt ’60 P’88
  Susan J. Linnell and Frank J. Fahey P’12
 22 Jean M. and Paul J. Lloyd P’87
 11  Rhonda L. and Gregory W. Loder P’05
 17 Jeanne Phelps ’81 and Jamie Loehnis Jr. P’06 ’05
 3  Susan H. and Thomas Loepfe P’16 ’14
  yanilda H. Loiseau and Esteban J. Olivo P’15
 28 Mary and Joseph L. Lom P’89
 22 Joan and Paul J. Lombardi P’91
 10  Ivette L. Lopez P’06
 2  Kathleen L. Ludington and Perry G. Newsom P’15 ’13
 3  Cheryl L. and James A. Luebke P’14
 24 Dianne and Philip R. Luhmann P’93
 30+ Lois C. Lurie P’85
 28 Ann M. and John E. Lutz P’81 ’75 §
  Julie A. and Neal J. Maccoux P’14
 3  John W. MacDevitt P’11
 11  Mary J. Mack P’98
 29 Anne Paterson ’77 and Michael D. Maillette P’04
 3  Donna J. and David F. Maletich P’12
 3  Bindiya Malhotra and Rohit Malhorta P’14
 2  Susan and Matthew Mandeltort P’15
 16 Karen M. and Henry L. Mangelsen P’00
 18 JoAnn Manuel Galuppo P’84 ’81 ’79
 6  Molly B. and Antonio J. Manzanares P’06 ’06
  Sarah Marcham and Christopher Lowe P’14
  Patricia M. and Michael J. Marchant P’13
 5  Lora G. and David M. Marheine P’09
  Corrine M. and Richard M. Markoff P’16
 9  Diane B. and Walter L. Martin P’07
 30+ JoAnn and Robert W. Martin P’87
 8  Hilda L. and Arthur C. Martinez P’06
 25  Sherry and Donald R. Martinson P’91
 27 Anne Defenderfer ’57 and Gerald Mattern ’57 P’83
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 4  Krystyna K. and Brian C. Matusiak P’13
 4  Renee E. and Josef Mayer P’13 ‡
  Marcia E. McCabe P’16
  Steven H. McCabe P’16
 2  Laurel A. McClure and Robert L. Byrom P’16
 28 Margaret and Donald G. McCollum P’85 ’80
 15  Kathleen D. and George A. McConaghy P’00
 24 Mary Ann and William C. McDow P’93
 19 Alice J. McGuire P’97
 30+ Robert S. ’68 and Patricia M. McKee P’00
 28 Thomas B. ’50 and Rusty McKenzie P’95 ’80
 3  Dawn and Daniel McLeod P’14 ‡
 28 Mildred and Edward T. McNamara P’88
 29 Jane C. and John R. McNaughton P’83
  Patricia T. and Steven McNeal P’16
 27 Mary Port Mehring M-D’48 P’73
 6  Charlene B. and Thomas P. Melzer P’09
  Martha and Ezequiel Mena P’16
 3  Marian P. Mendelsohn P’12
 7  Karen L. and Peter J.F. Metcalf P’10
 19 Sarah and Ernest H. Metzger P’82
 23  Lee J. ’58 and Julianne Mevis P’94 ’92
 30+ Margaret Hill ’53 and Kenneth J. Meyer ’53 P’77
 18 Kathleen and John M. Mezoff P’94
  Dana Micinski P’16
  Margie Maryann Miguel P’16
  Susan Milani and Andrew V. Warshaw P’16
 4  Debra S. and Derek P. Miller P’12
  Kerry and Thomas J. Miller P’16
 12  Susan and William D. Miller P’93
 13  Becky L. and Steven L. Mischka P’04
  Carlene and Michael Mogavero P’14
 13  Joan E. and John M. Mohan P’99
 3  Cathleen A. Monfred P’14
 8  Reba C. and David J. Monisoff P’08
 4  Luz N. Rivera-Montes and Chester A. Montes P’11
 8  Barbara E. Montgomery P’08
 11  Holly N. and James W. Moore P’03
 6  Katherine L. and William M. Moore P’99
 2  Tracy and Erich Moraine P’15
 13  Susan C. and Richard F. Moran P’00
 9  Jill J. Morgan P’07
 30+ Barbara Anderson Morris ’56 P’84 §
 3  Karen J. and Kelly T. Morrison P’14 ‡
  Beverly Mosley P’16
 5  JoDeen E. and David C. Mozena P’12
  Michele Muchowski P’15
 26 Joan Meier Mueller ’47 P’73
 6  Laura F. and Philipp Muessig P’09
 4  Astrid E. Murre P’12
 27 Lisa K. ’83 and David E. Nadziejka P’14
 18 Linda and Richard V. Naidl P’97
 12  Vivian C. Nash P’01
 2  Brenda K. Nations and Elmer Bettis III P’15
  Frank J. and Frank J. Nauschultz P’86 ’73
 4  Kathryn and Phillip Naylor P’13
  Kimberligh Nelson P’16
 28 Marcia Ruhloff M-D’47 and James G. Nelson ’48 P’78
 2  Margaret R. and Thomas M. Nelson P’15
 6  Nancy J. Newton and Graham Holmes P’11
  Nu and Michael Ning P’16
 4  Christine D. and John P. Norris P’13
 5  Arthur M. North ’51
 2  Kathleen R. Novak and Michael R. Niedenfuehr P’16
 5  Lynn M. Novotnak and Dennis A. Jacobsen P’12
 16 Carolyn Reed Obremski P’91
 24 John N. O’Brien ’56 P’93
 5  Diana M. O’Connor P’13
 3  Valerie H. and Raymond O’Dea P’14
 23  Diane M. Odeen ’82 and Michael A. Kahlow ’81 P’16 ’15
 3  Michele L. Odorizzi and James J. Babbitt Jr. P’14
 6  George R. Ohlrogge P’09
 2  Linda R. Olafson P’13
 5  Laura J. Olson P’11
 11  Sharon K. and Kenneth R. Olson P’03
  Deborah L. and Thomas E. Owen P’13
 3  Mary A. and Ronald L. Paider P’14
 21 Bernice and Edward A. Palazzo P’89
 2  Geralyn and Steven J. Paquette P’14
 4  Deborah P. Park and Eric R. Terzuolo P’09
 22 Lee and John M. Parker P’92 ’87
 30+ Marcia Glidden ’66 and  
       Thomas D. Parker ’65 P’95 ’93 ’91
 5  Bob Partridge ’49 P’89
  Nuzhat Parveen and Mohammad Ayaz P’16
 30+ Charlotte and John F. Patterson P’76
 3  Mary A. and Steven A. Patterson P’14
 12  Thomas W. ’93 and Mary J. Paulson P’16 ’14
 5  Lindsey and John Pauly P’12
 3  Margo S. and Jeffrey L. Peckham P’12 ‡
  Lori Pecsi P’16
 6  Linda O. and Thomas F. Peeters P’02
  Deborah and James Pelton P’16
 4  Janet L. and Jay F. Perantoni P’13
 4  Cressa K. and John M. Perish P’12
 9  Maralyn J. Perron P’08
  Patricia J. and David R. Perry P’13
  Mary Lynne and Michael W. Perushek P’16
 13  Janet and Larry Peterson P’04
 16 Mary Ellen and Robert A. Peterson P’00
 30+ Greg C. ’78 and Julie Pettigrew P’15
 6  Kathy S. and James J. Phelan P’09
 14  Nancy and James A. Pirkl P’92
 2  Marsha and Stephen J. Pospischil
 19 Mary and James T. Poulos P’97
 4  Ellen J. Powell and Bruce F. Graves P’12
 30+ Edith Pride P’79
 3  Mary T. and Christopher M. Priebe P’14
 13  Janet A. and David R. Primus P’04 ‡
 30+ Charlotte W. Quaintance P’80
 30+ Janice Daniels ’74 and  
       Dennis P. Quinlan ’74 P’07 ’04
 22 Mary Ann Rabion P’82
 8  Margaret J. Radin P’06
 13  Lynnette M. and Gregory L. Rakun P’02
 29 Sherrill B. and Douglas Randall P’87
 22 Margaret and Douglas M. Ransom P’95
  Mary Rauen and Michael A. Weinberg P’14
  Kim Ray and Peter A. Dammann P’16
 18 Connie Reed P’79
 28 Beverly and Omer E. Reese P’89
 26 Ann W. and James S. Reeve II ’62 P’95
  Jeanie and Dennis Reimer P’03
 2  Neil J. Rennick P’15
  Barbara Ann and James A. Rhodes P’90
 2  Arden Rice P’15
 26 William J. Richards ’60 P’95
 6  Catherine M. and David M. Richter P’11
 9  Erica J. Richter and David G. McNellis P’08
 30+ Lorraine Schkeeper Riebel ’72 P’07
 24 Sharon Doerfler Riehle ’55 P’85
 5  Lorene K. and Norman A. Ritland P’09
 22 Diane and Arnold P. Ritzinger P’93
 14  Julia A. Roberts ’81 P’09
 12  Paula J. Roberts P’05
 15  Elizabeth Robertson P’96
  Rachel J. Robinov P’13
 30+ Bonnie Brown ’62 and James M. Rock P’87
 9  Ann C. Roddy and Paul M. Marinac P’08
 19 Patricia and Thomas A. Rodgers P’90
 2  Carol and Richard J. Roe P’13
 15  Jean G. and Mark J. Rohloff P’85 ’82
 25  Martha Stone ’55 and Charles A. Romstad P’90
 3  John E. Rosche P’13
 8  Nancy L. and Timothy L. Rose P’09
 30+ R. Paul ’52 and Nancy Dammann Rosenheimer P’87
 8  Patricia and Theodore W. Ross P’94
 8  Mary Ann Rossi P’83 ’78
 18 Paulina and Daniel E. Rubschlager P’01
 20 Kaye and George W. Running P’96
 7  Maryanne and Daniel Rusinak P’10
 27 Nancy Johnson ’73 and Stephen C. Russell P’01
 25  Ned ’72 and Raida Sahar P’08 ’06
 21 Susan and Carl D. Salek P’95
  Hilary and Ian G. Salkind P’15
 5  Suzanne K. and Michael F. Sancilio P’12
 10  Linda S. and Richard J. Sawinski P’99
 13  Nancy and Edward L. Scarff P’75
 4  Jane E. and Kevin M. Schaaf P’10
 28 Andrea R. Schauer ’83 and Jeffrey L. Hamm P’13 ’07
 7  Deborah R. Schauffler P’10
 7  Sandra Ann Pierce-Scheef and  
       Randall A. Scheef P’07 ’05 ’04
 8  Doris and Roger L. Scheffler P’91
  Susan and Jed Schleisner P’16
 21 Joanne and Lee John Schmalz P’91
 4  Janell L. and Alan A. Schmidt P’13
 13  Michele J. and Bradley D. Schmidt P’04
 4  Denise M. and John M. Schmitt P’13
  Dona K. and James J. Schmitt P’15
 24 Katherine Schmitt P’86
 3  Veda M. and William G. Schmitt P’13
 3  Susanne Schmitz and Paul E. Gabriel P’14
 2  April Oja ’77 and John A. Scholtz P’16
 11  Denise L. and James V. Schoster P’05
 30+ Martha Esch ’70 and John H. Schott P’97
 22 Ellen Kaltenthaler ’79 and Nathan E. Schroeder P’09 ‡
 21 Allison Mead ’83 and David D. Schultz P’11
 12  Colleen and Randall Schultz P’05 ’03
 30+ Mary and Gerald Schultz P’85
 28 Judith and Harland G. Schumann P’88
 2  Sharon I. Schwab and Greg W. Dahl P’14
 30+ Richard E. Schwartz P’84
 2  Sylvia E. Schwarz and Nadim A. Shamat P’13
 30+ Inez and Lyall A. Schwarzkopf P’84
 18 William M. ’65 and Carolyn M. Scott P’99
 14  Paul Scott P’02
 4  Julie P. and Jorge P. Seidel P’13
 3  Margaret L. Seiler and Leonard Melnick P’14
 17 Sandra H. Seilheimer P’00
 6  Patricia K. and Stanley E. Senner P’11
 30+ Rosann Heinritz Sexton ’56 P’87 ’80
 8  Sharon J. and Franklin M. Shaffer Jr. P’08
 7  Julianna Shaull and Eric W. Howland P’07
 3  Shelley B. and Larry L. Shea P’13
 5  LuAnn L. Sheldon and Reinhardt A. Rosson P’12
 14  Reiko I. and Daniel K. Shenandoah P’02
 3  Jane M. and Terrence P. Sheppard P’14
  Kerri E. Sherwood P’15
 3  Ruth Ann A. and Eugene G. Shipanik P’14
  David N. Shirley P’16
  Sylvia Shirley P’16
 2  Susan L. and Christopher A. Shore P’12
 2  Elma Sia and Nizar Jarjour P’15
 2  Cheri L. and James A. Sickinger P’15
 27 Ann and Frank C. Sidles P’85
 3  Kathryn M. and Thomas E. Simon P’09 ‡
 3  Laura Sinai P’14
 5  Lisa H. and Paul S. Sivanich P’10 ‡
 11  Dianna J. Skeen P’00
 12  Sheridan R. Skeen P’00
 11  Jeffrey L. Sklar P’01
 9  Carol Sklenicka and Richard M. Ryan P’05
 2  Marina F. Skliarova and Andrei V. Skliarov P’15
 2  Diane S. and William P. Slaughter P’13
 27 Roberta and Kevin F. Sliwinski P’87
 3  Anna K. Smillie and Daniel W. Hungerford P’12
 2  Cynthia A. Smith P’12
 30+ Janet Marks ’64 and Carol J. Smith P’90
 5  Mary Clare R. and Scott F. Smith P’12
 3  Robert J. Smith P’11
 11  Mary R. and Edward J. Smrecek P’00
 28 Carolyn Peterson Sneed ’54 P’79
 15  Mary L. Snyder P’03
 8  Katherine S. Sokolnikoff and Richard J. Haas P’08
  Susan Sommers Evans P’16
 30+ Marion Longyear Sonderegger M-D’43 P’76 §
 26 Betsy Grausnick Sonnemann M-D’48 P’74
  Theresa C. and Fred Specht P’14
  Kathleen C. and John T. Speck P’15
 30+ Mary Hadley ’57 and Charles J. Speerschneider P’81
 19 Sandra McDonald ’66 and  
       William K. Spofford ’66 P’94
  Victoria and Timothy Stalsberg P’16
 2  Lynne Marie Stapleton P’13
 12  Sara K. and William E. Stark P’05
 4  Sue M. and Jack J. Stein P’13
 7  Nancy E. and John L. Stengl P’06
 6  Jane Kerr M-D’63 and John E. Stenson P’95
 30+ Carolyn King M-D’62 and John A. Stephens P’91 ’87 §
 6  Barbara R. and Philip P. Steptoe III P’11
 7  Victoria E. Sterzick P’08
 8  Lucia R. Stevenson P’00
  Susan Lori Stewart and Todd J. Kirchner P’16
  Lynn and Thomas J. Stinski P’15
  Santos A. and Douglas Stinson P’16
  Ellen G. Stone and Roger E. Lauer P’16
 2  Sandra J. and John F. Stone P’15
 14  Ann Elizabeth and Ray Glenn Stoner P’02
 22 Joyce M. Stout P’86
 13  Margaret Nielsen Strass ’55 P’89 ’85
 24 John K. Streett Sr. P’86
 17 Lee S. Streett P’86
 3  Sandra Stephan-Strombom and  
       Carl V. Strombom P’14
 10  Virginia and Wayne Strong P’06
  Imogene A. Stulken and Bruce E. Brolsma P’15
 19 Susan Hardy ’74 and Ralph P. Suechting ’72 P’08
  Edward J. Sujewicz P’15
 11  Sandra K. and Steven R. Sunde P’01
 7  Marilyn A. Staples-Sundt and Gregory H. Sundt P’08
 11  Diana L. and Guy H. Super P’98 ’96
 4  Linda K. and Robert W. Sussman P’12
  Jean and Dana Sutton P’16
 11  Linda A. and Peter M. Swanlund P’06
 4  Kathryn and Jonathan Sweedler P’12
 30+ Curtis Swenson P’86 ’81
 28 Clarice L. Swisher P’88
 6  Nancy M. Syburg P’09
 20 Olivia and Charles L. Tarleton III P’94 ’91
 30+ Audrey Keller ’44 and Arthur E. Taylor Jr. P’75
  Margaret and Stephen Ther P’16
 17 Robert W. ’74 and Pamela Thickens P’06
  Helen L. Thornton and Trenis M. Jackson P’16
 3  Lisbeth T. and James M. Thornton P’14
 8  Lynne R. and Gary D. Thornton P’07
  Laura L. and Curtis L. Tiano P’15
 30+ Margo Taggart ’65 and Benjamin C.  
       Tilghman Jr. ’65 P’99
  Lori K. Timmerman P’14
 30+ Ralph B. Tippet ’54 P’89
 30+ Ann Uber ’64 and Bob Tirk ’65 P’96
 8  Nancy L. and Jerald L. Tollefson P’03
 3  Larisa L. and Vasily Topolkaraeva P’09
 19 Carol Torresani P’82
 30+ Leah and William E. Totzke P’82 ‡
 2  Odette V. and Ryan Q. Toussaint P’12
 12  Karen A. and Mickey D. Towns P’03
 8  Pamela K. and Thomas E. Truesdell P’07
 3  Nancy and Lawren M. Tucker P’14
 29 Donald E. ’61 and Carol Tyriver P’91
 30+ Marcia Rivenburg Tyriver ’62 P’91
 30+ Barbara von Behren ’67 and Bob Uhlman P’98
 12  Donna Koudelik ’84 and Gregory L. Uselmann ’82 P’14
 11  Peggy V. and Scott K. VanDenBerg P’06
 6  Linda S. Vanden Heuvel and Daniel R. Dineen P’07
 16 Constance Pfitsch ’72 and Thomas A.
       Vanderhyden ’70 P’07
 21 Robert J. ’68 and Catherine Van Domelen P’94
 7  Sheila M. and Steven P. Van Lankvelt P’10
 9  Lynn and Dan Van Zeeland P’13
 6  Joanna M. and Jon B. Ver Halen P’09
 3  Nancy E. and John D. Vincent P’14
 3  Wendy P. and Chad T. Vincent P’14
 7  Susan K. and Dale J. Vodehnal P’08
 6  Mary Beth Voga P’09
 30+ Mary Taylor ’82 and Donald C. Vogel Jr. P’14 ’12
 12  Anne Verlie ’69 and John R. Vollbrecht P’97
 10  Joan K. Von Ohlen P’03
 21 Donald L. ’55 and Lenore Lundberg Vorpahl P’90 ’88 ’86
  Barbara J. Voss and Steven M. Ugoretz P’15
 5  Autumn M. Wagner P’12 §
  Nancy A. and Ronald J. Wagner P’14
 3  Catherine M. and Kenneth D. Wahlin P’12
 11  Sarah Walgenbach P’03
 14  Judith A. and Phillip L. Walkenhorst P’98
 3  Patricia and Michael R. Walker P’14
 6  Andrea R. and Michael P. Waxman P’11
 30+ Wilburn J. ’59 and Carol Weber P’83
 10  Cathy and Steve Weber P’05
 30+ Marilyn Gonia Weber ’51 P’81 ’77
 30+ Suzanne Faber Weber ’58 P’90
 3  Nanette T. and Troy E. Wecker P’14
 28 Dorothy M. and William M. Weedman P’80
 3  Xiaohua Wei and Lin Wang P’12
 2  Beth E. and Larry E. Welch P’14
 24 Anne Duncan-Welke ’79 and Darrell D. Welke P’12 ’09
  Betsy L. and David Wellner P’16
 30+ Mary Prince Wensing ’62 P’93
 16 Dick L. Wereley P’91 ’89
 5  Katharine J. Westerberg and John S. Clark P’12
  Miren B. Westerhaus and Warren L. Clark P’16
 11  Mary L. and Cornelius E. Whalen P’02
 26 Susan and A. F. Whereat P’81
 18 Gretchen Lageson Whitcomb ’53 P’86
 11  Lori A. White P’03
  Elissa and Adam Whiteman P’16
 7  Andrew H. Whitmore P’08
 30+ Beverly Socha ’54 and Harris H. Wilke P’80
  Cheryl Lynn and Michael N. Wilkinson P’16
 25  Billie Ann and Sam K. Williams P’91
  Liesel A. and Aaron Williams P’16
 30+ Muriel Braaten Williams ’44 P’76
 12  Emily H. and Richard S. Wilson P’99
 5  Judith H. and William D. Wilson P’12
 30+ Kate and Norman E. Wilson P’78 ’78
  Elizabeth J. Wilson-Ward P’15
 9  Delaine and Robert Winkelblech P’04
 17 Carrie Ganzel ’86 and Scott A. Winkler ’86 P’15
 2  Robin R. and Jeffrey R. Winter P’15
 15  Mary T. Winze P’94
 22 Lorena and Karl Wirsum P’91
 2  Victoria L. Wittner P’15
 30+ Marlene and Allan G. Wohlers P’80
 2  Lois J. and Martin K. Wollin P’14
 3  D. Ann and Brian C. Wood P’13
 18 Bernadette and Leon Wool P’89 ’88
 25  Joyce and Gene G. Wubbels P’94 ’91
 22 Judith and Robert R. Wurdinger P’92
 5  Mary E. younggren and Joseph L. Silitz P’11 ’11
 18 Christine Manuel ’79 and Paul Zacher P’10
 6  Jenna Zark and Pete Budd P’11
 4  Karen L. and Jon H. Zazzaretti P’10
 23  Phyllis J. Zeiss P’89 ’85
 25  Judith Peterson ’71 and Clare W. Zempel P’04 ’99
 19 Charlene and John W. Zimmerman P’96
 30+ Robert L. ’63 and Sally Zimmerman P’92
PARENTS PARENTS
   1,739  
parents gave to 
lawrence in
fiscal 2013 
   3,721   
alumni, parents and 
friends were contacted 
by student phonathon 
callers
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Lawrence University is fortunate to have 3,386 
generous friends who donated to the college this past 
fiscal year. This includes faculty and staff, community 
members near and far, and others who value the 
college’s focus on individualized learning. The support 
from friends allows Lawrence to offer numerous 
lectures, concerts, recitals, plays, musicals and athletic 
events to the community, making the campus a 
vibrant cultural and educational resource in the  
Fox Valley.
FRiEnds
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ Connie Crowe ’57 + and  
       Gerald R. DeLand
 29 Evelyn and Chris J. Hartwig
Gifts of $10,000 + 
  Paul L. Baldridge
  Anne C. and John P. Coffey
 10  Claudena Skran and David Duncombe ‡
  Beth Stoner
 30+ Margot and Richard + Warch
Gifts of $5,000 + 
  Ky Anderson
  Mary Dresser
 30+ George D. ’54 + and  
       Patricia S. Oetting §
  Edward J. Pelz
 30+ Janet D. Rood and Fred
       Herbolzheimer Jr.
 21 Judith H. and Jan Sarnecki
 2  Josephine Paltin and Dale Skran Jr.
  Lynn and Peter C. Wendell
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 22 Shirley and Wilbert B. Bartelt
 9  Marcella and David Burrows
 2  Mark Burstein and David Calle
 19 Christine and G. Gregory Fahlund
 21 Melinda Vickrey Golub
 18 Calvin D. Husmann and  
       James Mahn §
 30+ Cynthia and Albert M. Johnson
 4  Dorian and William Jordan
 14  Lucy and Karl J. Klug
 14  Stacy J. and Jamie Mara ‡ §
  Mark C. Radtke
 30+ Mary B. and John S.        
     Sensenbrenner Jr. §
 18 Barbara J. and Richard A. Stack Jr. §
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 15  Elizabeth and John Anderla
 23  Marilyn Auer §
 4  Amy Jo and Richard J. Aylward
 21 Linda A. Boldt
 24 Claire L. and Thomas G. Brown
  Leslie W. Campbell
  Peter Cavette
 27 William A. Chaney + §
  Sandra L. and James M. Corry
 30+ Douglas W. Downey
 24 Kathel Dunn
 27 Gordon W. Early §
 30+ Dorrit F. Friedlander
 5  Samantha George
 15  Gabriele and G. Jonathan Greenwald
 20 Barbara and Richard L. Gunderson
 20 Barbara L. Hunter ‡
 28 Susan D. and Robert R. Kinde
 13  Carole Kortenhof
 30+ Estella L. and Charles F. Lauter
 7  Donald Levine
 7  Dorothy and Lynn H. Mahlum
 7  John B. McKinstry
 10  Kristen Mekemson §
  Martha Nussbaum
 7  Edie Brengel Radtke
 23  Carla and Douglas D. Salmon
 30+ Katherine and Curtis W. + Tarr ‡
  Dona-Lee Trotter
 17 Nancy D. and Thomas C. Truesdell
 8  Kathryn Wriston
Gifts of $500 + 
 2  Mary P. and Charles F. Anderson
 16 Susan J. and Neil Archer ‡
 7  Jill and Robert Beck §
 26 Betty Breunig
 23  Bliss Paul ’91 and Paul M. Cohen ‡
 24 Cynthia A. and David M. Cook
  Joyce W. and Robert M. Culbertson Jr.
  Valorie and Brian Cutler
  Paul Fischbeck
 23  Barbara J. and Thomas C. Flanagan
 27 Harold L. Hintz
 16 Eilene and John Hoft-March
 3  Betty A. and Dennis R. Keeney
 2  Carl G. Koch
 27 Cosette L. Lang
 2  Mary and Michael Lokensgard
  Martin A. McDevitt Jr.
 7  Judy and Robert E. Mickelson
 11  Ellen M. Mitala
 8  David G. Murray
 17 Rick and Sharon H. Peterson
 30+ Mary H. Poulson §
 30+ Joyce and Mojmir + Povolny
 30+ Marion Chester and Verne R. + Read
 7  Gretchen M. Revie and Timothy A. Spurgin
 6  Glenda and Jack Rhodes
 9  Amelia and Walter S. Rugland
 8  Angela Wagoner ’87 and  
       Thomas C. Ryckman
 8  Lucinda and Dirk Scholten
 2  David E. and David E. Shumaker
 5  Ellen L. and William F. Skinner
 8  Gertrude Stillman and Robert W. Landry
 3  Margaret and John Suralik
 25  Raymond H. Taylor
 11  Judith and John Turner
  Sheldon W. Woldt
 28 June and Marwin O. Wrolstad §
Gifts of $250 + 
 2  Marianne and Charles S. Ahlgren
 10  Susan Barbour and Brent Peterson
 19 Caroline M. and John R. Brandenberger
  Donna and Gerry Coats
  William R. Crozier
 5  Diane DeiRossi and James K. Hardy
 14  Kimberly Dickson and Jeffrey J. Clark
 27 Gracia and Walter H. Drew
 7  Elizabeth Dustman ‡
 5  Jennifer Lee and John B. Edmondson
 2  Jeremy Efroymson
 3  Kirsten Finlayson and David Gerard ‡
 7  Grace and Bruce Frudden
 9  Ann Marie Gierl and Joseph N. Gregg
 6  Marti Gillespie
  Jan Godfrey +
 14  Pamela K. and Terry Goode
 27 James J. Goodwin
 6  Cara and Jeff Gosse §
 14  Terry L. Gottfried
 12  Donita Stobaugh Gross
 20 Germaine Heimbach
 3  Amy O. and Dayton J. Henderson ‡
 30+ Patricia and Stephen A. Hirby §
 9  Anne Hobler
 3  Mary M. and Howard L. Kidd
 6  Alyson Krokosky
 19 Agnes Kubicz
 10  Ann Lawson
 5  Kathy and John Leach
 7  Marcie and Court Leonard P’72
 8  Carol Leybourn and Jerry Janssen
 14  Alberta B . Logue
 15  Elizabeth and Jerrold P. Lokensgard
 5  Peggy Lott
 24 Richard N. Lovett ‡
 5  M. Joy and Bernard J. Lucier
  Vickie Luedeman
 20 Charlotte and Roy Lukes
 19 Edgar J. Martin
 9  Melissa and Andrew Mast
 4  Kathryn K. McMahon
 12  Joanne E. Meier
 7  Cheryl and Jon C. Meyer
 11  Leslie Outland and Matthew C. Michelic
 9  Sally and John E. Mielke
 4  Rusti and Steven Moffic
 16 Beverly J. and Richard L. Moody
 6  Jo Ann M. and William A. Mueller
 3  Jeanine Neuser and Geoff C. Gajewski
 7  Sally Noland and Jim Hilger
  Carmen and Rudi Pakendorf ‡
 24 Greta Rogers
 3  Melanie and Simon Roselaar
  Linda R. Rosenberg and Barry R. Rifkin
 2  Ellen and Ronald T. Roxby ‡
 17 Madeleine M. and James M. Sargent
 5  Melissa N. and Frederick J. Schaupp
 30+ Ben R. Schneider
 3  Joseph y. Seville
 5  Margaret and Eric Siebert
 7  Valerie K. and Jeffrey M. Stannard
 12  Susan and C. T. Stone Jr.
  Katherine M. Thompson
  Louis Trafelet
 23  Virginia and John H. Vogel
 24 Isa Vondracek
 6  M. Jane and John A. Whitney
  Garry Woodward
 9  Jenny and William Ziegler
Donors 
 12  Shirley S. and Seymour Abrahamson
  David Abt
  Lisa Adams
  Akimi and Gregory Adler
 4  Madera Allan and Scott Corry
  Barb Allen
 14  Sarah J. and David B. Anderla
  Janelle R. and Matthew D. Anderson
  John R. Anderson
 4  yolanda and Jason M. Anderson
 4  Gabrielle and Ken Anselment
 6  Janet Anthony
 2  Blanche M. Arend
 3  Julie and Daniel Ariens
 3  Lynn M. and Paul J. Arts
  Lauri Asbury
  Alison Attar
 2  Jill Austin
  Chris Autry
 2  Sarah and Bruce Backer
 13  Donna Bailey
  Jeanne R. Baker
 2  Cynthia S. and Michael J. Balane
  Katie and Joe Baldwin
 2  Mary L. and Ron D. Balzan
 2  Virginia E. and Keith L. Barket
  Desmond and Joseph Barna
 2  Lorraine and Duaine Barthels
 2  Ashley E. and Matthew K. Baumler
 3  Fay Beach
  William Becher
  Annalise Becker
 2  Barbara Beechey
  Linda and James Benner
  Barbara and Robert D. Bentley
 2  Percy Berger
 18 Connie Berner
  Betty and John D. Best
 2  Gay Ewen-Bieberitz and Tom Bieberitz
 6  Vicky and Jay Biersteker
 3  Susan and Jim Birger
  Sarah and Paul Birschbach
 3  Dawn K. and Eric Blankenheim
  Kim and Adam Blumer
 2  Gwendolyn and Thomas Bomann
 2  Mary Jo and Eric Booker
  Wendy Bosworth
  Cheryl D. and Matthew Boyle
 3  Ellen and Greg Braatz
  Kimberly A. and Shane Brabazon
  Tonja and Heath Brabazon
 3  Daniel Brackett
  Nancy H. Bralick
  Diane Brandt
  Duane D. Brandt
  Mary Braun
  Peggy and Scott D. Braun
  William Brayton Sr.
  Charles Brei
 15  Rita and Jay Brickman
  Dawn Broderick
 8  Bob Brogan
 2  John C. and John C. Brogan
 2  Kathy and Larry E. Brown
 3  Mary Alice Brown and Rick Recktenwald
  Judy A. and Steven K. Brunette
 8  Mathew J. ’91 and Nell Jorgensen Buchman
  Barbara Buell
 5  Susan and Carl Buesing
  Sarah K. Buksa ’14
  Pamela and Michael G. Burke
 2  Margaret R. and Larry K. Burton Jr.
  Mark W. Busack
  Ann Buth
 2  Christina and Alan Button
  Raymond D. Cabrera
 8  Linda and Edward W. Calhan
  Ann E. Campbell
  Margie Canfield
 4  Nancy and Bill Capper
  Beth A. and Matthew J. Carpenter
  Tara L. Carr
 2  Rosamond Carroll
  Laura Catania
 2  Frances and William Cecil
  Kelli Celsor
  Dawn and David Chauvette
 3  Arlene and Rudy Cherkasky
 3  Denise and Mark Christopher
  Frank and Frank Chybowski
 4  Mary Lou and Kerry David Cliff
  Christine and Bradley Coats
  Sujin and James Coffey
 4  Jo and Roy Cole
  Jacquelyn and Preston Collier
 9  Joann Collinge
  Carl Cooper
  Stephanie Louise Courtney ’14
  Loretta Cowger
 2  Linda Cross
  Raymond Crossman
  Judith Crozier
  Rhonda and Hal R. Culbertson
  Bernitta Cullen
 2  Nick Curran
  Sherry and Michael Daley
  Alexandra Whiton Damisch ’16
  Maria M. and James A. Daniels
  Jeanette and Sherwyn Danke
 3  William Darrow
 2  Carla Daughtry and Massimiliano Veritá
  Brenna Lynn Decker ’14
 13  Helen and Robert E. Dedmon
  Jack Defazio
 2  Nancy T. and John F. DeFord ‡
  Andy DeFuniak
  Bill Defuniak
  Wynne P. and Arthur M. Delmhorst
 2  Lynn and Eric Delzer
  Mary Ellen and Jeffrey J. Dengler
 4  Jude and Michael R. Dereszynski
  Rohini Desai
  Tamara J. and David J. Deubler
  Sara Devine
  Davis John DeWolfe ’15
 3  Nancy N. and James C. Dickson
  Larry L. Didlo
  Carolyn Dodson
 11  Miriam L. Douglass
  Bonita and Ronald Drabowicz
 2  Jodi Duffe
  Mary Ellen Duffy
  Elizabeth Duncombe and Jeffrey Butler
 2  yvette and Ronald Dunlap
 3  Mary and C. Raymond Durkee
 2  Diana and Alan Eager
  Janet K. and John H. Eckhart
  Glenn Edison
 2  Jill H. and John A. Edwards
 13  Anne and Richard D. Egan
  Margaret T. Eggen
 2  Dale F. Eggert
  Marla Eichmann
 20 Ralph S. Emerick
 4  Jennifer England
  Carol Ernst
  Diane L. and Edward L. Esselman Jr.
 3  Kim Ewen
 2  LaVerne C. Ewen
  Mildred and Thomas A. Fahrbach
 8  Lori and Gustavo C. Fares
  Anja and David L. Farin
 4  Kristy and Jason Fast
 6  Mary Feeney
 2  Susie and Matthew Fitton
 7  Elizabeth C. and Daniel Flaherty
 2  Jauna and Brian Flanagan
  Pamela L. Flannery
  Kathleen Mengel Flesch
  Christina Fogarty
  Beverly E. and Michael E. Foley
 3  Ruth M. Foreman
  Jane and Thomas Frantz
 2  Ross Freeland
 5  Julie W. Fricke
 2  Norma J. and James L. Frink
 23  Marlys L. and Peter A. Fritzell
 5  Linda M. and Leo Fuerst
  Scott S. Fujii
 2  Ann Gain and Greg Swanson
 2  Mary Gammelin
 3  Carrie A. Garczynski
 2  Marilyn Gardner
  Susan Garny
 2  Linda Gavigan
  Diana and James M. Geoffrey
  Bryce Gerrits
  Cheryl and Peter Gianopoulos
  Ruth E. and Dennis A. Gilgen
  Rebecca L. and Michael Gillett
 2  Carrie Givens
 2  Patricia T. and Jim Gladden
  Addison Klein Goldberg ’14
  Mary and Jeff Gorges
 3  Sara R. Gorton and Daniel McCutchin
  Theresa and Scott Gouin
  Earlene Gould
 2  Lisa Grandlich and Daniel Bantin
 3  Geralyn Graves
  Katherine M. Green
  Beth Grimmer
  Sandi and Peter Groenewold
  Diane and Kurt Gruett
  Scott Gunem
 14  Ellen and Leslie W. Gunter
  Melissa Ann and Phil Gurholt
 4  Joy A. and Jonathan E. Hagen
  Jennifer M. and Timothy G. Hager
 8  Sue and Douglas D. Hahn
  Marilyn and William Haker
  Alyssa S. and Jonathan Hakes
  Huma Hakimzada ’15
 2  Diane Hameister
 3  Kathrine Handford and William Lund
 2  Caren P. Hanson
 2  Marilyn and Phill Hansotia
  Jane Harmon
 2  Julia Harnitz
 2  Annette C. and Eric Hass
  Emily Hauer
 4  Julie A. Haurykiewicz
  Virginia Hayes
  Kelly and Greg Helein
 2  James Hendry
  Douglas Henkle
  Pamela A. Herman and Eric N. Anderson
  Ashley Elizabeth Heun ’14
 2  Nancy and Steve Hidde
 2  Lisa and Joe Hietpas
 24  Mary Hoffmann ’52 + and  
     John L. Hines + ‡ §
 3  Kari and David P. Hinkens
 2  Bernard Hlavac
  Karen F. Hoag and Robert H. Wilson
 3  Mark Hoegh
 3  Kathy and Michael Hogan
  Laura Hohing
 10  Sara B. and Todd R. Holman
 3  Winnie and Daniel Hoo
 5  Joe Horihan
  Catherine T. Houst
 14  Dolores M. Howse
  Dennis L. Hudson
  Sharon Hulce
 5  Judith Humphries and Dane M. Richeson
  Julie Osborne-Hurley and David Hurley
  Mary E. and Charles E. Hurst
 2  Dorothy and Glenn R. Huth
  Diana R. Hygelund
 3  Neil Ihde
  Ruth Ihde
 10  Sherri and Jim Immel
 7  Phyllis C. and Jim Ingwersen
  Donna R. and Terry P. Inman
 2  Denise and Carl M. Ioos
 25  Marjory Irvin §
  Kathleen and Franklin Isaacson
 2  Eric Iverson
  JoEllen Jahnke
 3  Ruth and Paul F. Jeffries
 10  Brenda and Mark Jenike
 2  Jennifer Jensen
  Judith B. and Thomas P. Johnson
  Marie Johnson
  Eleanor and Martin Jones
 10  Joy Jordan and Mark Johnson
 2  Polly Kaczmarek
  Lorin E. Kane
  Sabeena Kathuria
  Lisa and Kurt Keller
 4  Carol and Lowell Kempfert
 2  Jeannine C.W. and Shannon Kenevan
 2  Linda K. Kennedy
  Nonie Kern
  Eileen E. Kerrigan
  Keiko and Steve Kindstrom
  Tara and Matthew Kinsey
  Ellen Kirven
  Kimberley E. and Thomas C. Klamm
  Jodi Klosterman
  Ruth Kmak
 3  Shelby and Jeffry D. Knezel
  Beth and Jeffrey Knick
 2  Pamela and Mark A. Koerner
 3  Jerry Koleske
  Maria Konecke
 3  Sara and Rick Konecke
 3  Cindy Kong and Mao Chen
 2  Debbie W. and Kurt K. Konietzki
 14  Gale and Dennis M. Korth
 2  Cyndi and Bill Kraemer
 2  Char Schall-Krokosky and  
     Henry V. Krokosky Jr.
  Marilyn L. Krueger
  Kenneth R. Kruger
  Julie and Kirby Kulas
  Debbie Kupinski
  Karen Kvidera
  Kathleen and Joseph Labrie
 4  James V. and James V. Lacey
  Lori Lacey
  Sara Lagerholm and Pasad Kulatunga
  Karen A. Lake
  Laura and David Lambert
 9  Kerry and Matthew H. Lang
 2  Lori Lang
  Judith and Daniel Lange
 2  Judith A. and Mark R. Larson
  Arthur J. Laskin
 7  Helen E. Lathrop
  Fanny y. Lau ’14
  Clare Stone Lauer ’16
  Carol and Paul Laursen
  Jonah Halvdan Laursen ’16
 5  Kathleen A. and Clyde C. Lawnicki
 14  Carol L. Lawton and Jere Wickens
  Susan young Lee ’14
  Darin Leetun
  Alysa Levi-D’Ancona ’14
  Wen-Hui and Shih-Kang Liang
  Franklin Isaac Lieberman ’14
 4  Ann M. and Abraham J. Liebeskind
  Katherine Alexander Ling ’16
  Eric Linnell
  Gloria A. Linnell
  Mia Johanna Ljung and Brian P. Piasecki
 2  Rose E. Luedeman
  Susan S. Lundberg
 8  Ruth M. Lunt
  Gayatri Malhotra ’14
  Charles Galvin Mann ’14
  David Maraniss
 23  Nicholas C. Maravolo
  Carey and David Marcusen
 3  Sonya and Dionisio Mariano
  Sharon and James A. Marks
  Tahnee Marquardt ’16
  Debra and Donald Marsicek
  Jayette and Robert Marsicek
  Patty and Kenny Marsicek
  Thomas Marsicek
 4  Amy Nottingham-Martin and  
       Douglas S. Martin
  Ruth Masse
  Kathleen and Timothy Matchen
 6  Donna M. Matey and Collin Gruthoff
  Mamiko Matsubara
 3  Mike Mauritz
 2  Marcia Mayo
  Amy Serna McAloon
 2  Cassie L. McDonald
 4  Katherine and David E. McGlynn
  Ellen and John F. Mc Namara
  Karen and Tom Medema
  Helen D. Melzer
  Mary and Richard Melzer
  Carol Meyer
  Katie and Matthew Meyer
 4  Tina and Robert Meyers
 3  Barbara Michaels
 3  Elizabeth and Ted Miller
 3  Sandra R. and Stewart C. Mills Jr.
  Laura and Mohammad Mirhashemi
 2  Dina M. and Steve Mitchell
  Helen B. Mooney
  Noelle Moore
  Mary A. and Bryan Moran
  Susan and Todd Morrell
  Cynthia Morrison and Bruce Murray
  Dorothy Mortensen
  Roberta Mortensen
 2  Jane and Paul Mose
  Linda and David Moser
 3  Deborah and Kirk D. Moss
  Marchelle and Hewitt Moten
 3  Ingrid D. and Paul G. Mueller
  Mary A. Mueller
  Nancy A. and Bruce C. Mueller
  Carla Paul and Gary E. Mulvey
 2  Laurie Munson
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 3  Nellie Murphy
  Susan Murphy and Ralph Black
 2  Joan M. and Joseph Nagle
  Mary L. Nallen
 4  Bryan Nehring
  Chase Nelson ’14
  Laurie Neunaber
 2  Michele and Lance Nevins
 2  Carol A. and Richard K. Norgaard
  Preston O’Connor
  Gerri Okinski
  Gena and Robert Olson
  Jendean Olson
  Sara and Jim Olszewski
  Porter O’Meara
 4  Wendy and Ronald Osero
 13  Judith Ann Overcash
 4  Sooyeon Kwon and Anthony P. Padilla
 4  Betty and William Parsons
 2  Emily L. and Howard Patton
  Paulin Pawar
 2  Maggie M. and Matthew P. Payne
 4  Janet L. and Randall W. Pearce
  Jayne A. Pelton
  Lorna and Matthew Pengrazi
  Betty Lou and Roy Petersen
  Joy and Peter Peterson
 2  Shelly Rudnick-Peterson and  
       Darren Peterson
 2  Marcia J. Pethke ‡
  Mary Beth and Gareth Petrie
  Caroline and Larry Petron
  Debbie and Dan Phee
 3  Bonnie and Ron Phemister
 2  Judith L. Phillips
  Ruth E. Picotte
  Paul S. Pieper
  Ruth N. and Alfred B. Pieper
  Jennifer McClellan Pivirotto
  Mary M. Plauche
 2  Esther Pleuss
 3  Ginger Pogainis
 4  Eugene C. Pomerance
 3  Seth Pourciau
 2  Anne E. and David Powling
 5  Kathy and Jeff Privatt
 9  Mary Margaret Rajala and 
     Jeffrey A. Collett
 22 Mary Kay Reed
 2  Kathryn L. Reichard
  Mary Jane and Edwin Renaud
 3  Crista and Jaime L. Rettler
  Karolyn Rice
  Jennifer K. Richason
 3  Monica Rico and Peter A. Blitstein
 2  Cheri and Jeffrey A. Riedl
  Graham Robb
  Cornelia B. Roche
 2  Audrey E. Rolph
 4  Dawn M. and Craig Rost
 2  Beverly and Gilbert Rothenberg
 3  Stacey L. and Jason D. Rottier
 4  Janice and Donald Ruechel
  Janis and Edward Ruffolo
 3  Lisa yuill Sackman
 2  Lynn and Ben Sagan
 3  Ann L. Sager
 3  Kristene R. Sager
  Alta and Myron Sailer
  Noreen C. and Victor P. Salansky
  Irma Saldana
 3  Karon G. and Joel Sandberg
 5  Kristine and Jay Sauter
  Linda Oweis Sawiris
  Cindy and Adam Schaefer Kemps
  Andrea Schaller
 4  Bonnie M. and Leon R. Schallie Jr.
  Nancy Schanke
 2  Karin Kools-Scheel and Paul Scheel
  Erica J. Scheinberg and 
     Michael D. Mizrahi
 2  Karen Schiller and Eric Riggers
  Deborah L. and John Schingen
  Marjorie F. Schlosser
 3  Glen Schneider
  Pamela and Chad Schneider
 4  Matthew Schoultz
 2  Lori Schreiber
  Mary and Ivan Schrodt
 8  Lynette J. and Bruce G. Schroeder
 11  Mary Jo and Darryl Schroeder
  Candy and Michael R. Schulz
 20 Anne J. Schutte
 3  Joann and Timothy Schwan
  Faith and Phil Sealy
  Jodi Sedlock
 2  Kathi P. Seifert
 2  Tammy J. Senk and Mark D. Smits
  Gregory Serbe
 10  Gretchen Ihde and Hendrick Serrie
  Gloria A. Sevilla
  Conor Joseph Sexton ’15
 5  Alison Shaw and Marty Erickson
  Steven Sheehan
  Reijiro Shito
 15  Stacy M. and Paul E. Shrode
  Christopher John Weston Siebert ’14
 3  Anne and Stephen M. Sieck
 2  Ruth and Robert C. Siegel Jr.
  Marie A. Sieker and 
       Roderick J. Matthews
  D.L. Simmons
 2  Kathy and Joseph Sina
  Shirley Sitter
  Lori Skrober
  Marshelle Slayton
  Kirsten and Steve Slocum
  Jennifer and Scott W. Smith
  Mary K. Smith
 6  Susan and Bruce Smith
  Laura Champlin Smythe
  Anne B. Snyder
  Theresa D. and Thomas L. Sobieski
 14  Noel and Edward Solomon
  Kathy and Andy Somers
 6  Janice and Terry Staedt
  Laurel and Earl Stahl
 2  Darlene Stamos
  Julian O. Standen
  Jacqueline and Andrew Stanislawski
 6  Linda and John M. Stanley
  Lynn M. and Jeffrey M. Stecker
  Carrie A. Steenbock
  Keith Steer
  Lorraine and Ken Steer
 3  Stephanie L. Stefonik
  Beth H. and Michael G. Stockdale
  Susan E. Stockton and William J. Garvin
  Heidi and Jeff Stodola
 3  Matthew R. Stoneking
 4  Vira J. Stoner
  Jennifer and David Strachan
 15  Kathleen and Sam C. Stringfield
 16 Margaret and Douglas Strong
  Kari Sturtevant
  Mary Ann and Maurice Sullivan
  Natalie J. and Thomas L. Sunde
 13  Janet Bond-Sutter and Thomas H. Sutter
 2  Adrian Vanden Acker
  Angela M. and Adam Vanden Elzen
  Jennifer Vanderkolk
 2  Michelle and Matthew J. Vanderlinden
  Eugene Van Enkevort
 2  Joe Vanevenhoven
 20 Fay and Richard Van Eyck
 3  Amy and Todd G. Van Schyndel
 3  Lisa M. and Jim Van Zeeland
  Julie and Kevin Verstegen
  Susan and John Vette III
  Kim and Mike Vicente
  Cindy A. and Dennis J. Vogel
 2  Kari and Ted Voissem
 6  Lori A. and David M. Vosters
  Karl Wachtstetter
  Samuel Richard Wagner ’14
 3  Tammy S. and Kyle Wagner
  Thelma Walker
  Brenda L. and James Wall
 9  Mary W. Wall
 14  Nancy A. Wall and Lira Martinez
 10  Diana E. Wallace
 3  Lori J. Walters
 2  Rita K. and Michael J. Weber
  Tammy and David Weber
  Molly Weberpal and Michael Gabler
 2  Pam and William Weider
  Sara and Brad Werner
 17 Carol and Wendal L. Whitman
 10  Ernestine Whitman and  
       Howard Niblock
  Jill and Craig T. Wienkes
  Edward Matthew Wierzbicki ’14
 2  Holly and Edward L. Willenbrink
 8  Jill and Robert F. Williams
  Kay and Jim Williamson
  Rebecca L. and Jon Wiltse
 3  Hugo F. Wimmer
 23  Nancy Winslow
 4  Anne Witherell
 10  Corinne L. Wocelka
 2  Marian Wolf
 2  Beth and Craig Woolley
  Robert R. ’50 + and  
       Joyce C. Worchesek
 3  Jacqueline Wright
 2  Sri yadlapati
 19 Jane Parish and Peter M. yang
  Nicole M. and Pao yang
  Shuping yao
  Rebecca R. and Melvin A. yarlott Jr.
 18 Diane Kessler ’71 and  
       Richard L. yatzeck
 8  Laurie L. yingling
  Marlys I. and James L. Ziegelbauer
  Suzanne and Thomas W. Zoch
 3  Carol M. Hollar-Zwick and Ken Zwick
Gifts in Honor of:
 John A. Aaholm ’91
 Minoo Adewnwalla
 William C. Albright ’74 P’11
 Robert D. Alexander ’81
 Xavier P. Al-Mateen ’13
 Peter J. Amrein ’89
 Caitlin E. Andrew ’10
 Ken Anselment
 Janet Anthony
 Paul W. Armstrong ’80
 Corry F. Azzi ’65
 Joseph L. Baer P’74 ’72
 Nana Baffour-Gyewu ’94
 Gail Kuckuk Baptist M-D’49
 Shannon Holly Barrow ’14
 William P. Bauer ’10
 Jill Beck
 David E. Becker
 Barbara Belland P’96
 Adam M. Berey ’07
 Benjamin W. Bernsten ’97
 Stephen A. Bernsten Jr. ’88
 Brent H. Betters ’04
 Augustus R. Bishop ’13
 Cody R. Black ’11
 Jonathan R. Blinderman ’13
 Peter A. Blitstein
 Jaques B. Bluett ’01
 Richard N. Boya ’52 P’82
 Joanne H. Bozeman P’05
 Kenneth W. Bozeman P’05
 Cynthia A. Bravos P’10
 Chad E. Brecke ’94
 Suzanne Tarter Brede ’53
 Peter S. Bredlau ’89
 F. Taylor Brengel ’09
 Krystine Reynolds Brengel ’08
 Mark D. Breseman ’78 P’14
 Joseph Brooks ’03
 Margaret Anderson Brunner ’90
 Robert C. Buchanan ’62 P’94
 Cassandra M. Burke ’13
 Michael E. Burkhart ’05
 Timothy A. Burnside ’02
 Mark Burstein
 Philip J. Bushbacher ’13
 Ezra P. Cahn ’13
 Rebecca Smith Cairo ’77
 Andrew R. Calderon ’13
 Robert V. Campagna ’04
 Cameron R. Carrus ’13
 Evan R. Cavalier ’13
 Matthew W. Cawley ’13
 Sara Gross Ceballos
 David R. Challoner ’56 P’82
 Frances K.L. Chewning ’99
 Michele Mladejovsky Christiansen ’92
 Paul M. Cohen
 Thomas C. Conti ’02
 David M. Cook
 Scott Corry
 Mary Pirkl Crawford ’92
 Ferenc Csatlos
 Kathryn Dalton P’14 ’09
 Polly Elizabeth Dalton ’14
 Steve L. Dalton ’77 P’14 ’09
 Anthony M. Darling ’13
 Dorothy Dart
 Siddhant Dayal ’11
 Sara Mladejovsky Deitrich ’91
 Michael A. DeMarco ’00
 Charles DeMets ’82 P’14
 Richard D. Denda ’64
 Joel T. DePagter ’98
 Bart T. De Stasio ’82 P’12
 Elizabeth Dugan De Stasio ’83 P’12
 Douglas A. Detrick ’06
 Mark L. Dintenfass
 Erin K. Dix ’08
 Elsie Dorn P’82
 Nina Dorrance
 John P. Dreher P’84
 Dale D. Drewek P’03
 Mary J. Drewek P’03
 Dale L. Duesing ’67
 Jessica M. Dukelow ’02
 Joshua R. Dukelow ’02
 David J. Dulak ’12
 Katherine A. Duncan-Welke ’12
 Amanda M. Dwyer ’13
 Cynthia Arneson Eddy ’79 P’09
 Robert E. Eddy ’79 P’09
 Diana Fox Ekedahl M-D’56
 Robert D. Ekedahl
 Katharine O. Enoch ’06
 Katherine L. Erwin ’16
 Jason Fast
 Merton D. Finkler
 Elizabeth C. Flaherty
 Florence Kasel Testamentary Trust
 Max D. Foehringer Merchant ’10
 Travis D. Fondow ’09
 Richard V. Foreman ’13
 Dorrit F. Friedlander
 Peter A. Fritzell
 Jacob J. Gabrilska
 Erik T. Garbacik ’08
 Graycen Meriwether Gardner ’14
 Schuyler R. Gardner ’08
 John T. Gates
 Cathryn Torresani Geppert ’82
 Cynthia Libbey Gilpin ’73
 John D. Gilpin ’72
 Anne Skinner Glad ’73
 Stanley J. Glad
 Adam B. Gorham ’08
 Terry L. Gottfried
 Elizabeth Diane Graber ’15
 Julia P. Graves ’12
 Elena R. Grijalva ’13
 E-Ben Grisby
 Carol Grode P’91 ’86
 Charles A. Grode ’91
 Kenneth L. Grode P’91 ’86
 Michael J. Grode ’86
 Amelia Adams Grounds ’03
 Camilla R. Grove ’13
 E. Howard Grupe P’68
 Marion Grupe P’68
 Connie Haas
 Ann DeLong Haase ’61
 Lynn Semple Hagee ’58 P’94
 Chong-do Hah P’98 ’83
 Stephanie C. Hahn ’07
 Beth Ann Haines
 Jennifer B. Hair ’08
 Caitlin E. Hale ’13
 Lindsay M. Hanson ’10
 Christine Harris
 Davide B. Harris ’13
 David I. Harrison ’13
 Gayle A. Hatlak P’08
 James W. Hatlak P’08
 Judith L. Hayes ’92
 Audra Voga Hazelberg ’09
 Christie Herold Heike ’05
 Julia K. Heller ’13
 Cooper Stephenson Henkel ’16
 J. Michael Hittle
 William Hixon
 Emily A. Hjalmarson ’13
 Cindy J. Hoffman ’91
 Amy Krebs Holmes ’95
 Katherine Warren Holtz ’45
 Joseph A. Hopfensperger ’52
 Julie Catherine Huff ’94
 Dieter B. Huneryager ’09
 Charles F. Hunter ’61 P’93 ’83
 Daniel B. Hurley ’02
 James E. Hustace ’08
 Stephen B. Ingersoll ’80
 Molly S. Ingram ’12
 Marjory Irvin
 Matthew D. Jeanquart
 Mark A. Jennison ’85
 Richard J. Jones ’10
 Joy Jordan
 Steven Jordheim P’09
 Sue Pepper Joys M-D’51
 Joseph E. Kahler ’12
 Ann E. Kaiser ’11
 Colleen Kane P’13
 Emma L. Kane ’13
 Mark A. Kane P’13
 Patricia Anne Kealey ’16
 Nick Keelan
 Matthew J. Kehrein ’98
 Lael R. Keiser ’89
 Peter G. Kelly ’87
 Laura Heuser Kimball ’93
 Jordan R. King ’10
 Kurt Kirner
 David N. Knapp ’89
 Paige Marie Koebele ’13
 Karen Park Koenig ’91
 Linda N. Korf ’72
GiFts in honoR and MEMoRy
Each year, donors to Lawrence University make 
gifts in honor and in memory of their friends, family, 
professors and fellow alumni. The following list 
includes the names of individuals who were honored 
and memorialized through gifts to Lawrence.
FRIENDS GIFTS IN HONOR AND MEMORy
  Marilyn and George Sutton
  Phillip A. Swan
  Mary W.T. and Wayne H. Swanger
  Laura L. Swanson
 3  Tori and Michael W. Szkodzinski
  Becky and Chris A. Szymonski
 2  Rosa Tapia
 5  Kimberly N. Tatro
  Phyllis Teets
 4  Amy S. and Matt Tesch
 3  Shelly and Bryan Tesch
  Lisa and Ron Thiry
  Jane Thoma
  Peter John Thomas and Lea D. Gysan
  Shirley J. Thompson
  Carl William Thoren ’14
 2  Jennifer and Terry W. Timm
 4  Sandra S. Timmins
  Deborah M. and Richard G. Tomasi
  Roseann Tomko
 2  Mary K. Toppins
 25  Nina and Paul R. Trigg
 4  Leslie R. and Tom Trudell
 4  Amy Uecke
  Leslye and Jeff Ulman
  Debra and Mark E. Ulven
  Heather and Mark Urness
 2  Lori and Mark Valiga
 5  John W. Van Abel
  Cindy and James Van Beckum
  Carol A. and John D. Vance
  Nancy and Nathan VandeHey
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 Nicholas J. Korn ’06
 Andrew H. Kraemer ’13
 Cameron D. Kramlich ’02
 Adam J. Kranz ’13
 Elizabeth A. Kruesi ’04
 Nancy Butler Kuhn ’75
 John G. Kuldau ’88
 Zachary A. Kulig ’13
 Kristen Olson Lahner ’73
 Ronald B. Lahner ’73
 Michael J. LaMarca
 Kristin Hoffmann Lanari ’02
 Ethan E. Landes ’13
 Marion White Lardner ’53
 Jules N. LaRocque P’83
 Mary Waite Larson P’72
 Sarah M. Laven ’13
 Gregory K. Layton ’87
 Gabrielle M. Lee ’12
  Laetitia Meghan Mcglade Duff  
 Lehman-Pearsall ’15
 David C. Leonard ’72
 Saul Levmore P’16
 Daniel T. Lindsay ’66
 Cameron C. Litt P’08
 Lynn C. Litt P’08
 Joseph F. Loehnis ’06
 David E. Lofstrom ’08
 Carol Longsworth
 Robert Longsworth
 Elaine Johnson Luedeman ’47 P’85 ’72
 Heidi L. Lukas ’92
 Hazel Magistrelli
 John Magistrelli
 Randy G. Mangelsen ’00
 Michael Arthur Mangian ’14
 Timothy Manning P’78
 Agustin F. Manzanares ’06
 Alexis Coates Manzanares ’08
 Stacy J. Mara
 Nicholas C. Maravolo
 Jared M. Marchant ’13
 J. Robert Martin ’58
 Christina Martinez ’06
 Martin E. Marty P’77
 Carol Mason P’83
 Ronald J. Mason P’83
 Andrew Mast
 James B. Maverick ’13
 Karl H. Mayer ’13
 Stephen McCardell ’80
 James E. McDaniel ’09
 Julie McQuinn
 Paul M. Merley ’09
 Betty Thompson Messenger ’47
 Ellen M. Mitala
 Michael D. Mizrahi
 Beverly J. Moody
 Ann S. Moyer P’01
 David S. Moyer P’01
 Keli Ann Muchowski ’15
 Will D. Muessig ’09
 David C. Mulford ’59 P’86
 Gwen K. Mullaney ’13
 Christopher W. Murray ’75
 Scott D. Myers ’79
 Athena K. Naylor ’13
 Helen Barshell Nemacheck ’67
 Ned K. Nemacheck ’66
 Alison Vandenberg Newcomb ’05
 Simon P. Newsom ’13
 Nhi Q. Nguyen ’13
 Howard Niblock
 Constance G. Nichols P’12
 William G. Obst ’12
 Martin L. O’Donnell ’08
 Davis James Ogilvie ’15
 Anthony V. Palazzo ’89
 Paul A. Pappas ’88
 Rightie Revercomb Pappenheim M-D’52
 Jennifer L. Parker
 Reed T. Parker ’93
 Rebecca Schultz Parra ’03
 Neel Patel ’12
 Melanie Pauly ’12
 Marshall H. Pepper ’54
 William J. Perreault P’90 ’90
 Brian G. Pertl ’86 P’12
 Leila Ramagopal Pertl ’87
 Jenna R. Picha ’13
 Jennifer Kosloski Plamann ’95
 Asa Bystrom Plesner ’05
 Jerald Podair
 Heather Bredlau Popelka ’91
 Karen Leigh Tunks Post ’79 P’13
 Christopher K. Poulos ’97
 Mary H. Poulson
 Tammy Jo Schumann Prenot ’88
 Dorothy L. Prouty ’79 P’07 ’05
 Mark E. Prouty ’80 P’07 ’05
 E. Dane Purdo P’87 ’83
 Patrick K. Pylvainen ’13
 Sara A. Quandt ’73
 Virginia Cossmann Quirk ’43
 Wayland J. Radin ’06
 Nikola M. Radoshevich ’08
 Joel C. Reese ’89
 Theodore L. Rehl
 Sarah B. Rhoads ’09
 Jack Richeson
 Tess Duignan Richman ’14
 Monica Rico
 Stephen M. Rodriguez ’02
 Carly F. Roe ’13
 Robert M. Rosenberg
 Kristi M. Running ’96
 Thomas C. Ryckman
 Rachel Katherine Saba ’14
 Lisa M. Sammons
 Anna Peterson Sanders ’04
 Richard A. Sanerib Jr.
 Judith H. Sarnecki
 Casey L. Sautter ’09
 Robert J. Schaupp ’51 P’86
 Bradley D. Schmidt P’04
 Eric W. Schmidt P’12
 Michele J. Schmidt P’04
 Timothy L. Schmidt
 Ben R. Schneider
 John A. Schoenfeld ’86
 Martha Pierce Schoenfeld ’87
 Abigail Beth Schubach ’15
 Anne J. Schutte
 Mita Sen P’97
 Craig Wayne Sherwood ’15
 Hannah Grace Shryer ’16
 Claudena Skran
 Sarah K. Slaughter ’13
 yuliya y. Smead
 Martyn Smith
 Samantha A. Smith ’12
 Betsy Grausnick Sonnemann
      M-D’48 P’74
 Timothy A. Spurgin
 Rita Srimal P’97
 Janice Staedt
 Susan Carlson Stauber ’95
 Rachel J. Stein ’10
 Arthur Steitz
 Paul R. Stevens ’10
 Samuel R. Stevens ’13
 Miller M. Stichnoth ’11
 Matthew R. Stoneking
 Fred Sturm ’73
 Lyndsay A. Sund ’01
 Phillip A. Swan
 Meaghan Harvey Swanson ’04
 Michael R. Swanson Jr. ’04
 Steven T. Syverson P’06
 Daniel J. Taylor ’63
 Sally Teresinski
 Catherine Coates Terwedow ’80
 Lincoln A. Thomas ’09
 Dorothy M. Thornton P’90
 Robert R. Thornton P’90
 Steve J. Tie Shue ’04
 Herbert K. Tjossem P’80
 James Brian Totzke P’13
 Farrell E. Tremble ’11
 Timothy X. Troy ’85
 Nancy D. Truesdell
 Thomas C. Truesdell
 Amy Uecke
 Gloria Underberg M-D’49
 William J. Urbrock
 Johnathan R. Vanko ’13
 Donald L. Vorpahl ’55 P’90 ’88 ’86
 Abigail Amy Wagner ’13
 Myles Christian Wagner ’14
 Catherine S. Walby ’97
 Nancy A. Wall
 Margot Warch
 Richard Warch +
 Margaret Rose Ward ’15
 Thomas C. Watson ’80 P’11 ’09
 Thomas M. Watson ’11
 Lisa Neuman Weiner ’59 P’83
 Mary Prince Wensing ’62 P’93
 Barbara Lieberum Westhofen M-D’57
 Ann E. Whereat ’81 P’15
 Andrew D. White ’03
 Ernestine Whitman
 M. Jane Whitney
 Thomas P. Wick ’84
 Charlene Ivancic Wilke ’81
 James G. Wilke ’80
 Mariah Louise Wilkerson ’14
 Sarah Feldt Wilson ’92
 Ruby W. Wirsum ’91
 Philip J. Wisniewski ’13
 Rachel Apel Wittkopp ’14
 Caitlin Renee Wittner ’15
 Victoria A. Wood ’13
 Nathan Wysock
 Melissa Johnson york ’05
 Kelly E. Zacher ’10
 Paula J. Zadigian ’02
 Kathy A. Zanella Albright P’11
 David J. Zeiss ’85
 Christopher M. Zimmerman ’96
 Beth A. Zinsli ’02
 Kimberly Bernsten Zlevor ’85 P’13
Gifts in Memory of:
 Bernice Kreitz Abrahamzon M-D’43 +
 Kristin Brainard Addington ’94 +
 Graciela Alfieri +
 John J. Alfieri +
 Charlotte Drummer Allen M-D’41 +
 Ryan T. Anderson ’93 +
 David L. Andrew ’69 +
 Edward J. Andrew P’88 +
 Emery J. Ansorge ’33 P’66 ’62 ’58 +
 Lydia K. Armstrong ’79 +
 Burt E. Ashman ’35 +
 James M. Auer ’50 +
 Charles D. Bach +
 Roses Baer P’74 ’72 +
 Beverly Baxman Baker ’55 +
 Peyton J. Barkley ’54 +
 William A. Barney P’82 +
 Edgar O. Barrett +
 Mona Jung Bauer ’50 P’86 ’81 ’79 ’77 ’73 +
 Patricia Bauer +
 Warren Beck P’59 +
 James E. Becker Jr. ’89 +
 Vera Dunst Becker M-D’54 +
 Barbara Arado Beckman ’54 +
 Marilyn Austermann Beltran M-D’61 +
 William E. Benowicz ’67 +
 Carl D. Berghult ’64 +
 Allan D. Berman ’61 +
 Robert L. Berner +
 Charles F. Berryman P’89 +
 Robert W. Bertram ’31 P’65 ’61 +
 Enid L. Bever +
 Pauline Stevens Binder M-D’44 +
 Ralph H. Bishop ’22 P’60 +
 Jerry Bolwerk +
 Donald W. Boya ’50 +
 Claude Prescott Boynton +
 J. Bruce Brackenridge P’83 ’78 +
 Gladys I. Brainard +
 Richard A. Brayton P’72 +
 Janet R. Bredehorn ’58 +
 Sheila Meier Brink ’62 +
 Norman Brokaw +
 Norman E. Brokaw ’13 P’37 +
 Jean Hubbard Brouwer ’42 P’77 ’73 ’68 ’67 +
 Karin Krieger Brown ’57 P’83 +
 H. A. Brubaker +
 Kwabena A. Buanya ’08 +
 Kenneth C. Buesing ’40 P’69 +
 Thomas W. Buesing ’72 +
 Dorothy von Berg Burnham ’27 P’58 ’54 +
 Carol J. Butts ’49 +
 Florence Campagna +
 Vincent Campagna +
 Gladys Marks Campbell P’67 +
 Maurine Campbell ’43 +
 Gottlob C. Cast P’39 ’35 +
 John A. Chambers ’81 +
 Marjorie Olsen Chandler ’44 +
 William A. Chaney +
 Diomed M. Chern P’83 ’82 ’79 +
 Barbara Griffith Cherney ’44 +
 Cheryl L. Chisnell ’86 +
 Analoyce E. Clapp P’71 +
 Norman M. Clapp ’35 P’71 +
 Percy Clapp +
 Ann Clark ’63 +
 Marian Rivenburg Clay ’58 +
 F. Theodore Cloak +
 Bernette Carlson Cochrane ’48 P’78 ’77 +
 James H. Coley ’52 +
 George T. Colman ’51 P’84 +
 Paul E. Conrads ’23 P’63 ’50 +
 G. Jeffrey Cook ’65 +
 Sarah Gaedke Craig ’73 +
 Janet Daum Crampton ’63 +
 Bruce Cronmiller P’94 ’83 +
 Marian Hicken Cuff ’45 +
 Maurice P. Cunningham P’74 +
 Regina Cunningham P’74 +
 Thomas R. Dale +
 James D. Dana P’94 +
 Diana Kedzie Daniel +
 William G. Davenport ’73 +
 Dwight N. Davis ’76 +
 Robert E. Dawley ’50 P’77 +
 Connie Crowe DeLand ’57 +
 Dennis J. Delap ’69 +
 Mary Holverson DeMets ’60 P’85 ’82 ’81 +
 Martha Fischer Denton ’77 +
 Edward L. Doemland ’59 +
 Susan Buesing Donnelly ’69 +
 Mary Bartels Dorchester ’62 +
 Anne Reynolds Downey ’53 +
 Walter G. Drymalski ’70 +
 Suzanne Friedley Duffy M-D’55 +
 Jim DuFrane +
 Ella Bohlsen Duin +
 George T. Duin Jr. +
 Clyde Duncan P’80 ’79 +
 Miriam Clapp Duncan P’80 ’79 +
 Anne Megna Dunst M-D’32 P’54 ’50 +
 Mary Matchuk Elling ’68 +
 Helen Schuyler Erickson ’48 +
 Kimberly E. Ernest ’91 +
 John Eva +
 Irene Exner +
 Travis R. Falck +
 Robert A. Fall ’47 +
 Ruth Lachmann Falvey ’20 P’49 +
 Frances Farber P’79 +
 Virginia Grist Farr ’43 +
 Mary Newman Field M-D’51 +
 Elmer L. Finger P’51 +
 Nora Olsen Finger P’51 +
 Richard A. Fink ’40 P’68 +
 R. W. Fischer P’77 +
 Charles F. Fisher ’58 +
 Gerald T. Flom ’52 P’82 ’79 +
 Lois Trossen Flom ’26 P’63 ’52 ’49 ’48 +
 Russell C. Flom ’24 P’63 ’52 ’49 ’48 +
 Virginia McKee Flom ’63 +
 Adrian E. Folkman +
 Richard Folz P’81 +
 John M. Forde ’49 P’85 ’74 +
 Elizabeth T. Forter +
 Karl D. Franke Jr. ’60 +
 William S. Freeman +
 Ruth Bauer Fritz ’38 +
 Arthur M. Fulton P’84 +
 John S. Gabrielsen +
 Frederick E. Gaines P’97 ’93 ’84 +
 Jennifer Hackworthy Gambino ’89 +
 Jacquelyn E. Garner ’50 +
 Patricia Gaw +
 Christine C. Gerdes ’74 +
 Margaret Shea Gilbert +
 Robert W. Gilbert ’67 +
 Maura Gilloon ’75 +
 Iris Glidden P’66 ’62 +
 Bill Godfrey +
 Christopher Godfrey +
 Bertrand A. Goldgar +
 David E. Golub +
 Emily Lynch Gomez ’83 +
 Thomas A. Gomez ’70 +
 Timothy R. Goree ’81 +
 Roy Gross +
 yoda Marie Guzik +
 Vernon R. Haack ’50 +
 Kebede Hailu P’04 +
 John D. Hall ’67 +
 Suzanne McNeil Hall ’65 +
 Esther Hamon +
 John D. Hane ’52 P’88 +
 Janet Harlow +
 Phillip J. Harrity P’14 +
 Hans H. Hartwig ’35 +
 Barbara Boyce Harvey ’43 +
 Philip K. Harvey ’43 +
 James A. Heinritz ’50 P’85 +
 Sue Kurten Held M-D’49 P’80 +
 Marshall Herbert +
 Phyllis Herbolzheimer +
 Elizabeth Gordon Herdendorf ’48 +
 Donald R. Hibbert P’75 +
 Mary Hoffmann Hines ’52 +
 Marion Metcalf Hoffman M-D’51 +
 Richard E. Holden P’75 +
 Richard P. Holleran ’57 +
 Paul Hollinger +
 Edythe S. Howard P’80 ’69 +
 MaryAnn Stark Howes M-D’52 +
 Marshall B. Hulbert ’26 +
 Kimberly y. Hull ’07 +
 Alexander Hunter ’28 P’61 +
 Betty Champion Hustace ’41 +
 Olive Tipler Ihde ’31 +
 Thomas Imse P’76 ’74 +
 Guy Ingham P’51 +
 Julia Ingham P’51 +
 Alice Holloway Jacobs ’38 P’65 +
 Thomas L. Jacobs ’39 P’65 +
 David Jenkins ’45 +
 Page A. Johnson ’28 P’59 +
 William R. Johnson +
 Anne P. Jones +
 Betty White Jones ’40 P’70 ’68 +
 Bruce D. Jorgensen +
 Elizabeth Levy Joseph M-D’48 +
 Helen McDermott Jurack M-D’31 +
 Elizabeth Kafka +
 Kenneth O. Kaliebe P’90 +
 Leiah Kapl +
 Gail Whitaker Karger ’48 +
 William S. Karger ’49 +
 Raymond Karlen +
 Florence Kasel +
 Christopher Kedzie +
 Robert W. Kedzie +
 John M. Keil ’54 P’90 +
 Marvin H. Keil ’25 P’60 ’54 +
 George Kelm P’80 +
 Frank E. Kemmis ’96 +
 Jon P. Kersten ’79 +
 David B. King P’63 ’62 +
 Winifred Hamel King M-D’38 P’63 ’62 +
 Anne Stevens Kirkland +
 Natalie Schroeder Kloehn ’56 P’83 ’82 +
 Herman L. Kloppmann ’50 +
 Louise Muench Klug M-D’36 +
 Adela M. Klumb ’19 +
 Mildred Knablein +
 Douglas M. Knight +
 David R. Kocher ’80 P’09 +
 Elisabeth Koffka +
 Jane Koopman P’79 ’77 +
 Audrey Korn +
 Jean Alexander Koskinen M-D’53 +
 Rachel Penn Krausch ’53 +
 George W. Krause ’29 P’58 ’54 +
 Lorie A. Kreeger +
 Ann E. Krieg ’75 +
 Robert R. Kruecke ’52 +
 Stanley T. Kubicz +
 Bill Kuehmsted +
 Oleg Kurchatov P’95 +
 Jonathan T. LaFarge ’65 +
 Dorothy Brenner Laird ’34 P’64 +
 Thelma Denniston Lambert M-D’33 +
 Ralph Landis P’62 ’57 ’53 +
 Charles E. Lanik +
 Jacqueline J. Lanik P’91 +
 Arthur Lavine +
 Christopher T. Lawrence ’76 +
 John T. Leatham ’58 +
 Charles M. Lee +
 Ann Ashford Lehfeldt +
 Hildegard Buege Leonhardt M-D’26 +
 Margy Leverenz P’64 +
 Robert H. Leverenz ’40 P’64 +
 Dorothy Whitney Levis M-D’39 +
 Charles Littlefield ’51 +
 Bernice Case Lloyd ’29 P’61 +
 Lawrence D. Longley +
 Arlyne Brock Lovett M-D’44 +
 Janet W. Lucas P’83 +
 Joan Tomarkin Lucht M-D’61 +
 Harold J. Luedeman ’46 P’85 ’72 +
 Irene I. Luethge ’39 +
 Melvin Lurie P’85 +
 Gail Maca +
 Paul Maca +
 LaVahn Maesch ’26 +
 Bernice Maffia +
 John W. Maher +
 Kaitlin E. Mahr ’09 +
 Katherine E. Malish ’97 +
 Elinor Chapman Manz ’32 P’64 ’61 +
 Paul C. Manz ’61 +
 Lucille Heinritz Marcellus ’42 +
 Charles F. Marsh ’25 P’61 +
 Chloro Thurman Marsh ’26 P’61 +
 Judith Larrabee Martin ’65 +
 Terry J. Maschman P’00 ’97 +
 Geoffrey W. Mathews ’60 +
 Bernice Jacobson Matthews  
      M-D’51 P’83 ’81 +
 Judith A. Matthews ’60 +
 F. Jay Mattick ’48 +
 Rebecca Epstein Matveyev +
 Robert H. Maze ’88 +
 Suzanne McCarthy ’56 +
 George W. McClellan ’50 +
 Joan Queenan McClellan ’50 +
 Kevin McDougal ’79 +
 Barbara Bookter McGowan ’73 +
 Catherine F. McHugh ’37 +
 Robert C. McKee P’75 ’68 ’68 ’63 ’62 +
 Sandra Moore McKellip ’73 +
 Catharine Easson McLoud M-D’33 +
 John F. McMahon +
 Henrietta W. McNary M-D’27 +
 Bryan C. McOlash Sr. ’64 +
 Gretchen Weber Menard ’66 +
 Charles Mentkowski +
 John Cowan Messenger Jr. ’42 +
 Claus P. Meyer ’79 +
 Suzanne Boynton Meyers +
 Mary F. Mikulski ’87 +
 Bernice Bleick Miller ’43 P’73 ’70 ’67 +
 James W. Ming +
 Joseph B. Mitala +
 Virginia Bulkeley Mitchell P’69 +
 Mildred Moats P’60 +
 Russell Moats P’60 +
 Jeanette Kehrli Moeller ’49 P’71 +
 Michael J. Moody ’67 +
 Anna Sieg Moore ’35 +
 Ernest C. Moore +
 Wesley J. Morris ’43 P’72 +
 Patricia Sadler Mundelius ’59 +
 Lillian O. Murphy +
 Jessie Nakakura +
 George M. Nedic ’01 +
 Megan Miranda Newcomer ’96 +
 Ronald J. Nicholson ’69 +
 Adam A. Nickel ’03 +
 Helen Lynne Nielsen ’50 +
 James Noland +
 Kathleen Noland +
 Jay O’Brien +
 George D. Oetting ’54 +
 Fotios Oikonomou +
 Edwin H. Olson +
 Helen Bauer Olson ’38 P’71 ’68 +
 Matthew M. Orth ’06 +
 Nora F. O’Shea ’96 +
 Curt E. Ostrom +
 Karl J. Otto P’74 +
 Anne Bernhardt Oweis M-D’56 +
 Susan Dilday Parker ’58 +
 Dorothy G. Parnell +
 Susan J. Parthum ’85 +
 Elizabeth Auld Partridge ’55 P’89 +
 Frances Perry Pearsons ’64 P’94 +
 Ethel Bye Pedersen M-D’34 P’59 +
 Freeman Perry +
 Jessie B. Perry +
 Anna Marie Perschbacher +
 Charles B. Petersen ’30 P’61 +
 Elizabeth S. Peterson P’69 +
 Joan S. Peterson +
 Judith Mellinger Peterson M-D’53 +
 Searl G. Pickett ’52 +
 Vernon H. Pieper ’53 P’86 +
 Cecil Murray Potts +
 John Poulson +
 Carlos Pounders +
 Rebecca Pounders +
 Mojmir Povolny +
 Louise Lutz Prasher ’27 P’53 +
 Helen C. Proctor ’29 +
 Todd Pruett +
 Virginia Steffensen Purdy ’38 +
 Ross Quaintance ’80 +
 Emily Niedert Quimby ’53 +
 Joan Green Radtke ’45 +
 Gervais E. Reed +
 Jean Shannon Reeve ’34 P’62 +
 John P. Reeve ’34 P’62 +
 Alexander J. Reid +
 Estelle R. Reid +
 Kevin S. Rhoades ’76 +
 Kevin Rhodes +
 Ethel Helmer Riester ’37 P’70 +
 Catherine W. Rinkob P’51 +
 Severn Rinkob ’24 P’51 +
 Leona Ritger P’83 +
 Ronald D. Roberts Sr. P’86 ’84 +
 John W. Robson ’28 +
 Debra J. Roman +
 Susan Lewis Rose ’62 +
 Annette Meyer Rosebush ’35 P’62 +
 F. Ward Rosebush ’34 P’62 +
 Virginia Hobbs Rosenberg +
 Helen Russell +
 Howard E. Russell +
 Ross D. Sackett ’51 P’77 +
 Richard J. Saltzstein ’72 +
 Sylvia E. Sanchez ’97 +
GIFTS IN HONOR AND MEMORy GIFTS IN HONOR AND MEMORy
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coRPoRations and Foundations
Corporations
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 30+ The Boldt Company
Gifts of $10,000 + 
 30+ Kohler Company
  26 Sentry Insurance Foundation
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 8  Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund
  22 The UPS Foundation
Gifts of $2,000 + 
 5  Appleton Group Wealth Management
  21 Appleton Lathing Corporation
  30+ Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
   Westborn Chrysler-Jeep
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 10  American Family Insurance
  30+ Bergstrom Corporation
  6  Green Associates
  26 McMahon Group
Gifts of $500 + 
  Accurate Products
   Affinity Health System
  12  Aon Foundation
  30+ Ariens Foundation
  10  Faith Technologies
  25  Galloway Company
  2  Genentech
  8  Godfrey & Kahn
  5  Green Bay Packers
  5  Hurckman Mechanical Industries
  10  Lamers Bus Lines
  16 McCarty Law
  30+ The Northern Trust Company
  15  Security Roofing
   Shale Inland Company
   Southeast Junior Hockey League
  2  Tetting & Tetting DDS
   Valley Eye Associates
Gifts of $250 + 
   Advanced Physical Therapy &    
     Sports Medicine
  26 Associated Bank
    Association of College Counselors  
     in Independent Schools
   Buckman USA
  3  Citi Global Impact Funding Trust
   Coenen Mechanical
  2  Enterprise Electric
    Exerium Corporation Stowe Woodward    
     Division
   Georgia Credit Union Affliates
   Godfrey & Kahn
  19 Gunderson Uniform & Linen Rental
   Hampton Inn
  13  Krueger International
  6  Bob Landis Wildlife Films
  2  Mason Companies
  2  M.V. Klinger Painting Company
  3  Neenah Paper
  3  Player’s Choice
   Rotary Club of Door County North
  8  Thilmany Papers
  10  Tri City Glass & Door
  11  Waste Management
   Western Jeep
  20 Western States Envelope & Label
Donors 
 18 Ace Hardware of Appleton
   Allen Edmonds Shoe Corporation
  6  Appleton Trophy & Engraving
  2  Arete Advising
  9  Armadillo Trading Co.
   Artistic Cakes and Cookies
   12  AstenJohnson
  3  Avenue Art & Company
  28 Badger Laboratories & Engineering
  3  Badger Sports Park
  28 Baker Tilly
   Balloon Magic
  6  Bartelt Insulation Supply
  2  The Bar
   Baskin-Robbins Ice Cream
   Batteries Plus
  2  BJ Clancy’s
  7  Blackburn Press
  2  Club Scrap
   Cornerstone Community Center
  2  Culver’s of Darboy
   Domino’s Pizza
  2  Earthscape
  2  Eastbay
  5  Elser Enterprises
  8  Employees Charity Organization
  2  Family Medicine & Surgery
   Flower Girl Design Studio
  2  Four Seasons Family Restaurant
   Game Day Sports Bar
  2  Global Recognition
   G. Meredith Funeral Homes
   Golf Galaxy
  2  Hill Financial Advisory Service
   HoneyBaked Ham
   HuHot Mongolian Grill
   Iris Fine yarns
   Island Music
   Issues and Answers
  5  J&B Trophy and Engraving
   Jessica Bishop Designs
  2  Kane Enterprises
   Kangaroostaurant
   Keesler Orthodontics
   Law Offices of Burnes and Libman
   MacGillis Wiemer
  2  Mak-Tek Sales and Service
   Mama’s Country Market
  2  Mary’s Family Restaurant
  3  Maui Specialty Chocolates
   McKnight & Carlson
   Menards
  2  Milo Milo
  2  Milwaukee Brewers
   Milwaukee Bucks
   Moser Electric
  3  Muncheez Pizza
   Nichols Philipp Legal & Mediation Services
  2  Noodles & Co.
   Northeast Wisconsin Retina Associates
   The Olive Garden Italian Restaurant
   Papa Murphy’s
  26 PDI Financial Group
   Perkins Family Restaurant & Bakery
   Piggly Wiggly
  13  Presto Products
  2  Radisson Paper Valley Hotel
   Red Lobster
   Residence Inn by Marriott
   Rezin Studios
  10  Richardson Photography
  4  Riverside Florist & Greenhouse
  2  Rogeri Violin Shop
  2  Run-Away Shoes
   Scatter Joy
  4  Schmalz Custom Landscaping
  4  Seven Angels of Appleton
   Sherwin-Williams
   Simon’s Specialty Cheese
  2  Kenneth Stein Violins
   Stroke Savers
   Sweet Temptations by Michael
  10  Tamarack Group - North Shore
   The Free Market
   TLC Sign
  2  UNO Chicago Grill
  3  Urban Evolutions
   Vanden Heuvel & Dineen
  3  Vande Walle’s Candies
  2  Van Vreede’s TV & Appliance
   Vicky’s Apartments
   Victor Allen’s
   Walgreens Drug Store
   Wheel & Sprocket
   Whimsy J Designs
   Wild Apple Glass Studio
  2  Wild Bird & Backyard
   Wildtree
  6  Wisconsin MTA
  3  Wisconsin Timber Rattlers
  11  The Wooden Nickel
Foundations 
Gifts of $50,000 + 
  Anonymous
 5  Caerus Foundation
  12  The Chicago Community Foundation
 7  Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
  10  The Kim Jordan Foundation
  7  The Henry Luce Foundation
  19 MMG Foundation
  13  David & Julia Uihlein Charitable 
Foundation
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 6  AMG Charitable Gift Foundation
  27  Community Foundation for the Fox  
     Valley Region
  18 Oshkosh Area Community Foundation
  10   Ruth St. John & John Dunham West  
     Foundation
  23   John O. and Helen M. younger  
     Charitable Trust
Gifts of $10,000 + 
  Anonymous
     Arizona Community Foundation
  17 Aylward Family Foundation
  3  Alfred W. Erickson Foundation
  21 Vernon G. Goelzer Trust
   8   Marion R. Lemke 2000 Irrevocable  
     Trust
  28 Edward MacCrone Charitable Trust
  2   The Joseph and Florence Mandel  
     Family Foundation
  9  Rath Foundation
  26 Sequoia Foundation
  11  Silicon Valley Community Foundation
  30+ Harry Steenbock Trust
  13   Vanguard Charitable Endowment  
     Program
Gifts of $5,000 + 
 21 Aileen S. Andrew Foundation
  14  The Andrew Family Foundation
   Charboneau Family Foundation
  7  The Elmwood Charitable Trust
  17 Greater Milwaukee Foundation
  20 Florence Kasel Testamentary Trust
  7  The Monticello College Foundation
  5  The Windhover Foundation
   Wendell Family Foundation
Gifts of $2,000 + 
  The Aaron Copland Fund for Music
  13  ALH Foundation
  7   Joan and Fred Brengel Family  
     Foundation
  7   John and Barbara Knapp Charitable  
     Foundation
  29 Larson Perpetual Trust Fund
  10  Marshfield Area Community Foundation
  3  Nemacheck Family Foundation
  30+ The Presser Foundation
  5   The T. Rowe Price Program for  
     Charitable Giving
  13   The Schwab Fund for Charitable  
     Giving
  30+ Frank Shimonek Trust
  5   Steven B. & Julie K. Smith Family  
     Foundation
  6  Teget Foundation
  15  Frederick S. Upton Foundation
Gifts of $1,000 + 
 6  DeMartini Family Foundation
   Denver Foundation
  10  Harri Hoffmann Family Foundation
  19 Marshall Hulbert Trust
  12   Margaret Banta Humleker   
     Charitable Foundation
  4  John and Margaret Sagan Foundation
  4  Larsen Beadell Foundation
  5  National Philanthropic Trust
  8  Oklahoma City Community Foundation
  6  Rosemann Family Foundation
  30+ Joseph Shimonek Trust
  2  Southwest Stockham Foundation
   United Way of Metropolitan Chicago
  11  younger Family Foundation
Gifts of $500 + 
  American Endowment Foundation
  9  The Ayco Charitable Foundation
  13  The Community Foundation of Louisville
  17  Community Foundation of Northern  
     Illinois
  3  Reed Family Foundation
  13  Schwartz Foundation
  3  The Rotary Foundation
Gifts of $250 + 
 10  The Kruyne Family Foundation
  4   Raymond James Charitable   
     Endowment Fund
Donors 
 18 The Queenan Foundation
  17  Stephen Edward Scarff Memorial 
Foundation
Government 
 10   National Endowment for the    
     Humanities
  National Institutes for Health
  National Science Foundation
 13   State of Wisconsin, Department 
     of Public Instruction
  Substance Abuse and Mental  
       Health Services Administration
Groups and Organizations
Gifts of $50,000 + 
 19 Associated Colleges of the 
Midwest
Gifts of $25,000 + 
 4  WAICU
Gifts of $5,000 + 
  University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
  2  Wisconsin Space Grant Consortium
Donors 
 28 Anonymous
  Appleton Downtown
   Florentine Opera
  3  Fox Valley Symphony
   Liberty Hall
 11 Kennedy/Jenks Consultants
  2  Marquette University Basketball
   Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
  2  Shedd Aquarium
  3  The White Heron Chorale
Lawrence University is nationally recognized 
by corporate and foundation partners across 
the United States for its commitment to 
educational excellence. These partners make 
gifts for current operations, capital projects 
and the endowment, as well as grants to 
support the research, scholarship and artistry 
of students and faculty.
Corporations and Foundations 
Matching
 30+ Abbott Laboratories Fund
 7  Alliant Energy Foundation
 27 Allstate Foundation
 9  Altria Employee Involvement Programs
 28 American Express Foundation
 14  Springleaf Finance Foundation
 5  American Transmission Company
  Apple
 10  AptarGroup Charitable Foundation
  Ares Management
 3  Assurant Health
 11  AT&T Foundation
 14  AXA Foundation
 24 Ball Corporation
 12  Bank of America Foundation
 29 The Baxter International Foundation
 10  Beam
 30+ Bemis Company Foundation
 30+ Boeing Company
 23  Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
 6  Cargill
  CDW
 30+ Chevron U.S.A.
 6  Chubb and Son, Inc.
 25  CIGNA Foundation
 8  Cisco Systems Foundation
 30+ The Coca-Cola Foundation
 26 Colgate-Palmolive Co.
 10  ConocoPhillips
 21 RBC Dain Rauscher Foundation
 22 Data Processing Sciences Corp.
  Deloitte & Touche
 17 The Delta Airlines Foundation
 28 Deluxe Corporation Foundation
 11  Dominion Resources
 24 The Dow Chemical Company Foundation
 13  Dow Corning
 8  Eastern Bank Charitable Foundation
 30+ Eaton Corporation
 4  Ecolab Foundation
 30+ ExxonMobil Foundation
 7  First Midwest Bancorp
 6  Gannett Foundation
 22 GE Foundation
 30+ General Mills Foundation
 17 Goldman, Sachs & Co.
 18  The Guardian Life Insurance Company  
     of America
 26 Harris Bank Foundation
 7  Hormel Foods
 24 Houghton Mifflin Co.
 4  The Humana Foundation
 30+ IBM
 20 Illinois Tool Works Foundation
 8  Ingram Micro
 8  Intel Foundation
  Intuit
 17 Richard G. Jacobus Family Foundation
 2  Janus
 9  John Deere Foundation
 30+ Johnson Controls Foundation
 29 Johnson & Johnson
 29 The Johnson’s Wax Fund
 28 Kimberly-Clark Foundation
 4  Kirkland and Ellis Foundation
 30+ Eli Lilly and Company
 10  Lincoln Financial Group Foundation
 29 Lockheed Martin Corporation
 23  McDonald’s Corporation
 12  Mead Witter Foundation
GIFTS IN HONOR AND MEMORy CORPORATIONS AND FOUNDATIONS
 Linda Hanson Sartorelli ’65 +
 Stephen Scarff ’75 +
 Louis Schier ’32 P’63 +
 Thomas H. Schleis ’72 +
 Lorna Schneeberger +
 Frances Kassner Schneider ’51 +
 Harold K. Schneider +
 Kay Schneider +
 Shirley Williams Schreiber M-D’46 +
 Fred G. Schroeder P’67 ’62 +
 Phyllis J. Schultz +
 Ruth Marie Schumaker ’40 +
 Marguerite E. Schumann ’44 +
 William M. Schutte P’71 +
 John H. Scidmore Jr. ’58 +
 Linda Neau Scott ’69 P’96 +
 Jane Grey Seaman Gair M-D’39 +
 Peter J. Seckman ’83 +
 Jonathan W. Seidman ’77 +
 Jean Warren Sessions ’54 +
 Linda Pride Shaw ’79 +
 Mary Hallenbeck Sheehy ’62 +
 E. Bradley Shepard ’48 P’85 +
 Richard J. Shereikis P’88 +
 James A. Sherman ’68 +
 Albert C. Siekman ’03 P’43 ’41 +
 Elsie Hein Siekman +
 Martha Boyd Siekman ’43 P’74 ’72 +
 William A. Siekman ’41 P’74 ’72 +
 Janet Cain Sielaff ’55 +
 Carmen Campbell Sigvardt ’42 +
 David A. Simmons ’71 +
 Diane R. Simon +
 Anne V. Simonett ’74 +
 Valerie A. Sivinski ’73 +
 Dale L. Skran +
 E. Orlean Skran +
 George W. Smalley P’88 +
 Charlotte D. Smith P’45 +
 Errol Smith P’45 +
 Judy Smits +
 Ken Smits +
 James J. Soluri +
 Carlene Pratt Sorenson ’57 +
 Sarah Teas Sorenson ’53 P’77 +
 Carol Gode Spangenberg ’54 P’90 +
 Scott J. Sprtel ’97 +
 Mary Sramek P’72 +
 Karl E. Stansbury +
 Janet Dempsey Steiger ’61 +
 Judith Coffelt Steinkrauss M-D’53 +
 Catherine Steitz +
 Richard S. Stowe P’87 +
 Louise Witt Straubel ’35 +
 Richard Straw +
 Dorothy Bleyer Strzelczyk M-D’44 +
 Amy Stuart M-D’58 +
 Edmond R. Sutherland Jr. ’58 P’88 +
 Russell R. Swanson ’34 P’70 +
 Carl R. Swartzlow ’24 P’52 +
 Ruby Johnson Swartzlow ’24 P’52 +
 Mary Syriopoulos M-D’37 +
 Sean D. Tange +
 Mari Taniguchi +
 Gary A. Tanouye ’66 +
 Elizabeth Taylor P’84 +
 Jane Klade Taylor M-D’53 +
 Jane L. Taylor ’75 +
 Alissa J. Thompson ’05 +
 Walter P. Tippet ’15 P’54 ’50 +
 Ruby Voeks Toft ’37 P’73 ’68 +
 Jerie Schroeder Torbeck ’65 +
 Lee W. Traven ’52 +
 Joel F. Ungrodt ’64 +
 James B. Valerius P’05 ’97 +
 Johannes A. Van den Akker +
 Margaret Van den Akker +
 Arthur R. Van Dusen ’67 +
 Jean A. van Hengel ’48 +
 Clifford E. Vickrey ’80 +
 John H. Vogel Sr. ’36 +
 Clarmarie White Voss M-D’35  
      P’69 ’65 ’61 +
 Walter E. Vuchnich +
 George B. Walter ’36 +
 George W. Walter ’25 +
 Sidney C. Ward ’52 +
 E. Graham Waring +
 Nancy Bickle Warner ’44 +
 Lillian J. Warren P’45 +
 Vernon E. Waters P’61 +
 Donald F. Weber ’52 P’81 ’77 +
 Gerald F. Webers ’54 +
 Phyllis Koss Wendt ’50 +
 Victor E. Wenzel ’29 P’55 +
 Emily West +
 Shane Patrick Whalen +
 Alice Nash White +
 Kirby B. White +
 Robert S. Wilch ’47 P’80 +
 Evelyn Erickson Wilke ’45 +
 John M. Willem ’31 P’57 +
 Karen C. Williams-Zaritsky ’86 +
 James W. Willis ’91 +
 Doris Wilson P’72 +
 Raleigh Wilson P’72 +
 William A. Winsauer ’88 +
 Richard W. Winslow ’52 +
 Annabelle E. Wolf ’39 +
 Robert R. Worchesek ’50 +
 Barbara Wriston +
 Robert L. young +
 Todd R. Zeiss ’58 +
 Donald W. Zinn Jr. ’54 +
 Harold B. Zuehlke ’28 P’55 +
2–30+ years of giving; + Deceased
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Trustees
Kurt H. Albertine ’75
Edith G. Andrew P’88
Robert A. Anker ’64
Jill Beck
Peter R. Betzer ’64
David C. Blowers ’82
Renee Goral Boldt ’85
Robert C. Buchanan ’62 P’94
Louis B. Butler Jr. ’73
Michael P. Cisler ’78 P’06
Joanna de Robinet de Plas ’94
John H. Ellerman ’58
Susan Feith P’93 ’76
Terry Franke ’68
William O. Hochkammer ’66 P’92
Lan Huang ’93 P’13
Susan Stillman Kane ’72
David N. Knapp ’89
Peter M. Musser ’78
Scott D. Myers ’79
Martha J. Olson ’77
Overton B. Parrish Jr. ’55
Dwight A. Peterson ’55
Charles D. Saunders ’84
Robert J. Schaupp ’51 P’86
Dale R. Schuh ’70
Charlot Nelson Singleton ’67
KK Tse ’81
Stephanie Howard Vrabec ’80
tRustEEs and diREctoRs
Share your news! 
www.lawrence edu/alumni  




   Vice President for Alumni, Development and 
Communications
Alice O. Boeckers
  Executive Assistant
Stacy J. Mara
  Associate Vice President of Development
Dolores M. Howse
  Development Coordinator
Alumni and Constituency Engagement
920-832-6553
Mark Breseman ’78




  Assistant Director
Linda Fuerst
  Volunteer Coordinator
Sherri Immel
  Office Coordinator
Janice Staedt
  Administrative Assistant
Lori Vosters





Benjamin C. Campbell ’97
  Associate Director 
Erin H. Chudacoff ’00
  Associate Director
Jenny Ziegler
  Associate Director
Ashley Champaign ’10
  Assistant Director
Cassie McDonald
  Assistant Director
Amy Tesch
  Administrative Assistant






  Associate Director
Major and Planned Giving
920-832-7688
Barbara J. Stack
  Associate Vice President
Susan Stellmacher ’03
  Director 
Rudi Pakendorf




  Administrative Assistant
Research and Advancement 
Operations
920-993-6027
Lucas A. Brown ’02
  Director
Mary Ann Gast
  Associate Director
Kerry Lang
  Assistant Director
Janet Pearce
  Records Assistant
Crista Rettler
  Records Assistant
For general inquiries to the Development and 
Alumni and Constituency Engagement office, 
please call 920-832-6517 or 800-283-8320.
 21 The Medtronic Foundation
 9  Mentor Graphics Foundation
 23  The Merck Company Foundation
 30+ Metropolitan Life Foundation
 10  MGIC Investment Corporation
 16 Microsoft Corporation
 26 Monsanto Company
 30+ The J.P. Morgan Chase Foundation
 13  Nationwide Foundation
 6  New york Life Foundation
 30+ The Northern Trust Company
 18 Northwestern Mutual Foundation
 3  Novus International
 3  Oracle Corporation
 27 Owens Corning
 8  The Pentair Foundation
 30+ Pfizer
 10  Pharmacia
 4  PNC Bank Foundation
 3  Praxair Distribution
 28 The Procter & Gamble Fund
  ProQuest
 26 Raytheon Co.
  Rockwell Automation
 19 Rust-Oleum Corporation
 9  Science Applications International Corporation
 6  Securian Foundation
 26 Sentry Insurance Foundation
 11  Shell Oil Company Foundation
 21 The Sherwin-Williams Foundation
 13  A. O. Smith Foundation
 30+ Square D Foundation
 13  Standard Insurance Company
 28 State Farm Companies Foundation
  The IFF Foundation
 2  Thomson Reuters
 3  Thomson Reuters Scientific
 30+ Thrivent Financial for Lutherans
 5  Toro Company
 16 The Travelers Companies
 4  Turner Construction Company
 21 Union Pacific Corporation
 12  U.S. Bancorp Foundation
 14  US Bank Appleton
 30+ USG Foundation
 6  VF Corporation
 5  The Warnaco Foundation
 14  Wells Fargo Foundation
 30+ Wisconsin Energy Corporation Foundation
 5  Wm Wrigley Jr. Company
 12  WW Grainger




James D. Ericson P’77
James L. Fetterly ’58
Richard L. Gunderson
Fred Herbolzheimer Jr.
Catheryn E. Hoehn ’64
Margaret Banta Humleker ’41 P’73 ’69
J. Thomas Hurvis ’60
Harold E. Jordan ’72
Kim Hiett Jordan ’58
Thomas C. Kayser ’58
Marjorie Harkins Kiewit ’43
Herbert V. Kohler Jr.
Donald S. Koskinen ’50
Harry M. Jansen Kraemer Jr. ’77 P’13 ’10
Lewis C. Lofgren P’93 ’93
John A. Luke Jr. ’71
George W. Mead II P’93 ’76
Marion Chester Read




Cynthia Moeller Stiehl ’89
Priscilla Peterson Weaver ’69
Alumni Association Board 
of Directors
Kent E. Allen ’83
Bradford P. Aspgren ’84
Paul D. Beck ’04
Christine Jones Benedict ’99
Elizabeth R. Benson ’69
William Wesley Burrington ’84
Ann L. Carrott ’73
Susan T. Chandler ’79
Maura E. Cook ’10
Anthony M. Darling ’13
Cynthia L. Estlund ’78
Jeffrey A. Fox ’72
Monita Mohammadian Gray ’92
Karl A. Hochkammer ’92
Elissa Davis Hoffman ’99
Barbara Goodman Holtz ’74
Marie Anne Jeruc ’15
Richard F. King ’70
Andrew H. Kraemer ’13
Cameron D. Kramlich ’02
Rousang Li ’14
Gregory P. Linnemanstons ’80
Collin R. McCanna ’11
Joanna L. Messer ’01
yoriko Morita ’93
Nhi Q. Nguyen ’13
Colin M. Potts ’13
Thomas R. Quill ’82
James F. Reiskytl ’59
Stephen M. Rodriguez ’02
Catherine A. Statz ’96
Carolyn R. Tomecek ’12
Johnathan R. Vanko ’13
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Get your lu gear online at
go.lawrence.edu/apparel.
also, like us on  
Facebook at lawrence 
apparel & Gifts to get  
the latest updates and special 
deals only available to our 
Facebook friends!
the Big Picture
They came from 30 states and 22 countries. On 
September 11, 2013, all 395 of them gathered in 
front of Memorial Chapel to become one—the 
Class of 2017.  The annual freshmen class photo is 
one of the highlights of Lawrence’s Welcome Week. 
Look closely and you’ll find one of the college’s 
other newest faces—President Mark Burstein.
John, a physical training officer in the army Medical Corps, visited 
his alma mater in 1945 while on leave. We met. He returned for 
track and football and completing course work, and i graduated in 
1947. a Beta-delta Gamma wedding followed. Building on John’s 
B.s. in geology and my B.a. in psychology, we became cultural 
anthropologists, John’s Ph.d. awarded by northwestern, mine  
by indiana.
together we conducted ethnographic research that frequently took 
us out of the country—to nigeria, ireland (pictured), the Caribbean 
and new Zealand; our studying and teaching took place mostly at 
six large major universities in the Midwest and northern ireland, 
but lawrence was where we returned for reunions. and, although 
options for giving were numerous, after we chose to focus on 
education, lawrence became the primary beneficiary of that 
decision; we believed a small university would benefit the most.
to supplement our charitable gift annuity and annual donations 
to the lawrence Fund, the college crafted for us a scholarship 
fund agreement, with preference to be given to recipients from  
West africa. that reflects our deep interest in  
human and cultural diversity and it ties with 
one research area. 
recently, i asked to make a gift that would 
mesh with the goals of new lawrence 
president Mark Burstein. an endowed 
fund for athletics in memory of John both 
does this and is a reminder of an important 
influence on John’s life.
openinG doors to learninG
He loved lawrence; i still do and our gifts are meant to enable 
students to experience fully the “lawrence difference,” 
clarified beautifully by rik Warch, our late former president,  
in A Matter of Style. 

For more information on directing your gift to lawrence, call or  
email Susan Stellmacher ’03, director of major and planned giving, 
at 920-832-6551 or susan.a.stellmacher@lawrence.edu. 
Betty Thompson Messenger ’47 and John Cowan Messenger Jr. ’42 
at Inisheer (Aran Islands), Ireland.
711 E. Boldt Way
Appleton, WI 54911-5690
